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This research project explores women artists’ relationship with, and contribution to, contemporary 
sculpture in Britain between 1977 and 1988. This was an era in which the male-dominated New British 
Sculpture group were singularly promoted as representing the very best of British art, while women’s 
contributions to the developments of sculpture were unequally exhibited, promoted, and critically 
discussed, and were thus marginal to the mainstream. 
Sculpture has traditionally been associated with stereotypically “masculine” qualities, including 
heaviness, permanence, and monumentality, all of which were canonical expectations of a medium that 
historically prioritised figuration and solid materials such as marble and bronze. Additionally, the most 
visible sculptors, up to and throughout modernism, were male. However, the British art scene of the 
1980s saw sculptural practice become energised with new material and conceptual possibilities. This 
included a rise in gallery-based and installation sculpture as well as increased use of non-canonical 
materials and processes, thus making the medium accessible to a wider range of artists. This thesis 
explores women’s sculptural practices from this era, specifically work presented in galleries and in the 
context of group exhibitions that aimed to address women’s ongoing marginal position.  
Through empirical evidence, including new interviews and archival research, the thesis offers an 
interjection to established institutional narratives. An examination of women-centred exhibition 
histories provides a methodological framework through which to explore the slowly increasing visibility 
of women’s sculptural practices and the developing discourse around gendered differences in art 
production. The beginnings of second-wave feminism and the Women’s Movement provide key socio-
political contexts. However, feminist artistic pursuits are not the focus. Instead, the study addresses a 
strand of currently under-researched art history, questioning the notion of “feminine aesthetics” within 
women’s work, as well as how women’s sculpture was differently promoted and received within the art 
world.  
The key findings of this project expose the weaknesses of defining a separate, feminine, category of art, 
demonstrating instead the richness and complexity of women’s diverse art practices. It additionally 
highlights the stereotypes commonly associated with women’s work, arguing that the utilisation of such 
stereotypes within art criticism was complicit in sustaining male dominance within the artistic canon. By 
highlighting five key, women-centred exhibitions, exploring their motivations, the work presented and 
the critical response, this thesis presents research that augments existing art histories, underlining the 
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i) Thesis Contribution and Project Scope 
 
"The overwhelming fact remains that a woman's experience in this society - social and 
biological - is simply not like that of a man. If art comes from inside, as it must, then the art of 
men and women must be different too."  
- Lucy Lippard, Writer and Critic, 1973 
“Women will take over making art because they have no respect for all these dead traditions 
which men are lumbered with…women are born with a sense of touch men can only artifice” 
- George Fullard, Head of Sculpture at Chelsea School of Art, 1970 
While much has been written about the art historical brand of New British Sculpture1, a grouping that 
was formed by the art establishment in the late 1970s and promoted by it throughout the 1980s, little 
research currently exists that strays from this well-established, carefully constructed narrative of this 
period of sculptural history. In fact, at present, there is little scholarly research focused on the British 
art world of the 1980s, a decade that has largely been culturally forgotten or written about only from a 
singular, institutionally promoted viewpoint. The New British Sculptors, who achieved institutional 
success in this era, were loosely grouped based on factors including age, art school training and situation 
rather than aesthetic harmony (Cooke 1987: 34). The somewhat tenuous linking of their practices is 
evident when viewing their work – materials range from plastic to wood, to metal, to pure pigment; 
sculptural forms are often abstract, though not always.2 Although the group were diverse in their 
 
1 See, for example, the writings of Lynne Cooke, Penelope Curtis, Charles Harrison and Jon Wood, amongst others.  




approach, art historian Jo Applin (2018: 49) asserted that they were “united in their expansion of the 
category of sculpture, whether via the introduction of figurative images alongside abstraction or by 
electing to work with traditional as well as new materials and techniques.” The group were promoted 
as representing the best of new British sculpture and exhibited widely both nationally and 
internationally.  
Strategic marketing was essential to this group’s critical success. In a 2012 paper titled ‘Managing the 
reputations of the New British Sculptors’, arts marketing strategist Nick Baker explored the reasons for 
the grouping and prominence of these artists. Baker (2012:75) highlighted that the art world is 
“organized around the need to select and promote certain artists and their work, and to deny the 
entitlement of others to such treatment”, further commenting that artists who sought recognition had 
to engage with this art world, despite its conflicts and negations over which artists should be rewarded 
with selection and promotion. Kate Blacker has commented that herself and the other New British 
Sculptors became a cheap package deal for exhibitions and were often met at airports, after being 
shipped out for international shows, by a curator holding a sign simply proclaiming “New British 
Sculpture” (Racz 2020: 161-2). Fellow artist Bill Woodrow also recognised the package-deal nature of this 
grouping, remarking that it was “much easier to export this lump of many things like that than lots of 
individual things, so although it annoyed quite a few of the artists in the group that you were all lumped 
together like that, we realised that it was actually a very useful thing” (Baker 2012: 79). 
My research argues that women sculptors, who were under-represented within this grouping3, were 
also a significant part of subverting the sculptural canon in their use of untraditional materials and 
abstract forms. While many women artists were engaging with the newly expanded possibilities of 
sculpture in the late 1970s and 1980s, including combining figurative and abstract images and working 
with a combination of traditional and new materials and techniques in similar ways to the New British 
Sculptors, they are commonly missing from existing accounts of this period of recent British art history. 
Women sculptors were not generally given the same attention and opportunities as their male 
colleagues, particularly those associated with the New British Sculpture group, who were widely 
promoted and exhibited at this time. Even within this prestigious grouping, the women – including Alison 
Wilding, Shirazeh Houshiary and Kate Blacker – were less visible, involved in fewer exhibitions and 
written about less frequently by critics.  
Further research conducted by Baker in 2016 concluded that much of the attention paid to emerging 
British artists in the 1980s was focused upon sculptors, particularly the New British Sculptors. His review 
 
3 The Tate website lists the principal artists associated with New British Sculpture as: Stephen Cox, Tony Cragg, 
Barry Flanagan, Antony Gormley, Richard Deacon, Shirazeh Houshiary, Anish Kapoor, Alison Wilding and Bill 
Woodrow. <https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/n/new-british-sculpture.>  
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of arts journal coverage of individual British artists from this period also found that of the ten most 
discussed emerging artists, only two were women (Susan Hiller and Helen Chadwick), both of whom 
were towards the lower end of mentions in individual publications. As the chart in figure 0.1, produced 
by Baker, demonstrates, male New British Sculptors including Tony Cragg, Richard Deacon, Anish Kapoor 
and Bill Woodrow dominated popular press coverage, while Hiller and Chadwick received around one 
third as many mentions (Baker 2016). 
This lack of parity occurred despite recognisable overlaps in the themes, materials and conceptual 
concerns in the work of the male New British Sculptors and that of women sculptors who were not 
promoted at the same level. The primary aim of this thesis is, therefore, to remedy this omission, 
providing a timely interjection to the existing art historical narrative. Now thirty years on, memories are 
fading, archives are often fragmentary, and we have lost many important women sculptors that were 
active in this period, including Helen Chadwick (1953-1996), Kim Lim (1936-1997), Shelagh Cluett (1947-
2007) and Susan Hiller (1940-2019). It thus feels critical to historicise the often-marginalised history of 
women’s engagement with contemporary sculpture, as well as the debates that formed around the 
steadily increasing visibility of women’s art practices in Britain at this time.  
Much Western feminist art history that was written from the 1970s and beyond has focused on 
reclaiming the “lost” (or under-appreciated) contributions of women artists. An important example of 
this is the substantial publication that accompanied Linda Nochlin and Anne Sutherland-Harris’ 1976 
American exhibition Women Artists 1550-1950. This blockbuster show included eighty-three women 
artists from twelve countries; as stated in the press release, it was, therefore, the first international 
exhibition of work by women (The Brooklyn Museum 1977). The historical survey exhibition was an 
important device for the scholarly rediscovery of lesser-known female artists. Women Artists 1550-1950 
Figure 0.1 – A chart produced by Nick Baker, demonstrating the press coverage received by 
individual British artists between the years 1975 and 1990. 
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was first conceived in 1970, a year before Nochlin would publish her groundbreaking essay ‘Why Have 
There Been No Great Women Artists?’ (Nugent 2020: 2), in which she explored the institutional 
inequalities that led to a lack of visibility for women’s art practices. Further early examples of survey-
style feminist inquiry into the marginalised contributions of women artists include Wendy Slatkin’s 
Women Artists History: From Antiquity to the 20th Century (1985), Nancy Heller’s Women Artists: An 
Illustrated History (1987) and Wendy Beckett’s Contemporary Women Artists (1988). This revisionist 
survey approach has merit as a method of highlighting women’s uninterrupted engagement with art 
and the lack of recognition this has received.4  
However, far less attention has been paid specifically to exploring theories of femininity in art as an 
alternative to the hyper-masculine canon (Cottingham 2000: 49). We know that women artists have been 
marginalised throughout art history, but is this based on fundamental differences in the art (and/or 
sensibilities) of women, or was this exclusion rooted in a system of misogyny and institutional nepotism? 
It is this lack in women-centred art historical literature that this thesis is positioned to address. Rather 
than simply highlighting the work of women sculptors, it questions the concept of a readable “feminine 
 
4 Indeed, such an approach is still being taken in the twenty-first century, highlighted by the 2019 publication of a 
major survey of women’s artwork by Phaidon, titled Great Women Artists. 
Figure 0.2 – Installation view of Women Artists 1550-1950, curated by Anne Sutherland-Harris 
and Linda Nochlin, installed at the Brooklyn Museum October 1 - November 27, 1977 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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aesthetics”5 to be found in sculpture made by women, arguing that this idea was frequently used as a 
tool for the othering of women’s practices within the male-centric British art world of the 1980s.  
The word “feminine” was a potently charged term in this era, frequently used by critics in discussions 
of women’s art practices and assigned as a trait in their work whether this was the artists’ intention or 
not. Prominent feminist scholars Roszika Parker and Griselda Pollock (1981: 80) have asserted that the 
application of the term “feminine sensibility” within both art criticism and art history has been a means 
to “provide an opposite against which male art and the male artist find meaning and sustain their 
dominance”. In other words, “feminine” has been positioned as a lesser category within the arts, 
consciously othering the practices of women, while reinforcing traditionally held views of male genius 
and the subsequent centrality of men within art’s histories.  
Some of the exhibitions and artists discussed in this research sought to re-assess the term “feminine”, 
using the idea of difference in women’s art as a central line of curatorial enquiry. Two key examples are 
the exhibitions Eight Artists: Women: 1980. Part 1 and Part 2. Painting and Sculpture, held at The Acme 
Gallery in London and Sculpture by Women (1983), held at the Ikon in Birmingham. An examination of 
such exhibitions has been central to this research into women’s specific engagement with the medium 
of sculpture and the value of the “feminine aesthetic” hypothesis that was widely discussed throughout 
the 1970s and 1980s. 
This thesis deals with the work of early to mid-career women sculptors who were actively showing in 
all-female or predominantly female exhibitions in Britain during this period, thus prompting a reading 
of their work that prioritised gender and heightened existing questions of a “feminine aesthetic” in work 
made by women.  Exhibitions are a crucial tool here, as the dominant mode of consumption and site of 
criticism for art of the twentieth century. An examination of British exhibition histories and women-led 
curatorial interventions therefore provides a methodological framework through which to explore these 
concerns.  
Positioned across the eleven-year period of study, five key exhibitions are used as framing devices to 
provide focus: A Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife (ICA, 1977), The Hayward Annual (Hayward Gallery, 
1978), Eight Artists: Women: 1980. Part 1 and Part 2. Painting and Sculpture (The Acme Gallery, 1980), 
Sculpture by Women (Ikon Gallery, 1983) and The Subversive Stitch: Women and Textiles Today 
(Cornerhouse Gallery, 1988). Though there are observable overlaps in ideas, themes and materials, the 
work shown in these exhibitions with women artists as their focus presented far from a homogeneous 
approach to women’s sculptural practices. This raises questions about the validity of the “feminine 
aesthetics” hypothesis, which could be used as a tool to enforce gendered segregation and the implicit 
 
5 This terminology began to appear in critical literature during the 1970s. Developments in the literature around 
this debate will be thoroughly explored within the literature review in Chapter Three.  
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hierarchies of art. My research shall explore both sides of this debate, examining the commonalities and 
the divergences in women’s sculptural practices across a series of carefully selected exhibition case 
studies. I will additionally question whether the female artists shown within these exhibitions had any 
crossovers and commonalities in their practices with the New British Sculptors, who were more widely 
promoted.  
While a feminist approach is of some use to this study of specifically women’s art, it is not the central 
methodology. Rather, this project is concerned with accurately revealing the previously marginalised 
histories of women’s engagement with the expanded field of sculpture through an empirical approach. 
By providing empirical evidence of structural and systematic inequality within recent British art history, 
this thesis will both complicate and clarify the existing institutional narratives around sculpture. An 
exploration of this under-researched area of sculptural practices will reveal the richness and nuances of 
British sculpture of the 1980s, reintegrating the work of several marginalised women artists into these 
narratives through a thematic exhibition history. By bringing together a range of primary materials 
related to these exhibitions and the artists involved, as well as a series of new interviews, this thesis 
makes a significant contribution to the recent history of British sculpture and curatorial practices. 
Fran Lloyd, a Professor of Art History who wrote her PhD thesis at the University of Manchester on the 
emergence of New British Sculpture, noted that sculpture “has been a relatively untheorized area within 
the discipline of art history, particularly in Britain”. Lloyd’s thesis further highlighted that “until relatively 
recently, little attention has been paid to the issues of positioning through gender, race, class or 
sexuality in relation to the production and reception of sculpture, and its histories” (Lloyd 2000: 232). 
Twenty years later, Curator Natalie Rudd wrote in her catalogue essay for the 2020 exhibition Breaking 
the Mould: Sculpture by Women Since 19456 that “the enquiry into the contribution made by women 
working within the field of modern and contemporary British sculpture has still to be fully established” 
(Rudd 2020: 9). This demonstrates the longevity of the issue of women’s marginalisation within sculptural 
histories and the relevance of my research to the wider art historical field. Breaking the Mould is an Arts 
Council Collection Touring Exhibition initiated in response to a project led by Catherine George and 
Hilary Gresty titled Women Working in Sculpture from 1960 to the Present Day: Towards a New Lexicon. 
George and Gresty’s research surveyed a wider timeframe of British sculptural history, while this thesis 
provides a focused study of the period of change within British art between 1977-88, charting a concise 
curatorial history of developments within women’s sculptural practices. While their project is rooted in 
the Arts Council’s collecting history, this thesis has instead an emphasis on exhibitions and includes a 
range of women artists who did not have their work collected by the Arts Council. 
 
6 Exhibition delayed until Spring of 2021 due to the 2020 Coronavirus pandemic in the UK. 
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While several anthologies discussing the developments in contemporary sculpture since the mid-
twentieth century do exist7, little has been made of women’s place within the lineage of its 
developments. In 1977, American critic Rosalind Krauss published her book, Passages in Modern 
Sculpture - touted as a study of major works by important sculptors, revealing the progressions from 
nineteenth-century figurative works to the conceptual work of the late seventies, with a predominantly 
American focus. Within this volume, Krauss made brief references to just six women sculptors, two of 
whom had already died by the time of its publication in 1977. Addressing this significant omission in the 
history of recent British art, this thesis will explore women’s contributions to contemporary sculpture’s 
expanded field in the context of 1980s Britain, questioning whether gender impacted both the 
production and — perhaps more crucially — the reception of sculpture made by women during this era.  
One weakness of using exhibitions as a methodology is that this has allowed me only to explore the 
sculptural work of women that made it to an institutional context. There were many more women who 
were left out - further marginalised based on factors such as their race, socio-economic status or lack 
of access to a British art world that was primarily London-centric. With contemporary hindsight, a 
notable failing of the second-wave feminist politics which spurred on activity by women artists through 
the 1980s was the lack of intersectionality - not representing the lives and struggles of women other 
than those who were white, middle-class and (usually) university educated. As scholars Victoria Horne 
and Amy Tobin asserted in their 2014 article ‘An Unfinished Revolution in Art Historiography, or How to 
Write a Feminist Art History’, feminism is not a singular political viewpoint and has “developed 
differently and unevenly across various places/times (due most critically to those relations of race, class 
and sexuality)” (Horne and Tobin 2014: 77).  The feminism of the 1970s and 1980s has been described as 
a “partial and excluding discourse” which solely represented the experience of white, middle-class, 
heterosexual women (Wolff 1991: 21).   
While the exhibitions that make up the methodological framework of this project were pivotal moments 
in the development of a more women-centred approach to art history in Britain, they were not fully 
inclusive or diverse events and it is important to be critical of this. The lack of intersectionality in this 
exhibition programming represents the narrow feminist attitudes of this era. As a testament to this, 
artist Rasheed Araeen spent the opening night of the 1978 Hayward Annual, an exhibition selected by 
a panel of women artists, passing out leaflets posing the question “why are black artists always excluded 
from official exhibitions/surveys like the Hayward Annuals?” (Walker 2002: 229). Though this exhibition 
consciously showcased women’s practices, it was those of white women. As discussed in Chapter 2, Kim 
Lim, the only non-white woman on the selection panel, was prevented from showing her own work by 
 
7 See for example Andrew Causey’s Sculpture Since 1945 (1999), Alex Potts’ The Sculptural Imagination (2000) and 
Glenn Halper et al.’s A Sculpture Reader: Contemporary Sculpture Since 1980 (2010). 
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the institution, who introduced a new rule preventing artists from showing in multiple Hayward Annual 
exhibitions to seemingly purposefully exclude her.  
In presenting this research I am concerned to not further diminish the history of women artists of colour 
working in Britain in the 1970s and 1980s. While women were marginalised within an art world which 
was organised around male hegemony during this period, artists of colour – and women of colour in 
particular – were further marginalised by the whiteness and eurocentrism of second-wave feminism, as 
well as what we now understand as misogynoir.8 An unfortunate symptom of the era’s lack of 
intersectional feminism is the almost complete absence of non-white voices in the kinds of women-led 
curatorial interventions that were taking place and which this thesis is structured around. 
The additional barriers for women of colour were evident. In the early 1980s, Lubaina Himid9 curated 
three exhibitions of black women’s work in London – Five Black Women at the Africa Centre (1983), 
Black Women Time Now at Battersea Arts Centre (1983-4) and The Thin Black Line at the Institute of 
Contemporary Arts (ICA) (1985). The Thin Black Line was the first black feminist exhibition to be shown 
within a major art institution (Donnell 2002: 149). Some extremely serious issues with the ICA’s 
organisation of the exhibition were voiced at a seminar held during its run. For example, the exhibition 
was held in the corridor and upstairs gallery, rather than in the main gallery, physically side-lining the 
 
8 Misogynoir describes the specific experience of black women, who are discriminated against because of both 
their race and gender. The term was coined by Moya Bailey in 2010. 
9 Himid would go on to become the first woman of colour to win the Turner Prize, as late as 2017. 
Figure 0.3 – Installation view of The Thin Black Line at the Institute of Contemporary Arts (installed in 
a corridor), curated by Lubaina Himid, 1985 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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work on show and repeating the social marginalisation of black women that was the subject matter for 
much of the work. This occurred despite Himid’s written requests to the ICA concerning space 
requirements (Himid c.1985). Further to this, artist’s names were spelt incorrectly within the catalogue 
and the request for them to be listed alphabetically was disregarded (Donnell 2002: 306). The ICA is an 
institution which appears numerous times within this thesis, as it is a major gallery for the display of 
contemporary art and gave a home to several exhibitions of women’s art during the period of this study. 
It is interesting to note its failings here in comparison to its successes elsewhere.10  
In both her roles, as an artist and as a curator, Lubaina Himid became a key figure in the development 
of black artists in Britain in the 1980s. Reflecting on this decade, Himid (2005: 41) commented on the 
situation for black women artists: 
Our theorists never bothered to look at the work or talk to practitioners. We allowed 
the Arts Council to un-name us. We watched while our own critics ignored, invisibilized 
or trashed us. We were on panels and did not fight to get our fellow artists bought and 
funded. We set up archives and then did not record vital and important shows. We left 
the centre to hide at the margins. 
 
While I will highlight these intersectional issues within my writing on women-centred curatorial 
interventions, misogynoir in the art world is a topic deserving of space for more thorough consideration 
within a research project of its own. I understand that this doctoral thesis does not give an equal 
platform to the work of non-white women artists, reflecting the unequal situation for them during the 
period it is situated in. 
 
ii) The Climate for British Art in the 1980s 
 
The 1980s was a highly active decade within the British art world, defined by great change within art’s 
institutions and a persistent struggle for gender equality. While some accounts of feminist 
consciousness-raising activities in the arts during this period exist11, there is little currently written 
specifically about women’s engagement with the medium of sculpture – a medium that had been 
historically dominated by male artists. An extended look at the decade, this thesis focuses on the period 
from 1977 to 1988. The opening year of 1977 saw the introduction of the Hayward Annual exhibition of 
 
10 For example, when presenting a paper at the Paul Mellon Centre on the 1977 exhibition A Portrait of the Artist 
as a Housewife in May of 2019, the first question I received was “how did a group of women artists get an 
exhibition at the ICA at that time?”. The whole of the gallery space was given over to this early all-female exhibition 
curated by a group of predominantly white, middle-class housewives, yet, despite Himid’s clear requests, her 
shows focused on art by black women did not receive the same allowance. 
11 Roszika Parker and Griselda Pollock’s Framing Feminism, Art and the Women’s Movement 1970-85 is a key one, 
though it largely presents dossier evidence of British feminist pursuits of the period without additional 
commentary or interpretation. 
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current British art, the first edition of which was criticised by social art historians, including the 
prominent critical voices of Caroline Tisdall, Richard Cork and Paul Overy, for the staggering dominance 
of already established and widely exhibited male artists.12 The following year this inequality was 
addressed by an all-female selection panel, who sought to promote women’s artwork on the same 
national platform as men’s. Also in 1977, the women’s postal project, Feministo, culminated in a large-
scale exhibition – A Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife – that filled the galleries of the ICA with intimate 
craft objects produced by a loosely connected group of women, many of whom were stay-at-home 
mothers. Such radical exhibition practices sought to subvert the hierarchies of the art world, which had 
consistently favoured a white male viewpoint. A Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife and The Hayward 
Annual 1978 were two of the earliest British exhibitions dedicated to highlighting women’s engagement 
with contemporary art and object making. They form the foundation for a series of exhibition case 
studies, presented in this thesis, which promoted the work of under-represented women artists, 
questioning whether a “feminine aesthetic” or distinctly female approach to making was present in their 
work.  
Many of the exhibitions explored in this research project were not thoroughly documented or written 
about at the time. This raises serious questions about what was deemed worthy of discussion by art 
critics and academics. Why were some artists and exhibitions promoted, while others were culturally 
forgotten? In her ‘Notes on Feminist Art in Britain, 1970-77’ artist Margaret Harrison asserted that 
“much valuable work is overlooked, ignored or lost through lack of communication and of a proper 
record of activity” (Harrison 1977: 212). There was a common lack of historicization of exhibitions from 
this period, particularly those held in regional, independent or alternative exhibition spaces. This often 
resulted in slim, insubstantial catalogues (if indeed one was produced at all) and scant archives of 
collected documentary materials. For example, the 1983 show Sculpture by Women, held at Ikon Gallery 
in Birmingham, has a legacy of an eighteen-page catalogue that is mostly illustrations rather than written 
content and three short published reviews – no archival information has been kept by the gallery.13 
Other than monographs and reviews, exhibition catalogues were a primary way for artists’ work to be 
published to a wide audience in this period. Quite simply, if adequate catalogues were not produced, 
the work could not be properly disseminated and promoted. 
 
12 See: Caroline Tisdall, ‘The fresh energies which may help to change British art in any case operate outside the 
gallery system altogether’, The Guardian, 20 July 1977,  
Richard Cork, ‘This Charmed Circle…or the West End Connection at the Hayward’, Evening Standard, 26 May 
1977  
and Paul Overy, ‘Precious little space to spare’, The Times, 7 June 1977. 
13 As part of my research activities, I submitted the reviews I was able to find to Ikon’s fragmented archives of 
exhibitions held there in the early 1980s.  
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In part, the lack of substantial catalogues from this era can be attributed to a major reduction in financial 
support for the arts. Following Conservative party leader Margaret Thatcher’s election as British Prime 
Minister in 1979, arts expenditure for the year 1979-80 was cut by almost £5,000,000, in an overall 
budget of around £63,000,000 (Wu 2003: 54.) Such devastating cuts were put in place, despite Thatcher’s 
written assurance to the Arts Council that her party would continue to support the arts, as well as the 
publication of a discussion pamphlet, The Arts – The Way Forward, which opened with the words “Any 
government, whatever its political hue, should take some active steps to encourage the arts” (Baldry 
1981: 31–32). In contrast to these pre-election promises, once the new government was in place, 
Minister for the Arts, Norman St John-Stevas, publicly declared: “there will be no great sums for the arts 
from the Government in the future […] We must look to the private sector for new sources of money. 
That’s where the possibilities for the future lie” (Baldry 1981: 32-33). Under Thatcher, the arts were 
expected to become more self-sufficient, relying on box office and other income from their audiences, 
as well as developing private and business sponsorship deals to secure further funding (Brighton 1989: 
6). As Antony Beck wryly commented, writing for Parliamentary Affairs in 1989, “the ringing of cash-
register bells is music to a New Conservative's ears, and the Arts Minister has applauded those 
institutions which ring the loudest” (Beck 1989: 369).  
Of course, not all organisations had such income-generating potential. Antonia Payne, then the Director 
of Ikon commented in a 2019 interview that it was far easier for London-based institutions to generate 
corporate sponsorship, stating “most of the international discourse was focused on London and most 
artists who were really ambitious for their practices were also in London” (Payne 2019). As a 
Birmingham-based gallery, Ikon was reliant on the funding it received from The Arts Council. Payne 
(2019) noted that the effect of using national investment as leverage to achieve greater regional 
investment in the arts put a whole network of Arts Council-funded galleries in jeopardy. She commented 
that “there was terrible instability and worry in the middle years of the decade” (Payne 2019). 
This newfound need for commercial sponsorship greatly affected the sector. Sponsors were generally 
not from the art world themselves and were not always British companies. For example, the major 1983 
Arts Council exhibition The Sculpture Show was sponsored by United Technologies Corporation (Blacker 
et al. 1983: 6), an American multinational conglomerate, while the first sponsor of the Turner Prize from 
1984 was the American investment bank Drexel Burnham Lambert International Inc (Wu 2003: 169) and 
the inaugural exhibition of the Tate Liverpool in 1988, Starlit Waters, was sponsored by ICI Chemicals & 
Polymers (Tate Gallery Liverpool 1988). Such corporate patrons were likely to support familiar, traditional 
and established artists and projects, rather than more experimental or conceptual exhibitions. Pauline 
Barrie, who co-founded the Women Artists Slide Library in 1976, commented at the end of the 1980s 
that the promotion of business sponsorship as the way forward for the arts “enabled certain forms of 
culture to survive and flourish while others have disappeared or are in a constant state of financial 
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crisis”, she noted that innovative contemporary art was, in particular, “systematically starved” under 
this funding strategy (Barrie 1987: 8). 
In addition to the lack of substantial catalogues produced for temporary exhibitions of contemporary 
art, the lack of reviews for women’s exhibitions is also notable. Rozsika Parker, speaking at the 
‘Questions on Women’s Art’ conference at the ICA in November 1980, commented that Spare Rib, the 
UK-based second-wave feminist magazine, was reluctant to publish discussions of women’s exhibitions. 
Her reasons for this were twofold; firstly, she claimed there was a lack of interest amongst the 
magazine’s readers, and secondly that writers were not willing to tackle the “daunting task” of 
translating the complex theories and ideologies of socialist and feminist art into an easily digestible 
language (Kent 1980: 82). That even a magazine dedicated to women’s issues should show reluctance to 
discuss exhibitions of women’s art is telling of the amount of press coverage such events received  and 
how sympathetically they were viewed by critics.  
To better understand the situation for women artists in the art media, I looked through the exhibition 
reviews section in the first five years14 of Art Monthly, the British journal founded in 1976. Of a total of 
420 individually named artists (both historical and contemporary) in either reviews of single artist 
exhibitions or picked out of group exhibitions over these five years, 346 were men and seventy-four 
were women15. This breaks down to less than 18 per cent representation for women artists within this 
high-profile specialist arts publication. The graph in figure 0.4 illustrates this gender imbalance. Between 
1976 and 1980, there was generally an increase in both the male and female artists being named within 
the pages of Art Monthly, though the gender gap was also widening. Interestingly, many of the reviews 
referred to the male artists by surname alone throughout, indicating that these artists were so well 
established that they required no introduction for the publication’s readers. The same convention was 
not used for women artists. The issues highlighted by this data are, firstly, that women were not selected 
to show work as much as men during this decade and secondly, that when they did show work, it was 
frequently ignored within arts publications. 
In Sir Alan Bowness’ 1989 Walter Neurath Memorial Lecture, titled The Conditions of Success: How the 
Modern Artist Rises to Fame, he asserted that “there are four successive circles of recognition through 
which the exceptional artist passes on his path to fame. I will call them peer recognition, critical 
recognition, patronage by dealers and collectors and finally public acclaim” (Bowness 1990: 11).16 Without 
the recognition of their peers and critics, women were less likely to have their work selected for 
 
14 From October 1976, to September 1981. 
15 See Appendix One for a full breakdown of these statistics, year by year.  
16 Note the gendering of the “exceptional artist” here as male. 
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exhibitions, acquired to collections or celebrated by the public. This issue came up in my  interview with 
Deborah Duffin, who commented: 
As an artist, getting good opportunities to show your work is what makes you a good 
artist. This is because it is the challenges of showing in a substantial space, with all the 
support that brings, as well as critical success, that causes an artist to rise to that 
challenge, and this leads to a greater chance that you will fulfil your potential. It is 
impossible to know until you are challenged, just how good you could be. This is why 
so many people seem to think that there have been few great woman artists (Duffin 
2020).  
 
Duffin makes an important point here; by being denied valuable exhibiting space, women artists were 
not only less visible than male artists, but also had fewer opportunities to develop their practice and 
potential. As such, the cycle of marginalisation and lack of critical recognition continues. 
In 1977 the then London-based contemporary art magazine Studio International presented a special 
edition focusing on women’s art practices. Editor Richard Cork commissioned a range of articles by 
female authors, including prominent critics such as Linda Nochlin, Sarah Kent and Lucy Lippard. This 
series of writers discussed the reasons for women’s marginalisation within the art world and argued 
both for and against ideas of feminine aesthetics in women’s art. Within his editorial statement, Cork 
acknowledged the existing lack of discussion of women’s art, as well as the complexity of separating 
women’s practices from men’s to promote and elevate them. He commented that “women ought to 
take their place in the pages of art magazines as men’s natural equals, not find themselves herded like 
Figure 0.4 Graph detailing the gender breakdown of individually named artists in the first five years of 
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cattle into a separate pen” (Cork a. 1977: 164). However, as women were so scantly featured in art 
magazines during this period, Cork’s special edition, which sought to redress the balance and create 
space for women to discuss the work of other women, was both timely and necessary. This early 
intervention in creating a women-centred space within the established art world was a pre-cursor to 
the women-centred exhibition programming that would begin to blossom in the early 1980s. All-female 
exhibitions were also a contentious issue, not wishing to appear to herd women into a separate pen but 
aiming to make space for the consideration of women’s artwork so that it might find its place alongside 
men’s within future exhibition programming. 
Throughout (and indeed beyond) this thesis’ period of focus, British art was dominated by the formation 
and championing of the prominent quasi-art-movement of New British Sculpture. The term was applied 
to an aesthetically diverse group of young, British, predominantly male sculptors, whose work was 
unified in its reaction to the minimalist forms of the 1960s and a return to focussing on the materials 
and processes used in fabricating sculpture. A shared concern amongst many of these sculptors was 
openness about the untraditional, recycled or found materials that they used, meaning that their work 
engaged with materiality rather than a purely formalist aesthetic (Curtis and Henry Moore Institute 
2003: 245). Art commentators identified various vague shared characteristics amongst the New British 
Sculptors, including “openness, wit, humour and clarity in their approach, a direct and pragmatic 
attitude to materials, economy of means and elegance of execution” (Braune and Museu de Arte Moderna 
do Rio de Janeiro 1983: 5). Such aesthetic criteria, as we shall see in the body of the thesis, could well be 
applied to other sculptors of this period who were not promoted as part of this group of artists.  
Rather than by aesthetic concerns, the group were connected by social links through their art school 
training, exhibition involvement and gallery connections. Most of the figures linked to this moment in 
British art – in fact, all but Alison Wilding and Anthony Gormley – were represented by the privately 
funded Lisson Gallery (Cooke 1987: 34), an institution that was pivotal in the group’s promotion as an art 
historical brand. In a revealing comment during a 2017 interview with art historian Imogen Racz, Wilding 
noted how powerful the Lisson was and how herself and Gormley were commonly “totally elbowed out 
of things” by, for example, their work not being permitted to occupy prominent spaces during group 
exhibitions (Racz 2020: 72-73).  
Lisson Gallery owner Nicholas Logsdail was highly supportive of New British Sculpture and used his 
position as a prominent figure in the art world to nurture the careers of this new generation of young 
and ambitious artists, ensuring their continued success. Though it would later become common for 
commercial gallery owners to have an art school background, at the time Logsdail, who opened the 
gallery out of his semi-derelict home in 1967 while still a painting student at the Slade, was distinct 
because of his first-hand experience of the art world and knowledge of other young artists (Lloyd 2003: 
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52-53). His subsequent promotion of a network of emerging artists created a symbiotic relationship for 
the Lisson Gallery. As Alan Bowness pointed out “association with outstanding young artists helps a 
gallery to grow more quickly than any other way” (Bowness 1990: 27).  
Further high-profile organisations such as the Tate, the Arts Council and the British Council, were also 
supportive of this new style of sculpture, thus enabling the work of the artists associated with it to be 
seen in major institutions and exhibitions in the UK and internationally (Wood 2015: 15). Baker’s 2016 
article ‘Expanding the Field: How the “New Sculpture” put British Art on the Map in the 1980s’ presented 
significant data concerning whose work was being collected by these three heavyweight arts 
organisations. Baker looked at the artists whose work was acquired for the first time by either the Tate, 
Arts Council or British Council, concluding that this was representative of those who gained their 
reputation during this period of British art history. Of the nineteen sculptors that made up this group of 
artists, just four were women – Helen Chadwick, Susan Hiller, Shirazeh Houshiary and Alison Wilding, 
with the latter two in the female minority of established members of the New British Sculpture group 
(Baker 2016).  
After the Turner Prize was founded in 1984, at least one artist associated with New British Sculpture 
was shortlisted for six of its first seven years, with three of them – Richard Deacon, Tony Cragg and Anish 
Figure 0.5 – Tony Cragg, New Stones, Newton’s Tones,1978, plastic, 330 x 235 cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version 
of the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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Kapoor – winning between 1987 and 1991.17 Notably, the prize was not awarded to a woman artist until 
Rachel Whiteread in 1997, thirteen years after it was established. In a 1985 article titled ‘The Church of 
the New Art’, Waldemar Januszczak (1985: 28) criticised what he deemed the “significant mistake” of 
the Turner Prize jury in their awarding of the first £10,000 prize to painter Malcolm Morley. Januszczak 
(1985: 29), used his platform as a prominent art critic to instead champion Deacon, of what he termed 
“the Lisson Boys”, as a worthier winner.18 As the Turner prize is based on recent artistic achievements, 
specifically exhibitions of an artist’s work, it is not much of a surprise that the highly exhibited and 
acclaimed New British Sculptors should dominate the list of nominees throughout the 1980s. Artists 
who were not so publicly visible could not even be nominated for this prestigious award. 
Though their sculptural work was rather visually disparate, artists such as Deacon, Cragg and Kapoor 
frequently found themselves grouped together and their work shown both nationally and 
internationally as a representation of this new style of British sculpture. Cragg’s work from this era is 
distinctive for his use of found objects and urban detritus in a modern take on assemblage art. New 
Stones, Newtown’s Tones (1978) (fig, 0.5) is a signature work by Cragg, displaying an array of colourful, 
 
17 For a detailed breakdown of the first twenty years of Turner Prize winners and nominees, please see Virginia 
Button, The Turner Prize: Twenty Years (London:  Tate Publishing, 2003). 
18 Deacon would indeed go on to win a few years later in 1987.   
Figure 0.6 – Richard Deacon, If the Shoe Fits,1981, steel, 160 × 325 × 184 cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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plastic objects collected by the artist and arranged directly on the gallery floor. Deacon, in contrast, 
styles himself as a “fabricator” of abstract objects (Braune and Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro 
1983: 28). His works are typically built from materials available in sheet form, including laminated wood, 
corrugated iron and stainless steel, as in the example If The Shoe Fits (1981) (fig. 0.6). Working in a way 
that was again different from Cragg and Deacon, in the early 1980s Kapoor was concentrating on his 
ongoing series of pigment works known collectively as 1000 Names (fig.0.7). These geometric forms, 
made seemingly of pure pigment, rise out of the gallery floor with a focus on colour and form. While 
there is some very basic observable aesthetic crossover in the works of these artists – be it in materials, 
abstraction, form or mode of display, the New British Sculptors are not entirely convincing as a group 
based on their work alone. The art critic and lecturer Iwona Blazwick has noted the initial resistance by 
the artists associated with New British Sculpture to be treated as a group, commenting that “they didn’t 
have a shared ideology; they had no manifesto… then it relaxed and they had to give in to the fact that 
they were going to be grouped together” (Baker 2012: 78).  
The early 1980s saw several significant surveys of the New British Sculptors, including two landmark 
exhibitions: Objects and Sculpture at London’s ICA and the Arnolfini in Bristol (1981) and Figures and 
Objects: Recent Developments in British Sculpture at John Hansard Gallery in Southampton (1983). Three 
Figure 0.7 – Anish Kapoor, To Reflect an Intimate Part of the Red,1981, mixed media and 
pigment, 200 x 800 x 800 cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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young curators – Iwona Blazwick and Sandy Nairne at the ICA and Lewis Biggs at the Arnolfini – brought 
together the artists for the first of these exhibitions, based on personal contacts and studio and 
exhibition visits (Baker 2012: 77).19  Such group exhibitions were crucial in the promotion of these 
emerging artists and worked as a tool for drawing wider public attention to their work. Jon Wood, a 
writer and curator specialising in modern and contemporary sculpture retrospectively commented that: 
"Objects and Sculpture did much to set the scene, critically and curatorially, for greater consideration 
over the next few years of individual artists' works and for further discussion of the potential 
characteristics of the 'New British Sculpture'" (Wood 2015: 13). It is worth noting that Objects and 
Sculpture included the work of seven male artists and just one female artist, with an Art Monthly review 
by the critic Mark Francis noting that Margaret Organ’s paper sculptures appeared “inert and out-of-
place” (Francis 1981: 15) in comparison to the work by her male peers. Meanwhile, Figures and Objects 
included the work of six male artists — five of whom had already shown in the first of these two 
exhibitions — and three female artists.20  
The catalogue for the latter exhibition began tellingly by pinpointing the new, exciting developments in 
British sculpture as becoming apparent “between 1979, the year of Tony Cragg's first one-man 
 
19 The exhibiting artists in Objects and Sculpture were Richard Deacon, Antony Gormley, Anish Kapoor, Margaret 
Organ, Peter Randall-Page, Bill Woodrow and Jean-Luc Vilmouth. 
20 The exhibiting artists in Figures and Objects were Kate Blacker, Tony Cragg, Richard Deacon, Anthony Gormley, 
Shirazeh Houshiary, Anish Kapoor, Jean-Luc-Vilmouth, Bill Woodrow and Alison Wilding 
Figure 0.8 – Installation view of Objects and Sculpture at the ICA, London, 1981  
 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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exhibition, and the summer of 1981, when a group show entitled Objects and Sculpture at the ICA and 
Arnolfini galleries presented works by Richard Deacon, Antony Gormley, Anish Kapoor, Jean-Luc 
Vilmouth and Bill Woodrow among others"21 (Newman and John Hansard Gallery 1983). The contribution 
of the only woman artist in the first of these two landmark sculptural exhibitions is here eclipsed by the 
established big names now firmly associated with the new style of sculpture. Furthermore, within the 
archival materials kept from Objects and Sculpture, now held by the Tate Library and Archive, there is a 
folder named ‘Arnolfini promotional material’ containing transcripts of interviews with the artists 
Edward Allington, Richard Deacon, Anthony Gormley, Anish Kapoor, Peter Randall-Page, Jean-Luc 
Vilmouth and Bill Woodrow. Margaret Organ, the only female sculptor in this show, was also the only 
artist that the Arnolfini did not interview for their promotional material (ICA and Arnolfini 1981). Speaking 
retrospectively on her inclusion in the Objects and Sculpture show during our 2019 interview, Organ 
mused “it came out of the blue and I was really shocked actually! I thought “why me?” I just was 
dumbfounded by it, particularly when I heard that I was the only woman in it” (Organ 2019). Unlike most 
of the artists in this show, Organ was not a member of the New British Sculpture group, nor did she have 
an association with the Lisson Gallery.22 Her surprise to be selected alongside the other artists is telling 
of the opportunities available to women in this era.  
Though Alison Wilding and Shirazeh Houshiary are accepted members of this elite group – and both 
showed as part of Figures and Objects – they are notably absent from much of the discussions around 
New British Sculpture. Both are missing from Andrew Causey’s 1999 publication Sculpture Since 1945, 
where readers may have expected to find them within the final chapter, titled ‘Object and Figure: 
Sculpture Since 1980’ and dedicated to the type of object sculpture highlighted by the exhibitions at 
ICA/Arnolfini and John Hansard Gallery. Similarly, Wilding and Houshiary were not included in Alex Potts’ 
2000 anthology The Sculptural Imagination, which surveyed developments in sculpture from the 
eighteenth century to the end of the twentieth. Despite the author’s insistence that in contemporary 
art history sculpture is no longer thought of as an inherently male pursuit (Potts 2000: 357), Potts’ text 
dedicates chapters to eight named male sculptors while the American artists Eva Hesse and Louise 
Bourgeois are the only two women given the same attention and status, notably in the very last chapters 
of the text. Wilding and Houshiary were likewise excluded from the 2007 anthology Modern Sculpture 
Reader, co-published by the Henry Moore Institute and the J. Paul Getty Museum. While on a surface 
level, women were involved in New British Sculpture, it is revealing that there was an unequal 
representation of them within both the group and its wider sphere of influence.  
 
21 My emphasis. 
22 Allington, Deacon, Kapoor, Gormley and Woodrow are all recognised New British Sculpture artists. French artist 
Jean Luc Vilmouth was based in London and on the Lisson Gallery’s roster. Only Margaret Organ and Peter Randall -
Page did not fit into either of these categories. 
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The neat packaging of New British Sculpture as a dominant art historical brand followed in a British 
tradition of categorising and labelling emerging styles of sculpture, thus creating a simple and 
convenient lineage. This had been seen previously with the Geometry of Fear Sculptors of the 1950s 
and the New Generation Sculptors of the 1960s. Wood commented that: 
This generation game of novelty, innovation and youth is often seen as a quasi-
genealogical story of artistic lineages, art school educations and critical support, 
through the championing of dealers, writers, curators and institutional bodies. ‘British 
sculpture’ thus emerges as a construct that appears with resonance at distinct 
moments in time and within specific cultural contexts (Vernon et al. 2019: 9). 
 
While such a consolidated narrative of the history and development of British sculpture makes it easily 
digestible and deliverable  –  in the form of exhibitions, articles and university lectures  –  it also over-
simplifies art’s complex histories and erases the contributions of other sculptors who do not comfortably 
fit within certain arbitrary parameters. The creation of an easily historicised “national school”, when in 
fact there was not one, does not represent the complexity of this era and excludes many sculptors who 
were working in ways that did not conform to expectations. Very little has currently been written of this 
period that decentralises the achievements of the New British Sculptors in order to examine more 
marginalised sculptural practices, including those of women. This is where this thesis fits in to existing 
literature and scholarly analysis of the 1980s in British art. Its aim is not to present an alternative 
sculptural history of the period, but rather to assert that the existing one – which champions New British 
Sculpture and eclipses the sculptural production of women artists during this highly productive decade 
– is inadequate and over-simplified. This research project highlights the sculptural activity that was 
happening alongside the dominant style of New British Sculpture, which, while in many ways similar to 
it, did not receive the same level of promotion or attention. Taking a women-centred approach, it 
focuses on the overlooked contributions of women artists, who remain under-represented in the 
historicization of this period.  
 
iii) The Expanded Field of Sculpture  
 
This thesis looks specifically at women’s engagement with contemporary sculpture – an artistic medium 
that was rapidly developing and expanding out from its traditional roots in the latter half of the 
twentieth century. In high art, the sculptural canon was formed around traditions from the Greco-
Roman era of classical sculpture, with a significant focus on solid and permanent materials, such as 
marble as bronze, as well as on the human figure as prominent subject matter. Historically, definitions 
of sculpture as a medium have been tied up with definitions of “the monument”. Sculptural monuments 
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are created to permanently inhabit a specific space and, often figurative, also commonly represent a 
person, story, or event. Indeed, much of the visible public sculpture in Britain, even today, is in the form 
of monuments that depict people or events from history. Such monuments were typically built by the 
victors of history to celebrate their feats, gloat about their riches, and affirm their power. As art historian 
Gill Perry summarised, “monuments can have different functions: they may be tombs, or 
demonstrations of triumph, authority, power or property” (Perry and Wood 2004: 248). The 
monumentality of such sculptures is also linked to their scale, with this imposing category of sculptural 
works usually presented as either life-sized or larger than life. Art historian Lisa Tickner (2002:35) noted 
that sculptural monuments are typically “masculine” due to the tradition of men making them, their 
heroic themes and overtones and their depictions of “chiefly male” persons, actions, and events. 
Sculpture in the Western art historical tradition was, therefore, a largely inaccessible medium for 
women artists due to the materials and physical labour requirements as well as its aesthetic 
conventions, cultural values and social functions (Mey 2001: 5). As Fiona Carson, a Senior Lecturer in 
Women's Studies and Art History, surmised, “the place for women in this tradition was most likely to be 
as a sculptural object, as the personification of beauty and virtue, rather than as a practitioner” (Carson 
2000: 57).  
As Rosalind Krauss (1979: 32) outlined, the nature of a discipline like Art History incites scholars to seek 
out a logical timeline, lineage, or “paternity” for artistic mediums such as sculpture. Additionally, 
accounts of art history have regularly portrayed the masters of the Western sculptural canon as heroic 
men, whose craft is both physically demanding and synonymous with inherent masculinity (Carson and 
Pajaczkowska 2000: 57). Men such as Michelangelo (1475 – 1564), Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598-1680), 
Auguste Rodin (1840-1917), Henry Moore (1898-1986) and Anthony Caro (1924-2013) have been 
promoted as central to sculpture’s key achievements and developments. It is only in rare cases that the 
achievements of women sculptors have been celebrated at a comparable level; Barbara Hepworth 
(1903-1975) and Elisabeth Frink (1930-1993) are important post-war examples of celebrated British 
women sculptors. Hepworth tellingly commented in the 1960s that: 
There is a deep prejudice against women in art. Many people – most people still, I 
imagine – think that women should not involve themselves in the act of creation except 
on its more trivial fringes. They still think of sculpture as a male occupation: because, I 
suppose, they have a misconception of what sculpture involves. There is this cliché, you 
see, a sculptor is a muscular brute bashing at an inert lump of stone… (Crompton 2015). 
 
Contemporary sculpture no longer has the same focus on solid materials and figurative subject matter; 
however, there is a persisting association between the medium and masculinity which has affected 
women artists’ relationship with sculptural practice. Writing in the early 1970s, Lucy Lippard (1971/1995: 
43) described this as “the ‘Did a Little Girl Like You Make That Great Big Sculpture?’ syndrome”, 
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highlighting that, for many, there was a perceived disconnect between female-ness and serious art 
making. 
Krauss’ pivotal essay ‘Sculpture in the Expanded Field’, first published in 1979, sought to investigate 
both the ontology and terminology of contemporary sculpture. As she summarised early in the text, 
“the logic of sculpture, it would seem, is inseparable from the logic of the monument. By virtue of this 
logic, a sculpture is a commemorative representation. It sits in a particular place and speaks in a symbolic 
tongue about the meaning or use of that place” (Krauss 1979: 33). Due to this enduring association with 
the monument, sculpture throughout early Western art history has generally been site-specific, 
purpose-built, figurative and placed upon a pedestal.  
Pedestals acted as a framing device for sculptural works, whose function was to “mediate between 
actual site and representational sign” (Krauss 1979: 33). Architectural in nature, the shape of a sculpture’s 
pedestal controlled the way viewers move around and engage with the work (Penny 2008: 465). Pedestals 
or plinths can still be found as tools for the presentation of sculpture today, however, it is much rarer 
that they are included as an integral part of the artwork. This is indicative of how the medium has 
evolved in contemporary times. Removed from its plinth, contemporary sculpture became more object-
like and accessible, existing on the same plane as its viewers. Lynne Cooke (1985: 9) noted that this move 
off the pedestal and onto the gallery floor is symptomatic of “the homelessness” of contemporary 
sculpture. She commented that, in the 1980s, group exhibitions of sculpture frequently “degenerated 
into a melee of elements scattered on the floor, infringing on each other and lacking clear parameters.” 
(Cooke 1985: 9). This display strategy fundamentally changed the way audiences view and interact with 
sculpture; what was once displayed at a height, to be looked up at from a distance, can now exist in the 
same world as gallery visitors, therefore feeling more tangible and approachable.  
In Krauss’s view, post-modernist sculpture was characterised by a decisive move away from the 
figurative and monumental and into the more abstract and transient. Such non-representational and 
mutable sculptural forms no longer bound up with depicting real people or events, Krauss (1979: 34) 
explained, are “functionally placeless and largely self-referential”. This approach to sculpture as a self-
contained, autonomous art form encouraged greater experimentation and self-expression. As Krauss 
(1979: 43) concluded, “it is obvious that the logic of the space of postmodernist practice is no longer 
organized around the definition of a given medium on the grounds of material, or, for that matter, the 
perception of material”. The newly flexible category of sculpture in the expanded field thus also allowed 
for greater engagement with non-canonical materials and processes. The British artist, curator and 
academic Jon Thompson described the transformation of sculpture as “losing the centrality of its 
different generic practices (modelling, carving and constructing) and taking under its mantle a wide 
diversity of hybrid forms and strategies of making” (Thompson, Akerman, and Daly 2011: 94). This 
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conscious move away from the “paternity” of sculptural tradition, opened the medium up to exploration 
from women artists, who had previously not been visibly working in this area.23  
In Britain, the 1970s and 1980s were a period in which sculpture was prominently exhibited and 
institutionally celebrated. For example, the 500-acre site of Yorkshire Sculpture Park opened to the 
public in 1977 and six years later the Hayward Gallery and the Serpentine Gallery hosted The Sculpture 
Show, at the time the largest exhibition of living sculptors ever to be held in Britain (Rudd 2020: 107-108). 
Throughout this period the New British Sculpture group were promoted in the UK and overseas, 
celebrated for their continued expansion of the sculptural field. Despite these developments in the 
British art scene – as well as a greater appreciation of experimental materials, abstract forms, and 
impermanency in contemporary sculpture – the contributions of women artists working in this medium 
remained under-recognised. A central tenet of this thesis is to address the marginalisation of women 
artists within the context of this celebration of the expanded field of contemporary sculpture in Britain. 
The types of women’s sculptural practices addressed within this thesis are consistent with both Krauss’s 
ideas of what was made possible by the newly expanded field of contemporary sculpture and the types 
of practice that were popularly emerging in Britain during the 1980s. The women artists included were 
not looking back to the monumentality of sculpture’s canon, but rather exploring new possibilities for 
the medium. They utilised unconventional sculptural materials and techniques, often taking materiality 
itself as a central subject or concern for their sculptures. While the artworks explored throughout this 
study are aesthetically and conceptually varied, representing a spectrum of approaches taken by women 
artists to the expansion of the medium, they are also not entirely alien to what was being promoted by 
art’s central institutions at the time. It is therefore important to investigate how women’s practices, 
despite similarities to the approaches taken by the New British Sculptors, were differently promoted 
and critiqued. Throughout this period of study, critics commonly raised questions of masculine or 
feminine inflections within three-dimensional artworks. Many female sculptors were recognised for 
their use of domestic, impermanent, and unconventional materials to create soft, ephemeral objects, 
displaying typically feminine signifiers when viewed through the lens of Western culture. While the 
artists’ intentions may not have been to create work that deals with femininity or gender, the dichotomy 
of gender and a persistence of grouping together artists who happen to be women under an umbrella 
term of “women artists” impacted the way such work was received. 
 
 
23 It is however worth noting that Krauss’ own examples of artists working a postmodernist sculptural way are 
chiefly male. She lists “Robert Morris, Robert Smithson, Michael Heizer, Richard Serra, Walter De Maria, Robert 
Irwin, Sol LeWitt, Bruce Nauman…” (Krauss 1979: 41). 
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iv) Research Aims and Methodology  
 
To summarise the discussions above, the aims of this research are threefold: 
1. To explore the sculptural practices of women in Britain between 1977 and 1988, in particular 
those who used non-canonical materials and processes. 
2. To develop a thematic curatorial history of the period, charting and linking key exhibitions which 
were devoted to showcasing and interpreting women’s art practices. 
3. To explore how women’s sculpture was discussed and promoted by art critics and gallerists in 
this era. 
These three areas of interrogation feed into an overarching research question – did women sculptors in 
the 1980s make work that was distinct and different from that made by men? And, if so, what were the 
implications of this? 
The fragmented nature of existing art historical research on the 1980s in Britain, which has largely 
focused on New British Sculpture over any other tendency, has had a direct impact on the 
methodologies used in this research project. In particular, the need to establish a detailed knowledge 
of the British art scene of the 1980s and women’s position within it. This knowledge has been sought 
through literature review, extensive archival research, interviews and visual analysis of artworks. This 
thesis thus takes an empirical art historical approach, based upon analysis of primary historical 
documentation, much of it previously unpublished and unexamined. 
Several key archives have provided the foundational primary research materials of this thesis. The 
Women’s Art Library at Goldsmiths University has proved to be an essential resource for the study of 
British women artists, containing exhibition materials, items from artists’ archives and a wealth of 
images in the form of 35mm slides. The library began its life as the Women Artists Slide Library (WASL) 
in 1976, devoted to collecting slides to document women’s artwork in the UK. Most materials originally 
came from donations from self-identified women artists, rather than galleries promoting their own 
institutional narratives (Greenan 2018: 28). This allows for a diverse range of materials, including 
unpublished personal letters, zines and documentation of exhibitions not widely recognised by arts 
journals. Gallery archives have also been a valuable resource, including the Tate archive (which also 
holds the archival collection of the ICA), the Victoria and Albert archive (which similarly encompasses 
the archives of many artistic organisations) and the Henry Moore Institute archive. A thorough 
exploration of archival material related to the exhibitions, artists and institutions of this study has 
resulted in the discovery of a range of useful visual and written sources, including exhibition catalogues, 
correspondence and documentary photographs. The flaw in this aspect of the research has been the 
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fragmentary nature of gallery archives relating to the 1980s, which were, in many cases, scant and 
lacking detailed documentary information on their past exhibitions.  
Additionally, I have used oral history as a research method to complement and expand upon primary 
and secondary written and visual sources. Throughout 2019 and 2020, I completed a series of semi-
structured interviews with artists, curators and educators who have contributed to the growing 
discourse around women’s engagement with sculpture in the 1980s. I asked interviewees about their 
experiences at art school, the exhibitions they were involved in, attitudes towards women artists in the 
era and the purposefully provocative question of whether or not they see women’s artwork as somehow 
different to men’s. Capturing their first-hand experiences, reactions and memories was crucial to 
ensuring an accurate account of this previously under-researched area of British art history and to 
prevent its erasure from contemporary discourse. Their insights enriched the archival data and could be 
cross-referenced with exhibition catalogues, exhibition planning documents, correspondence and 
installation images to support my lines of enquiry. 
The strength of oral history as a research methodology is that it provides detailed, personalised 
information, with space for follow-up questions and ongoing discussions with participants. Using a semi-
structured approach was particularly effective as it encouraged openness in answers and allowed 
interviewees to discuss questions in depth. The interview is a two-way process, whereby the interviewee 
can also challenge the interviewer’s hypothesis; through my interviews with artists and curators, I came 
to question my own research motivations and presumptions I carried about art made by women. 
However, the ageing and limited availability of possible interviewees for gathering oral histories was a 
major methodological constraint. The fragmented nature of documentation of this period of art history, 
along with the failings of memory thirty years after the fact also affected the usefulness of this method, 
as some participants were simply unable to recall their memories. These gaps in both institutional and 
individual memory highlight the importance of conducting this research now before empirical data is 
lost entirely. 
In early 2020, the global COVID-19 pandemic put an unexpected halt to my face-to-face interviews, with 
the last few completed through email exchanges. This was somewhat of a less effective process, as the 
question and answer format became more static, with less natural conversation and follow-up between 
questions.24 However, the email interviews did allow participants to be thoughtful and thorough in their 
responses, carefully considering how best to express themselves and faithfully recall their memories. 
Face-to-face interviewees often edited their responses after seeing the interview transcript, or 
 
24 Participants interviewed via email were always offered the opportunity to follow up with a phone or video call. 
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retracted comments completely. By preparing written responses from the outset, the email interview 
interviews were able to ensure the clarity and accuracy of their answers. 
 
v)  Thesis Structure 
 
In Chapter One, I trace the histories of art’s key institutions – its museums, galleries and art schools. It 
is within these institutions that artists are taught, promoted and discussed and they are thus integral to 
an artist’s success. Such institutions, it has been argued by feminist art historians, were built around 
male patronage and privilege, resulting in less fruitful experiences for women, who were subject to 
systemic marginalisation. My research explores this claim, interrogating the institutionalised obstacles 
faced by women artists who forged their early career in the 1980s. 
Chapter Two moves on to look at the female-focused exhibitions that began to emerge in Britain in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s as correctives to the lack of representation for women artists. With a socio-
political focus, this chapter discusses the influence of American women’s groups and consciousness-
raising activities on British curatorial strategies. Through a thorough discussion of the 1978 Hayward 
Annual – the first woman-centred exhibition to address gender issues within exhibition practices – this 
chapter will assess the motivations for, and reactions to, such curatorial activism.  
A literature review chapter, Chapter Three unpacks the theory and debate around the idea of innate 
“feminine aesthetics” in women’s art, an area of discourse that began to emerge in the late 1970s and 
provoked varied responses from artists and critics. Through a discussion of key literature, I will track 
these emerging debates, explore the physical and theoretical spaces of women’s art production and the 
different linguistic and aesthetic languages that surround it.  
Chapter Four discusses the “season of women’s art” that took place in London in the Autumn of 1980 
at the ICA and The Acme Gallery. While this was promoted as a complementary programme of 
exhibitions and events, the two galleries had different intentions in curating these women-centred 
exhibitions which have largely been grouped based solely on an overlapping time frame. The exhibitions 
were also aesthetically and conceptually very different, throwing the idea of “feminine aesthetics” into 
serious contention. 
Moving on to Chapter Five, I present a further case study of an exhibition that took the idea of “feminine 
aesthetics” as a key thematic starting point – Sculpture by Women at Birmingham’s Ikon Gallery in 1983. 
Although similar in premise, intention, and context to Eight Artists: Women: 1980 held at The Acme 
Gallery three years prior, these shows again presented a variety of work produced by women, 
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representing the various positions of women sculptors of this era. Following my discussion of this 
exhibition, I further explore and question the idea of categorising artists based on gender. 
Finally, Chapter Six discusses the use of materials and techniques from traditionally feminine crafts 
within contemporary sculpture. It seeks to understand women’s continued engagement with textile 
processes such as stitching, draping and wrapping, with their roots in domesticity and home-making. 
The chapter examines two exhibitions that bookend this project’s period of investigation: A Portrait of 
the Artist as a Housewife, held at the ICA in 1977 and The Subversive Stitch, Women and Textiles Today 
at Cornerhouse Gallery in Manchester.  
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Timeline of Activity, 1977-1988 
 
1977 
Rosalind Krauss’s sculptural survey Passages 
in Modern Sculpture is first published in 
America. 
Yorkshire Sculpture Park opens – it is the 
first outdoor sculpture gallery in the UK. 
May/June – The British art journal Studio 
International dedicates a special edition to 
women’s art practices. 
May-September – The first Hayward Annual 
exhibition is open to the public. The 
selectors, Michael Compton, Howard 
Hodgkin and William Turnbull, selected to 
show the work of 28 men and 1 woman.  
June-July – Portrait of the Artist as a 
Housewife opens at the ICA. The all-female 
exhibition showcases the work of the 
ongoing postal project Feministo. 
August – Whitechapel Gallery holds its first 
Open Exhibition.  
1978 
The Women's Press was established in 
London, dedicated to publishing fiction and 
non-fiction by women writers from across 
the world. 
July-August – The retrospective exhibition 
Allen Jones: Graphic Works 1958-1978 opens 
at the ICA, showcasing Jones’ fetish 
sculptures including women as furniture.  
August-October – In response to the 
previous year’s gender imbalance, the 
second Hayward Annual exhibition is 
selected by a panel of five women artists. It 
became known as “The Women’s Show”, 
despite also featuring the work of men. 
 
1979 
May - Margaret Thatcher becomes the UK’s 
(first female) Prime Minister. She introduced 
significant cuts to arts funding.  
May-June – Whitechapel Gallery holds a 
retrospective of influential American 
sculptor Eva Hesse’s work. 
1980 
October-November – Claire Smith’s 
exhibition of eight women artists opens at 
The Acme Gallery. 
October-December – The ICA holds three 
consecutive all-female exhibitions: Women’s 
Images of Men, About Time and Issue. 
1981 
Roszika Parker and Griselda Pollock’s Old 
Mistresses: Women, Art and Ideology is first 
published. The book questions women's 
position in culture and the role of cultural 
myths and ideologies in the social definitions 
of masculinity and femininity. 
June-August – Objects and Sculpture opens 
at the ICA and Arnolfini, showing the work of 
7 male and 1 female sculptors. 
September – the ongoing occupation of 
Greenham Common Women's Peace Camp 
begins. 
October – The Acme Gallery closes. 
1982 
The Women Artists’ Slide Library opens to 
the public after six years of collecting slides 




November-December - Sense and Sensibility 
in Feminist Art Practice, a Midland Group 
exhibition opens in Nottingham. 
1983 
February-March - Figures and Objects: 
Recent Developments in British Sculpture 
opens at John Hansard Gallery in 
Southampton. Of the 9 sculptors shown, 6 
are men and 3 are women. 
August-October - The Sculpture Show: Fifty 
Sculptors at the Serpentine and the South 
Bank. This major exhibition was, at the time, 
the largest display of works by living 
sculptors ever to be held in Britain. 
October- November – Sculpture by Women 
opens at Ikon gallery, selected by Director 
Antonia Payne. 
1984 
Roszika Parker’s The Subversive Stitch: 
Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine 
is published by The Women’s Press Ltd. 
February - The first Turner Prize exhibition is 
shown at Tate Britain. The artists are Richard 
Deacon, Richard Long, Gilbert & George, 
Howard Hodgkin and Malcom Morley.  
June-July - Pandora’s Box opens at Arnolfini 
1985 
The curator and educator Milena Kalinovska 
is the first female nominee for the Turner 
Prize; Howard Hodgkin wins. 
November-January – The Thin Black Line 
opens at the ICA 
 
1986 
There are no female nominees for the 
Turner Prize; Gilbert & George win 
1987 
Helen Chadwick is the first female sculptor 
to be nominated for the Turner Prize; 
Richard Deacon wins. 
Rosemary Betterton’s edited volume 
Looking on: Images of Femininity in the 
Visual Arts and Media is first published. 
1988 
Linda Nochlin’s essay collection Women, Art 
and Power and Other Essays is first 
published. 
Alison Wilding is nominated for the Turner 
Prize; Tony Cragg wins. 
Inspired by Roszika Parker’s book, two all-
female exhibitions with the title The 
Subversive Stitch open concurrently in 
Manchester – one is a historical show while 





Chapter One  
 
Institutional Marginalisation in the Arts  
Contents 
i) ‘Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?’ 
ii) Art Schools and Sculpture Studios 
iii) Exhibitions and Collections 
 
 
“The arts, as in a hundred other areas, are stultifying, oppressive, and discouraging to all 
those, women among them, who did not have the good fortune to be born white, preferably 
middle class, and above all, male. The fault lies not in our stars, our hormones, our menstrual 
cycles, or our empty internal spaces, but in our institutions and our education.”  
- Linda Nochlin, Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?, 1971. 
 
i) Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists? 
 
The dominant academic narrative of Western art history has been primarily written from the 
perspective and prejudice of a patriarchal canon. Those who hold the institutionalised power to define 
this canon – critics, art historians, dealers, curators, lecturers and collectors – have historically used 
their own series of value judgements to decide what constitutes great art that is worthy of study, 
discussion and display. Such choices cannot be neutral or exist in a vacuum away from a matrix of social 
and political meanings. Connoisseurship has been central to the discipline, with a focus on the 
appreciation of the European “great masters” of art. Furthermore, as men have traditionally held the 
most power and been the most visible practitioners in both artistic and academic institutions, this has 
led to a gendered bias within the canon, with the male viewpoint subconsciously accepted as art’s 
central one. Such a system poses a problem to women artists who may not fit within a narrowly defined 
view of what makes great art and have therefore frequently been positioned on the margins of art 
history.  
Since the 1970s, when feminist arts groups were gaining momentum in both America and Britain, there 
have been calls to re-evaluate the discipline of art history, moving beyond formal analysis and ideas of 
the creative genius to think additionally about the socio-political context that art is made in. The “new 
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art history” which emerged in this era was influenced by ideas from the social sciences, including 
feminism, Marxism, structuralism and psychoanalysis (Rees and Borzello 1986: 2). However, as British 
curator and art historian Lynda Nead highlighted, these contemporary ideas and methods are often 
defined as possible approaches to art history or even “academic novelties” that occupy a marginal rather 
than central position within the discipline (Rees and Borzello 1986: 120). As this thesis explores, there has 
also been an increase of exhibitions of women’s artwork in Britain since the 1970s, though these were 
often separatist events, rather than infiltrating the established systems of power that have defined the 
art world. 
To continue subverting the male-centric canon of art, we must first interrogate what it is, and how it 
came in to being. Much canonical thinking is based on a perceived hierarchy of both genres and 
materials, with oil paintings and sculptures depicting classical history, mythology and biblical stories 
established as the peak of artistic practice, while craft and the decorative arts were considered lowly in 
status. This division between fine arts and decorative arts (or simply between arts and crafts) first 
emerged during the Renaissance and relates to socio-economic systems, particularly issues of class and 
gender. At this time, the fine arts of painting and sculpture were considered the “proper sphere” of the 
privileged classes, while craft and applied arts became associated with the working class (Parker 2010: 
5). While fine art was a public practice, dominated by men in a professional setting, craft was seen as 
belonging to the private and domestic domain of women.  
This European hierarchy was reflected in the changes in the delivery of arts education - from craft-based 
workshops to prestigious academies of art (Parker and Pollock 1981: 50). It was further codified in the 
seventeenth century by the French Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture, based on beliefs that the 
human form was “God’s most perfect work on earth” (Edwards 1999: 35) and that those who depicted it 
were imitating a higher power. To create a work worthy of masterpiece status, artists had to be able to 
accurately portray the human figure. Access to life-drawing classes from a nude model was, therefore, 
an essential element of an artists’ training. A central issue in Linda Nochlin’s influential 1971 essay ‘Why 
Have There Been No Great Women Artists?’, now considered a germinal text for feminist art history, is 
that this type of hierarchical thinking implicitly favoured male artists. A key point to Nochlin’s argument 
was that such classes were a privilege that was deemed improper for “lady students” at art’s European 
Royal Academies until after 1893 (Nochlin 1971/1989: 159). The conscious exclusion of women artists 
from this advanced level of artistic training meant that, as Nochlin (1989: 160) concluded, they were 
“deprived of the possibility of creating major artworks.” Even once women were granted their own, 
separate life-drawing classes, as a result of their constant petitioning, the model was required to be 
partially draped, limiting the learning experience of the female students. It was not until 1903 that 
women were permitted to attend the same life drawing sessions as their male peers (Harris and Nochlin 
1976: 53). Though women could now train at an equal level to men, a persisting system of power that 
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excluded them had already been established. Art Historian Alicia Foster (2004: 8) surmised that “by the 
end of the nineteenth-century women could train in the life room, but a major strand of modernism 
had coalesced around the female model as a sign of power (creative and sexual) of the male artist.”  
The European Academies were a place of privilege, status and patriarchal prejudice. Thus, the canon of 
art that formed around them represented not only the ideals of aesthetics and subject matter in art, 
but also reflected a bias in favour of those that held the most socially, politically, and economically 
powerful positions within society – white, rich men. Thus, women were not just excluded from certain 
types of training and the possibility of having their work gain major attention and exhibition 
opportunities, but also from the power structures of the art world itself. As feminist scholars Rozsika 
Parker and Griselda Pollock summarised within their book Old Mistresses: Women, Art and Ideology 
(1981: 135), women’s exclusion from art’s academies “signified their exclusion from power to 
participate in and determine differently the production of the languages of art, the meanings, ideologies 
and views of the world and social relations of the dominant culture.”  
The creation of the elitist institution of the art academy enforced gendered biases, relegating women 
to second class citizens of the art world – a position that would prove hard to dissociate from, even in 
contemporary times. This is evidenced in a now-infamous painting by Johann Zoffany (1733-1810) (fig. 
1.1), depicting London’s Royal Academicians setting up for a life-drawing class with male models. The 
two female founder members of the Academy, Angelica Kauffman and Mary Moser, are represented by 
crude, wall-mounted portraits, while their male counterparts are fully realised, brightly coloured figures 
in the painting’s foreground. Though these two women had achieved some status and recognition 
through the Academy, it was largely nominal as their membership did not afford them the same 
privileged access to art instruction as it did their male colleagues. An examination of Zoffany’s work for 
an issue of RA Magazine in 2016 commented that “the painting is seen to epitomise the ambivalent 
recognition and conditional institutional support extended to female artists” (Vickery 2016: 65).25 
Kauffman and Moser were here physically side-lined, representative of the frequent marginalisation of 
women’s participation in the visual arts.  
The formation of the canon of art around its androcentric academies has influenced the way art’s history 
has been taught. E.H Gombrich’s The Story of Art was first published in 1950 and remains one of the 
most popular introductory texts to the discipline of Art History.26 Gombrich’s influential art historical 
 
25 Aside from Kauffman and Moser there were no other female Academicians until the twentieth century, with the 
first female Professors – Fiona Rae and Tracy Emin – elected as late as 2011. Annette Wickham’s 2018 article ‘A 
“female invasion” 250 years in the making’ provides a good overview of women’s slow acceptance into the Royal 
Academy. 
26 At the time of writing, this book can still be found on the first-year reading lists for incoming undergraduate 
History of Art students at UK institutions including King’s College, Cambridge, University of Leeds and University 
of East Anglia 70 years after its first publication. 
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survey includes revered male artists from across history alongside just one woman, the German artist 
Käthe Kollwitz (1867 – 1945) who appears only in later editions and only then within the penultimate 
chapter of the book27. In the first line of his text, Gombrich stated that “there really is no such thing as 
Art. There are only artists” (Gombrich 1950/2006: 14). This emphasis on the importance of art’s authorship 
sets the tone for a text devoted to the idolisation of the great male masters from Art History and the 
erasure of women’s contributions to the discipline.  
In 1969, Kenneth Clark’s thirteen-part television series Civilisation came to BBC Two. Clark was an Oxford 
graduate, appointed Director of the National Gallery at the age of thirty and had worked as Slade 
Professor of Fine Art at Oxford, as well as Chairman of the Arts Council (Clark 2005/1969). He was thus 
an authoritative voice on art history as an academic and institutional discipline. One of the first art-
historical television programmes to be shown in colour, Civilisation was a “landmark in the history of 
British television’s coverage of the visual arts” (Walker 1988: 16).28  Subjects dealt with in Clark’s visual 
guide to art history included “Man – The Measure of All Things”, “The Hero as Artist” and “Heroic 
Materialism”. Within the introduction to the first episode, Clark informed viewers that the concerns of 
 
27 Kollwitz first appeared in the German version of The Story of Art and in 1995 was added to the English version, 
from the text’s 16th edition onwards. 
28 The illustrated lecture-style format proved popular in Britain and was later followed by other significant art 
programmes including John Berger’s Ways of Seeing (1972) and Sandy Nairne’s State of the Art (1987). 
Figure 1.2 – Johan Joseph Zoffany, The Academicians of the Royal Academy, 1771-72, oil on 
canvas, 101.1 x 147.5 cm. 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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the television series involved “looking at those great works of Western man and remembering all that 
he’s achieved” (BBC Two 1969: 00:02:21). There is very little consideration of women’s contributions to 
art history within Clark’s Civilisation, with British art critic John Walker noting that St Theresa of Avila 
and prison reformer Elizabeth Fry are “virtually the only women mentioned” (Walker 1988: 17). 
Civilisation was later turned into a book which, like Gombrich’s The Story of Art twenty years earlier, 
failed to document the contributions of women artists. Clark’s approach to art history, with 
connoisseurship as a central value, is highlighted by his statement on the final page of the text, stating: 
“above all, I believe in the God-given genius of certain individuals, and I value a society that makes their 
existence possible” (Clark 2005/1969: 246). As is evident from the discussions within this thesis so far, 
ideas of “greatness” and “genius” in art have commonly been aligned with maleness, making it difficult 
for women to achieve the same recognition within the traditional power structures of art history. 
In 2015, an American study titled ‘Have There Now Been Any Great Women Artists?’ examined the 
visibility of women in recent Art History textbooks (as well as revised editions of older textbooks), finding 
a ratio of 10.9 women mentioned for every 100 male artists mentioned (Clark, Folgo, and Pichette 2005: 8). 
This demonstrates a persisting gendered bias in the way Art History and its canons are taught to 
students, with a lack of women artists presented in its key anthologies. As Val Walsh, who has written 
extensively on feminist pedagogy and women’s creativity, surmised in 1990: “art history, as it has been 
written, has not provided an honest account of women’s artistic and cultural activities and 
achievements. It has denied women a view of their own past, and the role models which are so 
important for the development of a sense of self” (Walsh 1990: 155). 
Writing thirty years after ‘Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?’, Nochlin noted that during 
the 1970s there was no Women’s Studies and no feminist or queer theory being taught in art schools. 
The American author commented: “What there was was Art 1 or Art 105 – a seamless web of great art, 
often called “The Pyramids to Picasso” – that unrolled fluidly in darkened rooms throughout the country, 
extolling great (male, of course) artistic achievement since the very dawn of history” (Nochlin 2006: 21). 
This emphasis on male genius created a problem for women attending art schools in this period, as 
there was a lack of attention to the achievements and opportunities for non-male artists. By this time 
in British art schools, Art History, or “Complementary Studies” as it was dubbed, had been introduced 
alongside practical arts training as a “compulsory and assessable component of art education” (Parsons 
1999: 149). This survey-style introductory Art History course remains the norm in the twenty-first 
century, often enforcing a very narrow frame of reference for art students that still glorifies the male 
great masters.  
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In 1993, Griselda Pollock, a Professor specialising in feminist studies in the visual arts29, published her 
book Differencing the Canon: Feminist Desire and the Writing of Art’s Histories, in which she defined a 
canon as “the retrospectively legitimating backbone of a cultural and political identity, a consolidated 
narrative of origin” (Pollock 1999: 3). In other words, the idea of the canon is one that reinforces 
prejudices held within society, justifying them by tying them to tradition. That art and its histories have 
been taught with an emphasis on the canon as symbolic of indisputable talent and admiration is 
troubling to those who are excluded from its remit – namely those who are not men, are not white and 
are not European. As Pollock (1993: 4) noted, these exclusions result in the canon becoming “an 
increasingly impoverished and impoverishing filter for the totality of cultural possibilities generation 
after generation”. In 2019, Phaidon published a large volume on 500 years of women artists, with its 
title stylised as Great Women Artists. Such a publication demonstrates that women artists have always 
existed, though have not been promoted at the same level as their male colleagues. Within this text’s 
introduction, Commissioning Editor Rebecca Morrill noted that “more than forty years after Nochlin’s 
essay [‘Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?’], men artists continue to enjoy crucial 
institutional advantages” (Phaidon 2019: 12). 
 
ii) Art Schools and Sculpture Studios 
 
Reliance on the outdated canon of art discussed above has greatly influenced the way it has been taught. 
To understand how this impacted the sculptural practices of those working in the late 1970s and 1980s, 
it is essential to look to the formative experiences of British art schools in the 1960s and 1970s, during 
which time these institutions were undergoing a period of rapid change. In this era, there were two 
types of training available to aspiring artists in Britain. Firstly, there were the metropolitan academies 
like the Royal Academy Schools and the Slade School of Fine Art, both in London. The Slade School has 
been part of University College London since the nineteenth century, while the Royal College of Art was 
originally part of the Government School of Design and was granted independence with a university 
charter in 1967 (Llewellyn 2015: 12). Art historian Michael Bird (2018: 99) noted that the educational style 
from within these prestigious institutions would “not have seemed unfamiliar to Sir Joshua Reynolds 
[the first president of the British Royal Academy of Arts] two centuries earlier”. Alternatively, there were 
state-funded art schools that provided technical skills training, particularly in Britain’s industrial 
northern cities. Such schools originated in the nineteenth century, mainly as a response to emergent 
 
29 Between 1992 and 2003, Pollock ran a dedicated Master’s programme at the University of Leeds called Feminism 
and the Visual Arts. For a thorough discussion of the impetus behind this course, as well as its eventual 




industrialisation and the need for more skilled craft, creative and artisanal workers (Banks and Oakley 
2016: 43). Before the mid-1960s, the principal art school qualification was a National Diploma in Design 
(NDD) which was intended to give school-leavers a grounding in technical competences such as life 
drawing, creative design for craft and modelling (Tickner 2008: 14–15). While the academies remained 
places of privilege and wealth, art schools predominantly served local working and lower-middle-class 
students, providing a viable and accessible alternative to expensive university-based art education 
(Banks and Oakley 2016: 42). Jonathan Vernon, a specialist on twentieth-century modernism, noted that 
from the beginning of the 1960s, art schools in Britain “had become powerful spaces of inclusivity, 
interdisciplinarity and alternative thought, often representing the first port of call for young working-
class adults seeking new social and cultural experiences, enabled by grants from the state” (Vernon et al. 
2019: 14). 
Until the 1960s, UK universities were fee-charging institutions. However, this changed with the 
Education Act of 1962, which made money available to require Local Education Authorities to provide 
universities with the full cost of students’ fees, while also giving students a means-tested personal grant 
for their living expenses (Williams 2013: 31–32). This opened universities up to working-class students, 
who were now able to benefit from the academic experiences and social mobility that degree-level 
education could offer. This made universities far more accessible, with admission now dependent on 
academic achievement rather than personal or familial wealth. Gerda Roper, an artist who taught in 
Higher Education between 1975 and 2015, commented at interview that the grant and loan system 
boosted students from a range of demographics to apply to university in a way that meant staff were 
now “selecting rather than just accepting” due to the increased demand for places (Roper 2020). Indeed, 
while just one in ten people went to university in the 1960s, this figure grew to one in five by 1990 
(Guardian 2003). Another interviewee, the artist Anne Lydiat who studied for a BA (Hons) as a mature 
student at Sheffield Polytechnic in 1978-1981 asserted: “I was able to financially take on a degree course 
because there was funding available. I got a grant. Materials were free and it meant that I could still 
support my family.” (Lydiat 2020).  
In addition to the change in funding structure, the 1960s saw reforms in the way British art school 
education was delivered. In 1959 the Ministry of Education appointed the National Advisory Council on 
Art Education (NACAE) – popularly known as the Coldstream Council after its chair, the painter and 
teacher Sir William Coldstream. The first Coldstream Report of 1960 recommended the introduction of 
compulsory theoretical elements, known as “Complementary Studies”, into art school programmes 
within a new three-year Diploma of Art and Design (Dip.AD.) which would now replace the NDD (Banks 
and Oakley 2016: 49). The Coldstream Council specified that Dip.AD students should spend 15 per cent of 
their time studying art history and that these studies should account for 20 per cent of their final 
assessment, aiming to make the course more academic and elevate it to the status of a degree-level 
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equivalent qualification (Williamson 2013: 362). As part of the Complementary Studies programme, 
students undertook research and wrote dissertations to improve their literacy and communication skills, 
as well as to demonstrate the newfound academic status of the study of Fine Arts (Walker 2001: 232). 
The study of art history would also allow students to contextualise their art practice within a wider 
artistic tradition. However, as we have seen, the examples of great masters that populated art historical 
textbooks were almost exclusively male, presenting a distinct lack of aspirational figures for the female 
students to refer to. The second Coldstream Report of 1970 commented on this introduction of 
compulsory art historical studies that: 
We see a prime objective of complementary studies as being to enable the student to 
understand relationships between his own activities and the culture within which he 
lives as it has evolved. Such studies should therefore offer him different ways of looking 
at art and design and begin to build up a background against which he can view the 
experience of the studio (Coldstream 1970: paragraph 38).  
 
The gendered language in this report is telling, assuming that the typical art student at this time was 
male and could easily situate his practice within the wider male-centric art history that came before 
him. While this use of male pronouns may not have been deliberate or conscious, it is indicative of an 
art historical canon primarily ordered around notions of male genius. 
Several of my interviewees noted that the art historical elements that were introduced to Fine Art 
courses within British institutions were dominated by the study of male artists. Deborah Duffin (2020) 
commented that she didn’t remember any female artists being mentioned in her art history lectures, 
but that “that wouldn't have been surprising given that most history books at that time didn't mention 
any”. She also noted that when students were taken to exhibitions, it was mostly of male artists’ work 
– though, again, this is to be expected given the unequal display of works by women at the time.  Duffin 
found the library a useful resource, commenting “that was where I found some female artists: Helen 
Frankenthaler, Eva Hesse and Yoko Ono” (Duffin 2020). Anne Lydiat highlighted the lack of role models 
during her studies as the “biggest problem” she faced, commenting that “the kind of sculptural practices 
you were looking at were the traditions of men making sculpture – people like Philip King and the usual 
suspects” (Lydiat 2020). It was only later that Lydiat, whose work inhabits a border between domestic 
craft skills and the formal language of traditional sculpture, would find artists like Rebecca Horn and 
Judy Chicago, who became influences for her work. Gerda Roper, who taught at Newcastle Polytechnic 
in the early 1980s, asked if she could run a lunchtime lecture series on women artists in addition to the 
curriculum. She told me that this request was met with “surprise and indignation” by the staff, though 
proved to be very popular with the students who “wanted to know about women artists because they 
hadn’t seen any” (Roper 2020). 
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The Coldstream Council additionally called for the inspection and validation of Art and Design courses 
at degree-level equivalent by a central controlling body, with inspections taking place across the UK 
between February 1962 and March 1963. Of the eighty-seven art schools that applied for recognition, 
just twenty-nine were approved (Williamson 2013: 361). This left large areas of the UK, including East 
Anglia and much of Wales, with no diploma-awarding institutions at all, while there were ten recognised 
colleges in and around London (Tickner 2008: 19). The volume of art schools now in the capital was a 
factor in cementing its place as the British epicentre of contemporary art. Following this survey, in 1963 
the Robbins Report — the report of the Committee on Higher Education, chaired by Lord Robbins — 
was published, advising that “Colleges of Advanced Technologies” — which included colleges and 
schools of art — should be designated as technological universities (also known as polytechnics), with 
the ability to award full degrees.30 These changes in the 1960s meant that the academic study of art and 
its histories had decentralised from the elite academies, and was now accessible to a wider demographic 
of students.  
This expansion of a university-based system was beneficial to those independent art schools in a 
precarious position, who could now be absorbed into universities and given the means to survive (Banks 
and Oakley 2016: 42). The changeover to the university system was supported by some key figures in the 
art world, notably the artist and educator Harry Thubron and his wife, the artist Elma Askham who made 
a convincing case for the move to polytechnics in a 1967 article for Studio International.  They noted 
that in higher education there had long been an ambition for a closer relationship between art and other 
disciplines and that the move towards polytechnics was a “leavening” which would allow for the 
“emergence of a more complete art school, educationally and otherwise” (Askham and Thubron 1968: 83). 
Sculptor Paul de Monchaux recognised retrospectively that this change benefitted sculpture students 
at some institutions, commenting in a selectors’ interview for the catalogue of the major 1983 exhibition 
The Sculpture Show, that: 
There would be no sculpture school at Camberwell, for instance, or anything like it, or 
the current scale and ambition for sculpture, without the massive expansion that took 
place in the change-over to the university system in the early 1960s. This was 
particularly beneficial, again on a practical level, for sculpture and sculpture 
departments because, under the old system, sculpture schools were a back-water, in 
every sense, in every institution, had very few students and were obliged to operate 
within the then exam system with a shorter course than now. By greatly improving the 
facilities and, in particular, by increasing the number of students able to do longer and 
more concentrated sculpture courses, this change created a culture for sculpture in this 
country […] (Blacker et al. 1983: 7-8). 
 
 




Camberwell had once been organised into three departments: ‘Painting and Sculpture’, ‘Design and 
Crafts’ and ‘Printing and Bookbinding’. With the reforms that took place in the 1960s, by the time 
Camberwell became a constituent college of the London Institute in 1968 it had a separate Sculpture 
department (Llewelyn 2015: 180). Such separation of sculpture as its own academic discipline, with a 
specialist department and dedicated studios, allowed students greater focus and room for 
experimentation within this medium. However, despite de Monchaux’s comments above, dedicated 
Sculpture courses were rare within British institutions after the changes put in place by the Coldstream 
Council. Artist and educator Claire Smith commented at interview that: 
We used to be working in departments that were called ‘Painting’ and ‘Sculpture’ and 
some places carried that on, like St Martin’s did, for a long time, but in other places, like 
when I started teaching at Brighton [in the late 1970s], it had just become ‘Fine Art’ and 
it wasn’t separated out, so people would be working in three dimensions and two 
dimensions all in the same studio. That was really new (Mont-Smith 2019). 
 
When art schools became subdivisions of polytechnics there was a clash between the single-subject 
approach previously favoured by arts degree-equivalent courses and the type of modular degrees 
common to other subjects (Walker 2001: 236). Many courses were now given the umbrella title of ‘Fine 
Art’ rather than having a specialist area of focus. Jon Thompson, discussing the approach adopted by 
Goldsmiths University, amongst others, commented that “the traditional, craft-based divisions between 
painting, sculpture and print were dismantled and replaced by an integrated, idea-led model that 
embraced all of the new forms of practice on equal terms” (Thompson, Akerman, and Daly 2011: 430). Such 
an approach would allow student artists to develop a range of skills and ways of working across different 
materials and mediums. The changes, however, also meant that the majority of art schools lost their 
autonomy, becoming part of a larger educational system rather than a specialist discipline.31  Lisa 
Tickner (2008: 21) noted that most leading artists and educators were actually against the incorporation 
of art colleges into polytechnics. Indeed, in 1971 artist Patrick Heron wrote an impassioned article for 
The Guardian entitled ‘Murder of the Art Schools’ in which he described the absorption of art schools 
into polytechnics as “a disaster of massive proportions” (Heron 1971: 12). Heron believed that the new 
system for arts education expected artists to “relinquish control” of their discipline and instead be ruled 
by a system that favoured scientists (Heron 1971: 12). 
The Dip.AD and degree courses were usually preceded by a Foundation Art and Design Course. While it 
was common for Foundation students to attend a local institution, students studying fine art subjects 
at degree level now had a range of art schools available to them, with the financial backing of the state 
allowing them to be selective when deciding where to continue their studies. Sculptor Kate Blacker 
 




commented that “there is obviously within each of these art schools a certain attitude towards 
structuring their courses, with perhaps a certain leaning towards a particular approach to sculpture” 
(Blacker et al. 1983: 8). The Coldstream Council suggested that art school tutors should be practitioners, 
“and successful ones at that”, who would work part-time as teaching staff in addition to their practice 
(Llewelyn 2015: 19). Employing practising sculptors who were already successful in their field would 
influence how sculptural practice was taught to students, as these artists taught based upon their own 
interests and sympathies. Therefore, each art school developed a particular character and range of key 
concerns in its approach to teaching. 
A key example of a specific character and approach to fine art education — and sculpture in particular 
— was St Martin’s School of Art, an art school in London that played a central role in changing sculptural 
practices in the 1960s and 1970s. Frank Martin was Head of Sculpture between 1952 and 1979 and 
worked closely with the sculptor Anthony Caro, who was one of the first part-time tutors he employed 
(Llewelyn 2015: 135). In 1959 Caro visited America, where he encountered the welded-steel abstract 
sculpture of David Smith – this greatly influenced both his own work and the teaching practices at St 
Martin’s (Bickers 2013: 19). Caro’s 1962 work Early One Morning (fig. 1.2) is a good illustration of how his 
sculptural style developed in response to encountering Smith’s work in America. This welded painted 
Figure 1.2 – Anthony Caro, Early One Morning, 1962, painted steel and aluminium, 
289.6 × 619.8 × 335.3 cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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steel and aluminium structure is profoundly abstract, characterised by its large scale, direct placement 
on the floor and use of flat, artificial colour.  
In an interview with the art critic and curator Lawrence Alloway a year before making Early One Morning, 
Caro commented that the change in his work upon his return from America was prompted by a desire 
“to get away from all the old sort of work associated with plaster and clay” (Wilson 1990: 234). At the 
time this was a radically new approach to sculpture and one that would prove popular with the 
generation of sculptors that preceded New British Sculpture’s emergence in the 1980s. Martin recalled 
how, on Caro’s return from the US, the two of them immediately embarked on a radical overhaul of the 
sculpture department, including “throw[ing] out everything figurative within the studios” (Bird 
2018: 113). Once the studios were cleared of the materials and equipment associated with figuration, 
the department also purchased a welding machine which would allow students to work in heavy metal 
(Martin b. 1997: 00:07:49). Sculpture at St Martin’s changed rapidly over the course of a few years, 
establishing a new school of sculptural thought which prioritised abstraction and saw several students 
beginning to work in steel (Crouch et al 1978: 15).  
During its peak of influence, there were approximately 100 students and staff at St Martin’s Sculpture 
Department, which Martin commented was “enormously large for any art school in the country” (Martin 
a. 1997: 00:10:00). A select group of students taught under Caro at St Martin’s became known as The 
New Generation, with their work characterised by stylistic conventions such as discarding the pedestal, 
favouring welding and assembly over more traditional casting and modelling techniques, moving from 
soft and natural to strong and artificial colours and from the use of metal, wood and clay to new 
sculptural materials which included scrap metal and fibreglass (Llewelyn 2015: 136). The New Generation 
sculptors had their work shown together in a series of exhibitions at the Whitechapel Gallery throughout 
the early 1960s (fig. 1.3) and many were then taken on by Waddington Gallery, who awarded them 
bursaries to continue their sculptural practices (Martin b. 1997: 00:16:06).  
However innovative this new approach to sculpture was, the teaching style within St. Martin’s Sculpture 
Department was also somewhat didactic and insular, with the school’s regular sculpture forums 
consistently focused on ex-St Martin’s students or others whose works aligned with the concerns of The 
New Generation. Figure 1.4 shows a poster advertising one such forum in 1967, led by Caro and three 
other (male) staff members. As three second-year students at St Martin’s wrote for an exposing article 
in Art Monthly in 1978, “the knowledge students acquire becomes centred on St Martin’s concerns 
rather than the wider concerns in art; these wider concerns are relegated to a secondary place” (Crouch 
et al 1978: 16). Many of Caro’s students also went on to teach in the St Martin’s sculpture department, 
including Philip King, Tim Scott and William Tucker (Llewelyn 2015: 136). Thus, this new tradition of 
sculptural practice would continue, centred around the networked institution of St Martin’s.  
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New British Sculpture, the dominant style of the late 1970s and 1980s, can also be framed in terms of 
the New Generation group. Several of the artists associated with New British Sculpture – including 
Richard Deacon, Barry Flanagan and Anthony Gormley – attended St Martin’s, though their work does 
not reflect the new Caro tradition. Arts critic and researcher Ian Hunt wrote that Deacon determinedly 
neglected welded steel in his practice, in favour of materials such as fabric, lino and wood. Where 
Deacon did use steel, it was galvanised and fabricated with joins and rivets. Hunt described this mode 
of making as “absolutely counter to the welded steel orthodoxy that emerged from Anthony Caro’s 
teaching in the 70s” (Hunt 2015: 8). However, in keeping with the aesthetic of sculpture produced in the 
St Martin’s studio, Deacon’s works were frequently large and abstract and had abandoned the pedestal. 
There was a masculinist character to the sculpture course at St Martin’s where, as in most institutions 
of this era, the staff were predominantly male. Sculptor Bruce McLean, who studied at St Martin’s from 
Figure 1.3 – Installation view of a New Generation exhibition, Whitechapel Gallery, 1966 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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1963 to 1966, recalled that his experience of the studio spaces there was that “twelve adu lt men with 
pipes would walk for hours around sculpture and mumble” (Rudd 2020: 12–13) (see fig. 1.5). Singaporean-
British sculptor Kim Lim, who came to London for her degree and attended St Martin’s from 1954 to 
1956, reported that Caro was: 
[…] very different from the kind of teachers I’ve had […] very confrontational, which was 
meant to draw people out and be challenging, which is very good. But at the time I 
wasn’t ready for that, because having come from a society where you listened and you 
never answered back or were asked to think, I found that quite frightening and difficult. 
(Rudd 2020: 13) 
 
Lim was also taught by Elizabeth Frink – one of the very few professional female sculptors of the era – 
who suggested she transfer to the Slade, where she might be happier (Bird 2018: 116). Fellow St. Martin’s 
sculpture student Wendy Taylor, who was there between 1961 and 1967 commented that as the only 
female student in her year, “it was hell”, recalling the reluctance of tutors to accept her on their class 
lists, as well as them warning her not to use up all the tools and materials (Rudd 2020: 13). This, however, 
was not a situation exclusive to St. Martin’s. Alison Wilding has also noted that she was the only female 
student in her year at London’s Royal College of Art, with two in the year above her and none in the 
third year; she commented: “it was quite a hard lesson in how to be a woman student in the sculpture 
Figure 1.4 – A poster advertising a St Martin’s Sculpture Forum in 1967 
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school” (Racz 2020: 67). This predominance of male tutors and students, alongside the marginalisation 
of women within sculpture departments, makes it easy to draw a comparison with the eighteenth-
century Royal Academy, demonstrating continued patriarchal structures of power within art education 
systems.  
As highlighted in Tate’s 2009-2014 research project ‘Art School Educated’, which looked at London art 
schools in the 1960s and 1970s, teachers in UK higher education institutions were “invariably men”. This 
research deemed the dominance of men within degree-level art departments an “incontestable 
historical fact that, so far, has not been sufficiently taken into account” (Llewellyn 2015: 11). In 1973, the 
Women’s Workshop of the Artists Union (WWAU) demonstrated at the National Conference of Art 
Education, demanding equality and noting that female staff were “nowhere near proportional to the 
female students”. The group also called for an anti-discrimination clause applied to the hiring of art 
school staff and that attitudes towards women students be thoroughly investigated (Dalton 1996:13). 
Despite such consciousness-raising activities, the unequal employment of men and women in this sector 
continued. 
This issue came up in many of my interviews with women artists who completed their degrees during 
these two decades. For example, Anne Lydiat (2020) commented that the sculpture staff and technicians 
during her BA at Sheffield Polytechnic and her MA at Manchester Polytechnic were all male. Later, in 
her role as a visiting studio teacher, Lydiat (2020) became “aware of how important my way of working 
Figure 1.5 – Anthony Caro (smoking a pipe) with other tutors from the Sculpture Department including 
Alan Gouk and Tim Scott, St Martins School of Art, c.1963. 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material has 
been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed 
at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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was, particularly for the female students”. In the 1980s, Deborah Duffin was headhunted to teach as a 
regular visitor on the Advanced Sculpture course at St. Martin’s. In our interview, she explained that one 
of the male tutors at the school who knew her work was concerned about the huge influence of Caro’s 
teaching and the prevalence of “heavy metal” sculpture being produced under his guidance. Duffin, who 
was making sculpture in wire, paper and other mutable, impermanent materials, saw her role as 
providing a different voice, a counterbalance, to reassure the few students, “mainly women”, who were 
trying to work in different ways. She commented: “I think my function was to reassure them that what 
they were doing was interesting and deserved to be taken seriously and to share with them rather 
different ways of working” (Duffin 2020). 
My interview with Gerda Roper revealed disparities in employment for women teachers who were more 
often on part-time contracts and precarious levels of employment. For example, whilst she was teaching 
at Newcastle in 1984-1989, Roper was the only female member of Art Department staff and on a part-
time contract, while all her male colleagues were full-time. When asked why this may be, Roper (2020) 
commented “well, they never really recognised that women were artists you know. It was different 
systems; you’d walk into technician rooms and they’d be full of Pirelli calendars […] There used to be 
worries about whether you’d employ someone that had just had a baby and might go on having them”. 
Her comments are revealing of the everyday misogyny women faced within this environment, which 
was primarily ordered around male members of teaching staff. In a similar story, Phyllida Barlow, a 
student at the Slade, recalled an encounter with the sculptor and lecturer Reg Butler on her first day in 
1963 in which he told her “because you are a woman, I’m not that interested, because by the time 
you’re 30 you will be having babies and making jam” (Rudd 2020: 12). Such comments indicate that 
female staff and students were often simply not taken seriously within the institution of the British art 
school. 
Duffin, who taught between 1980 and 2006, also shared some revealing details about her experiences 
as a female member of Art Department staff. She noted that in her experience the male staff were 
“much more focussed on their careers and advancement within the establishment, commenting that 
they often took self-promotional steps with their superiors in order to get the jobs (Duffin 2020). As an 
example of this, she described an incident in 1989 where all regular lecturers within the art school she 
worked at had their termly contracts ended on the first day of the Christmas holidays. They were able 
to re-apply for a job on the same course but there were now only two posts available. In shock, she 
contacted her male colleagues who had received the same letter but knew in advance that this was 
going to happen because, as she noted, “they had all been discussing their careers with those in charge 
and had found out. I (the only woman) was the only one no-one thought to warn” (Duffin 2020). Despite 
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the hiring process being an open call for applicants, two men from within the college were employed in 
the available posts.32 
Pauline Barrie, writing in the late 1980s, described the lack of “proper levels of employment” for women 
in art schools, despite there being over 50% female students by this time, as “a major contributing factor 
to the way in which the art scene in Britain maintains its sexism and traditional chauvinism so 
successfully” (Barrie 1987: 8). Female students were not seeing examples of successful women artists in 
their art history textbooks and were generally not being taught by them either; they were thus lacking 
in female role models and learning that the canon of art centred around men. As Duffin wrote in a 1995 
essay as part of Katy Deepwell’s anthology New Feminist Art Criticism, “our art history is dominated by 
male artists, and largely written and taught by men. Students may not be introduced to a single woman 
artist throughout their Fine Art course, and most gallery directors, critics and funders have been brought 
up on a similar diet of male imagery, concerns and directions” (Duffin 1995: 62). This lack of female role 
models and lack of exposure to women’s art would create limits for female students. Lucy Lippard, for 
example, has highlighted women’s common avoidance of stereotypically “female techniques” while at 
art school, commenting that “sewing, weaving, knitting, ceramics, even the use of pastel colours (pink!) 
and delicate lines – all natural elements of artmaking – were avoided by women. They knew they could 
not afford to be called ‘feminine artists’, the implications of inferiority having been all too precisely 
learned from experience.” (Lippard 1973/1995: 62). 
Part-time Fine Art tutor Marie Yates, writing in 1986, commented that women staff in art colleges at 
this time were “generally positioned on the lowest scales possible, i.e L.1., temporary, casual part-time, 
model, secretary, cleaner, student, canteen assistant…”, noting that in every level and area of their 
work, there was a man in authority over them (Yates 1986: 43). Such systemic power structures enforced 
that men were women’s superiors within the context of the art school. In the mid-1980s, Pollock (1985: 
131) wrote that education “has been named as one of the major ideological state apparatuses – that is 
not just a place of learning, but an institution where, like the family, we are taught our places within a 
hierarchical system of class, gender and race relations.” With the dominance of male tutors and 
departmental heads, women staff and students within British art schools were being taught that their 
place was as men’s inferior. 
Female students were therefore learning, either subconsciously or actively, that there were limited 
future possibilities open to them as practising artists, or as teachers. As poet and essayist Adrienne Rich 
put it in her text ‘Towards a Woman-Centred University’, “because the majority of women working in 
the university are in lower-status positions, the women student has very few if any “role models” she 
 




can identify with in the form of women professors or even high-ranking administrators. She, therefore, 
can conceive of her own future only in terms of limited ambitions” (Rich 1973-74/1984: 137-138). Sculptor 
Susan Hiller mentioned this lack of role models in a 2016 interview with Apollo journalist Isabel Stevens, 
commenting that she “never had any role models. I never heard of any female artists who were really 
wonderful”. Stevens highlighted that, while at university in America, Hiller had a portrait of Georgia 
O’Keeffe hanging on her wall, to which Hiller responded: “but I didn’t want to make work like Georgia 
O’Keeffe so there was this dilemma. There was a cultural sense that women’s art was deficient” (Stevens 
2016: 61). While there are rare examples of women artists who have been celebrated, including 
O’Keeffe, few have made it into the canons of art that have dominated the institutions of its education 
and exhibition. 
In some cases, the male-dominated ideas and art practices promoted within art schools were damaging 
to female students. Margaret Organ, who studied for her BA as a mature student at Brighton Polytechnic 
in the late 1970s, became disheartened by the lack of role models once she had acknowledged her 
disinterest in welding heavy materials and conforming to the “male preconceptions” of sculpture (Rudd 
2020: 14). During our interview in 2019, Organ recounted the story of the awarding of her degree 
classification in her final year, telling me that “although Brighton Art College was really great and very 
receptive to what I was doing when it came to the degree show the external assessor came around and 
looked at my work and I heard later that he said it wasn’t ‘proper’ sculpture because of the materials I 
was using” (Organ 2019). Organ was working in materials such as paper and wire, cotton, nails, sticks and 
cloth, making organic and abstract sculptural forms that responded to the space around them (see fig. 
1.6). The external examiner’s dismissal of such materials demonstrates an academic resistance to the 
expanding field of sculpture and the rising use of non-canonical and experimental materials.  
Organ told me that the assessor agreed with the college to pass her work but that “he certainly wouldn’t 
give me a First, which is what I needed in order to be able to go on to do an MA” (Organ 2019). Eventually, 
due to the success of her dissertation, for which she was awarded a commendation, it was agreed Organ 
be awarded a First overall and she was, therefore, able to continue her studies. Had the college not 
been so supportive, this external examiner’s viewpoint could have had a major impact on Organ’s 
further career and artistic practice. 
Deborah Duffin told a similar story, commenting that “the awarding of my degree was another sad sign 
of male bias at that time” (Duffin 2020). Following on from her Foundation at Lanchester Polytechnic in 
Coventry, Duffin had been interested in studying sculpture, yet found her ideas of working with 
translucent and malleable materials were not encouraged by the department. She instead studied 
painting on the basis that a tutor had told her “you can do anything in painting!” (Duffin 2020). Like 
Organ, she had done well during her internal assessment but had a difficult experience with the external 
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assessor, who was a well-known male artist. The following story was told to me during an email 
interview, forty-five years after the fact, during which time Duffin had not revealed the details to 
anyone, except her son. She wrote: 
I had a really good internal assessment, but when the external examiner (a well-known 
male artist) arrived to assess me, I could tell he had taken an instant dislike to me, he 
only gave me half my allotted time and was very hostile to anything I said, uninterested 
in my ideas and generally dismissive. I was awarded a 2:1 and knew I deserved a First - 
I was devastated, it was deeply unfair. The two students in my year who were awarded 
firsts were both male - both were friends of mine and both, independently of each 
other, came to me and said I deserved the first more than they did - which was lovely. 
But I was left feeling bewildered (Duffin 2020). 
 
 
One of Duffin’s tutors later explained what happened; swearing her to secrecy, he told her that the 
external examiner had felt so negatively about Duffin and her work that he wanted to award her a Third. 
The teaching staff at Coventry did not understand this, having themselves given Duffin a First and an 
argument ensued. In the end, a compromise was reached at the persistence of the tutors that had 
worked closest with Duffin. She commented that this event had huge significance to her, “wrecked my 
confidence for years and probably in many ways affected my subsequent career” (Duffin 2020). The 
anecdotal evidence this chapter presents is indicative of major issues for women within art schools, and 
Figure 1.6 – Installation image from Margaret Organ’s BA degree show, including the works Paper 
Strokes and Cloth Over Wire and Wood, 1978 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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particularly within sculpture departments which were dominated by men and often unsympathetic to 
material or formal concerns outside of the school’s central values and character.  
 
iii) Exhibitions and Collections 
 
Art schools of this period promoted a growing emphasis on showing work early in artists’ careers. For 
example, Caro’s New Generation student-artists took part in professional exhibitions at the Whitechapel 
Gallery during their studies33 and the annual exhibition of Goldsmiths students work became a notable 
event in the London art calendar, attended by dealers, critics and collectors (Thompson, Akerman, and 
Daly 2011: 430). The boosted numbers of students at London art schools following the introduction of 
maintenance grants contributed to the increasing appetite for exhibitions of contemporary art in the 
capital.34 From 1949, an annual exhibition was organised in London to help introduce art students to 
the market – initially called Young Contemporaries, this was later renamed New Contemporaries and 
found a permanent home at the ICA from 1978 (Willer 2018: 23). Work for these shows was selected by 
a panel of practising artists, with students heavily involved in other aspects of the organisation and 
curation (Havelock-Allen 1979: 26). With the introduction of this annual event, galleries, as well as 
teachers, were now treating students as professional artists, with a focus on amassing a body of work 
that could be exhibited (Willer 2018: 23). In London, such survey-style shows were popular, with other 
important annual events such as the Whitechapel Open and the Hayward Annual both added to the 
roster of regular exhibitions from 1977.  
However, galleries – and thus the exhibitions they produced – generally reinforced the male-centric 
ideas taught and promoted within art schools. Writing in the early 1990s, the curator and art historian 
Elizabeth MacGregor commented: 
There is no doubt that the art world has created and continues to pander to the 
stereotypical behaviour of the great artist. The myth of the great creative genius 
bestowing the fruits of his (and on occasion her) imagination on a baffled public is too 
strong and indeed too convenient to be challenged (Deepwell 1995: 71). 
 
Indeed, both solo and group exhibitions of this era often focussed on sharing this “great creative genius” 
with the gallery-going public. Emma Barker’s 1999 edited volume Contemporary Cultures of Display 
discussed the importance of temporary exhibitions in the construction of art historical narratives and 
the offering of value judgements of works of art (Barker 1999: 103). The role of the exhibition curator in 
the 1980s was commonly referred to as the “selector” and exhibitions often represented the specific 
 
33 New Generation exhibitions were held at the Whitechapel Gallery in 1964, 1965, 1966 and 1968. 
34 There were other contributing factors to the growth of interest in contemporary art exhibitions, including new 
artist-led spaces, new studio complexes, the development of galleries and other infrastructure.  
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point of view of an individual or small group, reflecting their artistic preferences through selections 
made based on taste. Such a process reinforced an art history focussed on connoisseurship. 
Despite the systemic marginalisation of women that this chapter has highlighted so far, women were 
working as curators and gallery directors in the 1980s. However, Ann Compton, who started her 
curatorial career in 1981 at Kettle’s Yard, commented retrospectively that “as a young woman curator 
in a minority amongst male colleagues, I was conscious of the clubbiness and ‘boys together’ spirit that 
suffused the art world” (Wood 2015: 55). A 1986 article in the British women’s lifestyle magazine 
Cosmopolitan interviewed the early-career arts professionals Iwona Blazwick, Milena Kalinovska, Hilary 
Gresty, Antonia Payne, Jill Morgan and Angela Kingston. Many of these women highlighted the low 
salaries they received in return for exhibition programming, particularly in London, with Blazwick 
commenting that she had earned more as an assistant at the ICA than she did as Director of AIR Gallery 
(Petzal 1986: 110) and Kalinovska going unpaid for much of her time at Riverside Studios (Petzal 1986: 112). 
This lack of sustainable income for their roles excluded those who could not afford to live off a small 
wage or did not have other financial backing and sources of wealth. Outside of the capital, Payne also 
recognised the institutional need for income generation, explaining that “all this pressure to raise money 
either from the private or public sector means the nature of my work has changed” (Petzal 1986: 112).  
Crowd-drawing “blockbuster” shows of this period, which Barker (1999: 103) described as functioning 
“primarily to present canonical masterpieces […] for the delectation of visitors”, were a way for 
institutions to bring in money. These shows commonly reflected the central position of male artists 
within popular art history, even when selected and organised by women.  For example in the early 
1980s, Joanna Drew, working for the Arts Council, organised such blockbuster solo shows as [Camille] 
Pissaro (1980), Edward Hopper 1882-1967 (1981), The Drawings and Sculpture of Henri Matisse (1984) 
and Rodin: Sculpture and Drawings (1986) (Hancock, Luckett, and Ades 2018: 178–179). Each of these shows 
was dedicated to highlighting the genius and centrality of a male figure from the art historical canon.  
Richard E. Spear, writing for The Art Bulletin in 1986, traced the history of such temporary blockbuster 
exhibitions back to 1967 when Thomas Hoving was appointed director of the American Metropolitan 
Museum of Art and “instituted widely influential policies designed to draw upon, and create, broad-
based public interests, which were tapped through sophisticated marketing technique” (Spear 1986: 
358). Spear here suggested that blockbuster exhibitions were not just programmed in response to 
existing public interest but were also used as tools to create it through their marketing strategies – 
promoting certain artists, mediums and styles (above others) to generate an intrigued audience and 
subsequent gallery income. Sandy Nairne commented that “exhibitions are central to the economic and 
social system within which all art is produced, distributed and debated” (Barker 1999: 113).  
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Temporary exhibitions, as well as generating income for galleries, could also promote the grouping of 
certain artists, creating art historical brands. Exhibitions are a powerful marketing tool, that can boost 
an artist’s career by showcasing and promoting their work to the public, often situating it within a wider 
context or offering interpretative materials which assist with the construction of an art historical 
narrative. For example, group exhibitions were an important part of the formation and institutional 
endorsement of the New British Sculptors, both in the UK and overseas. Ian Hunt commented that a 
major success of the art that came under the umbrella of New British Sculpture was “its willingness to 
operate as a gallery-based art – removed from, but not untroubled by, social life” (Hunt 2015: 3). The 
removal of the plinth within contemporary sculpture meant that such artwork now interacted directly 
with a gallery’s interior architecture, allowing itself to be reframed by the different spaces it inhabited. 
Much of this type of sculptural work was abstract, meaning that gallery visitors could apply their own 
set of interpretations to the pieces they saw on display. This type of “gallery-based” art was readily 
supported by exhibiting institutions.  
The key institution in staging temporary art exhibitions in Britain was, for many years, the Arts Council 
of Great Britain (ACGB), an organisation founded in 1945 to promote the arts and improve public access 
to them (Barker 1999: 107). Key values of the ACGB included “state patronage of the fine arts” and “an 
expanding and changing popular culture” (Caust 2003:51).  The organisation was primarily dedicated to 
the funding, promotion and collection of fine art across Britain.35 Their collection is not on permanent 
display in a dedicated gallery space but is instead used to inform and augment touring exhibitions of 
contemporary art.36 From 1968 to 1985, the Council were responsible for exhibition programming at 
the newly opened Hayward Gallery and from 1970 to 1985 they programmed the gallery space at the 
Serpentine (Witts 1998: 380). Both contemporary galleries were founded to host temporary exhibitions 
after many years of discussions amongst the ACGB identifying the need for such state-of-the-art 
exhibition spaces in London (Hancock and Luckett 2018: 67). Outside of London, the Council also provided 
financial support to a network of blossoming regional galleries dedicated to showing contemporary art, 
including Ikon in Birmingham, Arnolfini in Bristol, Kettle’s Yard in Cambridge and the Museum of Modern 
Art in Oxford (Payne 2019). Many of these new regional galleries had opened in the mid-1960s in 
response to the increased appetite for contemporary art in the capital (Witts 1998: 383). Few regional 
galleries had the institutional experience of curating contemporary art or the financial resources to fund 
exhibitions, but the ACGB were able to offer crucial assistance through its series of travelling shows 
(Curzon 1996: 3454-5). 
 
35 In 1994, the ACGB was divided to form Arts Council England, the Arts Council of Wales and the Scottish Arts 
Council. Its location in this thesis is in its original form, as a public body that promoted the fine arts in the whole 
of the UK.  
36 Some of the work not on view within the extensive touring programme was lent to exhibitions in regional 
galleries or on long-term loan to public buildings. 
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As an institution, the ACGB was autonomous and its Art Department had the authority to programme 
its series of nationally touring exhibitions based on its own value judgements. They had their own vans 
and technicians and, therefore, the ability to tour historical and contemporary art exhibitions of every 
size to venues across the UK (Hancock and Luckett 2018:18). The ACGB thus had great power in the art 
world, determining which artists and art styles would be widely promoted and seen by the British public. 
Writing in 2018, the curator Nicholas Serota noted that “it is now extraordinarily difficult to appreciate 
the degree to which the Arts Council dominated the British art world from its foundation in the 
immediate post-war period until the early 1990s” (Hancock and Luckett 2018: 11). However, the council’s 
income – and therefore its continued existence – is dependent on an annual grant from central 
government. Antony Beck explained that this reliance on the government confirms the Council’s “real 
status as a quango, a quasi-autonomous, national government organisation” (Beck 1989: 362). Following 
Thatcher’s election in 1979, the UK was under Conservative governance and arts expenditure was cut 
in favour of a sponsorship model of support. The radical conservative ideology of Thatcherism rejected 
the concept of “public good” or social welfare principles, instead prioritising economic growth (Caust 
2003: 52). Under her leadership, the arts, like most other government-subsidised areas, had to evidence 
economic reasons for the continuation of government involvement.  
“Blockbuster” exhibitions focused on established artists from the Western canon were a key way to 
attract audiences and capitalise on sales of catalogues and other merchandise. Museums and galleries 
recognised the allure of big-name artists that will be familiar to the general public. Such familiarity links 
to ideas of connoisseurship and encourages audiences to attend in large numbers and spend money in 
the gift shop to showcase their taste for fine art. Barker wrote that “it can prove difficult, if not 
impossible, to find a sponsor for exhibitions devoted to less mainstream art that are unlikely to achieve 
very high attendance levels” (Barker 1999: 132). Recognition of this is evident in the ACGB’s programming 
during this era. In general, the travelling shows featured “established works from the European and 
American modernist canon” with a minority of historic and craft exhibitions, as well as some non-
Western art (Curzon 1996: 355). Such exhibition programming reflected the popular taste and the 
mainstream of Western art, rather than seeking to be experimental or showcase emerging artists. 
An examination of the Arts Council’s annual reports from the years 1977/78 to 1986/87 revealed that 
in this period twenty-seven female artists had Arts Council funded solo exhibitions bearing their name 
across Britain, while 251 male artists received the same prestigious level of recognition.37 The graph in 
Figure 1.7 illustrates the vast discrepancy in the number of solo shows held for male and female artists 
each year. In only one year (85/86) did women’s solo exhibitions come close to half as frequent as men’s, 
 




whereas in other years (77/78) there were more than eight times as many solo shows dedicated to male 
artists. This data evidences women’s peripheral position within the British art world’s publicly funded 
galleries and museums. While contemporary women artists may have been showing with increasing 
frequency within group exhibitions and in self-funded spaces during this period, state-supported solo 
exhibitions remained predominantly the domain of historical and contemporary male artists.  
An understanding of the allure of the big-name blockbuster is evident in the fact that some artists, 
including Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse and Henry Moore had multiple solo shows dedicated to them 
over the ten years. Bridget Riley and Barbara Hepworth were the only female artists to have repeat solo 
shows. Both were, by this point, established and accepted as part of wider art history. Feminist historian 
Lucy Curzon commented that “from the Council’s perspective, the women who earned recognition 
through exhibition could be considered unthreatening to male-defined aesthetic values” (Curzon 1996: 
365). She further highlighted that Riley was commended by critics for the “masculinity of her forms” 
and in her 1971 Hayward Gallery exhibition was described in the male-coded language of the “active 
and energetic flaneur” (Curzon 1996: 365).38 The ascription of masculine traits to Riley’s work allowed 
her to be one of the chosen few women artists to become publicly visible within an art world that valued 
masculinity over femininity.  
 
38 The flâneur first appeared in the work of French nineteenth-century poet, Charles Baudelaire. He was an 
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Figure 1.7 Graph detailing the gender breakdown of artists who had solo exhibitions funded by 
the Arts Council 1977-1987 
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As the data from Nick Baker’s 2016 article ‘Expanding the Field: How the “New Sculpture” put British 
Art on the Map in the 1980s’ demonstrates, the principal state-funded collections of contemporary art 
in Britain – i.e. the Tate, the Arts Council and the British Council, have a gendered discrepancy in their 
collecting activities. Baker’s study found that of the thirty-seven artists who had their work collected by 
these organisations for the first time between 1975 and 1990, only nine were women. Of the twenty 
sculptors in this group, four were women (Baker 2016). Institutional collecting can be defined as the 
purposeful acquisition and retention of artworks so that they may be exhibited to the public and cared 
for by the organisation. The patronage of artworks when purchased from the artist also offers them 
both institutional and financial support and can be a significant factor in an artists’ success. British art 
curator Clare Lilley commented that the lack of investment in art by women could be equated to a lack 
of belief, “since dealers and collectors are both predominantly male and tend to invest in that with 
which they are familiar and upon which they can realise return” (Rudd 2020: 79). In a society as driven by 
economic growth as Thatcher’s Britain was in the 1980s, this was key. Major art collections would be 
unlikely to invest in more experimental and unknown art which would not guarantee them the 
opportunity for monetary return through blockbuster exhibitions and other commercial ventures. 
Furthermore, a study by Dr Helen Gørrill (2020: 75) found that works by artists who are collected by Tate 
command considerably more at auction than artists who do not possess a similar symbolic value. There 
is thus a monetary value gap between artists who have already had their work collected by institutions 
and those who have not been included. As Gørrill (2020: 75-76) asserted, “as less work by women is 
collected by the Tate, it is arguable that female artists are thus placed at an economic disadvantage to 
their male counterparts.” This creates a self-perpetuating cycle of exclusion – if women’s artwork is not 
collected, it is also not promoted or exhibited, and the artist does not receive financial backing. In a ratio 
that is similar to that of the Arts Council travelling exhibitions programme, in the 103 years between the 
first Tate Gallery opening and the publication of the first annual report in 2000, only approximately 10 
per cent of individual artist exhibitions at Tate were dedicated to women artists (Foster 2004: 12). Curzon 
(1996: 341) wrote that there is a tradition of “rejection, perceived lack of worth, or dearth of popular 
appeal” that allowed women’s work to remain unseen and unpatronised in Britain for much of the 
twentieth century. 
Tate, like many of art’s key institutions, has generally had men in its most powerful and influential 
positions. The first female trustee, Barbara Hepworth, was not appointed until 1965 and it was another 
12 years before Rita Donagh became the second in 1977 – in fact, research in 2004 noted that since the 
organisation was founded there have been just ten women trustees, compared to 114 men (Foster 2004: 
12). Additionally, it was not until as recently as 2017 with the appointment of Maria Balshaw, that Tate 
had its first female Director. The gallery does not mention gender or equality in its collection policy, 
seeking only “to collect works of art of outstanding quality as well as works of distinctive aesthetic 
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character or importance” (Gørrill 2018). This loose criterion is open to interpretation and could put male 
artists into a privileged position since their work has often been seen as more art historically significant. 
Privately funded and commercial galleries were also a significant part of art world infrastructure in the 
1980s. Despite the economic recession of this period, commercial galleries continued buying and selling 
work, looking for “new artists with distinctive new products to promote” (Thompson, Akerman, and Daly 
2011: 431).  Art here was a commodity, to be bought and sold. Nairne commented that “the commercial 
gallery dealer selects artists with sales in mind and chooses a building with clients in mind” (Barker 1999: 
110). Whereas London’s commercial galleries had previously been centred around areas of the city 
associated with luxury and exclusivity, such as Bond Street, new spaces were now opening up in less 
predictable areas, such as the Lisson Gallery on Bell Street, Nigel Greenwood Inc near Sloane Square 
and Matt’s Gallery in the East End (Thompson, Akerman, and Daly 2011: 432). Many of the new generation 
of dealers, including Karsten Schubert, Victoria Miro, Mario Flecha, Nicola Jacobs, Maureen Paley and 
Robin Klassnick, had considerable international experience (Thompson, Akerman, and Daly 2011: 431). They 
were thus well-positioned to participate in the global art market, promoting select British art and artists 
abroad. The artists selected were, again, chosen based on their money-making potential as a source of 
income for the gallery. The networks formed around art schools remained important too; Robin 
Klassnick of Matt’s Gallery noted that having taught at universities for so long, he had “just got to know 
artists and could spot good ones” (Racz 2020: 53). Dealers would visit studios, curate group exhibitions 
and provide opportunities for young, emerging artists that could give significant return on their 
investment.   
The Lisson Gallery, as discussed in the thesis introduction, was fundamental to the formation of the New 
British Sculpture group and represented many of the artists associated with this style of sculpture. 
Owner Nicholas Logsdail was well connected within the British art world and part of an international 
network of dealers. Critic Sarah Kent (1981: 12) noted that "Logsdail's success – and his importance – 
came from realising that it was essential to make contacts abroad," both in terms of buyers and for 
exhibition venues. His gallery was able to neatly package a representation of British art and ship this out 
to international audiences in the hope of generating sales and publicity. Fran Lloyd (2003: 58-59) also 
pointed out how essential networking was towards building a powerful commercial gallery, writing that 
“like some other galleries, Logsdail regularly held informal and formal evening events where artists 
introduced other artists and through this he developed a knowledge of which emerging artists might fit 
the gallery. Such networks were to be particularly important to the emerging sculptors referred to as 
‘the Lisson group’”. She cited the example of Richard Long and Roger Ackling introducing Tony Cragg to 
the gallery. Cragg subsequently introduced Bill Woodrow, Jean-Luc Vilmouth and Richard Deacon (Lloyd 
2003: 59).  
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The issue of networked groups of connected artists and galleries came up in my interview with artist 
Deborah Duffin, who noted that these groups were generally dominated by male artists. She 
commented: 
If you have support from the right person it helps much more than making great art, 
the right person can promote and sell your work whether it is good or not! Being part 
of the boy's club - drinking, smoking and going to the pubs, clubs or part of the dining 
clique this would get you a long way - certainly in the '80s. It may still be true and far 
fewer women are part of this (Duffin 2020). 
 
The culture that formed around commercial galleries such as the Lisson was thus populated by men, 
who had the freedom to attend social engagements in London and network with powerful individuals 
that could further their career. Women artists may have felt uncomfortable within these “boy’s clubs” 
or may have been prevented from attending due to family and caring commitments. 
As this chapter has demonstrated, women occupied just marginal positions within the British art world 
in comparison to their male peers. Though they were attending art schools in greater numbers from the 
1960s, these institutions lacked sufficient role models, with staff bodies made up of predominantly male 
artists. Women, where employed by art schools, were commonly in precarious or temporary positions. 
Dominant sculpture courses of this period, such as the one at St Martin’s, were located in a masculine 
culture in which artists working in a certain way using welded steel were more likely to be promoted 
and succeed. Hunt (2015: 8) commented that “no material or practice can be simply identified in gender 
terms, but the overwhelmingly masculinist character of sculpture departments in art schools, at least 
into the mid-1980s, is not seriously disputed”.  
Once students left art school, their careers as artists were dependent on the opportunities presented 
through exhibitions, collections, or gallery representation. As data shows, all three of these elements 
were weighted in favour of male artists who more commonly staged solo exhibitions of their work, were 
more frequently collected by major institutions and who were more likely to become part of artists 
networks and be promoted by galleries. Much of this was to do with the male-centric power structures 
in the art world, as well as the need for institutional income generation through staging exhibitions 
focussed on already established popular artists or artist-groupings. In the following chapter, I shall 
explore the rise of women-centred curatorial practice and the provision of alternative spaces for women 
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i) Why Separate Women’s Art? 
 
Within the catalogue introduction to the ICA’s 1980 exhibition Women’s Images of Men, Lisa Tickner 
wrote: 
During the 1970s, the ‘institutional’ struggle was renewed with some effect and 
became the basis for a developing feminist art politics. The demand for genuinely equal 
access to existing art world structures was accompanied now, however, by the 
establishment of alternatives – separate galleries, magazines, courses, bookshops and 
publishers which sought to establish alternative spaces and new contexts for the 
production of a women’s culture (ICA a. 1980). 
 
The 1970s in Britain was a site of blossoming feminist art activity, including the formation of women’s 
art groups, public protests, and the curation of several women-centred temporary exhibitions. This 
‘separatism’ of women’s art practice had precedents, set by the founding of Virago Press in 1973 and 
The Women’s Press in 1978, both of which created separate spaces for women’s writing, which had also 
been historically marginalised (Barnett 2020).  While the struggle for access to and acceptance within the 
male-dominated institutions of art continued, women were also working to create alternative spaces 
for women-centred practice. Much of this has been documented in Margaret Harrison’s ‘Notes on 
Feminist Art in Britain 1970-77’, a substantial timeline of activity which was included in Studio 
International’s Women’s Edition in 1977. Within this article, Harrison (1977: 220) noted that “women 
artists need to show their work and they realise the importance of showing it on their own terms. 
Unfortunately, many of the relevant organisations are unreceptive”. Despite the increased awareness 
of women’s institutional struggles and the early developments of countercultural spaces for women’s 
art dissemination, such women-centred exhibition practices received widespread criticism by British 
art’s cultural gatekeepers.  
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To contextualise the women’s art movement that emerged in Britain in the later 1970s, it is important 
to first look back on the American women’s art movement that pre-dated and influenced it. Ideas from 
America were easily spread to the UK because of the shared language, with monthly magazines such as 
Art in America published in English and disseminated internationally. Writing in 1973 Lucy Lippard, a key 
American commentator on contemporary art by women, posed the question “Why Separate Women’s 
Art?”. Lippard’s catalogue essay of the same name for Women Choose Women, a large-scale display of 
women’s art at the New York Cultural Centre, explored why this all-female exhibition was necessary at 
this time. She listed the reasons as follows:  
[…] because so few women have up until now been taken seriously enough to be 
considered for, still less included in, museum group shows; because there are so few 
women in the major commercial galleries; because young women artists are lucky if 
they can find ten successful older women artists to whom to look as role models […] 
(Lippard 1973/1995: 53). 
== 
Lippard gives us much to unpack here. Firstly, she was correct that works by women have consistently 
made up a smaller percentage of most gallery exhibitions and collections, both in America and in Britain. 
As an American example of this, the 1970 Whitney Museum of American Art’s annual exhibition was 
devoted to contemporary sculpture. Lippard, who was actively involved in feminist institutional protests 
during this era, recalls being told by staff from the Whitney that there were “no women sculptors” to 
exhibit in this show. Following pressure from Lippard and others, through weekly picketing and the 
visual proof of the existence of women sculptors, the museum amended its list to include twenty women 
in the line-up of ninety-nine exhibiting artists (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 1978: 3). This unequal 
representation of women’s work within institutions continues to be the case even in the twenty-first 
century. For example, when New York’s Museum of Modern Art re-opened following an expansion of 
gallery spaces and a re-hang of the permanent collection, of the 410 works on display only sixteen were 
by women – just under 4 per cent. Similarly, when London’s Tate Modern re-hung its permanent 
collection in 2016, of the 300 artists represented less than a third were women (Reilly 2018: 17). 
According to research by the Freelands Foundation and The Art Newspaper in 2016, female artists in 
the US and UK still receive fewer than 30 per cent of all solo shows at major museums (Halperin 2016). 
At the time of Lippard’s essay, second-wave feminism and the Women’s Movement were in their infancy 
in the West, with emerging women’s art groups beginning to stage curatorial interventions addressing 
the problem of women’s lack of visibility in the art world. The American group Women in the Arts (WiA) 
was founded in 1971 and fought to end discrimination against women artists by protesting outside such 
major cultural institutions as the Whitney Museum (in 1971 and 1977) and the Museum of Modern Art 
(in 1972 and 1984) (Women in the Arts Foundation n.d.). WiA also created flyers highlighting that such 
galleries were exhibiting “NONE OR TOO FEW WOMEN ARTISTS” (fig 2.1).  
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It was WiA who staged Women Choose Women in 1973 in response to the lack of women artists being 
exhibited by the major cultural institutions. This exhibition showcased work by 109 women, selected by 
Pat Passlof, Ce Roser, Sylvia Sleigh, Laura Adler, Linda Nochlin and Elizabeth C. Baker, with advice from 
the Director of the New York Cultural Centre, Mario Amaya (Amaya, Lippard and Women in the Arts 1973: 
5). Amaya noted: “from the forty artists I advised as being a practical number from a hanging point of 
view, with both horror and a sense of awe I saw the list expand to 109” (Lippard et al. 1973: 3). This 
demonstrates both the desire of the women to showcase as much women’s artwork as possible and the 
sheer amount of women’s art available to be shown. 
The purpose of this exhibition was not to highlight any inherent differences in women's artwork 
compared to men's, but rather to strive towards achieving equality by exhibiting a wide range of 
women’s art. Lippard’s catalogue essay highlights exactly why the exhibition was deemed necessary, 
underlining the inequalities women artists faced in public institutions, commercial galleries and art 
Figure 2.1 Paste-up for protest flyer, 1975, 22 x 28cm. 
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schools. Sylvia Sleigh noted in a radio interview that she hoped that this exhibition would soon make it 
unnecessary to have all women-exhibitions at all, because she wanted women to “just be treated in the 
same way as men” (Poser, Sleigh, and Amaya 1973: 00:10:32). Because women had been systematically 
excluded from art’s key institutions, such curatorial correctives were a strategy to promote their work 
as equally valuable and worthy of inclusion. If true gender parity were achieved, there would no longer 
be a need for women-centric exhibition programming. 
In America, the Women’s Movement worked to highlight inequalities and critique the gendered power 
structures of the art world. Exhibitions such as Women Choose Women and the later touring exhibition 
Women Artists: 1550-1950 in 197639 were critical events curated by women and showcasing women’s 
artwork to address the inequalities of the male-dominated art establishment. Such ideas were slower 
to be accepted in Britain. Sleigh, who was born in Llandudno in Wales before moving to London and 
later the United States, commented “I think women in New York […] have much more freedom than 
women anywhere in the world. […] I think the only way you can get on in London is to be associated 
with a group of men who happen to like your work because it’s in the same sort of style as theirs and 
therefore they’ll promote you” (Poser, Sleigh, and Amaya 1973: 00:15:53). This attitude was evidenced in 
the previous chapter, which explored the male-centric art school and gallery structures in Britain, 
additionally highlighting how networking with other artists and gallerists was crucial to success. The few 
women who became established members of the New British Sculpture group received publicity, 
exhibition opportunities and institutional support through their association with this manufactured 
national school of sculptural practice. Often, their work was not markedly similar in style to other 
members of the group, but the social context was considered enough to market the New British 
Sculptors as a dominant brand. 
Having assessed the situation for women artists in America, I will now consider a selection of important 
group exhibitions of sculptural work held in Britain in the 1970s and 1980s, to gain a clearer picture of 
how many women were being included. In 1972 The New Art survey exhibition of conceptual art at the 
Hayward Gallery showed work by fourteen male artists/artist groupings40 and the British Sculpture 72 
show at the Royal Academy showed work by twenty-four men41; both failed to include a single work by 
a woman (Steyn and Cherry 1978: 10). The following year, the touring Arts Council exhibition Beyond 
 
39 This exhibition was originated by the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and then toured to the University Art 
Museum in Austin, Texas, the Carnegie Museum of Art in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and the Brooklyn Museum in 
New York 
40 The exhibiting artists for The New Art were Keith Arnatt, Art & Language, Victor Burgin, Michael Craig-Martin, 
David Dye, Barry Flanagan, Hamish Fulton, Gilbert & George, John Hilliard, Richard Long, Keith Milow, Gerald 
Newman, John Stezaker and David Tremlett. 
41 The exhibiting artists for British Sculpture ’72 were Robert Adams, Kenneth Armitage, Antanas Brazdys, Ralph 
Brown, Geoffrey Clarke, Robert Clatworthy, Hubert Dalwood, Kenneth Draper, Garth Evans, George Fullard, Nigel 
Hall, Phillip King, Bryan Kneale, Bernard Meadows, Martin Naylor, John Panting, Eduardo Paolozzi, Roland Piche, 
Carl Plackman, William Pye, Christopher Sanderson, Michael Sandle, William Tucker, Brian Wall. 
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Painting and Sculpture took works by nine male artists across Britain, without representing any women. 
All but one of the artists in this exhibition had already shown as part of The New Art in 1972.42 In 1975 
the Arts Council exhibition The Condition of Sculpture: A selection of recent sculpture by younger British 
and foreign artists at the Hayward represented the work of thirty-seven men and four women, two of 
whom were British.43 In total, accounting for those artists whose work was exhibited in more than one 
of these major sculptural survey exhibitions, seventy-five artists were shown, just four of whom were 
women. That is equivalent to a little over 5 per cent representation for women artists. Lippard’s point 
about the unequal opportunities afforded to women to participate in group exhibitions was, therefore, 
also relevant to the British art scene of this period.  
Despite being one of the only sculpture exhibitions of this period to represent any women artists at all, 
it was the opening of The Condition of Sculpture that became a site of protest for the British feminist 
group the Women’s Workshop of the Artists’ Union (WWAU). They publicly demonstrated outside the 
gallery to highlight the ongoing issue of discrimination against women within publicly funded arts 
institutions (Parker and Pollock 1987: 22). The Condition of Sculpture was selected solely by sculptor 
William Tucker, who had trained and taught at St Martin’s, and was thus reflective of his personal taste 
for sculpture. In keeping with the material priorities of St Martin’s, the work shown was predominantly 
made in welded metal in the New Generation style. Of the forty-one artists who were included, fourteen 
of them either studied or taught at St Martin’s (often both). Within the exhibition’s catalogue, Tucker 
laid out some of his conditions for sculpture by his definition, most notably stressing that it should be 
“free-standing” (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 1975: 8). With the loss of the pedestal within contemporary 
sculpture, much work in the expanded field, particularly when made from untraditional or experimental 
materials, was not free-standing and relied on architectural support to hold its weight. The quality of 
being free-standing relied on the use of sturdy, monumental materials, such as metal. Tucker also 
stipulated that sculpture “must have a physical boundary” and must be stable (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 
1975: 7). 
Tucker’s artist selection for this show was limited not just by his view of what sculpture should be, but 
also by age, as he included only artists “under the age of about 40” (Rudd 2020: 102). As art historian Joy 
Sleeman highlighted “these variables – definitions of what sculpture is, and of age – as well as gender 
have impacted historically on the inclusion or exclusion of women in exhibitions of sculpture” (Rudd 
 
42 The exhibiting artists for Beyond Painting and Sculpture were Keith Arnatt, Victor Burgin, David Dye, Hamish 
Fulton, Gilbert and George, John Hilliard, David Lamelas, Gerald Newman, John Stezaker 
43 The exhibiting artists for The Condition of Sculpture were Carl Andre, Roger Bates, Larry Bell, Michael Bolus, 
Garth Evans, David Evison, Andre Fauteux, Lloyd Gibson, Katherine Gili, Nigel Hall, Brower Hatcher, Julian Hawkes, 
Peter Hide, Robert Hudson, Phillip King, Jeff Lowe, Loren Madsen, John Maine, Robert Murray, David Nash, Paul 
Neagu, Emma Park, Nicolas Pope, Peter Reginato, Ulrich Ruckriem, Lucas Samaras, Tim Scott, David Seaton, 
Richard Serra, Anthony Smart, Michael Steiner, Sylvia Stone, Mark di Suvero, Brian Thompson, William Tucker, 
David van de Kop, Roger Williams, Christopher Wilmarth, Jacqueline Winsor, Isaac Witkin, James Wolfe 
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2020: 102-103). This issue came up in my interview with Deborah Duffin who noted that galleries seeking 
out young and emerging artists is a significant issue for women as “many of us take time out for our 
family responsibilities, so a typical woman artist will bloom much later than a male artist, and often miss 
out on those early opportunities which bring the artist to prominence - and allow them to develop their 
ideas” (Duffin 2020).44 By setting an age limit for exhibitions like this, curators are not just discriminating 
by age but also subconsciously practising gendered discrimination. Sleeman noted that several other 
women were considered for inclusion in The Condition of Sculpture, but were left out on the basis that 
Tucker either no longer considered their work to be sculpture, based on his understanding of the 
medium, or that they were “too old” (Rudd 2020: 102).  
Interestingly, in the catalogue preface, Robin Campbell and Joanna Drew from the Hayward Gallery 
addressed the nature of exhibition selection based on an individual opinion by stating “an exhibition 
representing a point of view is easily attacked by those who do not share it and this one no doubt will 
be” (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 1975: 5). Indeed, Tucker’s exhibition was subject to criticism based on both 
what the show included and what was left out. Caroline Tisdall’s review of this exhibition for The 
Guardian described it as “one man’s view of how things stand in his chosen field” (Tisdall 1975: 10). She 
 
44 An important example of this is the Turner Prize which, until 2016, stipulated that only artists under 50 were 
eligible. To date, the prize has been awarded to twenty-four men, nine women and two mixed gender collectives. 
Figure 2.2 – Installation View of The Condition of Sculpture: A Selection of Recent Sculpture by 
Younger British and Foreign artists, selected by William Tucker, Hayward Gallery, 1975 Works shown: 
David Evison, Number Six (1975) and Larry Bell Untitled (1971/72). 
 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be 
viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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concluded that it was “sad” to see the selecting artist “so blinkered to the rest of the world” through his 
limited selection of sculptural works that conformed to his conditions of sculpture (Tisdall 1975: 10). 
Sleeman (1995: 3) wrote retrospectively that during the 1970s “a range of activities began to interrogate 
the parameters of sculpture practice, perceiving it as an expanded idea rather than the strictly formal 
concept adhered to in Tucker’s writings. Many of these activities simply lie outside of Tucker’s definition 
of ‘sculpture’ since they offend against its basic conditions”. She criticised the dogmatic tone of Tucker’s 
catalogue introduction, which excluded many of the more experimental and marginal activities of 
sculptors working in an expanded field of practice.  
The WWAU was established in 1972, with Mary Kelly as its first chair (Betterton 2010: 2). Kelly was an 
American artist, who came to London in the Autumn of 1968, specifically to study at St Martin’s, based 
on its reputation for conceptual art in the period after Anthony Caro (Kelly 2004: 00:02:45) The artist 
moved to London during a politically charged time marked by civil rights protests, the Vietnam solidarity 
campaign and student occupations of art schools in the United Kingdom (Tickner 2008: 13). She is known 
as an artist whose conceptual works explore political issues and was a key figure of the British feminist 
art movement. Kelly’s intent for the group was thus firmly feminist, as she sought to right the wrongs 
that have been enacted on women in the arts throughout history. As Rozsika Parker commented a year 
after the formation of the WWAU, “women artists have less to lose and much more to gain from creating 
an alternative to the present art world, so we can expect a lot from a union with women active in it” 
(Parker 1973: 40). Within the WWAU’s constitution, they stated that “women in art are subject of 
conscious and unconscious discrimination and the art world in all its manifestations from gallery systems 
to educational systems is based totally upon a masculine identity” (Unknown Author c.1972). As well as 
arguing for equality within these established spaces, the group had a focus on providing alternative 
exhibition space for women artists; the WWAU was thus separatist and men were not allowed to 
become members of the organisation (Forkert 2010: 57). Their chief aim was, similarly to the American 
WiA group, to fight for equal representation for women in art education and exhibitions.  
The WWAU’s 1975 protest outside the Hayward Gallery was decorated with balloons, stickers and 
banners, all bearing the slogan ‘Combat Male Artocracy’45 (Walker 2002: 226). Their boycott of The 
Condition of Sculpture, which included just 10 per cent female artists, was a vehicle through which to 
address larger issues about women’s systematic exclusion from British art institutions. The energy 
around the protest (see fig. 2.3) illustrates women artists’ dissatisfaction with their marginal 
representation within publicly funded exhibitions. The protestors demanded equal representation of 
women artists in future state-financed shows and on selectors panels (Pollock 1979: 35). Their 
 
45 “Artocracy” is a neologism which combines the work art with the suffix -cracy, denoting a particular form of 
government, rule or influence – i.e the rule of art. 
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subsequent petition was delivered to the ACGB, who had no public reaction to it, though Tess Jaray was 
invited to sit on their Visual Arts Panel soon after, perhaps in recognition of the need for a greater female 
presence within Arts Council activities (Harrison 1977: 217).  
The dominance of a white male viewpoint and the unequal gender ratio in the display of art throughout 
the 1970s and 1980s demonstrates a persisting attitude that women’s work was not as worthy for 
exhibition and display. Even when such inequalities were highlighted by feminist art groups, their 
concerns were largely ignored. As a symptom of women’s exclusion from major exhibitions, they were 
also denied the opportunity to have their work written about, promoted or collected by institutions. 
Therefore, a necessary function of the women-centred temporary exhibitions that began to appear from 
the early 1970s, in both America and Britain, was to correct these inequalities and raise women’s work 
to the same status as men’s.  
Such shows also provided access to more women's work than was being made publicly visible within 
arts institutions. As Angela Dimitrakaki and Lara Perry (2015: 13) recognised in the introduction to their 
anthology Politics in a Glass Case: Feminism, Exhibition Cultures and Curatorial Transgressions, "the 
temporary exhibition - precisely because it was temporary - provided a ground for experimentation for 
Figure 2.3 – Unattributed photograph of the 1975 protests outside the Hayward Gallery 
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feminists who wanted to explore the feminine 'other' of the masculine narrative of museological art 
history". In other words, women-focused curatorial interventions were a useful way to make women’s 
art more visible from within the types of institutions that have been implicit in the promotion of an 
agenda that excluded women from their group shows. These temporary exhibitions could raise 
questions and start conversations about the separation of women’s art practice from the accepted 
canon, doing so in an ephemeral way that (it was thought by those who benefitted from the male-
dominated power structure of the art world) would not permanently damage the status-quo. 
Highlighting women’s art through transient interventions within established museums and galleries was, 
therefore, a way to experiment with disrupting dominant art historical narratives.  
However, such displays also presented problems due to their conscious othering of women’s art. 
Lippard’s 1973 catalogue essay ‘Why Separate Women’s Art?’ continued: 
Whenever there is a women’s show or a black artists' show, or any similarly 
"segregated" event, objections are raised on the basis that art is art and has no sex, no 
color. That's all very well, but artists do, and there has been considerable discrimination 
against artists of a certain sex and certain colors" (Lippard 1995: 54).  
 
Though necessary as a strategy to counteract the sexism (and racism) of the art world, presenting 
women’s work, or work by artists of colour, as purposefully separated from white men’s work comes 
with certain repercussions. While it is important that works by those who do not fit within the white, 
Western, male canon of art be represented within the museums and galleries from which they have 
previously been excluded, such segregated events are also problematic. There is the dangerous 
potential for (either the perceived or actual) grouping of women’s art despite no obvious connections 
other than incidentally shared gender, thus further polarizing the male and female viewpoint in art and 
reinforcing the established hegemonic system of the white male canon.  
While the anti-artocracy protests and rise in female-focused exhibitions were necessary strategies to 
counteract the under-exposure of women’s work, they could also be responsible for furthering an idea 
of otherness. Antonia Payne, the director of Ikon gallery in the 1980s and a vocal promoter of women’s 
work, noted retrospectively at interview that “minorities and disenfranchised sectors of society usually 
reach a point where it’s politically expedient for them to band together or to speak as one, but there 
are traps associated with that” (Payne 2019). She continued: “I think a lot of artists who are women felt 
that the notion of ‘woman artist’ was in danger of being used as just another strategy for keeping you 
down: its ‘othering’ was unhelpful.” This idea of othering as a strategy to detract power from an already 
marginalised group is evident in the critical responses to women-centred exhibitions, many of which 
dismissed women’s work, or relegated it to a separate category outside of the mainstream of art. 
Throughout the thesis, it will become clear how such politically motivated, women-centred exhibitions 
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were frequently mocked and belittled by the art press for their divergence from the established 
protocols of the art world. 
 
ii) The 1978 Hayward Annual (“The Women’s Show”) 
 
The 1978 Hayward Annual exhibition was one of the first major exhibitions to reassess women’s 
contribution to the arts in Britain. This came several years after the American show Women Choose 
Women and was on a smaller scale. 1978 was the second year of the Hayward Annual, with this edition 
selected by a panel of five women artists – Liliane Lijn, Tess Jaray, Kim Lim, Gillian Wise Ciobotaru and 
Rita Donagh. The panel were all mid-career artists in their late thirties to early forties and, though 
working in different mediums, were united by the abstract qualities in their artwork. The second 
Hayward Annual became somewhat mistakenly known by the press as “The Women’s Show”. This 
dubbing as an exclusively female exhibition occurred even though 30 per cent of exhibited artists were 
male – a much higher percentage than was usually afforded to female artists showing in group 
exhibitions. However, Tess Jaray commented in a 2015 Royal Academy Podcast on women in today’s art 
world that critics of the 1978 Hayward Annual “didn’t know how to deal with it and in the end, it just 
got called ‘The Women’s Show’” (Lang et al. 2015: 0:27:00) 
For example, the 1977 Hayward Annual, the first annual representation of current British art at the 
Hayward Gallery, was selected by Michael Compton, then Keeper of Education and Exhibitions at Tate 
as well as a member of the Exhibitions Committee of the ACGB, along with the painter Howard Hodgkin 
and the sculptor William Turnbull (Cork 1977: 23). Their exhibition showed the work of just one female 
artist alongside twenty-nine male artists.46 Despite 96 per cent of the exhibitors being male, the 1977 
Annual was not at any point noted as a “men’s show”. Writing in 2016, the art historian Doris Guth 
(2016: 31) poignantly noted that:  
The innumerable exhibitions over the last few decades that exclusively presented men’s 
artwork were certainly never called “men’s exhibitions”, nor were they noted as special 
programs; they were simply taken for granted as “normal” art exhibitions. This renders 
discrimination against women artists as not merely a phenomenon of exclusionary 
mechanisms; it also requires the total negation of gender difference. Hence, men, or 
male artists, are conceived and codified as “the” art producers. 
 
 
46 The exhibiting artists in the 1977 Hayward Annual were (in part one) Frank Auerbach, Anthony Caro, Patrick 
Caulfield, Bernard Cohen, Hamish Fulton, Nigel Hall, John Hoyland, Allen Jones, John Latham, Kim Lim, Kenneth 
Martin, Keith Milow, Nicholas Monro, Peter Phillips, William Turnbull (and in part two) Peter Blake, Stuart Brisley, 
Stephen Buckley, Victor Burgin, Michael Craig-Martin, Robyn Denny, Barry Flanagan, Anthony Hill, John Hilliard, 
David Hockney, Howard Hodgkin, R.B Kitaj, Bob Law, Eduardo Paolozzi and The Theatre of Mistakes. 
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In the late 1970s, it was not unusual for British group exhibitions to be so obviously male-centric, in 
keeping with a canon of art that formed around the idea of male genius.  
The press release for the 1977 exhibition described this new annual show as developing out of other 
recent popular survey exhibitions held at the Hayward, including The New Art in 1972, British Painting 
in 1974 and The Condition of Sculpture in 1975 (Hayward Gallery 1977). The Hayward Gallery had opened 
in 1968 as a central London site for major temporary exhibitions, mediating in the unfolding relationship 
between the public and contemporary art (Taylor 1999: 203). The key concept of the Hayward Annual 
series was that the selection panel chose which artists to include and that their choices determined the 
character and content of that year’s exhibition. Catherine Lampert, then Exhibitions Organiser at the 
Hayward Gallery, commented in our 2020 interview that “there had been a decision when the Hayward 
Annuals first became an ongoing element of the programme, that their character each year would be 
different. Rather than abide by more uniform rules, the selectors could make their own decisions” 
(Lampert 2020).  
For the first edition, it was agreed that these choices should be made unanimously by the selectors 
(Hayward Gallery 1977). In the catalogue for the 1977 show, Compton described their criteria as artists 
“within our knowledge and prejudices” (Compton et al. 1977: 4). The exhibition featured such big-name 
artists as Anthony Caro and Barry Flanagan from the world of sculpture and the painters Frank Auerbach 
and David Hockney. Turnbull and Hodgkin also elected to show their work. The sculptor Kim Lim was 
the only woman artist to be exhibited at the first Annual and was also the only non-white artist in the 
show, alongside the twenty-eight white male artists. Lim was married to selector William Turnbull. 
Turnbull’s defence of the decision to include Lim as the only woman in the show was that she was an 
outstanding artist; however, this failed to convince some commentators that the choice was not based 
on nepotism (Lampert 2020). Certainly, it is notable that the only woman artist within the selectors’ 
“knowledge and prejudices” was one of their wives and that no other women were chosen to represent 
the best of British art. 
As a result of heightened awareness of feminist issues in art, this show was criticised for the seemingly 
biased nature of its selection processes, particularly by art writers with a tendency towards the social 
meaning of art (Walker 2002: 194). Richard Cork (1977: 23) described the event as “a back-slapping old 
boys’ reunion”, criticising the selection panel for so openly promoting exclusively the work of 
themselves and their friends in a gesture of elitism and nepotism. Cork (1977: 23) poignantly questioned: 
“who selects the selectors and what kind of interests do they represent?”. In the case of the first 
Hayward Annual exhibition, the prestigious, all-male selection panel represented the interests of the 




As Paul Overy (1977: 16) highlighted in his review for The Times, many of the artists exhibited at the first 
Hayward Annual were associated with the recently merged Waddington and Tooth commercial 
galleries.47 At this time, the merger created one of the largest and most influential modern art 
dealerships in Europe (Waddington Custot n.d). Overy recognised that most of these artists had already 
shown at Waddington and Tooth in the year before the Hayward Annual, often with the same or very 
similar work as to that displayed in the Hayward. He asked: “what is the point of displaying this all over 
again?” (Overy 1977: 16). The exhibition was not selected based solely on the objective merit of the work, 
or as a vehicle for displaying previously unseen objects, but as a symbol of the kind of established 
networks of power that dominated the gallery system. Caroline Tisdall’s (1977 c.: 10) review for The 
Guardian affirmed this, cynically noting: “John Hoyland [one of the exhibiting artists in the 1977 Annual] 
apparently labours under the complacent delusion that the way to make establishment modernism 
popular in this country is simply to transport it from Bond Street to a bigger venue.”48   
The 1978 Hayward Annual being selected by the all-female panel came about because of growing 
frustrations with the male dominance within the British art world at this time. Sculptor Liliane Lijn, 
motivated by the complete lack of women artists who had shown at Tate, first proposed an exhibition 
of five women artists to show there. However, once she put together her initial proposal and selected 
five women, she recalled that “the women themselves did not want a women’s show - three out of five 
women felt that to have a show composed of women artists would be like living in a ghetto” (Hayward 
Gallery 2018: 0:02:17). This relates to the idea of conscious othering of women’s work, which many 
women were fearful of. Speaking retrospectively in 2018, Deanna Petherbridge, one of the exhibiting 
artists in the 1978 Hayward Annual, noted the fear women artists felt during this period, explaining that:  
“it was a fear imposed by the masculine power of the moment, that we would just be ridiculous, we 
would just be women” (Hayward Gallery 2018: 0:02:39).   
Tate, with Compton at the helm of the Exhibitions Department, ultimately rejected the all-female 
exhibition Lijn had proposed for the gallery, deeming it “not feasible” (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 1978: 1). 
Despite this rejection at the Tate, told Lijn that he would put her ideas forward to the ACGB instead (Lijn 
1999: [00:29:39]). In an unpublished letter to Joanna Drew, then Director of Art at the Arts Council, 
Compton tellingly stated that he was “doubtful of the desirability and legality of a show that would be 
categorically of art by women”, though he did also admit that women’s art had, to date, not been equally 
 
47 For two years, Waddington Custot, a gallery on Mayfair’s Cork Street specialising in modern and contemporary 
art, joined forces with Arthur Tooth & Sons, of Bruton Street. Both were major commercial galleries at the time. 
The inaugural exhibition of Waddington and Tooth Galleries opened on 30 November 1976 and the association 
lasted until the autumn of 1978. 
48 In the second part of the two-part Hayward Annual of 1977, Peter Blake showed a new work, a framed copy of 
his Guardian-published article “An open letter to three art critics”, in which he challenged the views of Cork, Overy 
and Tisdall.  
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shown or appreciated in Britain and that the proposed exhibition may provide a new perspective on 
British art (Compton 1976). As one of the organisers of the 1977 Annual, which was categorically of art 
by men, Compton here set a double standard - assumingly never stopping to doubt the desirability or 
legality of an exhibition so weighted towards male artists. 
Driven by the protests surrounding the Hayward’s Condition of Sculpture in 1975, Lijn then proposed a 
show of contemporary British art to compliment the American loan exhibition Women Artists 1550-
1950, which was under Arts Council consideration for a London showing. Women Artists 1550-1950 has 
been described within contemporary curatorial theory as “by far the most significant curatorial 
corrective in the USA in the 1970s to the occlusion of women as cultural contributors from the larger 
historical record” (Reilly 2018: 44). Despite the prestige and influence of this show, it was ultimately 
rejected by the Arts Council for a showing in London. Lijn recalled that this rejection was because the 
show would be too expensive to hold, “or that was their excuse anyway” (Lijn 1999-2000: [00:01:33]). This 
rejection meant that the proposed complementary contemporary British art show was, by association, 
also rejected. Instead, Lim, Jaray and Wise Ciobotaru soon joined Lijn to submit a proposal for an 
exhibition of contemporary British Art, with themselves as the selection panel (Steyn and Cherry 1978: 10). 
Thus, the second Hayward Annual became the first ACGB sponsored exhibition in Britain organized by 
women and showing predominantly women's work (Pollock 1979: 33). Rita Donagh was later asked by 
Figure 2.4 - Liliane Lijn photographed by Mayotte Magnus in her studio preparing for the Hayward Annual 1978 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material has 
been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be 
viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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the Council to join the group. At interview, Catherine Lampert (2020) informed me that this was because 
some in the art world felt that the initial panel of four women were too close in their interests, as all 
were born between 1936 and 1939 and were relative neighbours, all living on Camden Square at the 
time. 
Significantly, this panel of women artists had to approach the Arts Council with their proposal rather 
than the initiative coming from within the institution. The Hayward Gallery and the ACGB were both 
under scrutiny at the time due to the protests and criticism surrounding The Condition of Sculpture in 
1975 and the first Hayward Annual in 1977. Despite this, Lijn stated that the women-led 1978 exhibition 
“would never have happened if we hadn’t proposed it” (Hodgart, 1979). Jaray also commented that it 
was “extremely disagreeable working with the Arts Council. There was a lot of hostility […] they didn’t 
like the idea; they were uncertain about it” (Jaray a. 1996: [00:23:40]). This shows that the drive for change 
in the way group exhibitions were selected — with a focus on greater representation of women artists 
— was coming from women artists themselves rather than from within arts institutions. Rozsika Parker 
(1978: 20) mused further upon this:  
It is curious that the Arts Council should refuse a women’s show and then tell the artists 
that they could do what they liked in the context of the Hayward Annual. It is all 
reminiscent of the situation in the nineteenth century when women struggled to gain 
access to the prestigious Royal Academy membership and schools but were only 
allowed in once the influence of those institutions was on the wane. 
 
This perspective implies that while an all-female exhibition was a step too radical for the institutions of 
the ACGB and the Hayward, they were happy to hand the reigns over to a selection panel of women to 
work together on a mixed show.  
Following the tradition set by the first Hayward Annual, the panel of women decided that each of them 
would show work, in addition to choosing the work of two other artists to display. Four out of five 
selectors ultimately showed their work, the exception being Kim Lim who, as she was already showing 
work in the first Hayward Annual, the gallery felt should not exhibit in two successive Annuals. Andrew 
Demsey, the Assistant Director of Exhibitions, wrote to Lim to explain the reason for her not showing at 
the Hayward for a second year running. He cited this as: “exhibiting space of the kind we have been able 
to provide for the artists in the 1977 Annual is all too rare in London and we are anxious that as many 
artists as possible should have the opportunity to exhibit in the series” (Demsey 1977).   
It is somewhat ironic that one of the female artist selectors for an exhibition re-assessing the 
opportunities available to female artists should be denied such rare exhibiting space within a show 
selected by herself and her colleagues. Demsey’s statement is rather unsympathetic, given that many 
of the male artists shown alongside Lim in the 1977 Annual had previously had the same or similar works 
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shown in other London galleries. The exclusion of Lim’s work from the exhibition was to her detriment 
as her work was not only left out of the exhibition itself but also from the significant catalogue that was 
produced to accompany it, within which all the other selectors were represented. During this period of 
British art, it was rare for exhibitions to result in such a substantial catalogue as a way of historicising 
them. Lim’s name is excluded from the catalogue’s front cover, she does not have a dedicated essay to 
represent her practice, nor does the publication include any images of her artwork. This exclusion 
significantly marginalises Lim’s significant contribution to the 1978 exhibition. 
The final list of exhibiting artists included sixteen women and seven men, subverting the usual gender 
ratios of group exhibitions in which women were typically marginal players if they were included at all.49 
Joanna Drew wrote in the catalogue’s foreword that the decision to provide an extensive record of the 
artists in the exhibition was because the majority of them were not associated with galleries and the 
work on show had not been seen in London before (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 1978). It is no coincidence 
that the artists that made up this women-focused exhibition were not being represented by London’s 
commercial galleries, which were, in this era, dominated by networks of male artists.  
However, Lucy Curzon (1996: 343) commented that, despite the intention of this show being to amend 
the biases in the art world by promoting marginal women artists instead of the established male figures, 
the majority of the women selected to show were already “(relatively) ‘established’ artists”. She 
highlighted that of the sixteen women included, eight held solo shows in major galleries in the four years 
leading up to the second Hayward Annual, eight had recently received grants or bursaries and ten taught 
in London art schools at the time of exhibiting. This demonstrates that visibility breeds visibility and that 
women who had already achieved some success through exhibitions, awards or teaching positions were 
more likely to have their work selected for further exhibition opportunities. Indeed, the starting point 
for the exhibition’s selection process was artists already known to the selectors, then it expanded to 
others they were told about and artists that applied for inclusion by letter (Lippard 1978: 24). Griselda 
Pollock (1979: 36) wrote that while the show claimed to provide an opportunity to see under-exhibited 
and underrated women artists, “just a glance at the list of exhibitions and articles [in the catalogue] 
reveals this to be a false assertion, or at best an unrealized intention”. 
When describing the selection process for the Hayward Annual, Jaray noted that, initially, each member 
of the selection panel chose two artists – either two women or one woman and one man. She 
commented that: “we wanted to look at the differences, if there were indeed differences, in the art 
made by men and women” (Lang et al. 2015: 0:26:30). This demonstrates the selectors’ conscious choice 
 
49 The exhibiting artists in the second Hayward Annual were Susan Derges, Terry Pope, Sue Beere, Gillian Wise 
Ciobotaru, Rita Donagh, Mary Kelly, Marc Chamille Chaiomowicz, Elisabeth Frink, Steve Furlonger, Lilian Lijn, Tess 
Jaray, Leopoldo Maler, Pamela Burns, Adrian Morris, Stephen Cox, Deanna Petherbridge, Alexis Hunter, Sandra 
Blow, Susan Hiller, Wendy Taylor, Michael Sandle, Edwina Leapman and Julia Farrer. 
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to reverse the ratio of female to male artists in mixed exhibitions, while still including male artists in 
order to explore any gendered differences in art production. For example, Jaray chose the abstract 
painter Edwina Leapman and the sculptor Michael Sandle, whose works often reference war, death, and 
destruction (Jaray a. 1996: [00:27:00]). These two artists are not directly comparable as they work in 
different mediums, with practices centred on dissimilar themes and key concerns. However, it is notable 
that this particular pairing presented somewhat of a stereotype of ideas of femininity and masculinity 
in art – with Leapman’s lightly painted, minimalist canvases in sharp contrast to the heavy bronze 
sculpture Sandle presented for the exhibition (see figures 2.6 and 2.7).  
In the catalogue, Sarah Kent wrote of Leapman’s work that “making the paintings is like an act of 
meditation that requires sustained concentration and calm, and they need to be looked at with the 
same careful attention in order to discover the subtleties of their complex surfaces…” (ACGB and Hayward 
Gallery 1978: 58). Leapman’s works were thus quiet and contemplative, requiring sustained engagement 
from their viewers. In comparison to the careful attention needed to explore Leapman’s understated 
works, Sandle’s sculpture, A Twentieth Century Memorial (1971-78), took the form of a solid bronze 
machine gun, wielded by a contemporary Mickey Mouse figure. In an early twenty-first century 
interview reflecting on this work, Sandle commented that he liked the idea of sculpture being 
permanent and “bronze is wonderfully permanent” (Mey 2001: 25). This monumental work made an 
immediate impact and had a dominating, confrontational presence within the exhibition due to its 
narrative of violence.  
Jaray commented further on the selection process that “we did make our own selection, but we made 
them in relation to everybody else’s selection as well to make an interesting exhibition” (Jaray a. 1996: 
[00:27:03]). The group exhibition that emerged from this process was a diverse presentation of painting, 
drawing, photography, installation and sculpture, with no obvious connecting thread running through 
the almost 200 works on display. This was in keeping with both the character of survey shows and the 
criteria of the Hayward Annual series, which aimed to “present a cumulative picture of Britain’s art as it 
develops” and also “reflect the judgement of the selectors for that year” (Hayward Gallery 1978). Pollock 
(1979: 38-39) highlighted that despite the “novelty” of the all-female selection panel, the exhibition “did 
not look very different from any other selective survey of currents in British art. We had examples of 
colour field painting, constructivist sculpture, bricks, graphs, photomontage, found object assemblage, 
performance, and so on.” This similarity in the appearance and content of this group exhibition seems 
to highlight that women’s art practices were not fundamentally different from men’s and that women 





Figure 2.5 – Installation view of Edwina Leapman, Paintings 1978-2016 at Annely Juda Fine Art, 
London, 2018 
Figure 2.6 – Michael Sandle, A Twentieth Century Memorial, 1971-78  
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be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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All five gallery spaces were used for the exhibition, as well as the two outside sculpture courts. Within 
Joanna Drew’s letters inviting artists to participate, each was allocated an approximate amount of space 
– from 80 linear feet for Susan Hiller to 1500 square feet each for Terry Pope’s constructivist works and 
Susan Derges’ etchings, engravings and photographic works (Drew 1977). Ostensibly, with some 
exceptions, male artists tended to receive larger square footage of space, while female artists were 
more commonly assigned linear space or far smaller square footage. For example, Alexis Hunter was 
given just 80 square feet of space to show her feminist film and photography works. Meanwhile, fellow 
photographer and video artist Marc Camille Chaimowicz was assigned 900 square feet of space, 
accommodating a large-scale installation work. Multimedia artist Susan Hiller (1978) questioned Drew 
over this decision, writing in an unpublished letter, “the 80 linear feet you have tentatively allocated to 
me sounds too small for what I have in mind. It seems quite likely I will have to use a larger space”.50 
Discussing the allocation of spaces at interview, Lampert (2020) noted that the figures are somewhat 
deceptive as “it was about balancing the look and scale of the artists’ contributions and generally 
keeping a selector’s choice in one or two areas”. Gillian Wise Ciobotaru’s constructivist section was 
displayed as a single installation in a large upper gallery, for example, while the sculpture courts and 
outside areas were used for three-dimensional work. Other works were then balanced in the remaining 
available spaces. Lampert (2020) highlighted that artists like Deanna Petherbridge utilised her allocated 
linear space to show a series of very large works on the wall, while Sandle and Chaimowicz used their 
bigger spaces to show just a single large sculpture or installation work. 
The layout of the exhibition, similarly to the previous year’s iteration, used separate, studio-like spaces 
for each artist (see fig. 2.7). Ironically, this division of space was registered by critics as synonymous with 
the femininity of the exhibition’s selectors and curatorial team, despite taking its precedent from the 
male-organised exhibition the previous year. Michael Shepherd, for example, commented on the 
Annual’s organisation into discrete rooms that he’d “like to think this is because the homemaker aspect 
in woman understands the relations between space and substance and takes the visitors into account” 
(Parker and Pollock 1981: 160). Pollock linked this view to the stereotype of women as domestic and 
decorative, warning that such characterisation of this exhibition as fundamentally feminine in its 
presentation was dangerous and led to critics assigning all works in the exhibition as expressions of a 
homogenous female viewpoint that was separate from the mainstream of contemporary art (Parker and 
Pollock 1981: 160).  
 
50 It is clear from installation images of the exhibition (see figure 2.7) that Hiller was successful in negotiating a 
larger space for her work. 
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Before delving deeper into the critical response to this exhibition, it is important to discuss the artwork 
on display and how this was framed by the curatorial interpretation provided in the accompanying 
exhibition catalogue. As this thesis is concerned primarily with sculpture, it is the three-dimensional 
contributions to the exhibition that I will be analysing here. For example, Susan Hiller showed her work 
Fragments (1976-8) which utilised found artefacts as the raw materials for creating an artwork engaged 
with ideas of archaeology and anthropology. Hiller had previously trained as an anthropologist; this 
training meant that she brought specialist knowledge to her Fragments work, which presented artefacts 
from other cultures as sacred art objects brought into the gallery space. In a 1977 text entitled ‘Art and 
Anthropology/Anthropology and Art’ Hiller discussed her internal dilemma of whether to become an 
artist or an anthropologist. She described how studying Anthropology equipped her with “role models 
of adventurous women and a sense of pioneering”, whereas art and art history appeared to her an 
“exclusively male domain” (Hiller and Einzig 1996: 17). The work shown for the Hayward Annual brought 
attention to 210 sherds of broken pottery originally made by Pueblo Indian women (ACGB and Hayward 
Gallery 1978: 47). As Hiller was educated in America, these native people would have been central to her 
university studies in Anthropology. As an American, Hiller was removed from the groupings of British 
artists which had been formed at art schools or through commercial galleries. She recognised this 
Figure 2.7 – Early hand-drawn gallery plans for the 1978 Hayward Annual 
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herself in a 2018 interview with Imogen Racz (2020: 44), noting “in many ways I was an outsider because 
I did not go to art school here”. 
In an interview for Apollo magazine in 2016, Hiller highlighted some of the differences between 
American and British approaches to feminist art. She described being told by an English gallerist in the 
1980s that her commitment to feminism had “ruined” her career and that “postcards, trivia, the things 
that really interest me are dangerous for a women, because they reek of domesticity and craft” (Stevens 
2016: 61). This anecdote is deeply revealing of the situation for female artists in Britain, who were 
discouraged from expressing feminist viewpoints or criticised for working in typically female mediums 
such as craft or domestic arts. Hiller additionally commented that when she and the artist and gallery 
director Martha Wilson met at a New York show of British art of the 1970s, Wilson asked: “where are 
all the women” and Hiller responded, “well, this is England and we don’t mention that, it’s not polite” 
(Stevens 2016: 61). Their conversation further reveals the attitude towards gender equality in British art 
of this period.51 
Visually and conceptually, Hiller’s Fragments work is comparable to the archaeological works of the New 
British Sculptor Tony Cragg, such as Redskin (1980) (fig.2.10) and New Stones, Newton’s Tones (1978). 
Whereas Cragg’s signature pieces involved assemblages of found objects, primarily plastic detritus from 
modern Western life, Hiller’s Fragments series explored objects belonging to other cultures and 
represented a reconsideration of the fragmented histories of women’s artwork. Instead of being 
displayed directly on the floor as Cragg’s artefacts were, Hiller’s potsherds were given reverence by 
being positioned on a short plinth, spaced out so each piece could be individually read by the audience. 
In a 1978 interview with Roszika Parker, Hiller commented on the difference between her fragmented 
installation work and that by male artists who also used found objects, stating “they usually make new 
wholes out of fragments. They don’t see their work at all as I see mine. They see it as sculpture” (Hiller 
and Einzig 1996: 28). Hiller’s installation piece, rather than manipulating the fragments into a new image, 
simply presented them, sorted, annotated and alongside charts and diagrams to contextualise the 
objects, making up a rich and multi-layered artwork (ACBG and Hayward Gallery 1978: 47). She noted 
“without being sentimental, I think it’s a kind of cherishing of things as they are, rather than trying to 
make them into other things. I deal with fragments of everyday life” (Hiller and Einzig 1996: 28). Hiller and 
Cragg’s found-object works have received different levels of critical recognition. While Cragg’s works 
have been contextualised as part of the wider New British Sculpture narrative, Hiller’s fragments are 
often discussed in terms of their relationship to the artist’s womanhood. For example, in a 1978 review, 
 
51 Hiller would go on to co-curate a show called LA-London Lab with Suzanne Lacy which showcased female artists 
from LA and London. This exhibition was inspired by her conversation with Martha Wilson. Hiller commented that 
the show was a critical success in New York but virtually unheard of in the UK. 
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Figure 2.8– Susan Hiller, Fragments, 1976-78, partial installation view, Hayward Gallery, London, 1978. 
Figure 2.9– Susan Hiller, Fragments, 1977-78, 178 A4 gouache drawings, 8 A3 composite gouache 
drawings, 210 pot sherds, 5 monochrome charts and diagrams, 12 handwritten or typed texts in 
polythene bags, two monochrome photographs. 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
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Monica Petzal (1978: 22) labelled Hiller’s engagement with the archaeological fragment as “a complete 
female aesthetic in a male-dominated culture”, aligning the concerns of “metaphor, analogy, cross-
reference and personal allusions” with traits associated with the artist’s gender. However, the 
observable visible similarity between Hiller and Cragg’s works disproves this theory of gendered 
aesthetics. 
There was also a feminist intention to Hiller’s work. However, Griselda Pollock (1979: 39) argued that 
because such work was appearing out of the context of the feminist art debates it was produced in, its 
meaning was compromised within the exhibition. She further commented: “within the context of an 
Arts Council survey of current art, the feminism of Kelly, Hiller and Hunter was muted by expectations 
established by the surrounding work, which invited a traditional mode of reception and critical 
response.” The premise of this group exhibition was primarily formal and aesthetic, rather than seeking 
to be political. Pollock ruminated that such an approach diminished the meaning of the more explicitly 
feminist works. She expressed overall disappointment in the scope and impact of this show and called 
instead for an exhibition within an established art institution which would function politically in its 
presentation of truly feminist work, focussing on the issues and practices of women’s art which evolved 
within the women's movement (Pollock 1979: 54).  However, it is my view that the inclusion of a selection 
of feminist focussed works within a mixed, survey-style exhibition was representative of the breadth of 
Figure 2.10 - Tony Cragg, Redskin, 1980, found objects, plastic, 646 x 450 cm. 
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art practices in Britain in the late 1970s. Their meanings are not lost in this context. To imply that 
feminist work can only be shown in explicitly feminist, politically driven exhibitions is to ghettoise this 
practice from the mainstream, othering it in the same way that women’s practices have been othered 
from male-centric exhibitions.  
The other sculptural or object-based work in the exhibition included work by selector and artist Lilian 
Lijn. Lijn’s sculptural practice in the late 1970s was deeply concerned with light and its interaction with 
the material world. In her statement for the catalogue, she wrote: “one could call the objects I have 
made to receive light, sculptures. I have often thought of them as transformers” (ACGB and Hayward 
Gallery 1978: 22). Lijn came to use light, shadow and reflection as materials for her artistic practice, 
experimenting with complementary materials and technologies in what she calls a “conscious effort to 
work with the source of light” (Lijn and Miles 2017: 68). Her work is profoundly abstract and focused on 
the dematerialisation of the object. Lijn’s work was highly different from that of Elisabeth Frink, one of 
the more established artists in the show. Frink presented five bronze figurative works, with subject 
matter in keeping with her typical themes of male figures and horses. Meanwhile, Steve Furlonger 
showed his large-scale sculpture Tether (1978), made of timber, turf, fibreglass and water which 
referenced the environment and the natural world. There was very little, visual, formal, conceptual or 
Figure 2.11 – Liliane Lijn, Wave Guide: a counterpoint in 15 parts (1977-8) and Four Figures of Light 
(1978). Installation View: Hayward Annual 78.  
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even material similarity between the sculptural and installation artworks on display, demonstrating the 
wide expanse of the contemporary sculptural field during this period. 
Sculptor Wendy Taylor contributed witty optical illusion works such as Brick Knot (1978) to the 
exhibition. The 44ft long work, a visual joke and bizarre image, captured the attention of the media. The 
Evening Chronicle came up with the ironic headline “It’s knot art”, referencing the frequent public 
resistance to contemporary and conceptual art outside of the canon, which is often deemed “not art”. 
The Chronicle’s discussion of Blow’s practice is telling, the final line reading: “I can only marvel at this 
pretty East London Lass’s ingenuity and perseverance in producing such an intriguing bit of brickwork” 
(Unknown Author: c.1978). This statement centres both Taylor’s gender and her feminine attractiveness 
as factors that could potentially limit her from producing this kind of sculptural work and achieving 
success on equal terms to a male sculptor.52 This example was typical of journalistic reviews of 
contemporary art of the late 1970s and into the 1980s.  
 
52 Despite such negative press reception, Taylor would achieve significant success across her sculptural career, 
with her work represented in public and private collections across the world. She holds several awards and 
accolades including becoming a Fellow of the Royal Society of British Sculptors in 1994. 
Figure 2.12 – Wendy Taylor, Brick Knot (1978) and Crossbow (1978). Installation View: Hayward 
Annual 78, Hayward Gallery, 1978.  
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iii) Lucy Lippard and the Catalogue Essay 
 
Lucy Lippard wrote the introductory catalogue essay for the 1978 Annual, a fact that led Roszika Parker 
to question whether Britain was so short of feminists writing on art that they’d “had to enlist an 
American” (Parker 1978: 20). Of course, this was not strictly a feminist exhibition. As Catherine Lampert 
noted at interview, “it originated more as a protest against the under-representation of women in group 
and one-person shows in the public sector” and was intended to allow the panel of women artists to 
make their own decisions about work to include (Lampert 2020). This is supported in Liliane Lijn’s 
unpublished letter to Joanna Drew at the Hayward Gallery, stating that “the issue is not so much 
women’s art (in fact not at all) but equalising the representation of female artists in mixed shows” (Lijn, 
1976). Lippard’s association with the project was fitting given her involvement with the American 
women’s art movement, the WiA and the 1973 Women Choose Women exhibition, all of which were 
important precursors to the women-led curatorial interventions that began in Britain in the later 1970s.  
However, in a 1999 interview with Penelope Curtis, Lijn recalled that Lippard visited her studio — as 
well as Jaray’s and Lim’s — while she was in England working on her catalogue essay and that their work 
did not seem to interest Lippard “at all” as it did not fall into the category of issue-based feminism that 
she defined and worked within. Lijn commented, “it was a category that was very strict, it had to address 
certain issues and they had to be issues that she had already pre-recognised” (Lijn 1999-2000 [00:06:10]). 
Exhibiting issue-based feminist politics was not the intention of the 1978 Hayward Annual, which was 
instead focused on highlighting women’s art alongside men’s, giving a panel of women selectors the 
Figure 2.13 - Press Cutting relating to the 1978 Hayward Annual 
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power to curate a more equal survey exhibition. While Alexis Hunter, Mary Kelly and Susan Hiller were 
recognised as feminist artists during this era, others in the show were not engaged with these politics, 
making these three women the minority.  
The problem of this approach was that the concept of a female selection panel was deemed too radical 
by some conservative art critics, while simultaneously deemed not radical enough by feminists who 
wished to see women’s issues depicted within major art exhibitions. At the time of proposing the 
exhibition, none of the selection panel were actively involved with the Women’s Movement or had 
publicly declared themselves a feminist (Parker and Pollock 1987: 22).  Lijn commented on the difficulty of 
her position that “I came in as an outsider, I wasn’t part of any feminist group. For an outsider to actually 
originate the first feminist statement in this country was almost an outrage, I don’t think it was well 
accepted” (Lijn 1990 [00:28:18]). As shall be explored in Chapter Four, just two years after the 1978 
Hayward Annual exhibition, Lippard was involved in curating Issue: Social Strategies by Women Artists 
at the ICA in London. This was a far more explicitly feminist, issue-based exhibition of women’s 
contemporary art, in line with Lippard’s curatorial interests – as such this show was aesthetically and 
conceptually dissimilar to the 1978 Annual, highlighting the varied approaches taken by women artists 
in this era. 
Lippard’s catalogue essay praised the selectors for their bravery, commenting that “it has taken some 
courage to organize a mixed show while admitting to a bias in favour of women. All-male shows selected 
by all-male juries have never stated their prejudices so openly” (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 1978: 4). She 
recognised that the selection panel’s approach resulted in a survey show different from anything seen 
in Britain before, not necessarily in terms of the exhibition’s content, but rather in terms of its character 
and the statement behind it. She also digested the show’s status as a mixed-gender rather than an all-
female exhibition, recalling the variety of women-only shows, magazines and galleries in America and 
elsewhere which have proved “necessary to open up the art institutions and marketplaces to the work 
of women artists” (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 1978: 4). This British show, she mused, had skipped the step 
of the all-female exhibition, and gone straight for the goal of a greater women’s presence within mixed 
group shows. Lippard expressed uncertainty that this tactic would be as effective for the opening up of 
British art as the “separatism” of feminist women’s practice has been in America. 
As pointed out in an open letter via the correspondence pages of Art Monthly, Lippard’s text for the 
catalogue was not reproduced authentically within the first edition. Four out of the six paragraphs of 
the opening section on the background of the exhibition were omitted. Lippard wryly commented upon 
this: “I can only wonder at the extraordinary coincidence that the most ‘controversial’ paragraphs were 
so neatly omitted through a ‘printer’s mistake’” (Lippard 1978: 24). Within these four paragraphs, which 
were absent from the first run of catalogues – including copies given to reviewers – Lippard expanded 
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upon the selection process of the exhibition, its status as a mixed (rather than all-female) show and 
Lim’s lack of participation due to what she deemed the “arbitrary” rule introduced by the Arts Council 
(Lippard 1978: 24). Catherine Lampert responded publicly, calling Lippard’s claims that these passages of 
text were deliberately left out of the first edition of the catalogue “ludicrous”  (Lampert 1978: 24). 
Expanding on this issue at interview, Lampert commented that due to the lateness of some artists’ texts, 
the catalogue was pasted together overnight, and a small cut piece of paper was accidentally 
overlooked. She noted that “the Arts Council never censored text – any suggested changes were 
discussed with the authors” (Lampert 2020).53 
 
53 Please see Appendix Two for Lippard and Lampert’s public correspondence, which includes the missing 
paragraphs in full. 
Figure 2.14 – Front cover of the 1978 Hayward Annual catalogue, detailing all artists and 
selectors (aside from Kim Lim).  
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iv) Exhibition Reaction and Criticism 
 
As Pollock (1979: 42) highlighted within her essay ‘Feminism, Femininity and the Hayward Annual 
Exhibition 1978’, the titles of the press reviews for what was ostensibly believed to be a show of entirely 
women’s art were frequently mocking and belittling – for example, “Wayward Gallery” (Punch 
Magazine), “Women’s Work” (Time Out) and “Ladies Night at the Hayward” (The Times). Several such 
titled articles, for example, Vogue’s “Girls’ Own Annual” were published before the exhibition opened, 
reflecting the immediate reaction of the press before seeing the show itself. It is interesting to note this 
instant dismissal and ridicule within both the art and mainstream media when the historically 
established male-to-female ratios in a collective survey exhibition were flipped this way or when 
exclusively women were given the status of selectors for such a high-profile art event. Lijn noted that 
there was a stream of “unbelievable, violent criticism simply because we were women, that was it, 
because the show was nice and most of the people in the show went on to have quite important 
careers” (Lijn 1999-2000: [00:03:55]).  
Despite such critical headlines, primarily addressed at the gender of the selection panel, many of the 
reviews published once the show had opened, particularly the ones from the art press, reacted 
positively to the work on display. For example, John Russell Taylor’s “Ladies Night at the Hayward 
Figure 2.15 A selection of headlines concerning the 1978 Hayward Annual exhibition 
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Gallery” column for The Times, though somewhat hesitant and reluctant, beginning with a sensationalist 
opening line proclaiming that the Hayward Annual had been “taken over by the women”, later admitted 
that “there is a very consistent level of achievement in the show, with no sign of lame ducks who have 
got in only because it is ladies’ night” (Russell Taylor 1978). Generally, it was the background of the 
exhibition and its motivation to redress the gender balance in survey exhibitions that critics reacted 
negatively to, rather than criticising the show’s curation, its selection of artists or individual artworks.  
However, within this criticism, there was a common stereotyping of women’s artistic practice as 
delicate, dexterous and intuitive, serving to align it with the domestic sphere, craft and homemaking 
(Pollock 1979: 44). For example, Francis Spalding’s piece for Arts Review, though seemingly 
complimentary about the exhibition, was also loaded with synonyms for femininity such as “delicacy”, 
“refinement” and “decorative” (Spalding 1978). Spalding discussed the “feminine sensibility” to be 
observed in the work on display and then proceeded to use the following adjectives to describe the 
qualities of these artworks: “gentle” (Edwina Leapman’s paintings) “delicate” (Rita Donagh’s drawings) 
and “painstaking” (Julia Farrer’s watercolours) (Spalding 1978). Parker and Pollock (1981: 160) wrote that 
such terms are “usually employed to dismiss work by women as not great art but merely evidence of 
feminine sensibility”. This categorising and separatism of feminine aesthetics in art, as I shall explore 
further in the next chapter, could be a strategy for continuing women’s marginalisation, relegating them 
to an area of art practice that is deemed separate from mainstream aesthetics. As Parker and Pollock 
(1981: 162) concluded, the Hayward Annual of 1978 was deemed by critics as “visually rather than 
intellectually interesting, designed with domestic and decorative sensibility, pleasant and 
undemanding”; as such it was aligned with stereotypical views of femininity and easily side-lined as just 
a “women’s show”. 
This is evident in Paul Overy’s Time Out review, titled ‘Women’s Work’. Overy addressed the work of 
the male exhibitors first, commenting that “the male artists chosen range from the heavily sexist and 
aggressive imagery of Michael Sandle […] to the refined and almost feminine sensibility of Marc Camille 
Chaimowicz” (Overy 1978). Pollock (1979: 42) noted that a common tendency in reviews of this exhibition 
was to perceive marks of femininity even in the men’s work. Overy’s review pulled further on this thread 
of supposed “feminine sensibility”, stating: 
Feminists will probably object to that phrase ‘feminine sensibility’, but I use it 
descriptively and not evaluatively. It characterises some of the most boring (Tess Jaray) 
as well as some of the most interesting (Edwina Leapman) painting in the show. And, 
good or bad, it is a calm relief from the heavy, sweaty maleness of the work of many of 
the artists in last year’s Annual (Overy 1978). 
 
Despite stating that a feminine sensibility was present in the works on display, Overy did not attempt to 
define what exactly that sensibility was or how it manifested itself in visual art. Instead, he recognised 
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what it was not, contrasting it with the “heavy, sweaty maleness” of work by men. As established within 
Chapter One, the canon of art history has celebrated the contributions of male artists, while 
marginalising those of women. This construction of male dominance has positioned the female 
viewpoint as an opposing one. Whereas words like “heavy” have frequently been aligned with sculpture 
made by men, antonyms such as “light” and “delicate” are drawn upon to discuss women’s practise in 
order to other it from the normative standards of critical evaluation. This binary positioning of gender 
is far too simplistic an approach, made clear by the way this exhibition was perceived as feminine overall, 
despite its heterogeneous aesthetics and the inclusion of several male artists. 
One particularly damning review of the show came from John McEwan, writing for The Spectator. 
McEwan determined that the show was “rescued” by the contributions of men, particularly Sandle 
whose A Twentieth Century Memorial he devoted a third of his review to praising. He characterised 
much of the work as, in contrast to Sandle’s sculptural monument, not bold enough and too concerned 
with fine detail, commenting on the “needle-threading eye and taste for detail that is so peculiarly, and 
here so evidently, the bugbear of women artists when left to their own devices: a preoccupation that 
Figure 2.16 - Press Cutting relating to the 1978 Hayward Annual 
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invariably favours presentation at the expense of content” (McEwan 1978: 25). This example supports 
Pollock and Parker’s view that critics found the show visually pleasing rather than intellectually 
stimulating, equating the work with the “decorative” stereotype of women’s art practice as well as 
subtly linking it to craft practices. McEwan concluded his review by labelling the all-female selection 
panel a “gimmick” aimed at attracting an audience for contemporary art, stating “last year the gimmick 
to draw the crowds was fame and particularly Hockney. This year it is women” (McEwan 1978: 25). Curzon 
(1996: 336) highlighted that by characterising women artists and their work in this way, as a gimmick that 
is  “exterior to ‘real art’ and ‘talent’”, McEwan’s review reinforced that high art is characterised by its 
masculinity and that the second Hayward Annual did not belong to this exclusive sphere.  
Richard Cork’s review commented that the “inexplicable inclusion” of seven male artists within this 
exhibition was the product of a “last-minute failure of nerve” (Cork 2003: 26) implying that he felt the 
organisers could have been bolder in their choices and presentation of women’s work. However, Cork 
is mistaken here. From the outset, the function of the exhibition was not to be an all-female line up of 
contemporary artists in Britain. From the archived notes of a preliminary planning meeting held at the 
Hayward with Lijn, Jaray, Lim and Wise Ciobotaru in November of 1976, it is recorded that “the 
exhibition would not consist exclusively of works by women artists though it was likely they would 
predominate” (Hayward Gallery a. 1976). When the completed proposal was formally submitted to the 
exhibitions sub-committee, this status as a mixed, rather than all-female, show was emphasised by the 
organisers, who stated: “it was felt that a show chosen by five female artists would bring to the attention 
of the public the quality of the work of women artists in Britain in the context of a mixed show. It is in 
fact precisely in the context of mixed shows that women artists have been overlooked” (Hayward Gallery 
b. 1976).  This highlights the intention of the exhibition – not to separate women’s practice from the 
mainstream, but rather to highlight it within the context of (typically male-dominated) contemporary 
British art. There was not, as Cork suggested, a sudden inclusion of male artists due to nervousness or 
uncertainty about the strength of women’s work. Lijn (1999-2000 [00:02:35]) commented retrospectively 
that this reversing of gender ratios was absolutely the point of the exhibition and that the selectors had 
“really bent over backwards to be fair” by still allocating a generous portion of exhibiting space to male 
artists. Had reviewers like Cork been able to read Lippard’s catalogue essay in full, there may have been 
a greater understanding of the exhibition’s motivation and aims within the context of the emerging 
feminist art movement in Britain. 
Within her discussion of why this show’s selectors favoured a mixed-gender rather than all-female 
approach, Pollock (1979: 41) listed two possible negative consequences of separating female art from 
the male-dominated mainstream. Firstly, she stated that “separating women from the mixed context in 
which the majority work, might merely serve to reinforce the historical notion of separate spheres for 
men’s and women’s art.” In addition to the possible re-enforcement of the idea that men’s and women’s 
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art should occupy separate spaces and aesthetics, Pollock also noted that all-female exhibitions can 
“invite speculation as to gender-determined characteristics shared by the women exhibitors and 
thereby obscure the diversity of women’s work and its involvement with contemporary art practices”. 
By including male artists, the selecting panel instead set up the possibility for women’s work to be 
discussed and critiqued alongside male work, without completely polarising the two.  
On the many reviews, of varying levels of sympathy and understanding, Lijn commented: “it did get a 
lot of publicity, even if the publicity was not of the kind we would have hoped for, but it was publicity 
and publicity always attracts people” (Hayward Gallery 2018: 0:05:55). In this pre-internet era, art criticism 
carried greater weight than it does today as it was the principal way for audiences to find out about 
exhibitions and artists. Negative reviews and criticism could thus greatly impact an artist’s reputation, 
career trajectory and the saleability of their work. Outside of an exhibition context, it was highly unlikely 
for an artist to receive press recognition at all unless the artist was considered by writers and editors to 
be particularly interesting or significant (Baker 2012: 76). As the Art Monthly statistics presented in the 
introduction demonstrated, women artists were also less likely to be written about than their male 
colleagues. The sheer number of reviews for the second Hayward Annual is thus very impressive; it is 
unlikely that any London art exhibition today would receive quite this volume of press coverage. In 
correspondence following the exhibition, Catherine Lampert informed lenders to the show that 26,878 
people attended, commenting that this is a large number by the standards of visitors to contemporary 
art exhibitions at this time (Lampert 1979). The huge amount of press coverage, from a variety of 
publications across both the art and daily press, is likely to have had an impact on this visitor count. 
Though curators would later cite the second Hayward Annual as an influence on further exhibitions 
dedicated to exploring women’s practices54, the institution of the Hayward Annual itself did not seem 
to learn from its 1978 edition. Its 1980 show of contemporary painting and sculpture selected by John 
Hoyland included just two women – Gillian Ayres and Mali Morris. Catherine Elwes (2007: 104) 
commented that “having ‘done’ what was considered to be the ‘Women’s’ Hayward Annual, two years 
later in what was the third Hayward Annual, the Gallery showed 32 men and 2 women.” Additionally, 
several of the male artists Hoyland selected had previously shown at the first Hayward Annual, a fact 
which undermined the ruling that Kim Lim could not show for a second time in this series.   
Despite consciousness-raising protests staged by emerging women’s art groups and initiatives such as 
the Hayward Annual of 1978, the inequality of men and women’s positions in the British art scene 
continued. In 1978, New Sculpture: Three Shows at Ikon Gallery in Birmingham showed the work of 
 
54 For example, Claire Smith, who later curated an all-female exhibition at The Acme Gallery. 
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thirteen sculptors, all of them men.55 Meanwhile, Scale for Sculpture at Serpentine Gallery showed the 
work of one woman and five men.56 In the same year Critics Choice, selected by John McEwen for the 
ICA showed the work of eighteen artists, all men.57 Critic Allan Davies commented on this exhibition for 
Art Monthly that: “the absence of any women artists is significant although the Hayward Annual may 
have procured those for whom Mr McEwen has admiration” (Davies 1978: 19). Of the ten artists whose 
work was featured in The Human Factor, a 1980 Arts Council Collection exhibition of sculptures made 
 
55 Artists included in New Sculpture: Three Shows were: (Part One) Paul Beauchamp, Roger Bates, Colin Nicholas, 
Glynn Williams, (Part Two) Chris Dunseath, John Gibbons, Dave King, Robert Russell, Ken Turnell, (Part Three) 
Harvey Hood, Ben Jones, Jeff Lowe, Terry New. 
56 The exhibiting artists in Scale for Sculpture were: Shirley Cameron, David Dye, Garth Evans, Roland Miller, 
Nicholas Munro and Carl Plackman. 
57 John McEwan’s selection of artists were: Craigie Aitchison, Kenneth Armitage, Stephen Buckley, Thomas Joshua 
Cooper, Barry Flanagan, Hamish Fulton, Ivon Hitchins, Howard Hodgkin, John Hoyland, William Johnstone, Rory 
McEwan (the selector's brother), John McLean, Martin Naylor, John Panting, Nicholas Pope, Lawrence Preece, 
Martin Naylor, Michael Sandle and John Walker 
Figure 2.17 Hayward Annual 1980 poster, exhibition selected by John Hoyland 
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in the last decade, not one of them was a woman.58 The Sculpture Show: Fifty Sculptors at the Serpentine 
and the South Bank was a 1983 exhibition selected by sculptors Paul de Monchaux and Kate Blacker as 
well as the critic Fenella Crichton. This high-profile show showed the work of thirty-eight male and 
thirteen female artists across its two venues59. Lippard’s point about the unequal opportunities afforded 
to women to participate in group exhibitions really cannot be over-stressed when applied to the British 
art scene of this period, with only a few curatorial correctives to counteract the prevailing 
androcentrism of art.  
  
 
58 The exhibiting artists in The Human Factor were: John Ashworth, Tony Carter, Marc Chaimowicz, John Cobb, 
John Davies, Ken Draper, Tim Head, Martin Naylor, Paul Neagu, and Carl Plackman. 
59 The artists selected for The Sculpture Show were: Edward Allington, John Aiken, Christine Angus, Kevin Atherton, 
Sarah Bradpiece, Hilary Cartmel, John Cobb, Richard Cole, Judith Cowan, Stephen Cox, Tony Cragg, Bill Culbert, 
Gerard de Thame, Richard Deacon, Kenneth Draper, Garth Evans, Rachel Fenner, Ian Hamilton Finlay, Joel Fisher, 
Andy Frost, Laura Ford, Raf Fulcher, Anthony Gormley, Nigel Hall, Richard Harris, Shirazeh Houshiary, Anish Kapoor, 
Michael Kenny, Richard Long, David Mach, John Maine, David Nash, Anne Nicholson, Julian Opie, Emma Park, 
Roger Partridge, Carl Plackman, Michael Sandle, Yoko Terauchi, William Tucker, Jean-Luc Vilmouth, Boyd Wedd, 
Richard Wentworth, Alison Wilding, Stephan Willats, Richard Wincer, Bill Woodrow and Audio Arts, a sound project 
that was the brainchild of the male curator Barry Barker and the male sculptor William Furlong. 
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Chapter Three  
 
Feminine Aesthetics – A Literature Review 
Contents 
i) Chapter Introduction 
ii) Emerging Debates 
iii) Separate Spheres and The Spaces of Women’s Art Production 
iv) The Role of Language 
v) What Does ‘Feminine’ Art Look Like? 
vi) Empirical Research and Thesis Positioning 
 
 
i) Chapter Introduction 
 
In Chapter Two, I explored the socio-political functions of the women-focused exhibitions that began to 
appear in Britain in the late 1970s. The case study of the 1978 Hayward Annual demonstrated that critics 
perceived a difference between women’s artwork and men’s, with Paul Overy labelling this as a 
“feminine sensibility” (Overy 1978). Indeed, one of the key concerns of this exhibition and its selection 
process was, as Tess Jaray highlighted, to look at any gendered differences in art production (Lang et al. 
2015: 0:26:30). In the following chapters, I will take a deeper look at the idea of an innate feminine 
sensibility to be found in artwork made by women, drawing closely upon an analysis of both writings 
and objects. To briefly return to Lucy Lippard’s 1973 catalogue essay ‘Why Separate Women’s Art?’, she 
noted that “totally aside from the political necessities fulfilled by women’s shows, they also provide a 
fascinating field of speculation for the question asked so often over the last two or three years: Is there 
a women’s art? And if so, what is it like?” (Lippard 1973/1995: 57). The debate around the idea of a 
feminine sensibility or an observable feminine aesthetic to be found in art made by women would only 
heighten in the decade following Lippard’s publication.  
Feminist art historian Rosemary Betterton (1987: 7) aligned the term femininity with “a social process in 
which the female sex is attributed with specific qualities and characteristics”. The notion of feminine 
aesthetics implies that such characteristics are present in women’s artwork and not in men’s, reflecting 
differences between feminine and masculine modes of art production. This theory holds little currency 
in the 2020s, when Western society has begun to reject a binary understanding of gender and is more 
critical of the concept of gendered essentialism. However, during the period my research is situated in, 
it was an idea surrounded by increased momentum.  As Antonia Payne said during our 2019 interview, 
the discourse around feminine aesthetics was rapidly developing in Britain during the 1970s and 1980s, 
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in line with the increasing visibility of women’s art practices. She commented that “every year there 
were more women around making work, showing art and everything else. It was a dynamic, constantly 
changing scenario. Theory, practice and discourse were rapidly evolving; all of those things were 
emergent, so it wasn’t a kind of monolithic position” (Payne 2019). Such debates around the specific 
character and content of women’s art and perceived differences between women’s and men’s work 
were thus formed in response to women-centred exhibitions, often led by the reactionary response of 
critics. 
During this era, there was a proliferation of exhibitions of women’s art practices, addressing their prior 
marginalisation and near invisibility. Additionally, there were numerous books about women artists and 
feminist art histories published in the 1980s, including Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock’s Old 
Mistresses: Feminism and Art History (1981), Rosemary Betterton’s edited volume Looking on: Images 
of Femininity in the Visual Arts and Media (1987), Visibly Female: Feminism and Art: An Anthology, edited 
by Hilary Robinson (1987) and Women, Art and Power and Other Essays by Linda Nochlin (1988). As 
such, there is a wealth of literature from the 1970s and beyond on the idea of feminine aesthetics or 
sensibility in art made by women, though this literature often makes little attempt to identify the 
specifics of what such an aesthetic may entail. There was also widespread disagreement on the validity 
of this reading of women’s artwork amongst critics and art historians.  
In this thematic literature review chapter, I shall interrogate some of the key texts published since 1970 
that have argued both for and against ideas of feminine aesthetics. An exploration of these emerging 
arguments and critical responses to women’s artwork will further illustrate the attitudes towards 
women artists in 1980s Britain and the contexts in which they were working. The literature review 
divides into several sections. Firstly, I shall highlight general texts that explored the concept of feminine 
aesthetics as the debate was first emerging. Next, I will briefly outline the sociological idea of “separate 
spheres” for men and women and how this has impacted artistic production. Thirdly, I will investigate 
the role of language in the construction of femininity, examining how women’s art has been written 
about and assessing gendered differences in the vocabulary used to discuss it. Finally, seeking to 
understand what exactly “feminine aesthetics” are, I will explore attempts to define feminine imagery, 
themes or approaches and the criterion of expectations for artworks made by women. There are natural 
overlaps in these thematic sections, which inform and influence each other as part of an overarching 
investigation into the idea of feminine sensibility in art. As shall become clear, this is a complex and 
inconclusive area of theoretical inquiry and one that has received little sustained attention within art 
historical research. In a series of interviews with artists, curators and educators in 2019-2020, I asked 
each of them for their opinion on the concept of feminine aesthetics, resulting in a broad range of ideas 
and responses. These responses shall be included at the end of this chapter as a means of illustrating 
how this thesis fits into – and complicates – existing theoretical discourse.  
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ii) Emerging Debates 
 
The debate surrounding feminine aesthetics emerged and was amplified by the political activism and 
institutional critique of the 1970s Feminist Art Movement in both America and Britain. However, even 
within the movement, there were divisions between those who saw femininity as an essentialist 
argument rooted in biology and those who believed any feminine aesthetics in art were a natural by-
product of women’s lived experience. A key example of the latter was Linda Nochlin’s influential and 
widely read 1971 essay ‘Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?’, which picked apart the 
institutionally gendered bias of the art world, highlighting women’s historical lack of access to the 
necessary specialist training involved in creating masterpieces of the Western canon of art. While 
asserting that women’s experiences are undeniably different from men’s, specifically due to the 
conscious exclusion of women from arts training, Nochlin’s essay also argued that there is no precise 
quality of femininity to be found in art made by women and that to look for it would be reductive and 
essentialist. She commented that “in every instance, women artists and writers would seem to be closer 
to other artists and writers of their own period and outlook than they are to each other” (Nochlin 1989: 
148-149), highlighting that to group women artists from across art movements and historical periods by 
virtue of their gender alone is too simplistic an approach. 
Nochlin maintained this view, writing six years later for Studio International’s Women’s Art Issue:  
Although it would seem obvious that there are no particular stylistic features associated 
with the work of women artists - 'delicate brushwork', for example, or 'pastel colours' - 
it is also clear that in specific historical situations women artists have been encouraged 
to turn to certain areas of activity more than others: in 19th century England, for 
example, they were certainly directed more towards the modest realm of flower 
painting than the ambitious one of the heroic mural (Nochlin 1977: 170). 
 
During the nineteenth century, there were indeed clearly distinguished gender roles within artistic 
production. While men dominated the “high arts” of oil and mural painting — as well as historical, genre 
and landscape subjects — areas such as watercolour painting, textiles, miniatures, child portraits and 
still lives of fruit and flowers were considered “feminine” areas of practice, more appropriate for women 
artists (Stott 1992: 74). Pollock and Parker (1981: 54) noted that flower painting, once it had become a 
common genre for women, was regarded as “petty, painstaking, pretty” and “requiring only dedication 
and dexterity” rather than artistic genius or creativity. This characterisation of the flower painting genre 
linked to commonly held stereotypes of both femininity and women as artists. Pollock and Parker (1981: 
58) expanded that, “fused into the prevailing notion of femininity, the [flower] painting becomes solely 
an extension of womanliness and the artist becomes a woman fulfilling her nature”. This demonstrates 
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that concepts of feminine aesthetics are deeply rooted in art history, related to the long-held belief that 
women are more naturally inclined towards certain subjects or styles of art. 
In support of this, American Professor Annette Stott’s 1992 article ‘Floral Femininity: A Pictorial 
Definition’ crafted a compelling argument that women’s continued association with flowers was a tool 
to enforce ideas of a separatist feminine aesthetics and thus segregate women’s practices. Even once 
women began advancing outwards from the modest realm of flower painting and other similarly 
feminine-assigned areas of artistic pursuit to take up traditionally male preserves, male artists 
frequently painted women and flowers as a combined subject matter, in what Stott labels the “floral-
female” painting. Stott recognised this is a way of reinforcing women’s place within traditionally 
feminine flower painting, rather than the higher, masculine arts. She commented that floral-female 
paintings aligned with Victorian definitions of femininity, stating that “passivity, ornamentality, and 
sexual purity are only the most obvious feminine qualities expressed by flowers in the floral-female 
equation” (Stott 1992: 67). Nochlin’s 1977 essay for Studio International explained that while women 
have historical ties to certain mediums, genres or subject matter, there are, in her view, no stylistic 
qualities that can deem an artwork feminine in nature.  
However, the inconclusiveness of the feminine sensibility debate is highlighted by prominent critic Sarah 
Kent’s (1977: 197) assertion, also within Studio International’s Women’s Art Issue, that she looked 
forward to “the time when it will be possible to discuss the feminine qualities of a woman's work without 
this being rejected as a patronising approach.” Kent continued: “I believe that such qualities not only 
exist but also manifest themselves despite any attempts to suppress them. I admire many women 
artists, and the qualities that I appreciate in their work I would unhesitatingly describe as feminine". In 
stark contrast to Nochlin’s argument against readable feminine aesthetics in women’s art, Kent’s 
position was that such aesthetics exist, are innate and are a strength of women’s practice.  
Kent had been compiling the artist catalogue essays for the 1978 Hayward Annual at the time of writing 
her piece for Studio International and included some details of discussions she had with the exhibiting 
artists. For example, New Zealand born photographer Alexis Hunter explained in her interview with Kent 
that “feminine usually means silly and dotty” and that she wanted to distance herself from women or 
the title “woman artist” (Kent 1977: 195-6). However, Hunter’s photographic works from the 1970s, such 
as her Approach to Fear series, directly relate to female identity and the complex lived experiences of 
women (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 1978: 38). Hunter’s images of hacking away at long nails and burning 
high heels are a violent critique of stereotyped femininity, informed directly by her lived experience as 
a woman. It is therefore somewhat surprising that she should express the wish to disassociate from 
womanhood, a central subject matter in her artwork.  
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Kent explored this common desire amongst women artists to distance themselves from the gendered 
prefix, commenting: 
The self-negation expressed by many women, including myself, is understandable but 
no less distressing. This rejection of our gender certainly does not ‘liberate’ us – we 
have merely exchanged female repression for repressed femininity and endangered our 
natural authority and power as women by cultivating a pseudo-masculinity and pushing 
ourselves into the limbo of androgyny (Kent 1977: 196). 
 
Kent here posited that femininity is a natural quality of women, fundamental to their identity, and that 
to deny it is a form of self-repression. Unlike other feminist writers in this area, she emphasized 
masculinity and femininity as distinct and inherent traits in men and women that are naturally 
represented in their artwork. In Kent’s view, the femininity she perceived in art made by women was 
not a negative or demeaning trait, but something to be recognised and celebrated as a unique tendency 
to women’s work. In looking forwards to a time when such traits can be openly discussed, Kent 
acknowledged that art criticism had not yet moved beyond the idea of the feminine as a lesser category 
to the masculine norm. However, she was hopeful for a future where the femininity of women’s work 
could be recognised as a positive attribute.  
Figure 3.1 Alexis Hunter, Approach to Fear XIII: Pain – Destruction of Cause (detail view), 1977, 
colour photograph. 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material has been 
removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed at the 
Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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Nochlin and Kent’s arguments formed part of a wider discussion of issues within women’s art practice. 
Studio International Editor Richard Cork presented a variety of articles by commissioned female authors 
for this single-subject issue, hence why two diverse viewpoints on the same debate could feature just 
pages away from one another. The polarity of these respected arts writers’ opinions demonstrates the 
ongoing debate around this complicated area of art historical thinking. Cork himself commented within 
his editorial introduction that there is a strong temptation for contemporary women artists to “subsume 
female characteristics in order to meet the requirements of a male system” (Cork a. 1977: 164). This point 
seems to agree with Kent’s assertion that many women repressed the feminine traits in their work and 
took on masculine or androgynous aesthetics as a way to integrate with the mainstream of art. Cork 
acknowledged that this was a complex and delicate issue for women with no clear resolution. He was 
also damning of the male-controlled power structures of the art world, concluding that “once this 
patriarchal hegemony has been severed and replaced by an alternative view of the world they [women] 
have as much right as men to interpret, then art itself will be radically transformed” (Cork a. 1977: 164).  
In the same year, the German feminist essayist Silvia Bovenschen’s text ‘Is There a Feminine Aesthetic?’ 
was first translated and published in English in the interdisciplinary journal New German Critique. 
Bovenschen’s essay argued that the male point of view has been positioned as society’s dominant one 
and that there was little understanding of the female experience. She noted that it is neither helpful nor 
realistic to ignore gender differences entirely as “every woman has had countless experiences which 
render such contentions absurd” (Bovenschen 1977: 117). Bovenschen’s text stressed the importance of 
recognising the patriarchal power structures that have affected the way women exist in society and 
have further differenced the experiences of men and women. She commented that while the idea of a 
female counterculture may not be helpful to advancing women’s position, the “very different way in 
which women experience things, their very different experiences themselves, enable us to anticipate 
different imaginations and means of expression” (Bovenschen 1977: 120). To summarise Bovenschen’s 
central hypothesis, she believed that feminine aesthetics in art emerged primarily from the specific lived 
experiences of women, which are distinct from those of men. For example, Alexis Hunter’s work — 
though not in keeping with stereotyped views of femininity and the “pretty, petty, painstaking” 
approach of traditionally feminine genres — took the experiences of women as its central subject matter 
and was thus in keeping with Bovenschen’s definition of feminine aesthetics. 
Bovenschen’s text also highlighted the centrality of men in the art world and the consequential othering 
of women’s practice. She commented that “art has been primarily produced by men. Men have neatly 
separated and dominated the public sector that controls it, and men have defined the normative 
standards for evaluation” (Bovenschen 1977: 118). Women’s art history therefore exists in tangential 
relationship with male aesthetic traditions. Women artists could either make work in line with these 
male-dominated canons or seek to express an alternative aesthetic language that recognised their 
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gendered differences. Bovenschen’s essay supported the potential of an alternative feminine aesthetic 
born out of women’s unique experiences – be it exclusion from power structures, their biology, or their 
role in social practices. Her text, similarly to Kent’s, emphasized the present and future potentials of 
women’s art and feminine aesthetics as a tool to “invalidate the universality of male points of view” 
(Mermann-Jozwiak 1993: 617), rather than focussing on women’s position within the art of the past.  
Bovenschen's 1976 text is now demonstrably outdated, evident in the expression of her opinion that 
women's femininity was so wholly engrained within their biology that "most transvestites become mere 
caricatures of women" (Bovenschen 1977: 121). This statement, which used language that is now 
considered archaic and inappropriate, relied on women’s essential biology and a gender binary which 
most feminist theorists no longer subscribe to. This does, however, provide insight into the way gender 
was viewed for much of the 1970s and 1980s – as a male/female dichotomy with its basis in biological 
sex. Gender theorists, such as the influential Judith Butler, later critiqued such biologically reasoned 
views. Within Butler’s 1985 text ‘Variations on Sex and Gender…’, she asserted that sex and gender were 
distinct from each other, with sex based in biology while gender and its expression were a conscious 
choice. Within the essay’s concluding remarks, Butler wrote that: 
Any theoretical effort to discover, maintain or articulate an essential femininity must 
confront the following moral and empirical problem: what happens when individual 
women do not recognize themselves in the theories that explain their unsurpassable 
essences to them? When the essential feminine is finally articulated, and what we have 
been calling “women” cannot see themselves in its terms, what then are we to 
conclude? That these women are deluded, or that they are not women at all? (Butler 
1985/1987: 142). 
 
Butler here problematised the thinking of writers such as Kent and Bovenschen who supported the idea 
of a feminine sensibility innate to every woman. Such thinking does not allow for complexity within 
women’s lived experiences, instead classifying all women as part of a homogenous and innately 
feminine category that is implicitly linked to their biological sex. In the context of art, this division of 
women’s work into a category of essential femininity further segregates the practice of women artists 
from the established central viewpoint of male artists. Such an attitude, as Butler highlighted, also 
alienates women who either do not fit in with the criteria of femininity and struggle to understand 
themselves within its narrowly defined terms or who do not identify with the label “woman artist” and 
do not see value in gendered readings of their artwork. 
The curation of an exhibition like the 1978 Hayward Annual, which highlighted women’s art alongside 
contributions from their male colleagues, allowed for greater exploration of any kind of feminine 
sensibility to be found in women’s art. Within Pollock’s (1979: 34) analysis of this exhibition, she wrote 
that what she called the feminine stereotype “makes women’s art a kind of opposition, a structuring 
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category constructed to ensure never-acknowledged masculine meanings and masculine dominance”. 
Pollock recognised the damaging nature of characterising women’s artwork as inherently feminine and 
related to specifically female modes of expression; her 1979 essay ‘Feminism, Femininity and The 
Hayward Annual Exhibition 1978’ used the largely unsympathetic art criticism of this exhibition to 
illustrate this. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, this criticism commonly centred the gender of 
the artists within discussions of their work. Pollock (1979: 42) highlighted that even the work by male 
artists included in the exhibition was commonly labelled as “feminine” by critics, some of whom mistook 
the work by men for work by female artists. In fact, Michael Sandle’s hyper-masculine Twentieth Century 
War Memorial was the only artwork that was never discussed in terms of its perceived feminine 
qualities. Rather than recognising this as evidence of the inaccuracy of gendered stereotypes in art, 
critics seemed to see the perceived femininity of even the male artists in the show as further affirmation 
that this was a “women’s exhibition” displaying feminine aesthetics. 
Several prominent voices within feminist art criticism, including Griselda Pollock, Marsha Meskimmon 
and Lynda Nead, advocated against the idea of homogenous femininity, arguing that there is not one 
inherent way of being female. This view unpicks ideas of a visual category of feminine aesthetics within 
women’s art, instead recognising that women are complex individuals. Pollock noted that the 
construction of a feminine stereotype is more problematic than simply a prejudiced or distorted view 
of women’s art and that “its significance lies in its stress of a biological or gender base for all women’s 
work so that in so far as all women’s work is the reflection of its author’s femininity, work by women is 
seen as the natural result of their supposed nature” (Pollock 1979: 44). Historical stereotypes of gender 
dictate that masculinity is associated with reason and the mind as well as public life, while femininity 
links to emotion and the body as well as domestic life. To base such stereotypes in human biology is to 
assume that there can be no variance in the experiences of women and that they cannot move beyond 
the restrictive boundaries imposed by their femininity. In the introduction to her 2003 text Women 
Making Art: History, Subjectivity, Aesthetics, Professor of Modern and Contemporary Art History and 
Theory Marsha Meskimmon stated that: 
To define women artists as an homogeneous cohort, irrespective of the dynamics of 
their histories, or to seek in women’s art some monolithic ‘female essence’, preceding 
specific practices as their knowable ‘origin point’, erases differences between women 
and reinstates that exclusionary paradigm which rendered female subjectivity invisible, 
illegible and impossible to articulate (Meskimmon 2003: 3). 
 
This is exactly what Pollock was warning against. To assume that personal characteristics are pre-
determined by biological sex is to categorise women as a homogeneous group with unified experiences 
and tendencies. This erases the possibility for individual creativity or for women to make art outside of 
the realms of stereotyped femininity. Meskimmon, writing later in 2003, went so far as to advocate for 
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a “death of the author”60 approach, stating that there is no “obvious, literal or uniform relationship 
between the sex of the maker and the work produced” (Meskimmon 2003: 3). While this idea has weight 
in more contemporary art, in the 1970s and 1980s women were striving for recognition as valid artists 
deserving of equal representation alongside their male colleagues. A death of the author approach, 
entirely removing issues of gender from these developing dialogues, may have been less helpful to 
advancing the visibility of women’s diverse art practices. 
Pollock expanded on her ideas in the 1981 book Old Mistresses that she co-authored with Roszika 
Parker, stating “the [feminine] stereotype is a product of a patriarchal culture which constructs male 
dominance through the significance it attaches to sexual difference. Women and all their activities are 
characterized as the antithesis of cultural creativity, making the notion of a woman artist a contradiction 
in terms” (Parker and Pollock 1981: 8). The categorisation and segregation of women’s art based on 
perceived dominant qualities of femininity serves to group women’s practice together as a subcategory 
of art, separate from the mainstream space that male artists occupy. British curator and art historian 
Lynda Nead, another prominent voice within feminist art history, agreed with Pollock’s view, writing in 
1986 that debates around the question of feminine aesthetics “tend to imply that art produced by 
women expresses a common, universal female nature of spirit” (Rees and Borzello 1986: 123-4). Nead 
argued that such an approach erases issues of intersectionality and diversity of lived experience, 
commenting that “feminist work on culture need not adopt an essentialist position” (Rees and Borzello 
1986: 124). Both writers believed that the acceptance of a homogenous feminine aesthetic would 
segregate women’s art from men’s, resulting in its continued marginalisation and othering. 
While members of the newly emerging Women’s Movement of the 1970s had a shared aim of improving 
the position of women within art and society, they were split on the existence of a feminine aesthetic. 
American author Renee Sandell addressed this in her 1980 text ‘Female Aesthetics: The Women's Art 
Movement and Its Aesthetic Split’, asserting in the introduction that “unity existed on the issues of 
combatting sexual politics and of promoting revisionist art history to include women's contributions, 
but there has been a lack of ideological cohesion among proponents of the women's art movement that 
may be characterized as a major aesthetic split” (Sandell 1980: 107). Sandell commented that while some 
argued that a female aesthetic language related to the specific lived experiences of women had 
“liberating effects”, others saw the theory as too prescriptive and limiting (Sandell 1980: 107). This 
aesthetic split divided artists, art historians and critics and explains the variation of opinion within the 
ongoing theoretical debate. However, in Sandell’s view, resolving the question of feminine aesthetics 
 
60 This in reference to an influential 1967 essay of the same name by the French literary critic and theorist Roland 
Barthes which argued against the influence of an author’s biography on the interpretation of their writing. 
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was unimportant and it was the raising of the issue in itself that was significant for advancing women’s 
relationship with art and the widening of art historical discourse. 
As Pat Mainardi recognised in her essay ‘A Feminine Sensibility?’ for the first issue of Feminist Art Journal 
in 1972, there have never been questions of a “masculine sensibility”, unless it is positioned in 
opposition to a feminine one. She commented: 
No one ever asks if there is a masculine sensibility in art for a very simple reason – men 
have appropriated all of art to themselves. They have the freedom to be sensitive and 
delicate or strong and bold. Men have made art out of their loves and hates, their 
politics and religion, their ideas about colour and light and form and space, and even 
their anatomy. They have made every kind of art that is known, in fact most of the art 
that is known (Mainardi 1972: 425). 
 
This essay highlighted that male artists have defined and dominated most areas of artistic expression, 
while women’s practices have been marginalised. Women artists also received a greater level of 
scrutiny. Whereas men could create work that was dark and bold, or light and sensitive, figurative or 
abstract, narrative or focused on materiality, women’s materials and methods were thrown into 
question in the search for a definable feminine aesthetic. As Sandell asserted, the debates around this 
divisive topic were perhaps not as important as its raising in general, which underlined the dominance 
of men within art and the fact that their aesthetic language has not been questioned in the same way. 
Once such issues were identified and recognised, they could be addressed and challenged by artists, 
exhibition programmers, critics, and the emergent Women’s Movement. 
 
iii) Separate Spheres and The Spaces of Women’s Art Production 
 
Pollock’s 1988 essay ‘Modernity and the Spaces of Femininity’ argued that though feminine stereotyping 
should be avoided when discussing work by female artists, there must be some recognition of the 
underlying shared experiences of women because of patriarchal social systems. Pollock wrote that “we 
cannot ignore the fact that the terrains of artistic practice and of art history are structured in and 
structuring of gender power relations” (Pollock 1988: 76). While many feminist art historians have 
asserted that women’s work should be recognised as a heterogeneous area of practice, with artists and 
artworks appreciated for their diversity (Nochlin 1971, Pollock 1979, Nead 1986, Meskimmon 2003), Pollock’s 
1988 essay emphasised that social systems also play a role in women’s art production and have 
historically influenced its character and content. ‘Modernity and the Spaces of Femininity’, a feminist 
analysis of nineteenth-century French art, was an important publication in terms of articulating sexual 
difference, remaining an influential text within contemporary art history. 
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Pollock (1988: 77) expanded that “[gendered] difference is not essential but understood as a social 
structure which positions male and female people asymmetrically in relation to language, to social and 
economic power and to meaning”. In this view, gendered differences are largely based upon social 
situation and women’s place in the world around them, rather than biologically determined. Within the 
catalogue for the blockbuster exhibition Women Artists 1550-1950, Anne Sutherland Harris and Linda 
Nochlin (1976: 58) asserted that while they believed that the notion of feminine aesthetics was weak, 
relying on “obviously mystificatory essentialist theories about women’s ‘natural’ directions in art”, they 
did not believe that gender is entirely irrelevant to artistic creation. Like Pollock, these writers supported 
the idea of recognising a specifically women’s experience born out of the complex social, historical, 
psychological and political matrix that art is produced in. This view is in opposition to those who 
advocate for a “death of the author” approach and seek to remove biography and lived experience from 
readings of art. 
A key takeaway from ‘Modernity and the Spaces of Femininity’ is Pollock’s discussion of the nineteenth-
century sociological model of separate spheres for men and women. She highlighted that while men 
have historically been free to move between the spaces of home, work and leisure, women’s position 
was typically fixed within the domestic realm alone.61 As such, there was what Pollock (1988: 87) 
described as a boundary between the spaces of masculinity and femininity, which dictated both the 
accessibility of each space and the relationship one may have to it. Such an ideology assumed that 
women were more suited to caring for their children, home and husband due to perceived innate 
nurturing qualities which made them unsuitable for the public world of politics and business (Steinbach 
2012: 826).   
Women’s political and social position was changing dramatically by the 1970s, with more women 
working outside of the home and increasing numbers of people living alone – including single mothers. 
The women’s liberation movement was vital in challenging the naturalised assumptions on which 
separate spheres was based. Rather than accepting stereotypes of women as natural caregivers, it 
proposed that the gendered division of space played a key role in “producing, reproducing and 
reinforcing gendered cultural differences” (Gills and Hollows 2009: 5). In other words, the separate 
spheres ideology was becoming understood as a factor in determining differences between men and 
women’s lived experiences, rather than taken as a natural reflection of innate, biologically determined 
differences that dictated natural societal gender roles. Many second-wave feminists were becoming 
critical of women’s association with the home and domesticity. Several critical feminist texts had been 
published in English by the beginning of the 1970s, with Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique (1963) 
 




of particular relevance to the separate spheres argument. Friedan’s highly influential book critiqued the 
view that women gained fulfilment from housework, raising children and married life, instead 
encouraging them to find meaning in their life outside of the home. 
Despite the emergence of second-wave feminism and its criticisms of the separate spheres model, 
women’s ties to domestic spaces have endured. As writer and art critic Kirsty Bell noted within the 
introduction to her 2013 publication The Artist’s House: From Workplace to Artwork, “historically, the 
home is a gendered realm, with the interior taken to be an inescapably feminized space” (Bell 2013: 9). 
This has links to women’s maternal responsibilities, with childcare often taking place at home. Bell (2013: 
10) further commented that despite the ongoing social and political changes to women’s position and 
the home becoming recognised as no longer an exclusively female domain, it has remained a site of 
“common, ordinary, repetitive activities: maintenance rather than making, caring and cooking rather 
than building”. Such domestic activities are not aligned with the male-dominated “high arts”.  
As women have historically been consigned to the spheres of “non-productive or reproductive labour” 
(Owens 1983: 63), they have been excluded from the professional world in all contexts, including the arts. 
Professor of Philosophy Carolyn Korsmeyer (2004: 34) wrote that “the traditional roles of women, who 
are more confined by social restrictions than are men in all social classes, do not suit the image of the 
artist as a free and independent creative spirit – neither conceptually nor for most of history, 
empirically”. The masculine figure of the flâneur, from Charles Baudelaire’s essay ‘The Painter of 
Modern Life’, lends himself to the contemporary notion of an artist as a free and creative genius. There 
is no female equivalent to this free spirit, indicating that women, with their place firmly in the private 
sphere of the home, have been historically less aligned with the potential for artistic greatness. The 
institutions of culture, including academies, art schools and galleries were also structured in a way that 
reinforced men as the central figures and marginalised women, setting a precedent that continued into 
more contemporary times. Literary professor Janet Wolff (1991: 28) noted that such gender-organised 
separation was “constantly and multiply produced […] in a variety of sites, including culture and the 
arts”. 
Therefore, women artists throughout modernity struggled to enter the professional art world and more 
likely to take up humble and private artistic pursuits, such as flower painting and domestic scenes that 
could be executed from home. The home studio remained a reality for many contemporary women 
artists who, due to childcare or other domestic responsibilities, were often still unable or unwilling to 
access a spatially separate sphere for their art practice. For example, Rosemary Young, who studied  
Sculpture at the Slade in the early 1950s and later married and had children with her tutor, Reg Butler, 
discussed the gender roles inherent to their artistic partnership in a series of interviews in 1999-2000. 
She commented that assisting Butler’s practice in his studio became part of her “role” after they married 
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and that “there was no space to suddenly say, ‘I’m going to make a sculpture’” due to her family and 
home commitments. Young further commented on her practice after art school and becoming a mother 
that “it had just disappeared, that and having children […] there was no motivation, no energy for it or 
no nothing. It’s extraordinary” (Butler/Young: 1999-2000: 138). Having trained as a sculptor, Young gave 
up her practice for an extended period to assist her artist husband and raise their children, this is in 
keeping with the expectation of women under the separate spheres model. Writing in 2020, Penelope 
Curtis questioned: “how would Young’s career have been different if she had not lived with Reg Butler 
and devoted herself to a joint project that went under his name?” (Rudd 2020: 46). 
For those women that produced art at home, this came with a different set of challenges and limitations 
to producing art in the professional studio. Some are physical, such as the limit set on scale, issues of 
storage as well as the materials and methods of making, while others are psychological, including the 
lack of privacy and the multipurpose nature of a space which must also accommodate other family 
members (Bell 2013: 81).  As such, work produced in the home is commonly smaller in scale or able to 
be folded and packed away. Large-scale sculpture will often require a more professionalised 
environment, as well as access to specialist equipment. In the past, this made sculpture an extremely 
rare pursuit for women under the separate spheres ideology (Carson 2000: 57).   
As evidence of the intrinsic link between women and domesticity, within the catalogue for the 1983 
exhibition Sculpture by Women, curator Antonia Payne noted that there was readable femininity within 
the sculptures on display, attributing this to their domestic nature and relationship to personal 
experience. Payne highlighted a set of traits as indicative of a feminine aesthetic within the exhibition, 
commenting that “materials are often soft and malleable […]. There is a sense in which much of the 
work can be packed and folded away. Large works break down into a number of elements” (Ikon 1983). 
This is consistent with the idea of women artists working from the home studio and balancing their 
practice with domestic and family life. This association between women’s sculpture and the domestic 
has continued. Curtis, while commenting that there is danger in assigning traits to women’s work 
specifically, nonetheless addressed that “women sculptors helped to take sculpture off the plinth, to 
reduce it in scale, to make it in new materials, forms and colours”. She continued: “we could, I think, 
trace some lines here which include the embracing of ‘soft’ materials and patterning, which have long 
been associated with the ‘minor’ arts” (Rudd 2020: 46-47). Curtis’ terms of description for women’s 
sculpture are remarkably similar to Payne’s, made almost forty years prior. Both stress the softness of 
materials and issues of scale or the need to fold and pack work away. This demonstrates an enduring 
link between women artists and the kind of art that can be executed within the domestic spaces they 
have long been associated with. 
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From the late 1960s onwards, many women artists began to address the home and domesticity directly 
within their art practice, challenging negative connotations associated with their position within this 
private sphere (Racz 2015: 55). At interview, Pennina Barnett recognised the second-wave feminist slogan 
“the personal is political” as hugely important to the kind of artwork produced by women in the 1960s 
and 1970s. She noted that, whether or not women artists acknowledged its influence, this motto drew 
attention to “the fact that women’s personal and daily experiences – of health/care, our bodies, 
sexualities, domestic labour, workplace, childcare, education, institutions, including of course art 
institutions, etc – were part of wider social and political structures of gender inequality” (Barnett 2020). 
Betterton (1987: 3) further highlighted the importance of this recognition of women’s lived experiences 
to the emerging feminist art movement, commenting that “from its inception, the women’s movement 
has given space to the cultural expression of women’s experience. […] The project of giving voice to 
experience and making visible oppression is a significant point of women’s politics”. 
Based on these ideas, subjects that may have previously been understood as too private, personal or 
trivial, such as issues of the domestic, became valid themes for women’s art. Lippard has noted the 
significance for female artists of domestic imagery as a starting point for creating proto-feminist works: 
“because it’s there, because it’s what they know best, because they can’t escape it” (Lippard 1973/1995: 
62). Women artists working at home could draw upon domestic materials and subject matter as 
resources readily available within their immediate surroundings, often utilising these as tools for 
feminist critique of women’s position in society. This was reflected in art projects such as Feministo, 
which saw women making artworks at home and sharing them via the post. Such works were necessarily 
small and compact and frequently utilised domestic materials and processes. The use of non-traditional 
objects and materials broke down barriers between the hierarchies of art and craft. 
Su Richardson (1987: 39), who was involved in Feministo, commented that she and the other women 
artists “didn’t worry about finish, we just made them; we used whatever little time we had, whatever 
materials and skills were available. It was making art out of the bits and pieces in between the nappies 
and washing up”.  As such, the process of making was entwined with the daily routines of feminine 
domesticity.62 One of Richardson’s signature works from this era is Burnt Breakfast (fig. 3.4), a crocheted 
traditional full English breakfast featuring a charred woollen sausage and a crocheted egg with a thick 
burnt black outline. The purposefully partially burned nature of this self-consciously homemade 
breakfast implies ambivalence and a lack of care for the result of the domestic chore of food 
preparation. For Richardson, her food works were an important tool for getting the message of domestic 
dissatisfaction across. A Guardian review described Richardson’s practice of creating crocheted food 
works as “meticulously reproducing in stitches the work, not love, involved in preparing food” (Unknown 
 
62 See chapter 6 for a thorough discussion of Feministo.  
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Author 1976). The art historian Alexandra Kokoli, who curated an exhibition entitled Burnt Breakfast and 
Other Works by Su Richardson in 2012, characterised the food works as “two different kinds of womanly 
and domestic ‘labour of love’, cooking and craft clash[ing] and cancel[ling] each other out” (Kokoli 2012: 
1). 
Because of their continued association with the domestic realm, which remained a site of production 
for many, domestic iconography and material concerns have been pertinent to women’s art practices. 
However, this is not an aesthetic area that was exclusive to women. Gill Perry wrote that “many male 
artists used household imagery in their installations, revealing similar concerns with architectural 
sculpture and relationships between public and private space” (Perry and Wood 2004: 238). An example 
of this is Marc Camille Chaimowicz’s installation for the 1978 Hayward Annual, which was deemed 
“feminine” by critics (fig. 3.5). This work, titled Here and There, was concerned with the relationship 
between the artist’s private world and the gallery space it was presented within. Photographs installed 
on leaning wooden boards depicted snippets of domestic moments, such as drinking tea, writing and 
lying down (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 1978: 72). The layout of the work encouraged viewers to physically 
enter into this immersive pastiche of domesticity, a stage set of the artist’s home. In her 1973 essay 
‘Household Imagery in Art’, Lippard highlighted that men have used domestic imagery throughout 
Figure 3.2 Su Richardson, works including Burnt Breakfast and Packed Lunch, 1976, crochet, 
tablecloth, knife and fork, mixed media, variable dimensions 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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modernism, for example in Pop Art and Lyrical Abstraction – movements which she asserted may have 
been “deemed feminine” or struggled to “have gotten out of the kitchen” had they been taken up only 
by women (Lippard 1973/1995 62). This demonstrates that engagement with domestic imagery is not 
necessarily a marker of a feminine aesthetic, though is often considered so when utilised by women 
artists.  
 
iv) The Role of Language 
 
In the early 1970s, at the beginning of second-wave feminism and the emerging debates surrounding 
feminine aesthetics, American art historian Cindy Nemser (1973: 76) wrote of the significance of criticism 
to the attention and value placed upon the work of women artists. Nemser explored the biologically 
reasoned stereotypes frequently exploited by critics — both male and female alike — in their discussion 
of women’s art. She highlighted descriptive traits commonly assigned to women and their practices, 
such as “emotional, sensitive, immediate, spontaneous, nervous and hysterical”, all of which can 
typically be found in arts writing concerning work by women (Nemser 1973: 76). This language can be 
linked to values and behaviour associated with stereotypical femininity. It is argued that, from a young 
age, girls are taught that feminine roles include the traits of “passivity, submissiveness and dependence” 
(Hollows 2000: 10). Such traits equate socialised models of femininity to weakness and subordination in 
Figure 3.3 Marc Camille Chaimowicz, Here and There... (1978). Installation View: Hayward Annual 78, 
Hayward Gallery, 1978 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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comparison to masculinity. By also reducing women’s art to these common tropes, many of which are 
considered weak or negative characteristics which are not valued by a male-dominated society, critics 
frequently undermined the strength and power of women’s work. Nemser (1973: 81) poignantly 
concluded that "when the word feminine appears in art criticism some form of discrimination is being 
practiced". 
Nemser’s view of “feminine” as a negative word in the context of art criticism is supported by other 
writers, such as the prominent French feminist Julia Kristeva who commented in 1974 that “[she] would 
call ‘feminine’ the moment of rupture and negativity which conditions the newness of any practice”63. 
During this period, the label of femininity was frequently applied to work (usually by women) that 
dissented from institutional canons and critical understandings of what art should be. Pollock (1984), 
writing in the exhibition catalogue for Sense and Sensibility in Feminist Art Practice noted that women 
artists have had their work “treated as emblems of [an] image of trembling femininity and described 
exclusively in terms of sensitivity, delicacy, grace, charm and other intended derogatives”. This approach 
to analysing women’s work serves to separate it from the male-dominated mainstream and position 
femininity in opposition to the more highly valued notion of masculinity. As Curzon (1996: 337) 
highlighted, modernity, “exemplified by the virile ethos of Vorticism, Futurism, or Abstract 
Expressionism” has linked intelligence, creativity and masculinity. Therefore, masculinity has been 
positioned as the dominant and central force within twentieth-century art and visual culture. Curzon 
(1996: 337) further commented that “analyses of modern art have exposed a textual language of 
masculine ability, but also implied its unnatural opposite – feminine vacuousness.” Janet Wolff (2000: 
33) elaborated that the term femininity “has operated consistently as a strategy for the segregation and 
denigration of women’s work”. Critical discussions of art that centred supposed “feminine” sensibilities 
in women’s work could be seen as affirming gendered difference, or, as Wolff (2000:34) noted, as 
“confirmation of the distinct, innate and inferior characteristics of women and their work”.  
In contrast to the perceived weakness of feminine art, Nemser (1979: 78) noted that the language often 
applied to criticism of men’s art – “strong, grand, powerful, forceful, assertive, bold, rigorous, creative, 
direct, tough […] intellectual, intelligent, conscious, logical, and structured” – are qualities highly valued 
by society. She asserted that women’s art is very rarely discussed using this male-orientated vocabulary. 
Critics often recognised perceived gendered differences in their writings on women’s art, which 
frequently used a distinctly feminine language to categorize and homogenise the outputs of otherwise 
disparate artists who were united by an incidentally shared gender. In her book Gender and Aesthetics: 
An Introduction, Korsmeyer  (2004: 14) noted on the binary positioning of language related to the 
 
63 Quoted in the catalogue for Catherine de Zegher’s 1996 exhibition Inside the Visible: An Elliptical Traverse of 
20th Century Art in, of, and from the Feminine. 
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masculine and the feminine that “human traits and activities are paired in conceptual hierarchies that 
systematically place women and “feminine” traits and activities in subordinate positions”. 
This division of masculine and feminine language in discussion of male and female artists is supported 
by a 2003 study by American art educator Karen Keifer-Boyd which aimed to investigate how viewers 
process meanings of artworks based on their beliefs about gender. Keifer-Boyd showed her student 
participants (approximately one-third of whom were art students) twenty-four artefacts and artworks, 
asking them to determine the gender of the artist and explain their reasoning. She chose items from 
across history, geographical location and medium to “provide students with a diversity of content, style, 
aesthetic values and purposes” as well as to challenge normative gender assumptions (Keifer-Boyd 
2003: 320).  
The students’ responses to American artist George Segal's 1973 work The Dry-Cleaning Store (fig. 3.4) 
effectively illustrate how gendered stereotypes impact the perception of artworks. Just 19 per cent of 
students correctly asserted that this work was by a male artist, their rationale being that it “was 
mechanical, involved technology, was electronic, a construction, and/or an installation”, with many of 
them also attributing this work to a male artist based on its large scale (Keifer-Boyd 2003: 323). The 66 
per cent of students who believed this work was by a female artist listed four main reasons for this 
choice: that the work showcased a dress, that it dealt with domesticity, compassion, and/or women's 
work (Keifer-Boyd 2003: 323). The chart in figure 3.5 shows the common language used by male and 
Figure 3.4 George Segal, The Dry Cleaning Store, mixed media, dimensions unknown 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material has 
been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be 
viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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female students to discuss this work, depending on whether they perceived the artist as male or female. 
Notably, when seen as a male-authored piece of art, viewers noticed the link to technology, its large 
size and its status as a sculpture. Contrastingly, when viewers thought a female artist had created this 
work, they commented on its domestic content, the link to ideas of “women’s work” and emotional 
traits such as “compassion”. This demonstrates how stereotypes of gender influence art criticism. 
Kiefer-Boyd (2003: 320).  commented that “these rationales [for choosing the gender of the artists] 
reflect both inscribed beliefs and embodied experiences”.  
In follow-up discussions, it emerged that students believed women artists tended to make art related 
to their personal experiences, while men “make art about society, history, or universal concepts” (Keifer-
Boyd 2003: 323). The specific language used by students was revealing. Both male and female viewers 
described male artists’ works as “strong, bold and powerful”, with male viewers emphasizing the large 
size and heavy weight of perceived male artworks, while female viewers commented that works by men 
are  “massive” or “three-dimensional” (Keifer-Boyd 2003: 327). That the participants of Keifer-Boyd’s 
study so often related sculpture and three-dimensional art to male artists has particular weight in the 
context of this thesis, highlighting that even in 2003 this was seen as a masculine area of practice. The 
students in Kiefer-Boyd’s study commonly described art by women as “soft, delicate, subtle or light” 
(Keifer-Boyd 2003: 327). Such descriptors are in line with the feminine language of art criticism that 
Nemser described. They also commonly deemed works by women as “simple” and “child-like”. As Keifer-
Boyd surmised of these results, “those characteristics most commonly attributed to male artists, such 
as ‘bold,’ ‘powerful,’ and ‘strong,’ are those that art historians, critics, and art institutions tout. While 
perceived female features such as ‘child-like,’ or ‘soft’ are not noteworthy” (Keifer-Boyd 2003: 327).   
Figure 3.5 A chart displaying commonly used words to describe George Segal's The Dry-Cleaning 
Store, dependent on whether viewers believed it had been created by a male or female artist. 
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Students in this study additionally identified common traits or aesthetics that they perceived within 
women’s art. Female viewers asserted that bright colours, light colours, round shapes and fluid lines 
were female artistic elements. Male viewers identified visual qualities of “female shapes”, curves, “the 
overuse of details” and “not pleasing patterns” in works they perceived as made by women (Keifer-Boyd 
2003: 327). Figure 3. 6 displays the student-defined criteria for art made by men and art made by women. 
Some of these terms clearly come from gendered stereotypes relating to perceived gendered 
differences, with men recognised as “bold”, “strong” and “powerful” compared to the “soft”, “delicate” 
and “light” qualities so commonly ascribed to both women and their artwork. The next section of this 
literature review chapter further unpicks ideas of feminine imagery, ideas and approaches within art, 
demonstrating that their basis is often in gendered stereotypes, the separation of space along gender 
lines and the specific vocabularies that have been developed to discuss women’s work and segregate it 
as a sub-category of art.  
 
v) What Does ‘Feminine’ Art Look Like? 
 
Though the issue of feminine aesthetics was hotly debated in the West in the late 1970s and throughout 
the 1980s, few texts have attempted to pinpoint what the exact markers of a feminine aesthetic are. 
Instead, this concept is frequently related to a vague notion of domesticity or to the materials and 
methods of craft, which is understood within the hierarchies of art as a domestic, women-centred 
medium. The artist, critic and writer Pen Dalton (2001: 10) wrote that “for the most part, associating 
objects, ideas and institutions with masculine and feminine is a non-conscious process and operates at 
a discursive level”. The stereotypes about men and women are often subconscious and based on years 
Figure 3.6 A chart displaying commonly used words to describe the practice of male 
artists and the practice of female artists. 
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of socially learned behaviour as well as regulations relating to the occupation of space. Therefore, such 
stereotypes and associations are not always easy to quantify or articulate, leading to only vague notions 
of what femininity in art may look like. Dalton (2001: 33) commented that for many male artists, ideas of 
the feminine traditionally represented “formal concerns of trivia, the domestic, the sexual, the intimate, 
the indeterminate”. 
The stereotypes of women’s practice, as highlighted by both Pollock and Nemser amongst others, are 
commonly exploited in writings on women’s art which have labelled it emotional, sensitive, issue-based, 
delicate and related to women’s personal experiences. Korsmeyer highlighted in her 2004 text Gender 
and Aesthetics: An Introduction that values of masculinity are traditionally associated with the mind, and 
thus the potential for genius, whilst femininity is more closely associated with the body, and thus the 
concept of beauty (Korsemever 2004: 14). Such gendered criteria, related to beauty and emotion, are so 
easily utilised within visual analysis of women’s art precisely because they are vague, subjective, largely 
unquantifiable and therefore easy to apply to a diverse range of imagery, ideas and approaches within 
art made by women. Nochlin challenged such ideas within her 1971 essay ‘Why Have There Been No 
Great Women Artists?’, commenting that: 
if daintiness, delicacy and preciousness are to be counted as earmarks of a feminine 
style, there is nothing fragile about Rosa Bonheur’s Horse Fair, nor dainty and 
introverted about Helen Frankenthaler’s giant canvases. If women have turned to 
scenes of domestic life, or of children, so did Jan Steen, Chardin and the 
Impressionists—Renoir and Monet as well as Morisot and Cassatt. In any case, the mere 
choice of a certain realm of subject matter, or the restriction to certain subjects, is not 
to be equated with a style, much less with some sort of quintessentially feminine style 
(Nochlin 1971/1989: 149). 
 
Nochlin makes a clear point that these markers of femininity cannot be observed in all art by women 
and are also found in art by men. This renders the concept of feminine aesthetics unstable and based 
upon stereotyped understandings of the qualities and themes of women’s work, rather than empirical 
evidence. This issue came up in my 2020 interview with Gerda Roper, who commented that, while she 
enjoyed looking at women’s work and found many women were drawn to her work, she does not believe 
there can be a complete divide between the practices of men and women. She gave the examples of 
Post-Impressionist artist Pierre Bonnard as a painter whose work could not be characterised as 
masculine, as well as female artist Laura Knight “who really could depict ballerinas and children but then 
also did the Nuremberg trials in a way that really presented evil” (Roper 2020), thus taking on both 
typically feminine subject matter, as well as historical, political and social subjects more commonly 
associated with men’s art practices. 
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Seeking to answer the question of whether there is a distinctly womanly art and what this may look like, 
in the 1970s Lucy Lippard visited many American women’s studios. She noted some of the 
commonalities that she found in art made by women, such as: 
a uniform density, or overall texture, often sensuously tactile and repetitive or detailed 
to the point of obsession; the preponderance of circular forms, central focus, inner 
space (sometimes contradicting the first aspect); a ubiquitous linear “bag” or parabolic 
form that turns in on itself; layers, or strata, or veils; an indefinable looseness or 
flexibility of handling; windows; autobiographical content; animals; flowers; a certain 
kind of fragmentation; a new fondness for the pinks and pastels and ephemeral cloud 
colors that used to be tabu unless a woman wanted to be accused of making “feminine” 
art (Lippard 1973: 49). 
 
Lippard is not here assigning these traits as markers of a feminine aesthetic, rather recognising their 
common occurrences within art made by women. Her close analysis of recurring elements and 
descriptive terms from across women’s art practices is of some use as empirical evidence. However, this 
list does not encompass all the diverse ways that women make art and such elements were also not 
exclusive to women’s art practice. Crucially, Lippard’s inquiry only looked at work made in the 
professional studio, rather than in women artist’s homes, which may have revealed other ways of 
working that were distinct to the home-studio. 
 
vi) Empirical Research and Thesis Positioning 
 
As this literature review chapter demonstrates, while much has been theorised in the complex area of 
feminine aesthetics, few conclusions have been made and there has been little agreement amongst key 
theorists. While some, like Nochlin (1977), saw no basis for associating women’s art with certain 
materials, subject matter or stylistic qualities, others, like Kent (1977), saw femininity as a natural quality 
of women that was innately reflected in their art practices. Many writers (including Bovenschen 1977 and 
Pollock 1988) spoke of the patriarchal power structures that have affected women’s lived experiences 
and thus influenced their art. It is also clear from discussions above that much of the theory surrounding 
ideas of feminine aesthetics is linked to stereotypically feminine qualities which can be damaging to 
women’s position.  
Much of the writings explored within this chapter refer to the position of women’s art generally or to 
painting in particular. There has, to date, been little analysis of any feminine characteristics to be found 
within sculpture made by women. Shirazeh Houshiary wrote that during the 1980s there were “few 
women artists, especially sculptors” (Rudd 2020: 59). Sculpture was, prior to the close of the twentieth 
century, commonly seen as a masculine medium, inaccessible to women artists. As such, it was largely 
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excluded from the emerging debates around feminine aesthetics. In order to add to the existing 
discourse on feminine aesthetics and women’s relationship with art in the late twentieth century, this 
thesis presents a detailed discussion of women’s engagement with sculpture during the years 1977-
1988. Through a close examination of British women-centred exhibition programming, I will further 
assess the validity of the idea of identifiably feminine aesthetics, sensibilities or recurring traits that may 
have existed within women’s artwork of this period. Additionally, through exploring how feminine 
aesthetics were mined in women’s work by critics that used this theoretical framework to dismiss and 
demean them, I shall prove that such a hypothesis is not of much use to discussions of women’s art 
practice, nor should it be utilised as an element of formal analysis or a value judgement.  
To address gaps within the discourse and as part of the primary research for this thesis, I interviewed 
artists and curators who were actively working in the 1980s. During each interview, I asked the same, 
purposefully loaded question: “do you think that women’s artwork is in any way different to men’s?”. 
The variety of responses I received reflect the ongoing debate as well as how attitudes towards the 
separation of art along gender lines have changed over the last four decades. 
Curator Antonia Payne replied that her views have changed over time and she no longer sees value in 
reading artwork for “feminine qualities”. However, she also noted that “you don’t think about art 
independently of thinking about being in the world; and my culturally-situated experience and 
perspectives were shaped, amongst other things, by my sex and my gender (which are themselves, of 
course culturally situated)” (Payne 2019). Her response relates to the idea that femininity is socially 
coded, reliant on ideas of gendered characteristics which are both culturally and historically situated 
and liable to change over time. Writing in 1987, Betterton commented that “from the moment when, 
at birth, we are colour coded into pink or blue, we enter into a social world in which sexual difference is 
continually marked by cultural signs” (Betterton 1987: 7). While present society is moving beyond the 
idea of a gender binary, with greater recognition of more diverse experiences of gender, there still exists 
a divide between ideas of masculine and feminine qualities which permeates our lived experiences 
including, as Payne’s comments highlight, our perception of art.  
Artist Claire Smith also noted that her views had changed significantly since the 1980s. She commented 
that at the time she did think there was a feminine sensibility in women’s art, saying “there was 
something that was apparent in women’s art that either was subsumed in men’s art of that wasn’t 
evident in the men’s art I was looking at” (Mont-Smith 2019). This led Smith to curate an exhibition titled 
Eight Artists: Women: 1980 Part 1 and Part 2. Painting and Sculpture at The Acme Gallery to further 
explore women’s art practices. She commented that this exhibition highlighted “other ways of 
approaching the world, other than via bombast and imposed orthodoxy” (Mont-Smith 2019), suggesting 
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that there are sensibilities outside of the mainstream of what was being promoted in British art of this 
era. Smith expanded that:  
[…] maybe ‘feminine sensibility’ is not a good way of putting it and maybe it’s always to 
do with sensibilities on the fringes of things. So, when people are on the fringes of an 
activity, that is where you’re likely to find experimentation and work being done  in a 
different area than people who are locked into the mainstream activity (Mont-Smith 
2019). 
 
Smith’s comments highlight the importance of not positioning ideas of the feminine as simply opposed 
to a masculine mainstream. In her view, there are many varied sensibilities, aesthetics and modes of art 
production which reflect the various situations and positions of artists throughout time and culture. 
Curator Pennina Barnett (2020) summed this up with her concise response to my question: “women are 
diverse, as is the art they make”. 
Artist Margaret Organ (2019) responded “I can see how people would see me as a female artist because 
of the materials I use and because I fit in to what is often labelled as ‘feminine’” Though added that she 
doesn’t feel it is helpful to categorise artworks in this way. Organ thus recognises the stereotyped ideas 
of a “feminine aesthetic”, while at the same time rejecting this as a viable strand of art historical theory. 
She further commented that “for me, I find that a lot of women’s work has more humanity in it and I 
find it easier to relate to” (Organ 2019). This was a common feeling amongst the women I interviewed, 
that there was some quality in other women’s work that attracted them to it. Artist and educator Gerda 
Roper further commented that while she suspects there is some gender difference, “what we might 
remark on is different” reflecting a gendered viewer gaze (Roper 2020). This relates to Payne’s assertion 
that art is viewed in relation to culturally situated experiences and perspectives of the world, some of 
which are shaped by our gender identity.  
Similarly to the literature reviewed within this chapter, few interviewees attempted to outline precise 
traits or markers of a feminine aesthetic. Deborah Duffin (2020) commented on her experiences of 
teaching female students that the aesthetic qualities of their work were “often different”, noting areas 
such as “materials, imagery, processes and use of materials, sometimes just the ‘feel’ of the work”. 
However, she did not provide specific examples of what such differences may look like or what 
materials, imagery and processes were common within women’s art practices.  
Additionally, Jonathan Harvey (2020) responded that he observed in many women’s work “a perceptible 
delicacy or elegance, a feminine sensibility, but not with all. But I don’t see this as a value judgement”. 
Harvey’s comments again relate to specific stereotypes of women. Notably, he used language that has 
been outlined as specific to descriptions of women’s art practice. Nemser’s (1973: 76) recognition of the 
exploitation of descriptors such as “emotional, sensitive, immediate, spontaneous, nervous and 
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hysterical” in critical discussions of women’s art is key to understanding the reception of women’s art 
practices and the perception of feminine aesthetics. Reliance on these stereotypes of feminine identity 
and aesthetics could be very damaging to the position of women artists, positioning their work as 
marginal to the male-dominated canons and institutions of art.  Such terms were commonly exploited 
in critical literature relating to women’s art practice throughout the period of concentration of this 
thesis. Houshiary commented in 2020 that the way women’s art has been recognised and discussed 
throughout art history is “not just about success or failure in the art world but how women’s art has 
been framed.” She asks: “Can we ever be free from all the clichés regarding who we are?”, commenting 
that “many intelligent and sensitive women have been ignored or even wrongly portrayed” (Rudd 2020: 
60). This demonstrates the potentially damaging nature of discussions of feminine aesthetics within art, 
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i) Background  
 
Following the 1978 Hayward Annual, there was an increase in group exhibitions devoted to women’s 
contemporary art practices.64 Some of these shows were politically motivated, driven by the desire to 
highlight feminist practices and artwork related to the lived experiences of women, others sought to 
redress gendered equality in survey exhibitions, while some were programmed to explore and question 
ideas of feminine aesthetics. The Autumn of 1980 was a particularly fertile period for exhibitions of 
women’s art, with a series of three shows at London’s ICA (Women’s Images of Men, About Time and 
Issue: Social Strategies by Women Artists) and a two-part exhibition at The Acme Gallery (Eight Artists: 
Women: 1980. Part 1 and Part 2. Painting and Sculpture), as well as a series of events, film screenings 
and a conference (‘Questions on Women’s Art’) at the ICA, which included participants from all five 
exhibitions. These events all represented differing responses to the 1978 Hayward Annual and were 
advertised together as a cohesive season of women’s art (Lloyd 2000: 239). 
Fran Lloyd (2000: 239) described 1980 as “an unprecedented year of public visibility of women’s visual 
culture in Britain” due to this series of high-profile events. However, like many scholars, she incorrectly 
asserted that the exhibitions at the ICA and The Acme Gallery were planned together to complement 
and inform each other. This was not the case. Claire Smith, who curated the exhibitions at The Acme 
Gallery, emphasised at our interview in 2019 that she did not intend her exhibitions to be part of any 
wider programme, commenting that “the press coverage wanted to see it as a ‘season of women’s art’, 
which wasn’t the intention at all” (Mont-Smith 2019). Smith informed me that she had been organising 
her shows for some time before she heard about Women’s Images of Men, commenting that “it was 
 
64 Such exhibitions included: Women’s Images of Men (ICA, London, 1980), About Time (ICA, London, 1980) Issue: 
Social Strategies by Women Artists (ICA, London, 1980), Eight Artists: Women: 1980. Part 1 and Part 2. Painting 
and Sculpture (Acme, London, 1980), Sense and Sensibility in Feminist Art Practice (Midland Group, Nottingham, 
1982) Sculpture by Women (Ikon, Birmingham, 1983), Pandora’s Box (Arnolfini, Bristol, 1984), Difference: On 
Sexuality and Representation (ICA, London, 1985),  A Thin Black Line (ICA, London, 1985-6), The Subversive Stitch: 
Women and Textiles Today (Cornerhouse Gallery, Manchester 1988), Along the Lines of Resistance (touring, 1988). 
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only a couple of months before we opened that it became apparent that there was this potential 
‘season’ of women’s art going on” (Mont-Smith 2019). 
Despite the five exhibitions being promoted together and commonly collapsed in the press into one 
“season of women’s art”, the shows at each venue had varied intentions and there was little aesthetic 
harmony across the two galleries. The ICA exhibitions were conceived by a committee of feminist artists 
during regular meetings of the Women’s Arts Alliance (WAA) in London based upon “an increasing desire 
by women to define areas of common concern with other women and to explore new directions relating 
to female consciousness and aesthetics” (ICA a. 1980). These shows were explicitly feminist in intent, 
exploring women’s art and lived experiences in three distinct ways, related to current theoretical 
concerns and debates, while using the exhibited artwork as a vehicle for political comment. The 
exhibitions addressed, in turn, questions of the gaze, new media and issue-based art.  
Conversely, Smith’s exhibitions at The Acme Gallery were not focussed on feminist politics, but the 
specific qualities and content of art made by women. She noted retrospectively that the curatorial 
concerns were not just the visibility of women’s art but also the expanding fields of painting and 
sculpture within which women were working. She commented: 
I thought there was a case that women could make art that was painting or sculpture 
and they didn’t have to move to making figurative art which was supposed to be an 
area for women (hence Women’s Images of Men) or video and performance which was 
the other thing that was supposed to be suitable media for women to be involved in 
(Mont-Smith 2019). 
 
In the 1980s, many British galleries were showing predominantly abstract and conceptual art (Kent and 
Morreau 1990: 24). These were areas of practice largely dominated by men, as were the high-art 
mediums of painting and sculpture. As such, the shows at the ICA adopted the strategy of showing 
women’s figurative art as a counterpoint to male dominated-abstraction, as well as the new mediums 
of video, performance, photography and installation which had fewer historical ties and were seen as 
more accessible to women. Conversely, Smith’s exhibitions aimed to demonstrate that women could 
work in these male-dominated areas, producing work of equal quality to their more visible male 
colleagues. 
Additionally, while the exhibitions at the ICA were firmly feminist in intention, inspired by the political 
climate of British art, Smith’s exhibitions were focused on the idea of femininity in art. Within the press 
release, she stated that the aim was “to raise the issues for more general debate, what or whether there 
is a ‘feminine sensibility’ and its relevance and worth to art overall” (Smith 1980). This ambitious intent 
related to the long-standing, inconclusive debate within art history about whether an innate feminine 
aesthetic exists in artwork made by women. By presenting women’s work in a separate context, away 
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from the dominant male viewpoint, Smith created a space for further reflection and renegotiation of 
this issue.  
Though the exhibitions at The Acme Gallery were promoted alongside the programme at the ICA, they 
have been largely culturally forgotten by “feminist and nonfeminist writers alike” (Lloyd 2000: 240), 
eclipsed by the ICA shows which had high attendance rates and generated greater public and press 
response. Critic Andrea Hill (1980) commented that the ICA exhibitions “stole the limelight to such an 
extent in terms of radio and newspaper coverage, as well as controversy and gossip, that it’s worth 
considering why”. Within this chapter, I shall explore the motivations of the women’s art programme at 
the ICA, contrasting this with the exhibitions at The Acme Gallery. My discussion will highlight the 
differences between these two curatorial projects, asserting that feminist art exhibitions had separate 
concerns to exhibitions curated around the specific issue of exploring the feminine aesthetics debate. 
This chapter also recognises the significance of the pair of exhibitions at The Acme Gallery to wider 
questions of women’s relationship with contemporary art. Informed by interviews and archival research, 
my case study of these exhibitions provides a substantial account of their aims, content and reception 
in order to re-insert them to the narrative of British exhibition histories. 
 
ii) Three Exhibitions of Women’s Art at the ICA 
 
Throughout October and November 1980, the ICA hosted a programme of all-female exhibitions. The 
ICA was, at this time, becoming established as a sympathetic venue to women’s practices, having 
recently shown Mary Kelly’s Post-Partum Document (in 1976), the exhibition Portrait of the Artist as a 
Housewife (in 1977) and a solo exhibition of Shelagh Wakely’s sculpture (in 1979)65.  Women’s Images 
of Men, the first exhibition of the series, was an open-submission show, selected by members of the 
British branch of the WAA: Joyce Agee, Catherine Elwes, Jacqueline Morreau and Pat Whiteread 
(Klorman-Eraqi 2019: 103). These artists made their selection from responses to an open call asking, 
“women, how do you see men?” (Parker 1981: 16). The body of works selected was predominantly 
figurative, taking the question at face value. The organisers believed that this narrative, figurative 
approach would be the most accessible way to convey their message (Parker 1981: 16). Throughout art 
history, women have been figurative subject matter for art; this exhibition concept subverted this 
gendered trope, asking female artists to depict men. Women’s Images of Men aimed to showcase the 
 





strength and vitality of women’s work in “a context in which it could be appreciated, discussed and 
understood” (Institute of Contemporary Arts a. 1980).  
The stated aims of Women’s Images of Men were listed in an un-dated archival planning document as: 
• To present women artists’ experience of our patriarchal society through their 
individual perceptions of men. 
• To bring together women artists working in various fields and so to break down 
the isolation of individual women artists. 
• To set up a dialogue to link women’s art practice with the wider concerns of 
the Women’s Movement. 
• To create a continuing support system for women artists. 
(Unknown Author: c.1979) 
 
These aims link to Lisa Tickner’s comments, within the exhibition’s catalogue, that women were now 
seeking an alternative to the established modes of art display, creating separate spaces specifically for 
women’s culture (Institute of Contemporary Arts a. 1980). Far more than simply showing the public a body 
of work depicting men, this exhibition had socio-political intent, aiming to raise awareness of feminist 
issues and create an ongoing professional and supportive network for women artists.  
Women’s Images of Men was also a reaction to the retrospective exhibition Allen Jones: Graphic Works 
1958-1978, held at the ICA in the summer of 1978 (Hill 1980). Jones’ now-infamous show included 
explicit and fetish sculptures, most notably his series of life-sized and highly sexualised depictions of 
women whose bodies were contorted to resemble furniture (fig. 4.2). Members of the Women’s 
Liberation movement denounced Jones’ provocative work as “supremely exploitative of women’s 
already exploited image” (Mulvey 1989: 6). Anger and protest surrounded Jones’ show and formed part 
Figure 4.1 – Installation view of Women’s Images of Men, The Institute of Contemporary Arts, 
1980 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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of the impetus for Women’s Images of Men, which British artist Tam Giles suggested was a kind of 
“protest art” made in response to this specific moment in history (Giles 1980: 19). The WAA believed that 
staging a feminist exhibition at the same venue that held Jones’ retrospective, this time representing 
women’s attitude towards men, would challenge Jones’ work and the sexist exploitation of women 
(Klorman-Eraqi 2019: 104). 
Film theorist Laura Mulvey’s essay ‘Fears, Fantasies and the Male Unconscious/You Don’t Know What is 
Happening, Do You, Mr Jones?’ was published in Spare Rib in 1973 in response to an earlier show of 
Allen Jones’ ‘women as furniture’ sculptures at Tooth’s Gallery in London. Mulvey posited that such 
fetish works of art turned women into a spectacle and were made to delight male fantasy, rather than 
express womanhood. She wrote that “women are constantly confronted with their own image in one 
form or another, but what they see bears little relation or relevance to their own unconscious fantasies, 
their own hidden fears and desires” (Mulvey 1973/1989: 13). Two years later, Mulvey published her 
influential essay ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’ which explored the issue of the gendered gaze. 
Mulvey (1975/1989: 19) theorised that gendered imbalance led to a split between “active/male and 
passive/female” ways of looking at the world. Under these terms, women’s role is to be looked at, while 
men’s is to look, deriving pleasure from the image of women. In Women’s Images of Men, the 
Figure 4.2 – Allen Jones, Chair, 1969, acrylic paint on glass fibre and resin with Perspex and 
leather, 80 x 86 x 113 cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material has been 
removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed at the 
Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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participating artists reversed the gendered gaze, with Rozsika Parker (1981: 16) noting that “the women 
return the gaze that is usually turned upon them and refused to be objectified. It was a subversive act”. 
This engagement with dominant feminist concerns of the gaze and imaging of women tended to, as 
Lloyd (2000: 240) highlighted, “polarise debates between painting and imaging, and consequently 
sculpture was, to a large extent, ignored” across all three exhibitions at the ICA.  
Women’s Images of Men provided a highly sought-after opportunity to show work at the ICA, provoking 
a large response to the call for participation. Smith commented that “quite a lot of people were in 
[Women’s Images of Men] simply because of the opportunity it offered, not because they wanted 
anything to do with feminism or being identified as a woman artist, but merely to get their work out” 
(Mont-Smith 2019). According to Morreau, approximately 1,000 slide submissions were submitted by 
artists wanting to take part (Klorman-Eraqi 2019: 104).  Thirty-five women were then selected to show in 
the first event of the ICA’s women-focused programme, presenting work in the mediums of painting, 
photography, print and sculpture.66  
“The abuse of patriarchal power” was a central issue in much of the work (Kent and Morreau 1990: 27), 
which commonly presented men as bizarre and frightening creatures, capable of exploiting their 
position. For example, the sinister and strange sculpture Some Exercise of Power by Ana Maria Pacheco 
(fig. 4.3) was a multi-figure work showing two men in suits with distorted faces hunched over a third 
figure, their nude victim. The standing men’s smart attire hints at male dominance of the public sphere 
of business. Their smirking facial expressions are ominous and threatening while their shrunken and 
monstrous forms present these men as alien.  The exhibition was also rich in satire, with many artists 
choosing to reverse both the formula of the traditional nude and the dominant gaze of art history. Men 
were now depicted naked, often in compromising or amusing positions as seen through the eyes of 
women. Marisa Rueda’s Man with Hands (fig. 4.4), for example, presented the flayed ceramic skin of a 
reclining male body, his form positioned for the female gaze to be cast upon. This work was another 
distorted and grotesque formulation of how the artist saw men. Women’s Images of Men was less 
concerned with issues of materiality and the possibilities of the expanded field of contemporary 
sculpture. Instead, the work had a clear didactic message for viewers, focussed on demonstrating the 
effects of patriarchal power distribution on both men and women.  
 
66 The exhibiting artists in Women’s Images of Men were Joyce Agee, Glenys Barton, Phillippa Beale, Jo 
Brocklehurst, Helen Cherry, Lill-Ann Chepstow-Lusty, Sue Coe, Eileen Cooper, Erica Daborn, Gertrude Elias, 
Elisabeth Frink, Sally Greenhill, Mandy Havers, Roberta Juzefa, Mouse Katz, Deborah Law, Jane Lewis, Barbara 
Loftus, Mayotte Magnus, Suzi Malin, Jacqueline Morreau, Ana Maria Pacheco, Robin Richmond, Carole Robb, 
Annie Ross, Marisa Rueda, Elena Samperi, Tessa Schneideman, Anya Teixeria, Christine Voge, Joan Wakelin, Helen 
White, Pat Whiteread, Jenni Wittman, Evelyn Williams.  
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The opening lines of a front-page editorial in the Arnolfini Review67 of November 1980 read: 
Women’s Images of Men breaks with tradition, and challenges the codes of 
representation itself; it is not simply another women’s exhibition (after all, remember 
the Hayward Annual in 1978!), it is a courageous attempt to bring women artists 
together to confront what it is that is most difficult about their role as artists: that as 
artists they enter an arena where the rules of the game are drawn up by men (Macleod 
1980). 
 
In this statement, Katy Macleod, then the Education and Information Assistant at Arnolfini, consciously 
set the series of women’s exhibitions at the ICA apart from the 1978 Hayward Annual in a  way that 
undermined the contribution of Lijn and her peers for producing what she deemed "simply another 
women’s exhibition”. This implied that Women’s Images of Men was of more use to the advancement 
of women’s position. The two exhibitions were actually very different in their approach; while the 
Hayward Annual was a survey of current art practices selected by women artists and focused on the 
aesthetic formalism of visual art, the ICA shows prioritised their political intent over aesthetics. Unlike 
 
67 Women’s Images of Men toured to Arnolfini in Bristol and Bluecoat Gallery in Liverpool following its run at the 
ICA. 
Figure 4.3 – Ana Maria Pancheco, Some Exercise of Power, 1980, polychrome wood, onyx, 
acrylic, rope, York stone base, 182 x 280 x 185 cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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the second Hayward Annual, which sought to promote women’s work within a mixed group exhibition, 
the series of shows at the ICA was explicitly for women only, with a strong feminist intention. Women’s 
Images of Men was, in fact, among the first feminist shows to be held in a fine arts institution in Britain 
(Klorman-Eraqi 2019: 103). British artist and curator Tamara Krikorian (c.1980) surmised that “Women’s 
Images of Men was more about politics and feminism than about painting, sculpture and photography.” 
The second show at the ICA, About Time, was concerned with women artists’ engagement with new 
media.68  As Iwona Blazwick (2018) has noted, “exclusion is the mother of invention”; Women’s 
 
68 The exhibiting artists in About Time were: Bobby Baker, Sarah Bradpiece, Catherine Elwes, Rose Finn-Kelcey, 
Celia Garbutt, Rose Garrard, Roberta M Graham, Judith Higginbottom, Susan Hiller, Tina Keane, Sonia Knox, Alex 
Meigh, Marceline Mori Sharon M Morris, Hannah O’Shea, Carlyle Reedy, Jane Rigby, Julie Sheppard, Pat 
Whiteread, Belinda Williams, Silvia C Ziranek 
Figure 4.4 – Marisa Rudea, Man with Hands,1977, ceramic and wood, 61 x 112 x 231 cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. 
Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. 




marginalisation from art’s dominant institutions and mediums led to them pioneering the areas of video, 
performance, photography and installation from the late 1970s. While this engagement with new media 
presented exciting possibilities for women to achieve prominence, the expectation could also be a 
limitation. In a 2017 interview, artist Kate Blacker commented that she “became conscious (and 
frustrated!) that I couldn’t combine the two things that interested me: contemporary sculpture and 
feminism” (Racz 2020: 157). Blacker was primarily working in sculpture in this era, however, like other 
women artists, she had a growing awareness of the “consequences” of making sculpture and painting, 
thereby continuing and endorsing the male-dominated mediums of art history. She noted that “to avoid 
this, it was logical to operate in more contemporary forms like performance art, video art or 
photography (often combined with critical text), which were seen as new disciplines and so unaffected 
by the influence of male art history” (Racz 2020: 157).  About Time’s press release noted that “the 
emergence of video and performance as valid and infinitely flexible art forms seems to have coincided 
with a growing need among women artists to develop new languages in art which are more appropriate 
to their particular experience in our society” (Unknown Author a. 1980). This exhibition provided an 
opportunity to see works by women artists outside of the traditional realms of painting and sculpture, 
the press release further commenting that “for the first time in this country women’s involvement in 
this area is being presented as a major exhibition in a public art gallery” (Unknown Author 1980). 
At interview in 2019, Claire Smith noted that the second exhibition at the ICA was programmed to 
include women artists who did not fit into the remit of the earlier figurative show. Now that an apparent 
programme of women’s exhibitions was forming at both the ICA and Acme, Smith felt that her exhibition 
— which argued that women did not have to be confined to certain media or subject matter that was 
marginal to the artistic mainstream — was now open to criticism for supporting the “male hierarchy” of 
art practices (Mont-Smith 2019). Indeed, Jacqueline Morreau and Catherine Elwes, writing in the 1990 
anthology Women’s Images of Men,  commented that British feminism was “concerned with the 
redefinition of femininity as well as the reform of institutional discrimination” a practice which involved 
“extracting women from male culture and male company long enough to discover what feminine 
experience might be without that omnipresent patriarchal frame of reference” (Kent and Morreau 
1990: 16). While Smith understood the argument that women artists may wish to engage with different 
subject matter or media to male artists to establish their place in the art world, this was not a position 
she agreed with. Thus, the first two exhibitions at the ICA were opposed to the intentions of her 
concurrent shows at The Acme Gallery.  
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The final exhibition in this series at the ICA was selected by Lucy Lippard and titled Issue: Social Strategies 
by Women Artists.69 This show, as outlined in the press release, concentrated upon women artists whose 
work dealt with specific social and political issues including “health, ecology, unemployment, war, 
alienation, schooling, violence against women and propaganda” (Unknown Author b. 1980). Lippard stated 
that she believed this show to be the beginning of the provision of a framework for a transatlantic and 
cross-cultural feminist dialogue, meeting the challenge that Pollock had set two years previously when 
she was left disappointed by the Hayward Annual (Lippard and ICA 1980). Artist Margaret Harrison agreed 
that Issue was a timely exhibition, stating that:  
To bring together women artists at this stage, who don't represent a common 
homogeneous politics, but who do feel the need to work in a variety of specific 
contexts, whose ideas focus on particular circumstances - I think is not only an 
important milestone in recent art practice but also in the calendar of women's shows, 
which have taken place in the last eight years (Lippard and ICA 1980).  
 
Morreau and Elwes understood Lippard’s show as emblematic of the differences between British and 
American approaches to the debate over the difference – if any – between art made by men and 
women. They commented that Americans like Lippard “saw the answer in terms of content”, identifying 
that women’s specific lived experiences would naturally be reflected in their artwork (Kent and Morreau 
1990: 22). Conversely, many British feminists “saw the problem in terms of form, arguing that since art 
languages had carried male meanings for so long, they could not express the ideas and perceptions [of 
women]” (Kent and Morreau 1990: 22-23). This third show at the ICA thus offered a different perspective 
on feminist art, focused on communicating political issues rather than highlighting the different subject 
matter or mediums that were being utilised by women artists in response to their marginalisation from 
the mainstream. 
As a series, the exhibitions at the ICA attracted many visitors and were notable for breaking gallery 
attendance records (Pollock 1979: 42). In an unpublished letter from Sandy Nairne, ICA’s Director of 
Exhibitions, to Joanna Drew, he noted of Women’s Images of Men, “we showed the exhibition at the 
ICA for three weeks, attracting 30,000 visitors. There was a considerable amount of comment about the 




69 The exhibiting artists in Issue were Ariadne: A Social Network (Suzanne Lacy & Leslie Labowitz), Margaret 
Harrison, Candace Hill-Montgomery, Jenny Holzer, Alexis Hunter, Maria Karras, Mary Kelly, Margia Kramer, Loraine 
Lesson, Beverly Naidus, Adrian Piper, Martha Rosler, Miriam Sharon, Bonnie Sherk (The Firm), Nancy Spero, May 
Stevens, Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Fenix, a travelling installation (Sue Richardson, Monica Ross, Kate Walker), 
Nicole Croiset, Nil Yater, Marie Yates.  
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iii) Eight Artists: Women: 1980 
 
Running concurrently with the all-women exhibitions at the ICA, The Acme Gallery held two consecutive 
exhibitions which also explored women’s approach to making art: Eight Artists: Women: 1980. Part 1 
and Part 2. Painting and Sculpture.70 From 1976 to 1981, The Acme Gallery ran from a converted banana 
warehouse in Covent Garden. Gallery Director Jonathan Harvey (2020) commented at interview that the 
gallery opened in direct response to an awareness of “the profound lack of exhibition space available to 
artists at that time”. The gallery was dedicated to showing work from emerging artists and graduates, 
as well as installation and performance art, providing opportunities for increased visibility of work that 
was not easily seen elsewhere (Mont-Smith 2019). An extension of the artist-led Acme Housing 
Association, which provided studio space and housing for artists, The Acme Gallery was established as 
an alternative to the commercial and public gallery infrastructure; it was an artist-centred space which 
did not seek to promote any particular aspect of contemporary art practice or push any curatorial 
agenda (Harvey 2020). The gallery’s aims and exhibition programme were therefore broad; there was no 
particular focus on women’s practice, nor a commitment to providing exhibition opportunities for 
women.  
Eight Artists was conceived by the artist-curator Claire Smith in response to both her frustrations with 
the 1978 Hayward Annual and her growing belief that art made by women had unique tendencies and 
objectives that were less commonly found in men’s work.  Within her proposal, Smith clearly stated: 
I am putting forward a hypothesis which should have been proposed by the Hayward 
Annual of 1978. That women artists and students, of whom there are a great number, 
but whose work the public sees very little even in group shows, do have attitudes and 
approaches to their work in common, which are different to those of men. That these 
attitudes and approaches can be seen in some men’s work too but can be seen most 
clearly and undiluted in women’s work (Smith n.d).  
 
Smith felt that such gendered differences in attitude and approach to art-making were not thoroughly 
explored in the Hayward Annual in 1978; it was these differences that her exhibition was positioned to 
study. She noted in the exhibition catalogue that such differences had been habitually criticised and 
recognised as weaknesses or immaturities in women’s art practices (Acme 1980). This relates to the 
historically prevailing idea of high and low art, with women’s work often seen as decorative or related 
to arts and craft - both lower forms of art than the male viewpoint, which has dominated art history and 
its canons. When presented with Smith’s proposal, Harvey saw this exhibition as an opportunity for the 
 
70 Part One of the project included the work of sculptors Shelagh Cluett and Emma Park, with the painting of Jozefa 
Rogocki and Claire Smith. Part Two featured sculptural work by Margaret Organ and Alison Wilding, alongside the 
painters Mikey Cuddihy and Sarah Greengrass. 
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individual artists to benefit from the exposure and a chance to raise questions about the nature of 
women’s practices in general (Harvey 2020).  
Smith aimed to create a space for deeper consideration of the ongoing debates around feminine 
aesthetics, bringing together a group of women painters and sculptors to examine their relationships 
with these categories of contemporary art. Whereas the shows at the ICA stressed a politically-driven 
narrative message, Eight Artists was concerned with the mediums and aesthetics of women’s art. By 
focussing on the traditionally male-dominated areas of painting and sculpture, Eight Artists sought to 
disrupt the narrative of high art by highlighting women’s ongoing engagement with these mediums. 
Smith commented that while Women’s Images of Men – which opened the day after the first part of 
her exhibition – was a survey of women working figuratively, Eight Artists “wasn’t a survey and was of 
women working in an abstract way”. She continued: “mine was actually selected and chosen for more 
particular reasons – but all of that got lost really!” (Mont-Smith 2019).  
Mikey Cuddihy, who exhibited as part of Eight Artists, commented that at this time she did not have a 
gallery representing her, because she was working outside of the boundaries of the category of painting 
and was working with installation rather than sculpture, making it difficult to clearly define her work 
(Racz 2020: 150). Smith’s shows created space for artists working in this way, across different mediums 
and media broadly related to the categories of painting and sculpture. Cuddihy noted that her work did 
not fit into the feminist agenda and the types of didactic, figurative works that it promoted, but that 
Smith’s exhibitions proposed “that there were women artists working within painting and sculpture, 
who were making abstract and conceptual work and whose approaches were radical and ground-
breaking in their own way, and that we were feminists too in spite of our non-figurative approach” (Racz 
2020: 150). 
Eight Artists becoming intrinsically linked to the ICA programme in the minds of critics and gallery-goers 
somewhat eclipsed its purpose; the show was now tied to feminist art practices rather than explorations 
of feminine qualities in women’s art. These two words – feminist and feminine – though often presented 
as interchangeable terms, are vastly different concepts, each representing a distinct area of art practice 
or aesthetic inquiry. The exhibition’s press release addressed this directly, stating: 
The fight by women artists for equal treatment and recognition over the last ten years, 
whatever it may have achieved, has tended to create an art with an overtly political 
content, an art that gives voice to its own ideology. This area of work has become 
almost synonymous with the term ‘women’s art’ and has gained a place temporarily 
amongst the art establishment of today. It is obvious however, that work currently 
produced by women extends far beyond this particular approach, and yet little 
opportunity has arisen, certainly on a collective or co-ordinated basis, to view the 
results. The exhibition intends to contribute towards the correction of this imbalance, 
by exhibiting new work by eight women artists, providing an opportunity to examine 




Smith’s aim was thus to present women’s work in a way that would allow consideration of its meanings, 
commonalities, and any innate quality of femininity, rather than spark a political debate around 
women’s issues more broadly. She argued that women’s art did not have to address feminist issues and 
could instead be abstract, experimental and in dialogue with wider concerns within contemporary art 
practice, such as the expanded fields of painting and sculpture. 
Smith selected her fellow exhibiting artists through informal channels, simply stating that “they were all 
people that I knew and whose work I liked” (Mont-Smith 2019). Two of the artists, Margaret Organ and 
Jozefa Rogocki, were her students, while the others were mid-career artists – aside from Alison Wilding 
and Shelagh Cluett, who were more advanced in their careers. Smith had initially asked Shelagh Wakely 
to be involved, though Wakely declined due to fear of involvement in an all-female show threatening 
her established position. Smith commented that Wakely “felt that she had too much to lose” to 
participate in a show such as this (Mont-Smith 2019). This demonstrates the opinion, discussed so far in 
this thesis by other artists including Deanna Petherbridge and Alexis Hunter, that to align oneself with a 
gendered reading of your work was to open yourself up to criticism or belittlement from the 
establishment. Interestingly, Alison Wilding and Shelagh Cluett also had established positions “to lose” 
at this point in their career but decided to participate in the all-female exhibition regardless. 
By selecting a small group of female artists that were closely aligned with her practice and tastes, Smith 
did not intend for the exhibitions to be a didactic nor comprehensive view of women’s practices. Instead, 
they recognised a series of tendencies in the art of this era – such as experimentation with materials, 
including conventional sculptural materials such as metal and wood and those with mutable and 
ephemeral qualities such as paper and latex. The shows presented sculptural work directly on the floor 
or pinned to walls, having abandoned the tradition of the plinth. Existing on the same plane as the 
audience, the sculptures were all roughly to human scale, this life-sized nature making them easily 
relatable to the body and lived experience. Such tendencies as mixed media materials, floor-based work 
and human-scale were not exclusive to women’s practices. Lynne Cooke (1985: 7) described the Acme 
shows as providing “a valuable index to a form of sculptural activity then very much in vogue.” The 
exhibitions highlighted certain ways in which sculptural practice was evolving in the expanded field of 
the 1980s, as well as providing an opportunity for women artists to have their work shown in a 
sympathetic context.  
When discussing her exhibitions with Tamara Krikorian as part of a series of interviews with those 
involved with the 1980 “season of women’s art”, Smith outlined several characteristics that she believed 
belonged exclusively to women’s art practice, such as: 
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An open-endedness; less concern with conclusion and resolution; a breadth of scope; 
ambition in terms of what art should embrace; a reluctance to be narrowed down; a 
concern with specific content; for relationships between elements almost as people; an 
interest in an emotional pitch or atmosphere; a lack of exaggerated claims for the work 
(Krikorian c.1980). 
 
Many of these aesthetic concerns are observable in the sculptural work that was displayed as part of 
Eight Artists. Shelagh Cluett’s open-ended and sprawling sculptures may have a point of beginning and 
a point of end but they do not conclude or resolve themselves; both Emma Park and Margaret Organ 
presented repeating elements that related to each other, as though they were family groupings; Alison 
Wilding’s sculptures defy simple interpretation, remaining open-ended and abstract. While the work in 
this exhibition was decidedly non-figurative, sharply contrasting with the simultaneous all-female 
Women’s Images of Men show, much of the sculpture employed complex forms of embodiment. Arthur 
Berndtson, author of the 1969 philosophical text Art, Expression and Beauty, defined embodiment in 
art as “the perception of adequate emotion as fused with form” (Berndtson 1969: 50). Though abstract, 
the sculptures shown in Eight Artists were not a series of random choices and shapes; each artist 
presented work rich with intricate emotions. Much of the work also existed in conversation with painting 
and sculpture, in a way that Smith retrospectively described as “smudging the boundaries” (Mont-Smith 
2019). Even the painterly elements of this two-part show were semi-sculptural. For example, Mikey 
Cuddihy’s painted skirt work utilised textiles and soft sculpture and Claire Smith’s painted screens 
occupied three-dimensional space. 
For the first exhibition, Shelagh Cluett showed works from her Caesure, Nullah and Flux series. These 
sprawling sculptures were made from a combination of steel, aluminium, brass, copper, bitumen, rag 
pulp, clay, latex and wax. Such materials set up an implicit tension in the works, as they vary in their 
stability and flexibility. While the metal elements could be stretched out, pulled rigid and taught, the 
additions of pulp and wax added suppleness and fragility to the work, with these materials liable to crack 
and crumble when twisted into shape. The sculptures were fixed to the wall and trailed down to the 
floor, casting dramatic shadows on the white walls of the gallery which emphasised their movement 
and drama. Cluett’s forms appear almost organic, their thin branches spiralling out in different 
directions and sharply contrasting with Emma Park’s solid wooden structures which they were displayed 
alongside. Reviewer Michael Newman (1980) noted that the sculptures “appear paradoxically organic, 
even anthropomorphic, latent with the energy to spring apart of their own accord”. For Cluett, these 
untameable material qualities were essential to the construction of her abstract works. In an exhibition 
leaflet for her solo show at the Herbert Art Gallery and Museum in Coventry in 1985 she wrote, “I want 
the sculpture to surprise me, to reach a stage where it exists in its own right and makes demands of me 
as the artist” (Herbert Art Gallery and Museum 1985).  
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Figure 4.3 – Installation view of Eight Artists (Part One) at The Acme Gallery showing work by 
Shelagh Cluett and Emma Park, 1980 
Figure 4.4 – Wilding, A. 1980. Eight Artists: Women: 1980 Part 2. Image courtesy Acme Archive, 
© Acme. 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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There is certainly something of an inner life to Cluett’s sculptures. They generally stand slightly above 
the average person’s height and reflect the curves and extensions of the human body. Andrea Hill (1980), 
writing for Artscribe, noted that the work was “so analogous to the curve of the back or the extension 
of a limb that it’s tempting to stretch or curl in its presence”. The tension created as each spindly, 
rambling sculpture leaves the floor and climbs the wall is akin to a body stretching up and into space. In 
an alternate reading, Fenella Crichton described Cluett’s oeuvre as follows: “The pieces start quietly. 
Two or three elements are set side by side, and bound, so that the piece grows upwards like a plant, 
until it bursts open and the loops and shafts of steel move into erratic formation.” Whether human or 
plant-like, these sculpted lines seem to dance across the gallery space, taking on a life of their own. The 
repetition of a similar kind of sculpted form put the works into a relationship with each other, recalling 
Smith’s theory that feminine arts practice commonly involved related elements and familial groupings.  
Figure 4.5 – Shelagh Cluett, Caesura II, 1980, steel, aluminium, clay, latex, height 96” 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party 
Copyright. Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in 
the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed 
at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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There is a calm and composed beginning to Cluett’s works, which then spiral and spring into wild shapes 
that jut out from the wall. Hill (1980) also recognised a slightly manic quality to the works, commenting 
that while the forms appear “fluid and easy, almost extravagantly so”, she sensed “that there is a hidden 
mania here too […] manifested in obsessive making, winding and binding.” This idea of obsessive making 
reflects the criteria that Lippard (1973: 49) recognised as being common to women’s art practices, 
specifically the idea of works being repetitive or detailed to the point of obsession. Cluett’s 
preoccupation with her stretched out, climbing curves, their tactile qualities, layers of different 
materials and the overall fluidity and looseness of the sculptures can also be held up to Lippard’s criteria 
for “feminine” aesthetics. The idea of these materials combining to create tense forms that burst with 
energy preoccupied Cluett’s oeuvre.  
While her sculptures often appear almost entirely spontaneous and immediate, her collection of 
archived sketchbooks, now held by the Henry Moore Institute, reveal plans and drawings which come 
off the page and into life in her three-dimensional work. The Danish art historian Hanne Finsen described 
Cluett’s sculptures as “drawing in space” (1980)71. Such dynamic, three-dimensional scribbles — that 
 
71 Translated from Danish. 
Figure 4.6 – Shelagh Cluett, sketchbook c.1980 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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are lifted off the sketchbook page and into the gallery space — were pure abstraction, emblematic of 
the kind of experimentation made possible by the expanded field of contemporary sculpture.  
Speaking retrospectively in 2019, Smith thought about this relationship between experimentation in 
contemporary sculpture and women’s relationship with the medium. She commented that: 
When people are on the fringes of an activity, that is where you’re likely to find 
experimentation and work being done in a different area than people who are locked 
into the mainstream activity. […] Often the people who were then on the fringes of 
visibility and orthodoxy were women, so it wasn’t really to do with a feminine sensibility 
but maybe, as I said, to do with having a freedom to explore those things (Mont-Smith 
2019). 
 
Her comments make an important point, recognising the reasons why women’s artwork may differ from 
men’s, outside of theories of an innate feminine sensibility or aesthetic. Nadia Hebson, an artist and 
lecturer at Newcastle University, similarly highlighted that the exclusions of art history have provided 
opportunities for experimentation on its margins. She commented that “it appears to me that what is 
most interesting happens in the margins, in obscurity, in parallel or dis-associated from acknowledged 
lineages, and hidden from plain sight” (de Montfort and Calvert 2016). Artist Susan Hiller further asserted 
that for women artists, though they were not being acknowledged by galleries, the UK was a good place 
to be working in the 1980s as “we were not burdened with the expectation of earning a lot of money, 
so we had an incredible freedom” (Racz 2020: 41). This anecdotal evidence supports the idea that women 
artists, who understood their marginalisation from art’s central institutions, were freer to explore, be 
experimental with their practice and work in a way that blurred the boundaries between artistic 
mediums. As Smith’s interview response highlights, this way of working was not a feminine sensibility, 
but rather a response to the way women’s art had been positioned, de-centralised from the dominant 
male practices that were celebrated by galleries, art schools and dealers. 
The Acme Gallery was a fitting choice to display such experimentation due to its intention as an 
alternative to the mainstream art spaces. At interview, Jonathan Harvey (2020) stressed that the space 
allowed artists to determine how their work should be presented, including an allowance for “quite  
radical temporary changes to the gallery’s fabric and structure”. As Eight Artists was at least partially 
self-funded72, there was less pressure to appease a funder’s agenda or hit key performance indicating 
targets. This allowed the women artists a creative space, as is essential to innovation and 
experimentation. Additionally, exhibition catalogues in the 1980s were typically slim volumes, rather 
than the substantial editions made popular in the new millennium, so the exhibition content was rarely 
fully documented or academically discussed. Furthermore, arts criticism remained male-centric. For all 
 
72 Funding for the running of the gallery was provided by the Arts Council of Great Britain, the Greater London 
Arts Association and the Greater London Council Arts Board. 
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these reasons, women’s art practice was rife for experimentation and play, safe in the knowledge that 
there was not an established position or reputation to lose.  
Cluett’s meandering metal curves were juxtaposed with Emma Park’s solid wooden block sculptures. 
Figure 4.7, an archival image of the exhibition, demonstrates the contrast between the slim, curving, 
and irregular shapes of Cluett’s drawings in space and the solid, stable and opaque work of Park. Initially 
appearing very different due to their material choices and the shapes of their works, these two sculptors 
were alike in their obsessive vision and preoccupation with repetitive, similar forms. Both presented a 
body of work that demonstrated lasting engagement with a particular way of making, as each artist 
created a series of objects related to each other. Presented in family-like groupings of different heights, 
Park’s wooden constructions relied on the formal properties of symmetry and repetitive, geometrical 
shapes. In the catalogue, Fenella Crichton noted that “a single work in isolation may seem so simple that 
Figure 4.7 – Installation view of Shelagh Cluett and Emma Park’s sculptures as part 
of Eight Artists (Part One) at The Acme Gallery, 1980 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. 
Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. 




it is difficult to grasp its implications, and then we have to look at a related piece in order to find out 
more about the particularity of her ideas about symmetry and variation” (Acme 1980).  By viewing Park’s 
body of works together we can observe the subtle differences in the character and qualities of the wood, 
demonstrating the artist’s focus on materiality across repeated forms in different sizes.   
Margaret Organ, who showed in the second part of this exhibition, has actively asserted that her work 
has feminine qualities. Within her catalogue entry for Objects & Sculpture, an exhibition highlighting the 
work of the New British Sculptors held one year after Eight Artists, she noted that her work shown at 
The Acme Gallery had resonated with many women and was an extension of her, commenting that she 
was “very conscious of the associations between the feelings that I have in my work, and the feelings 
that I have as a woman” (Arnolfini Gallery and ICA 1981: 27). Such an approach centred the artist’s identity 
in her work, allowing for it to be read through a lens of their biography or gender in an approach that is 
absolutely counter to ideas of the death of the author. 
In the catalogue for Eight Artists, Crichton (1980) noted that Organ’s work “exemplifies a particular way 
of working which is often associated with women.” Commenting that, “on the whole, she uses the kind 
of materials which are to hand in domestic environments – different kinds of paper, glue etc – to make 
Figure 4.8 - Emma Park’s sculptures installed at The Acme Gallery, 1980 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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abstract shapes which tell us that their form has been arrived at through her understanding of those 
materials.” This engagement with domestic materials links to Lippard’s comment that women artists 
engage with domesticity in their work “because it’s there, because it’s what they know best, because 
they can’t escape it” (Lippard 1976: 56). As a mature art student in the mid-1970s, Organ balanced her 
training with care responsibilities for three school-age children (Organ 2019). Due to the alignment 
between her work and her feelings and experiences of womanhood, the domestic nature of her role as 
a mother influenced the materials and shapes of her sculpture.  
Similarly to Cluett’s metal works, Organ’s sculptural constructions in torn paper and wire frequently had 
a spindly, fragile quality to them, akin to a stretched out and drooping limb or another such organic 
form. There is again an implied tension in the works, which appear unstable due to their material 
properties and slender shapes. Her primary material of paper, which was present in much of her oeuvre, 
is in stark opposition to the canon of heavy and immovable sculptural materials. Organ’s works were 
instead lightweight, flexible and subject to change over time. As the artist herself noted while archiving 
her body of work in 2016: 
Traditionally sculpture had been made from wood, stone, metal, cement, bronze, 
fibreglass, and involved quite a lot of heavy work and technical expertise. Making 
sculpture was predominantly a ‘masculine’ pursuit. I found myself drawn to using softer 
materials, which were more sympathetic to the ideas I was forming. As well as adding 
a depth of expression to the work, I found these softer materials stimulating to work 
with (Organ 2016). 
 
Organ had begun her BA course by sculpting in more traditional media, yet soon found herself drawn to 
material experimentation. This led to a prolonged engagement with domestic and ephemeral materials, 
especially paper. Making her sculptures thus involved the processes of tearing, wrapping and collaging 
paper elements together to arrive at her final forms. Writing for the catalogue for Paper Trails, a 1984 
exhibition at Bluecoat Gallery which explored paper as a sculptural material, Organ commented: 
The qualities of paper – its thinness, each piece so easily torn, its propensity to decay 
and then the strength of it when it combines together and the beautiful fluidity of its 
surface – all these qualities link in with my ideas about people and so the process of 
making with paper becomes an integral part of the work in the sense that it helps me 
to express my ideas in a way which fuses physical shape with spiritual meaning (Bluecoat 
Gallery 1984). 
 
It is interesting that Crichton should align Organ’s use of paper as a sculptural material with a feminine 
way of working. The Paper Trails exhibition at Bluecoat showed the work of sixteen women and twelve 
men, gendered proportions which, as we have seen from other exhibition statistics, were highly unusual 
during this period. This, however, evidences that both genders were working with paper to create 
artworks, even if it was a tendency more commonly observed in the practices of women artists. From 
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the above quotation, it is clear that Organ selected paper for its material qualities, as a vessel for 
expressing her ideas, rather than solely because it was easily to hand in a domestic environment.  
In another similarity to Cluett’s sculptural practice, Organ also used space itself as a sculptural material 
and an essential part of her artworks. She commented at interview: “I remember one day looking at an 
empty space and thinking ‘isn’t it lovely!' and why was the work not using this freedom of space 
somehow?” (Organ 2019). Her sculpted forms interacted with space in a way that activated it, with the 
sculptures both affecting the space in which they are displayed and allowing themselves to be affected 
by it. In that sense, her works bordered on installation, as their environment became a crucial element 
to each piece. The artist has always had an interest in drawing and the relationship between drawing 
and sculpture (Organ 2016). Like Cluett, her works pinned to walls weaved in and out of the gallery space, 
drawing curved sculptural shadow lines. Such an approach relates to Smith’s ideas of artists “smudging 
the boundaries” between mediums in creative and experimental ways. 
For Eight Artists, Organ showed a new work - Three (fig. 4.9). This piece was formed from three bamboo 
sticks, each repeatedly wrapped in scraps of paper so that the shape became gradually larger and 
heavier. Starting from a narrow base, the three forms grew upwards to become wider and thicker, 
bending and warping under their top-heavy weight. It presents an interesting dichotomy that a work 
made predominantly of small fragments of torn paper, an unstable and transient material, had such a 
monumental presence. Organ recollected that at the time of making this work there was a large-scale 
demonstration against nuclear weapons taking place in London and this sculpture reflected some of her 
feelings about this specific moment in British history that was rife with political protest and 
environmental concerns. Not only does the coming together of light and weak pieces of paper to form 
a more solid whole present a powerful metaphor about such demonstrations, but the work also had 
explicit tension. She noted of the three forms “the first one was quite steady and then when the second 
one came along and leaned on it - it was causing more pressure […] they were balanced one on another 
and getting bigger and then the edge here is chopped off” (Organ 2019). This relates to the fragility of 
civilisation, hinting at a tension that could lead to collapse.  
Commenting on how she captured the meaning of this work in its making, Organ (2019) noted that 
“physically making it was quite tricky because I wanted it to show instability, but I didn’t want it to 
actually fall over!”. For his 1975 exhibition The Condition of Sculpture, William Tucker had stipulated 
that sculpture must be free-standing and stable (ACGB and Hayward Gallery 1975: 8). Three demonstrated 
that the opposite was possible – sculpture could be large and heavy, while also being ephemeral, reliant 
on support and in danger of collapse. Presented leaning against or pinned to walls, or as floor works 
devoid of any plinth, Organ’s paper sculptures were often vulnerable and dependent upon the 
architecture of the space in which they were displayed to support their continued existence. Speaking 
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of her preference for this kind of architecturally-dependent, soft sculpture, Organ said: “I could make 
the same object in some other material and it would not be right because something in the hard 
materials negates the kind of feelings and the kind of associations and the ideas that I have” (Arnolfini 
Gallery and ICA 1981: 27).  The pliable and vulnerable nature of Organ’s works — an essential element of 
her chosen materials — is thus fundamental to their meanings.  
This sculptural quality of leaning, drooping forms that were changed by their environmental supports, 
was different from the qualities of the works made by the New British Sculptors. If we look at the male 
artists that Organ showed alongside in Objects & Sculpture in 1981, an exhibition that she expressed 
surprise to be selected for, we can see that though much of the other artists’ work was also floor-based, 
their sculptures were able to stand independently without the need for supports. For example, Kapoor 
exhibited part of his 1000 Names series, simple forms made from heaped pigment which supported 
their own weight, while Deacon showed three untitled sculptures – including the work in fig. 4.10. This 
Figure 4.9 - Margaret Organ, Three, 1980, paper over bamboo sticks, longest unit 231.65cm, 
work installed at The Acme Gallery, 1980  
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. 
Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic 




sturdy metal structure dominated the space, resting on the floor and expanding outwards and upwards. 
The preface to the catalogue stressed that the Objects & Sculpture artists did not constitute a movement 
or a school and were not united by a cohesive aesthetic or position. However, Organ’s work was 
observably disparate from that of the other seven artists because of its fundamentally unstable nature. 
Critic John Roberts, in his discussion of Organ’s sculptures in the Objects and Sculpture exhibition, 
gendered her work, stating: “Like many women sculptors producing footnotes to Eva Hesse, these spoke 
with a direct emotional and physical singularity” (Roberts 1981). The American artist Eva Hesse (1936-70) 
is a rare example of a woman modernist sculptor who achieved critical recognition and acclaim within 
the medium. Hesse’s abstract sculptures focused on process and material experimentation over 
monumentality. Lisa Tickner noted that the work “stressed process, crafted surfaces, elements of 
figuration and springy or translucent materials like rubber and resin, all of which undermined the 
rational and industrial attributes of [Robert] Morris or [Donald] Judd and led to an anxiety about […] 
’feminine’ gendering” (Tickner 2002: 34). While her American peers Morris and Judd belonged firmly to 
a tradition of Minimalism, Hesse was a figurehead of Post-Minimalism, a trait in art that emerged in the 
1960s. Informing the work of a loose group of seemingly disparate artists, Post-Minimalism evolved as 
a reaction to Minimalism, the most dominant avant-garde trend in art in American art of the 1960s. 
Whereas Minimalism was largely recognised as a male-dominated movement, Post-Minimalism is often 
linked to the contemporary Women’s Movement. Robert Pincus-Witten, who first coined the term in 
Figure 4.10 – Richard Deacon, untitled sculpture shown in Objects and Sculpture, 1981 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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his article ‘Eva Hesse: Post-Minimalism into Sublime’ published in Artforum in November 1971, said in 
his 1977 book Postminimalism:  
The new style’s relationship to the women’s movement cannot be overly stressed; 
many of its formal attitudes and properties, not to mention its exemplars, derive from 
methods and substances that hitherto had been sexistically [sic] tagged as female or 
feminine, whether or not the work had been made by women (Pincus-Witten 1977:16). 
 
By the end of the 1970s, there had been two noteworthy exhibitions of Hesse’s work in London: Eva 
Hesse: Sculpture and Drawings at Mayor Gallery in 1974 and Eva Hesse: Sculpture at Whitechapel Gallery 
in 1979. Additionally, in 1976 Lucy Lippard published a widely read monograph. Given Lippard’s status 
and influence as a commentator on women’s art during this era, this publication demonstrates why 
Hesse is now so commonly associated with feminist art practice, despite never claiming feminist politics 
in her lifetime. Due to these exhibitions and Lippard’s publication, Hesse became well known to artists 
in Britain and was an influential figure upon the rapidly expanding sculptural practices. Within the 
forward of the catalogue for the Whitechapel show, the gallery’s then-director Nicholas Serota wrote: 
“Eva Hesse helped to change the way artists, critics and viewers look at art and particularly at sculpture” 
(Serota et al. 1979). The arts writer N.P James (2004) further commented that Hesse’s “delicate and 
mysterious accumulations predicted so many developments in the ‘80s and ‘90s.”  
British contemporary art writer Benjamin Eastham (2013: 59) highlighted the tradition of “new 
monumentalism” that came out of Hesse’s influence on the medium. Post-Hesse, a generation of 
sculptors continued to engage with materials and subject matter which evoked the ephemeral, 
immaterial and mutable in new and exciting ways, actively fighting against the historical implications of 
the monument. Many of my interviewees, including Margaret Organ, Lois Williams and Deborah Duffin, 
cited Hesse as a prominent figure and artistic influence on women’s sculptural practices in Britain. Lynne 
Cooke (1985: 7) noted that:  
The use of fragile, even ephemeral materials, the focus on making perceptible the 
decisions and manual operations governing the fashioning of a piece, and the choice of 
a morphology that bore the traces not only of the artist’s shaping hand but of his or her 
body, had wide currency in Britain in the late seventies, reinforced in part by the potent 
example of Eva Hesse’s work. 
 
This is not to say that Hesse was responsible for these emerging traits in sculptural practice, nor that 
they were evidence of a language shared by women sculptors under her influence. Rather she, like 
others including British artists Barbara Hepworth and Bridget Riley, was somewhat of a “chosen one” in 
the eyes of critics, who celebrated her work and imbued it with near-mythic qualities. Due to the 
increased visibility of her practice, in comparison to other female sculptors, she became a significant 
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point of reference for many women working with experimental materials and anti-canonical sculptural 
ideas. 
Like Hesse’s works from the 1960s, Organ’s sculptural forms were determined by the artist’s (female) 
body - their width often dependent on her arm span, their height determined by her reach, as she did 
not use ladders to create them (Organ 2019). There is thus a trace of implicit bodily engagement left 
behind in the resulting work. In another similarity to Hesse, Organ’s materials are also fragile and 
unstable, subject to change over time and not built to last. In fact, aside from Loop (fig. 4.11), which the 
artist re-constructed in 2014, the sculptures no longer exist (Arts Council Collection 2018)73. This 
impermanence is anti-monumental and emphasises the physical vulnerability of the paper sculptures. 
 
73 The work was recreated and redisplayed for new audiences in the Arts Council exhibitions Making It: Sculpture 
in Britain 1977-1986 (2015, multiple venues) and The Weather Garden (2019, Towner Art Gallery, Eastbourne). 
Figure 4.11 – Margaret Organ, Loop, 1978/2014, paper over wire with string, 197.5 x 144 x 36 cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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Such a practice also results in loss of visibility for the artist over time, as the work does not lend itself to 
collection and archival practices and is, therefore, not historicised or researched. The comparison to 
Hesse is justifiable here.74 However, many female sculptors were being compared to Hesse in this 
decade in a way that is perhaps lazy and essentialist – implying that any woman working in the expanded 
field of contemporary sculpture is doing so in relation to one of the only visible female sculptors of the 
previous generation, 
Loop was created by constructing a large circle out of wire, tying a string to one side and then to the 
other to contort it into shape. The wire was then covered with layers of paper to build up its shape, with 
the string and a small section of the wire left exposed to evidence the means of its construction (Organ 
2015). The resulting paper-covered “loop” stands at around six feet tall, above average human height. 
Yet rather than an imposing presence, this work is light, airy and reliant on the gallery wall to hold it 
upright. As the artist herself describes it “the papery circle flows round, curving softly but strongly, 
sometimes touching the wall, sometimes moving away, creating soft shadows” (Organ 2015). Unlike 
more traditional sculpture, this work weighs almost nothing, enhancing the feeling of its organic and 
impermanent nature. 
The distorted circular shape seems bodily, comparable to an embryo and thus subtly linked to the 
female experience of gestation and birth. Organ (2019) commented too that the piece was “so light it 
felt like it had just arrived”, like a newborn baby, freshly emerged into the world. Crichton wrote in her 
catalogue essay that Organ “conveys a feeling that her forms have only just emerged, making families 
of shapes in which it seems as if the largest is often protective of others” (Acme 1980). This kind of 
maternal imagery is tangible in both Three and Loop and links back to curator Claire Smith’s theory that 
women’s artwork more frequently demonstrates “relationships between elements almost as people”. 
In the case of Organ, her embodied forms are young, fragile, dependent and, in some cases, protective 
of each other.  
Following a series of group exhibitions in 1978-1984, Organ sustained a back injury that prevented her 
from continuing her physically demanding sculptural practice. When asked about this during our 2019 
interview, she commented “I had just started making what I thought would be my best ever piece of 
sculpture but every time I tried to work on the sculpture my back got worse. So, I just stopped and 
basically, the back was so bad that I couldn’t stand up for more than ten minutes at a time, I couldn’t 
raise my arms…” (Organ 2019). As sculpture is such a bodily practice, Organ’s injury limited what she 
could make and for many years she focused upon drawing instead.75 Although her sculptural work was 
 
74 Organ even wrote her undergraduate dissertation on Hesse, demonstrating her influence and impact on the 
artist 
75 As of 2020, Organ has made one new paper sculpture. 
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re-examined in the major retrospective survey Making it: Sculpture in Britain 1977-86, a 2015 touring 
exhibition from the Arts Council, little else has been written of Organ’s artwork outside of the Objects 
& Sculpture and Eight Artists exhibitions. Despite her innovative use of non-traditional materials and a 
focus on the specific bodily processes of sculpture, Organ did not receive the same mainstream success 
as her male Objects & Sculpture peers such as Richard Deacon, Anthony Gormley and Anish Kapoor. 76  
Organ’s works were shown in the second part of the exhibition at The Acme Gallery alongside the floor-
based sculptures of Alison Wilding. Wilding was generally accepted as part of the New British Sculpture 
group, as evidenced by her inclusion in exhibitions such as Figures and Objects: Recent Developments in 
British Sculpture (Southampton, 1983) in the UK, as well as international exhibitions of British sculptural 
developments including the British Council, organised Transformations, New Sculpture from Britain (Sao 
Paulo and touring, 1983-84). While much has been written about the early 1980s work of Wilding’s male 
colleagues, and of Shirazeh Houshiary whose work was frequently viewed through the lens of her 
cultural identity77, less academic rigour has been applied to Wilding’s abstract sculptures from this 
period.  
Fran Lloyd (2000: 232) noted that Wilding’s early works, “of which relatively little was written” in 
comparison to the other New British Sculptors, were consistently described in terms of the private and 
secret – the “other”. For example, in the catalogue of the major exhibition The Sculpture Show: Fifty 
Sculptors at the Serpentine and the South Bank in 1983, selector Fenella Crichton wrote of Wilding’s 
practice: “her work is impossible to categorise because she has created her own sculptural language, 
which is special to her and which does separate her from the new wave of British sculpture” (Blacker et 
al. 1983: 57). Similarly, critic Tim Hilton in a review of the Whitechapel Open in 1992, wrote of Wilding’s 
work “she has a private sense of scale that gives her objects enigmatic life when one comes upon them. 
Her sculptures often seem to be the right size for their own mysterious purposes, but the wrong size for 
the everyday world” (Hilton 1992). Both appraisals of Wilding’s work describe her sculptures in terms of 
the artist’s private and personal connection to them, with the implication being that they elude meaning 
when encountered by viewers. 
Lloyd (2000: 232) further commented that these terms of description link to the idea of gendered 
separate spheres, with men frequently associated with public, professional spaces, while women have 
been linked to the private and domestic realms. As one of the few visibly working female sculptors in 
Britain in the 1980s, it is perhaps unsurprising that critical analysis of Wilding’s practice should have 
gendered undertones. As Ian Hunt (2015: 15) noted, Wilding was “the most prominent woman artist in 
 
76 In 2019, I was the first researcher to access the file of Margaret Organ’s archival materials at the Henry Moore 
Institute Archive of Sculptors Papers. This file had been deposited two years prior to my visit. 
77 Houshiary left Iran in 1973 and gained her art school education in the UK. Her work is often discussed in terms 
of the interpretation of a Persian cultural background through Western sculptural language. 
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the national group of new sculptors” and as such faced expectations that her work should represent a 
distinctly female experience. He argued that she did this eloquently, avoiding stereotypes of women’s 
work as a fixed and immutable category and instead focusing on “the understanding of sculpture, the 
body, and the viewer’s interaction and imagination in a way that has not yet been fully appreciated” 
(Hunt 2015: 15). Though Wilding’s work is ostensibly abstract and focused on materiality, rather than 
narrative or figurative, it has often been read as an expression of the artist’s womanhood. For example, 
the art critic Richard Salmon, speaking on a BBC Two documentary about Wilding commented that: 
She makes very poetic work which is recognisably female.  She’s primarily a sculptor, 
but because she’s a woman she can sculpt in a way that a man could not. She can be 
very, very tender with her material and she can make very soft shapes, very beautiful 
curvaceous work which suggests a lot of passion or a lot of feeling (BBC Two 1988: 
00:10:59).  
 
The sculptures Wilding was making at the start of the 1980s were commonly fabricated from a mixture 
of hard materials including metals, wood and glass and softer materials such as paper and silk. While 
metal has macho connotations of welding and an association with the New Generation style of sculpture 
popularised by Anthony Caro and his contemporaries, a soft material like silk is linked to femininity, 
luxury and handicraft. Wilding’s sculptural materials were drawn from the everyday, the skip and the 
studio floor – a significant area of reference for her male New British Sculpture colleagues such as 
Richard Deacon and Tony Cragg – but also from the world of luxury and rarity (Hunt 2015: 14). This use 
of contrasting and physically distinct materials was an effective way of exploring notions of duality and 
opposing forces within her abstract sculptures; Wilding’s strategic juxtaposition of materials draws 
attention to their diversity, duality, and the variable material qualities of each sculpture.  
By combining soft with hard, Wilding could explore both stereotypical male and female coded sculptural 
language. As Lloyd (2000: 238) surmised in her discussion of Wilding’s work from the late 1970s: “Clearly 
aware of the recent work of Eva Hesse and Carl Andre’s floor pieces, Wilding can be seen to be making 
space for herself by negotiating the materials and processes associated with both radical ‘masculine’ 
and ‘feminine’ art practices at the time.” The two artists Lloyd refers to represented distinct positions 
on the spectrum of Minimalist and Post-Minimalist sculpture of the 1960s. While Hesse’s practice was 
engaged with forms that were light, mutable and ephemeral, Andre’s primary concerns were industrial 
materials and solid, geometric forms. Both Hesse and Andre were engaged with Minimalism yet 
executed their sculptural works in ways that could be linked to gendered aesthetics. As we have seen, 
Hesse’s work was frequently read through a feminine lens, regardless of the artist’s intentions, purely 
because she was one of the only visible female modernist sculptors. By combining these artistic 
references, experimenting with masculine and feminine materials and making sculptures that contained 
contrasting material properties, Wilding’s work complicated such gendered readings. 
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Material duality was apparent in her work Untitled (with bags) (fig. 4.12) which was included in Eight 
Artists. This piece consisted of an asymmetrical barrier of zinc strips framing two brass bags, positioned 
slightly off centre. Wilding had fabricated these bags based on the paper ones used by a local 
ironmonger near London’s Royal College of Art, where she had trained in the early 1970s (Applin and Fer 
2018: 49). Wilding commented retrospectively that she finished university with a collection of these 
“really beautiful black paper bag[s] with serrated tops” (Racz 2020: 71). Her sculptural forms were based 
on these everyday familiar items that had become part of the routine of her art practice. As Crichton 
asserted in the exhibition catalogue, these bags “still carry with them memories of their original use but 
now they have been made to stand upright, comical and yet triumphant, within their own protective 
space" (Acme 1980). These empty vessels rest against each other and are linked at the top with tissue 
paper, a contrastingly thin and fragile material compared to the metals that dominated the rest of the 
sculpture.  
Presented directly on the floor, this work, rich in human references and associations, also occupies 
space within the viewer’s physical world, rather than being separated and framed by a pedestal. The 
outer edge, though made of metal, has been hand cut and shaped rather than welded and treated 
industrially (Lloyd 2000: 241). The resultant organic shape of this meandering barrier, therefore, 
evidences the artist’s human touch. The shape of Wilding’s sculptural outer wall is comparable to the 
embryonic form of Margaret Organ’s Loop and seems somehow bodily due to its soft curves and 
Figure 4.12 - Alison Wilding, Untitled (with bags), 1980, zinc, brass foil and paper, 24 x 131 x 160.cm.  
 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material has 
been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed 
at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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irregular form. This barrier is an exploration of space and boundaries. Wilding commented that once 
she realised she could make the metal bags stand upright on the floor, she wanted to know “what sort 
of space they would command” and that the zinc strips, which became the equivalent of the sculpture’s 
base or plinth, were a framing device to describe that amount of space (Racz 2020: 71). Though it appears 
abstract, this work was thus rich in associations and ideas of embodiment. Recognised as an important 
example of Wilding’s sculpture from this period, this work was purchased by the Arts Council for £350, 
which, Wilding notes, “was a huge amount of money” in the 1980s (Racz 2020: 71). 
Untitled (with bags) is also reminiscent of Lucy Lippard’s (1973: 49). perceived female qualities in 
contemporary art, in particular what she defined as “the preponderance of circular forms, central focus, 
inner space (sometimes contradicting the first aspect); a ubiquitous linear “bag” or parabolic form that 
turns in on itself; layers, or strata, or veils”. Indeed, this work features many of these qualities, its 
negative inner space as integral to the work as its external circular form or its central metal bags. Art 
historian and critic Marjorie Allthorpe-Guyton wrote of the importance of inner space to Wilding’s 
sculptures, asserting that “the complexity of this scheme of inner space in the artist’s work is close to 
the imagery of ‘the feminine poets’ – Plath, Dickinson and others, where both the protection of the 
inner space and the exploration and affirmation of its potential in an unreceptive world are major 
themes” (Allthorpe-Guyton and Karsten Schubert 1989: 7). Allthorpe-Guyton referred to an early 1980s 
psychoanalytical study by Donna Bassin which suggested that the recurring preoccupation with interior 
space within women’s art is related to their biology and physiology, an unconscious mirroring of the 
inner space of their reproductive and sexual systems (Bassin 1982). This seems rather an essentialist 
argument, rooted in the type of biologically reasoned thinking most feminists are now critical of, 
particularly when the use of interior space can be observed by several male sculptors, including those 
associated with New British Sculpture. For example, Richard Deacon commonly fabricated his large-
scale sculptural works in a way that revealed their empty interiors. In a 2014 feature in Apollo magazine, 
Deacon noted that one of the reasons his works have often been hollow, transparent or revealing of 
inner space is “to invite you to either mentally or even physically to enter them, and to be kind of 
enclosed within them” (Pilger 2014: 39). I would, therefore, argue that this is not a distinctly feminine 
characteristic to Wilding’s practice. 
In a BBC Two documentary series, Five Sculptors, broadcast in May 1988, the presenter, British artist 
Patrick Hughes, commented that “it’s very difficult to introduce Alison Wilding’s work because it’s such 
pure sculpture […] it’s simply a matter of shapes and spaces and materials” (BBC Two 1988: 00:00:05).78 
This pure approach to abstraction and materiality has made Wilding’s work difficult to classify as it 
 




evades categorisation or explanation in simple terms. In the documentary, Wilding commented that she 
didn’t like to apply narrative or meaning to her work and that it’s crucial that audiences “have a look for 
themselves and make up their own mind about what it is I’m doing” (BBC Two 1988: 00:06:09). This 
approach leaves her work open to interpretation and the application of the viewer’s own emotions and 
lived experiences. However, art historians Jo Applin and Briony Fer (2018: 62) wrote that despite 
Wilding’s reticence to assign meanings to her works, there is “undoubtedly” a bodily aspect to them, 
which they argue suggests a “nascent feminist sensibility”. Lloyd (2000: 245) disagreed, commenting that 
Wilding’s work was “problematic because it transgressed certain dominant modes of male sculpture, 
but was equally not containable in the dominant modes of feminist art or indeed ‘feminine art’.” While 
there are certain markers of perceived femininity present in Wilding’s work – such as the utilisation of 
inner space, circular forms, central focus, soft materials and a relationship between contrasting 
elements – I would argue that this is rather a simplistic reading of her complex deployment of sculptural 
language, one that is based on the prior knowledge of Wilding’s gender rather than on aesthetic 
evidence. 
Fenella Crichton’s introductory catalogue essay for the two exhibitions interrogated the idea of a shared 
female sensibility while also acknowledging that: “it is not a case of singling out common visual 
characteristics. Nor is it really feasible to try and outline a common context. And so it must be admitted 
that it is impossible to spell out in simple terms what it is that distinguishes the work in this exhibition 
from that of other mixed shows” (Acme 1980).  Crichton’s words do not mean that the show was 
incohesive or without commonalities amongst the works, rather that these shared concerns were subtle 
and difficult to pinpoint. Crichton did, however, draw out some cohesion amongst the exhibiting artists, 
particularly their “sense of sympathy with materials and an ability to bring out the natural properties” 
as well as “a general lack of pretentiousness and rhetoric”, which she stated is unusual to observe within 
group exhibitions (Acme 1980). 
Critic Sarah Kent agreed with Crichton’s point about the lack of pretentiousness on display at Acme, 
noting within her Time Out review of the first of the two shows, “there’s no flexing of muscles, no 
flaunting of prowess, or parading of orthodoxies to dull the freshness of this work” (Kent 1980). The 
language Kent uses here is rather masculine – referencing muscles, prowess and orthodoxy as elements 
that the shows lacked. She did, however, assert that the lack of these typically masculine qualities was 
a positive thing.  This hearkens back to Paul Overy’s review of the 1978 Hayward Annual, where he noted 
his relief to escape “the heavy, sweaty maleness” of work made by men. Though less explicit, Kent still 
subtly separated the work on display from dominant masculine canons of art. Her assertions may also 
have related to the venue. The Acme Gallery was an artist-led, non-commercial and experimental space, 
unlike other professionalised and polished venues for contemporary art in London. It, therefore, could 
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curate exhibitions in a way that evaded orthodoxy and provided a different experience than larger art 
institutions. 
Margaret Organ, who as well as featuring in the Acme show, was also the only woman who had work 
shown as part of Objects & Sculpture at the ICA and Arnolfini the following year, additionally agreed with 
Crichton’s assertion that this exhibition was unusually unpretentious and without bravado. She 
commented that these two exhibitions, though similar in size (both showed the work of eight artists in 
two parts), were completely different experiences to work on. Speaking about Eight Artists, she noted, 
“we were there together, and it was really friendly and there was a sort of sympathy between the work” 
(Organ 2019). This comes in stark contrast to Objects & Sculpture the following year, which she comments 
was “much more of a professional outing”, where she found it difficult to talk to the other artists as they 
discussed their work in “a completely different way” (Organ 2019). It is worth noting that while the 
Objects & Sculpture artists were paid a grant for participating, Smith’s eight women artists each had to 
pay £83.07 towards the cost of the exhibition, receiving an invoice from Director Jonathan Harvey 
shortly after it opened (Harvey a. 1980). This demonstrates the difference in the way exhibition 
programming was funded and delivered between mainstream galleries and more experimental, artist-
led spaces. 
Smith recalled that Harvey was initially unconvinced by the idea of the all-women show, though was 
eventually won over by the quality of the work (Mont-Smith 2019). In his Directorial press release for the 
exhibition, Harvey commented that the work was “quietly and sensitively made”, while the artists 
demonstrated “a very sympathetic attitude towards the choice and handling of the materials they use, 
a positive and resolute approach, though not an aggressive one and an ability to draw unreservedly from 
all their experiences” (Harvey b. 1980). The way that Harvey discussed the work here can be related to 
feminine language. He drew upon qualities of quietness, sensitivity and a sympathetic, non-aggressive 
attitude as inherent to women’s practice.  
Margaret Richards wrote in her review of the first half of the exhibition for Tribune79 that the artworks 
on display were: “refreshingly positive and peaceful, intuitively responsive to the materials, and quality 
is outstanding. With one exception there seems little uniquely “feminine” in approach. All are abstract” 
(Richards 1980). Her one exception was Shelagh Cluett’s wire sculptures. Richards (1980) used the 
descriptors “slender”, “graceful” and “delicate” when discussing these works, demonstrating their 
perceived femininity through her choice of language, which reflected traits often associated with 
women. It is unclear exactly why Richards highlighted the feminine traits over the abstract ones in 
Cluett’s works, singling her out amongst the other artists. As Fran Lloyd (2000: 240) recognised, this two-
 
79 This review was found in an archive of press cuttings held by Acme, no further information is known about 
either the reviewer or the publication. 
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part exhibition was not just a show of painting and sculpture by women, but it was organised specifically 
around abstract, non-figurative work. Lloyd noted that this was a difficult area for women artists to work 
in due to the “perceived links of abstraction and modernist (male) practice in the 1970s”. While the 
series of exhibitions at the ICA were predominantly figurative, explicitly feminist and sought to challenge 
the idea of art as a purely visual mode of expression, Eight Artists was a celebration of materiality and 
non-representational forms - its emphasis on exploring women’s abstract contributions to art. 
 
iv) Conference and Criticism 
 
The programmes of women’s art at Acme and the ICA culminated in the ‘Questions on Women’s Art’ 
conference at the ICA on the 15th - 16th November 1980. Though it was not widely reviewed, absent 
from major journals such as Artscribe and Flash Art, Monica Petzal did write about this conference for 
the Artnotes column of Art Monthly, describing it as a “wet weekend” and stating within the first 
paragraph of her review that “the pluralist umbrella of feminism, full of holes with the rain  pouring 
through, failed to engage in the dialogue it so badly needs to maintain momentum and fight the present 
backlash” (Petzal 1980). Her criticism lay not with the Acme shows but primarily with the feminist artists 
from Lippard’s Issue exhibition who came to the conference with an openly socio-political agenda. Petzal 
was critical of their approach, noting a lack of concern for “female imagery, the female imagination and 
sensibility, subjectivity and expressiveness” (Petzal 1980). This, again, highlights the distinctive aims and 
objectives of Lippard’s show, which varied from the others at the ICA and from Smith’s exhibitions. 
During the conference, clashes erupted between the participants concerning the various curatorial 
approaches within the season of women’s exhibitions. The Issue artists claimed that “figurative imagery 
and female self-expression were strategies that were out of date”, while Lippard criticised the use of 
“privileged exhibition spaces” for feminist art shows, suggesting that such exhibitions “must focus on 
wider social concerns” (Klorman-Eraqi 2019: 107). Such arguments are illustrative of the splits between 
different networks of women, who addressed the issue of the marginalisation of women’s art practices 
through different curatorial strategies. 
Shows at both venues were written about widely in the daily and art press, generating a large amount 
of critical debate. However, The Acme Gallery’s two-part exhibition of women’s art was generally more 
sympathetically received at the time.80 The Guardian positively reviewed the show at Acme, asserting 
that “the first part of Eight Artists: Women at the Acme is a much-needed corrective to the dismal 
picture of women’s art presented in the ICA’s Women’s Images of Men” (Unknown Author c. 1980). Such 
 
80 The archives at Acme hold a vast folder of press cuttings relating to this exhibition; though it was notably not 
reviewed by Spare Rib, who covered all of the ICA shows.  
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criticism set the exhibitions up in opposition to each other, determining that the approach at Acme was 
more favourable. It is interesting that the work of female artists seemingly became more palatable when 
it did not include women’s representations of men or an explicitly feminist message. Sarah Kent asserted 
that the political dimension to the ICA shows made them “less inviting to the public”, generating 
“unprecedented media coverage, most of it hostile” (Kent and Morreau 1990: 3). 
In a letter to the editors of Feminist Arts News, Shirley Cameron wrote that she believed art criticism 
was forever changed after the London season of women’s art, commenting: 
The volume of coverage was very large, and popular interest in the exhibition was very 
great. Male art critics wrote their first-ever emotional, personal criticisms of an 
exhibition, and it seems possible that this writing has retained some of that newfound 
subjectivity. Indeed, objectivity, that (often male) stance which hides and distorts 
personal preference, that cunning objectivity was let to slip away for a while (Cameron 
1981). 
 
She was correct in that the ICA shows provoked highly subjective and emotional responses, particularly 
from male audience members and critics. In a four-page handwritten letter to his M.P, Sir Ian Percival, 
a Mr H.H Bridge said of Women’s Images of Men: “I know we live in a sick society (I’m doing what I can 
about it) but if “women’s lib” – or whatever it is – is going to perform in this fashion (and with approval) 
then the outlook is bleak indeed” (Bridge 1981). Such public outrage in response to these exhibitions, 
Kent posits, related to the reversal of normal gender power relations (Kent and Morreau 1990: 57). This 
separation of women’s work opened women-centred exhibitions up to criticism about further 
polarization of the male and female viewpoint, particularly from a press and public who were often 
unsympathetic to women’s art practice. As a testament to this, one review of the ICA exhibitions of 
women’s art commented that: “it is remarkable that the militant movements for sexual equality should 
be so eager to perpetuate segregation of the sexes by promoting ‘women’s own’ events of any kind. 
Surely the ultimate goal of equality is that sex should be secondary to achievement?” (Unknown Author 
d. 1980). This review undermined the aims of the feminist approach taken at the ICA, failing to recognise 
the pre-existing gender bias in the art world that such exhibitions were reacting directly against.  
Claire Smith’s highlighting of the ongoing feminine sensibility debate through the Acme programme was 
perceived as less confrontational than the feminist framework that underpinned the exhibitions at the 
ICA, therefore leading to more favourable reviews of her shows. However, in contemporary feminist art 
historical scholarship, Eight Artists has been overshadowed by the other exhibitions that took place in 
the autumn of 1980 and has not been historicised in the same way. For example, though there are brief 
mentions of Eight Artists in Parker and Pollock’s Framing Feminism: Art and the Women’s Movement 
1970-1985, first published in 1987 and considered an important textbook for those studying British 
feminist art of this era, it does not compare to the fifteen dossier pages dedicated to Women’s Images 
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of Men, About Time and Issue within the same volume. This shift reflects a change in attitudes towards 
the socio-political approach to women’s art over time. The defining of a “new art history” in the 1980s81, 
which promoted social readings of art contributed towards this change of strategy regarding the 
historicization of women’s work, with a feminist approach now deemed more useful than the divisive 
and inconclusive debate on feminine aesthetics that was prominent in the late 1970s and which Smith’s 
curatorial project sought to explore.  
  
 
81 See A.L Rees and Frances Borzello’s edited volume The New Art History, first published in 1986, or Jonathan 
Harris’ The New Art History: A Critical Introduction from 2001 for a thorough discussion of these changes to the 
academic discipline of Art History. 
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Chapter Five  
 
Sculpture by Women 
Contents 
i) Chapter Introduction 
ii) Sculpture by Women, Ikon Gallery, 1983 
iii) Women Artists and the Gendered Prefix  
 
i) Chapter Introduction 
 
This chapter commences with a further case study of an all-female exhibition from the early 1980s, 
which also took the divisive concept of “feminine aesthetics” as a central line of enquiry. Sculpture by 
Women was held at Ikon Gallery in Birmingham and curated by the recently appointed Gallery Director 
Antonia Payne. Ikon was part of a small national network of galleries, funded by the ACGB, which did 
not have permanent collections and were instead dedicated to temporary exhibitions of contemporary 
art (Payne 2019). These networked galleries, which included The Whitechapel in London, Arnolfini in 
Bristol and Oxford’s Museum of Modern Art, saw their remit as increasing the audiences for 
contemporary art, taking the lead in the growth of public access to contemporary art outside of the 
capital (Payne 2019). Discussing the character of a regional venue such as Ikon, Payne (2019) commented 
that “undoubtedly, to be focussing on the presentation of contemporary art in a venue in the regions 
was to feel yourself to be part of the periphery rather than the centre”.  
Payne, who had joined Ikon as its first female Director in 1981, explained that the 1983 show Sculpture 
by Women was part of a determined effort to open the gallery space to a more diverse range of voices. 
She noted in our 2019 interview that in the 1980s “women’s voices weren’t being heard, black people’s 
voices weren’t being heard and a number of other people’s voices weren’t being heard either - so that 
was a conscious aspiration of mine to do something about that, and this exhibition was part of it” (Payne, 
2019). Taking place three years after the “season of women’s art” in London at the ICA and The Acme 
Gallery, this show at Ikon was part of a concentrated effort in the early 1980s to dedicate gallery space 
to women and their art practices, which had been disproportionally represented. It also fitted in with 
Ikon’s curatorial strategy under Payne’s directorship. She has commented that it was “a duty of a gallery 
like Ikon” to provide exhibition opportunities to marginalised artists and that she made a conscious 
effort to “enable a plurality of voices” within the gallery, curating shows that were challenging to 
mainstream discourse (Racz 2020: 188). 
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All-female exhibitions, as we have already seen, were contentious. Art historian Imogen Racz, who 
published a significant book of interviews with artists working in Britain in the 1980s, highlighted that 
such contention was found “not only among reviews, but also with some women sculptors who were 
uncertain whether they wanted to be associated with exhibitions where the defining factor for inclusion 
was gender” (Racz 2020: 10). Cornelia Parker, who was involved in Sculpture by Women as a recent art 
school graduate and early career artist, has expressed ambivalence towards such gender-determined 
framing contexts. Many women artists have, in fact, resisted taking part in all-female exhibitions 
altogether, due to fear that their work would become confined to one gender-specific context (Guth 
2016: 32).  However, other exhibiting artists, such as Lois Williams, saw all-female exhibitions as an 
opportunity to engage with other women artists and gain awareness of the diverse practices and 
strategies of their work (Williams 2020). Payne herself commented retrospectively on this exhibition that 
“it tried to tread a fine line between essentialism (which is not what it was about) and suggesting certain 
sensibilities at work in some practices associated with the feminine, and present in the work of a number 
of (predominantly) young female artists” (Racz 2020: 191). 
This chapter, following a discussion of Sculpture by Women, will further explore the fine line between 
promoting women’s work, seeking to examine shared qualities or characteristics, and the risk of 
gendered essentialism overshadowing individual artist’s identity and diverse practices. As visual analysis 
of this exhibition will demonstrate, the work presented in Sculpture by Women was not aesthetically 
homogenous, raising questions about the value of categorising and curating women’s work in this way. 
The chapter will conclude by considering this exhibition as part of a larger dialogue of all-female 
exhibitions, each of which had a different character and content, demonstrating the breadth of 
women’s art practices in Britain in the 1980s. 
 
ii) Sculpture by Women, Ikon Gallery, 1983 
 
Writing in 2014, Ikon’s current Director Jonathan Watkins stated that “the increased proportion of 
women contributing to Ikon's exhibition programme [in the 1980s] was not the result of a policy of 
positive discrimination so much, arguably, as an outcome of the appointment of Ikon's first woman 
director” (Watkins et al. 2014: 49). Antonia Payne was not just sympathetic to women’s art practices, as 
well as those of other marginalised groups, but actively sought to use her position to promote them 
through the provision of exhibition opportunities, including Sculpture by Women in 1983. Though Payne 
had a clear socio-political determination in the planning of this exhibition, actively aiming to create 
space for the display of women’s work that was underrepresented elsewhere, the show also developed 
organically as every artist included had approached her with slides and an invitation to view their work 
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(Payne, 2019). Payne took each submission of slides and CVs seriously, often following up with a studio 
visit. She acknowledged retrospectively that she was “probably more assiduous than most in that 
regard” (Racz 2020: 189). With no prior knowledge of the five artists who would ultimately make up the 
exhibition at Ikon, Payne carried out studio visits, finding herself becoming preoccupied with each of 
their work over the space of about a year (Payne 2019). She commented that: 
There seemed to be these artists working in particular ways and it seemed to be a 
moment when their work might fruitfully be shown together with the prospect of 
opening up interesting space for thinking that went beyond purely responses to 
individual practices (Payne 2019). 
 
Thus, Sculpture by Women developed as a curatorial response to the work Payne was seeing in artist’s 
studios, that she felt illustrated certain tendencies of women’s art practices. 
The exhibition included work by Elona Bennett, Sheila Clayton, Janet Hedges, Cornelia Parker and Lois 
Williams. Payne stressed in her catalogue essay that each artist was selected “first and foremost because 
they are producing thoughtful and thought-provoking work, not to illustrate a point” (Ikon 1983). The 
five artists represented what Payne saw as a “common female perspective” within sculptural practice 
(Ikon 1983); her exhibition, similar in intent to Claire Smith’s Acme shows, sought to interrogate this idea 
and was focused upon women artists’ growing engagement with sculpture within this period of British 
art. Similarly to Smith’s non-prescriptive curatorial approach, Payne framed Sculpture by Women as a 
line of enquiry towards the idea of feminine aesthetics, rather than a didactic view of what women’s art 
was. Payne noted in the exhibition catalogue that a female perspective “was a positive issue for some 
of the artists in the exhibition” whereas for others it was “merely the broadest of contexts from which 
their work emanates” (Ikon 1983). At interview in 2019, she expanded that some of the artists, 
particularly Bennett who was actively engaged with the women’s movement, were more comfortable 
with the show’s premise, whereas others such as Parker were more questioning of the curatorial 
approach (Payne 2019). The exhibition, therefore, represented a range of critical positions and practices 
amongst the women artists who participated. 
Elona Bennett trained at Kingston-upon-Thames College of Art (1965-1969) and then spent a year on 
the Advanced Course in Sculpture at St Martin’s School of Art. The year before Sculpture by Women, she 
had also shown work in the all-female exhibition Women on Women at Battersea Arts Centre (Bennett 
2010). While at art college, Bennett had been making large steel constructions, in line with the style of 
New Generation sculpture (see fig. 5.1). However, she later realised that the “cool, formal concerns” of 
this type of practice were not adequate for expressing her own subjectivity or her ideas about feminism 
and femininity (Ikon 1983). Following this realisation, Bennett began working with wood, a process she 
described as “more personal and direct” (Ikon 1983). Whereas steel is fabricated, welded, and industrially 
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treated, requiring the professional tools and studio space to work with the material, Bennett’s smaller 
wooden carvings could be worked on by hand, directly carved into by the artist. In Hysteria, one of the 
works shown at Ikon (fig. 5.2), chisel marks have been left by the artist, demonstrating how the work 
was made. 
For Sculpture by Women, Bennett showed four figurative wooden carvings which had been made over 
a period of roughly eight years. She commented, “they have taken a long time to complete because of 
the nature of the activity and also because of the demands of domestic life” (Ikon 1983). These carvings 
of women’s heads were roughly to human scale and expressed psychological states and traits commonly 
associated with women, including hysteria and narcissism. Whereas Women’s Images of Men had, a few 
years prior, subverted the gaze and taken men through women’s eyes as its subject matter, Bennett’s 
works here clearly referenced the way men have defined and represented women - as hysterical and 
narcissistic.  
It is interesting to observe how Bennett’s work changed after she left art school and became a mother 
in the late 1970s - from abstract constructions in welded steel, a media associated with a prominent 
trend in sculpture of the 1960s and 1970s, to these smaller, figurative works that were hand-carved 
from wood, a tactile and organic material. In her catalogue statement, Bennett attributed this change 
of artistic direction to her post-university involvement with the women’s movement. Poignantly, she 
noted that her work had become “disengaged from the art world”, commenting “now I have more time 
to spend on my work, I feel that I am beginning to develop a language which is my own” (Ikon 1983). This 
demonstrates a shift from engagement with the public, professional art world to concerns that fitted in 
with the artist’s domestic and family life, as well as her involvement with feminism. Payne (2019) 
commented retrospectively that she remembered Bennet as “being absolutely firmly within an overtly 
feminist camp of work and life and politics”. She was also one of the founding members of the Women’s 
Workshop of the Artists’ Union (WWAU), a separatist women’s art group that was established in 1972 
(Parker 1973: 39). This overt feminism and women-centric approach were represented in the artist’s 
emotional and direct works, which highlighted the way women have been stereotyped and discussed 
within psychoanalysis. 
Sheila Clayton’s sculptural work for this exhibition also related to themes of domesticity and 
motherhood. Her work involved ordering and sorting elements of her personal life, balancing her 
domestic world with her position as an artist. Clayton’s catalogue statement emphasised that the 
creation of collections or “kits” of objects “underlines and embrace[s] my position as a female human 
being and [is] associated with the ritualised experiences of my past and present life” (Ikon 1983). For 
example, her 1982 work Make-up/Suppository Kit (fig. 5.3) was made of wax, wood, paper, string and 
silk and presented a collection of intimate objects – some lipsticks, some suppositories and some  
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Figure 5.1 – Example of Elona Bennett’s early sculptural work in steel, c.1965-1970 
Figure 5.2 – Elona Bennett, Hysteria, beech wood, 38 x 22.8 x 17.8 cms 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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whose purpose and value were difficult to determine. The resultant artwork reads like the contents of 
a woman’s bathroom cabinet or drawer, exposed for the world to see. Again, the work here was true to 
human scale, with the series of discreet objects presented on a pink wax tray which critic Robert Ayers 
(1983: 15) described as a “huge unappetising flan case”. The combination of Clayton’s materials 
presented a series of juxtapositions, from the luxury of silk, the everyday of wood, paper and string to 
the visceral, tactile qualities of the waxy base that these objects of feminine ritual and routine were 
presented upon. These were also materials that could be worked on by the artist directly, without much 
specialist equipment or the need for a large studio space.  
The link to second-wave feminism in Clayton’s work is clear. Many feminists felt it was difficult to 
consolidate a feminist identity with traditionally feminine behaviours, such as wearing make-up. 
Lipsticks are symbolic of the feminine rituals, routines and intimate bodily labours expected of women 
and a significant point of reference for societal beauty expectations of women under the male gaze. For 
example, as part of Judy Chicago and Miriam Schapiro’s influential 1972 feminist art project 
Womanhouse, an installation situated within a dilapidated mansion in Los Angeles, the artist Camille 
Grey created the work Lipstick Bathroom (fig 5.4). This bathroom was painted “lipstick red” with 200 
plastic lipsticks displayed alongside the figure of a woman who was painted in the same bright shade 
Figure 5.3 – Sheila Clayton, Make-up/Suppository Kit, 1982, wax, wood, paper, string and silk, 
10 x 61 x 61 cm  
 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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(Schapiro 1987: 30). American Professor of Art history Temma Balducci (2006: 19) commented that Grey’s 
“fiery lipstick red bathroom underscored women's sometimes-frantic attempts to meet societal 
expectations to be beautiful”. Though arguably less confrontational, Clayton’s work for Sculpture by 
Women suggested that women adopt this kit of cosmetic and intimate objects in order to be palatable 
to society.  
Janet Hedges’ work was concerned with the kind of repetition we have previously seen ascribed as a 
common trait to women’s art practices (Lippard 1973: 49). Her repeated forms, such as in Catalyst (fig. 
5.5) evolved from the artist’s interest in the mysteries of subatomic particles. Hedges commented that 
such work was “concerned with the expression of this physical unity and also attempts to make 
comparisons between these minute particles and human experience” (Ikon 1983). Larger in scale than 
the work of Bennett and Clayton, Hedges’ work involved the construction of a wooden framework to 
Figure 5.4 – Camille Grey, Lipstick Bathroom, installation artwork as part of Womanhouse, 1972  
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party 
Copyright. Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in the 
electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed at the 
Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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house her abstract, repeated elements. There is a clear relationship to the human body here, with the 
work standing at slightly above average human height. The repeated elements exist in a familial 
relationship with each other, while also meeting the viewer’s body at a similar scale.  
The embodied nature of sculpture as a medium encourages these kinds of encounters, with the viewer 
engaging with the work in a bodily way. As humans, we understand the objects of the three-dimensional 
world in connection to our own space and scale. Though sculpture had moved on from its preoccupation 
with figuration as a primary concern and subject matter, human ergonomics are still easily read within 
a medium that is so fundamentally bodily. The poet Susan Stewart described the human body as “a still 
centre, or constant measure, of our articulation of the miniature and the gigantic” (Stewart 1992: 102). 
In other words, we process and compare the scale of physical objects to our own physicality. Payne 
asserted at our 2019 interview that this was one area that she felt all the artists in the exhibition related 
to. She commented that each work was, to some extent, “informed by ‘being’ as it related to female 
Figure 5.5 – Janet Hedges, Catalyst, 1982, mixed media, 183 x 853.5 x 122 cms 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages 
where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The 




bodies”, recognising that the first-hand lived experience of female bodies generated certain ways of 
looking at, living in and experiencing the world (Payne 2019). She expanded that Sculpture by Women, as 
a dialogic exhibition, was in some ways “tentatively proposing a point of intersection between female, 
bodily experience and gendered, feminine articulation of it” (Payne 2019). 
 Though Hedges’ work stood at about six-foot-tall, the viewer could observe how it broke down into 
separate elements, as well as how the wooden frames were hinged and could thus easily be flattened 
and packed away. This is consistent with Payne’s recognition, within the exhibition catalogue, of a 
common concern within women’s sculpture for works that could be broken down, taking up less 
permanent space (Ikon 1983). Most of the artists in this exhibition were young women, who had left art 
school in the few years prior and were working in what Payne (2019) retrospectively termed a 
“provisional” way. This provisionality is evident in Hedges’ easily collapsible forms which could be stored 
and transported more easily than a work of traditionally monumental sculpture. Rather than its prior 
permanence and site-specificity, sculpture in the expanded field had become moveable and, for the 
most part, homeless – as it must travel between the artist’s home or studio and exhibition locations. 
Speaking in 2019 Payne commented on how this kind of work with materials is aligned with craft-based 
activity, which is traditionally associated with the feminine. 
Cornelia Parker also showed work as part of Sculpture by Women, having built a relationship with 
Antonia Payne shortly after finishing her MFA at Reading University. Payne (2019) recalled that Parker 
approached her about coming to view her postgraduate work and that she subsequently became very 
interested in her art, leading to ongoing collaborations between the two. Despite Parker’s ambivalence 
about the exhibition concept “right from the start”, it was the relationship between this young  artist 
and young curator that convinced her to have her work included in the exhibition, with Payne noting 
that “it was testament to Connie’s generosity and open-mindedness that she was willing to give it a go” 
(Payne 2019). Parker would later show her installation work Thirty Pieces of Silver at Ikon and has since 
become established as an important British installation artist, achieving widespread recognition for this 
area of her practice. Payne has commented retrospectively that these exhibition opportunities at Ikon 
were important milestones in the artist’s early career (Racz 2020: 189). 
Despite Parker’s resistance to her work being framed as part of a category of ‘women’s art’, the four 
sculptures she showed were well aligned with other emerging themes and concerns within this 
exhibition. The works, created between 1982 and 1983, spoke of domestic objects and spaces and our 
human connection to them, adopting forms that she described as “pylons, cages, flags and fans, 
trapezes and chandeliers, petrified objects and architectural detail” (Ikon 1983). Such familiar, everyday 
forms could prompt memory and nostalgia within viewers, speaking to lived human experiences of 
interacting with these objects. As with Ilona Bennett’s sculptures, there are psychological undertones 
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to the pieces Parker presented, related to the influential psychoanalysis Sigmund Freud’s idea of the 
uncanny – familiar objects made strange. Works such as Clothed with Verdure (fig. 5.6) presented 
viewers with an object recognisable in its scale and shape but whose purpose was difficult to determine. 
The lush green object of the work’s title appears to be capable of folding in on itself, reminiscent of a 
large fan or a room divider. Presented on a plaster plinth it is given resonance as a sculptural object, 
though its materials are anti-canonical and anti-monumental. Parker’s materials included plaster, 
sheeting, wood and wire and, in one work, bandages. These material choices, similarly to Alison 
Wilding’s practice, set up dualities and tension in the work which is at once solid and soft, sturdy and 
fragile.  
Similarly to other artists in the exhibition, Parker’s works were informed by their relationship to (female) 
bodies and their experiences of the world. For her catalogue statement, she commented that she 
wanted these works to “convey and extend, in tangible form, transitory experiences, to capture the 
Figure 5.6 – Cornelia Parker, Clothed with Verdure, 1982, plaster, sheeting and wood, 152.4 x 
137 x 91.4 cms 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. 
Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic 




emotion of a moment or evoke a feeling of déjà vu” (Ikon 1983). In a 2004 interview with Lisa Tickner, 
Parker reflected on the complicated relationship between her gender and her work, commenting that 
she thinks artworks are “physical manifestations of thought processes and I do feel women think 
differently” (Perry 2004: 50). This statement is well-aligned with Payne’s view of the exhibition as an 
insight into the feminine articulation of female bodily experience.  
Finally, Lois Williams presented five works: Chair (1975) made of wood, hessian and scrim, Ladder (1981) 
made of hessian and scrim, Sea of Thousand Creases (1981), Gibbet (1983) and Nine Crumpled Seas 
(1981) (fig. 5.7) - the last three all made of newspaper and string. Each of her chosen materials was 
cheap, readily available and linked to domesticity and the home. On her material choices, Williams 
stated: “I have to have a natural feeling for the material. It has to be a material I can manipulate and 
change” (Mitchell and University Gallery Leeds 1992: 23). In her catalogue statement, she emphasised, “the 
materials I use are all-important. The coarse cloth of the hessian works conjures up images of loose 
garments, warm coats, hidden objects and stuffy, dusty, atmospheres. As an overcovering, it is unkempt 
and unpolished, a material which is easily accessible in the rural environment where I have, for the most 
part, lived” (Ikon 1983). This preoccupation with clothing and human environments again links Williams’ 
work with the articulation of bodily experiences, a central concern for this exhibition. 
Williams often used materials and imagery related to sewing, weaving and making garments, as well as 
other forms of craft. Independent curator and writer Michael Tooby argued that while Williams’s 
sculptures imply female work, they are created through techniques “which are more overtly subversive, 
using ideas of tearing, unravelling, and melting, the chaotic aftermath of the claiming of female 
processes" (Tooby 1995: 23). When asked about this at interview, Williams agreed with Tooby’s 
sentiments, commenting that she never learned to weave “properly” but instead discovered her own 
ways of working with materials “to convey a sense of presence, an idea, a fear, a response to 
something…” (Williams 2020). This hands-on, haptic approach was an important element of Williams’ 
practice, allowing her to directly manipulate her materials in order to convey her desired emotions. 
Williams further commented:  
I was brought up in a home where you used your hands a lot: making things, painting, 
repairing, darning, manipulating and exploring raw materials. I was always surrounded 
by lots of objects and 'stuff'. My grandmother had extraordinary needlework skills and 
a very delicate touch: everything was hand sewn, no machine, tiny stitches, drawn 
thread, no colour. She also liked unravelling things.  Looking back my use and choice of 
materials are obviously informed by those experiences and processes (Williams 2020). 
 
These early experiences of making and craft had an important impact on Williams art practice, which 
can be linked to ideas of domestic craft and the home-made. Her soft materials were torn, pulled, 
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unravelled, reconstructed, draped and wrapped in ways that subverted ideas of dainty and elegant 
feminine craft work. 
Discussing the materials and processes of her early works at interview, Williams told me that following 
her time at art college, where her work had been more engaged with painting than with sculpture, she 
put forward a proposal for a 1980 exhibition to make a carpet out of newspaper. Reflecting on this, she 
commented that this was a “pivotal” time for her practice, expanding that “I was used to making lots of 
smallish things, sometimes using colour in a mishmash of materials, a hangover from my student days,  
but now I was committed to making a large single object which in reality I had no idea what the outcome 
would look like” (Williams 2020). The carpet works, Sea of a Thousand Creases and Nine Crumpled Seas 
were made by preparing strips of newspaper and weaving them together. Williams kneeled on these 
works while making them, commenting that “that closeness to the material had given it a particular 
quality” (Williams 2020). Indeed, the artist’s close physical engagement with the work, as well as the 
labour-intensive processes of its construction, leave behind a bodily trace in this familiar yet strange 
form of a carpet made of newspaper. Stripped of its functionality, such work has, instead, its focus in 
materiality. 
Figure 5.7 – Lois Williams, Nine Crumpled Seas, 1981, newspaper and string, 10.2 x 198.1 x 178 cms 
 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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Following Sculpture by Women, Williams participated in several other all-female exhibitions, including 
Pandora’s Box at Arnolfini, Bristol (1984), Off the Shelf at Rochdale Art Gallery (1986), the touring 
exhibition Along the Lines of Resistance: An Exhibition of Contemporary Feminist Art (1988-9) and On 
the Brink? Women Sculptors in Yorkshire at Leeds University Art Gallery (1992).  She has commented 
that these exhibition opportunities were “a most wonderful experience because suddenly I met other 
women artists. I had been working on my own for a long time, with the material and these ideas, and 
suddenly I became aware of what I was doing and that my work did relate to other women”  (Mitchell 
and University Gallery Leeds 1992: 24). As with the range of all-female exhibitions explored throughout this 
thesis so far, each of these shows had its own character and themes beyond merely a presentation of 
women’s artwork. For example, Along the Lines of Resistance, a touring exhibition co-curated by Sutapa 
Biswas, Clare Slattery and Sarah Jane Edge (Biswas et al. 2011: 45) was more socio-politically focused, 
centring the idea of women’s art as a feminist tool for resistance. Meanwhile, On the Brink? was 
dedicated to the work of four sculptors (Catherine Acons, Lorna Green, Joanna Mowbray and Lois 
Williams), highlighting that each artist’s work was “distinct and different” and taking the exhibition as 
an opportunity to consider “issues which have been raised by art theorists and art historians about the 
practice of women as sculptors” (Mitchell and University Gallery Leeds 1992). At interview, Williams noted 
that having work in these shows grew her awareness of “the diverse practices and strategies that were 
going on at the time”, as well as how her art practice fitted into larger narratives (Williams 2020).  
Payne stated in the catalogue for Sculpture by Women that the femininity of the selected artists was 
“clearly apparent” within their work, specifically citing subject matter, relationship to personal 
experience and material choices and treatments as areas that demonstrated this (Ikon 1983). Her 
catalogue essay did, however, also highlight that not all the artists agreed with this reading of their work. 
At our 2019 interview, Payne noted how carefully couched this essay was, as she knew that the 
exhibition was a provocative move that could be misinterpreted by critics. She commented that “it was 
risky because its framing proposition carried the danger of essentialising the work” (Payne 2019), 
something she actively aimed to avoid doing. As has been demonstrated in the preceding chapters, it 
was somewhat of a provocative statement to mount exhibitions of exclusively women’s work and 
promote the idea of a feminine sensibility at this time, due to the number of art critics who were 
generally unsympathetic to women’s practices. This lack of sympathy was often more than merely an 
aesthetic judgement, but instead, a resistance to any divergence from art history’s hegemonically male 
canons. As Payne (2019) described it: “exhibitions’ – and art’s – increasingly riotous assertion of 
difference was inherently threatening to those with vested interests in the status quo; it was starting to 
destabilise the very idea of mainstream.” As such, most exhibitions of women’s art were highly 
scrutinised, frequently generating negative press reviews. 
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In his review of Sculpture by Women for Art Monthly, Robert Ayers (1983: 15) recognised the difficulties 
and divisiveness of curating an exhibition on this premise, beginning with the line “it’s still a bit 
contentious isn’t it, women making art? Still a subject where you’ve got to tread a bit carefully.” His 
review made clear his dissatisfaction with Payne’s evaluation of the feminine qualities of these artists’ 
materials. Ayers (1983: 15) questioned whether the presumed femininity of these soft and malleable 
materials was to do with their relationship to the traits of the female body or their connection to 
domesticity and home-making, suggesting that either was an inadequate view of sculpture made by 
women. Patriarchal society and the separate spheres ideology have been structured in such a way that 
purposefully emphasises these qualities of softness and malleability (of body and thought) as specifically 
feminine traits. The language surrounding women’s art has also commonly emphasised such traits of 
softness. It, therefore, seems highly nuanced that women artists, in an exhibition celebrating their 
contribution to the medium of sculpture, should engage with the materials and processes that have 
historically been used to both define and discredit their sex, thus reclaiming them for their own agenda. 
Taking that which has historically constrained women and utilising it as a starting point for creating 
artworks was a subversive act adopted by many women during this period.  However, Ayers (1983: 15) 
disagreed with such an approach, commenting that the artists in Sculpture by Women seemed to “rather 
meekly accept things that are supposed to be true of woman, rather than to engage with assumptions, 
or to question them”.  
Ann Cullin’s review of this exhibition for Artscribe was also critical, stating that: “after Sculpture by 
Women I despaired over the state of feminist art in Britain. It was becoming too pretty: reclaiming the 
feminine as positive has been going on too long” (Cullin 1983: 65). The idea that artworks by women 
should not be feminine or pretty is a complicated one, it is however deeply revealing about the state of 
the British art world during this period, to see a female reviewer express such disdain for the idea of 
reclaiming femininity as a positive trait. Cullin did herself refer to this, commenting that, in the past it 
was felt that female critics had to support female artists “purely because they were women trying  to 
achieve recognition in a male-dominated art world”, whereas, at the time of writing in 1983, she now 
felt that this was neither helpful nor necessary due to the increase in the number of exhibitions by 
women (Cullin 1983: 64). 
Cullin’s review also covered Power Plays, a touring exhibition of the work of Sue Coe, Jacqueline 
Morreau and Marisa Rueda, happening at the same time as Sculpture by Women. Cullin commented 
that she was initially struck that “two all-women shows could be so different” however recognised that, 
on reflection, this is because “there are as many shades of art by women as there are by men” (Cullin 
1983: 64). While both shows were built upon the premise that all the artists were female, they adopted 
different curatorial strategies and exhibited work that was aesthetically varied, reflecting a range of 
women’s practices and critical positions.  
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The exhibitions of exclusively women’s artwork that began to appear in Britain in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s could look markedly different from each other, structured around varied themes, aesthetic 
concerns, or political positions. This should not come as a surprise given the vastly varied nature of 
exhibitions promoting solely men’s art in the same era, though these exhibitions did not centre the 
artists’ gender in the same way and thus were not open to the same essentialist readings that were 
often tied to women-centred exhibition programming. As Doris Guth (2016: 31) highlighted, exhibitions 
that exclusively presented men’s artwork have never been called “men’s exhibitions” or noted as special 
programs, “they were simply taken for granted as ‘normal’ art exhibitions”. In contrast, the emerging 
all-female exhibitions of this era were often treated by the press and public as novel, decentralised or 
as evidence of the differences between men and women’s art. 
For example, Claire Smith’s two-part exhibition Eight Artists at The Acme Gallery in 1980 and Antonia 
Payne’s Sculpture by Women at Ikon in 1983 were both organised specifically around a central thesis 
exploring women’s relationship with the expanded field of contemporary sculpture. Despite this 
common starting point, the shows were notably different, both aesthetically and conceptually. Smith’s 
exhibitions explored the blurred boundaries between painting and sculpture with a focus on the 
mediums and materials of art, while Payne’s show emphasised the embodied nature of sculpture, 
exploring how the artists’ experiences of inhabiting a female body shaped their sculptural work. While 
there were some crossovers in terms of materiality, the use of repetitive forms and the scale of the 
sculptures on display, each show had a distinct character and curatorial aim beyond simply a 
presentation of a homogenous collection of women’s art. What was highlighted by these two exhibitions 
was a series of traits in some women’s art, rather than a didactic or prescriptive view of what women’s 
art should look like. This demonstrates faults in the “feminine aesthetics” hypothesis that was central 
to debates at the time. 
Cullin’s review described Sculpture by Women as fundamentally a show about personal obsessions, 
explored from a female perspective (Cullin 1983: 64). Her criticism stemmed from the fact she found the 
work too “closed” and abstract to be useful, questioning “if you are a woman raising personal/political 
issues, isn’t it important that they should be readable, or at any rate that they provoke speculation?” 
(Cullin 1983: 64). For Cullin, Sheila Clayton’s arrangements and Janet Hedges’ structures, in particular, 
presented two bodies of work that were visually pleasing and mysterious but lacking in concrete ideas 
and accessible dialogue. She commented that Power Plays presented more accessible work, with clear 
meanings related to the women artist’s rage at patriarchal power structures (Cullin 1983: 65). Her 
comments further demonstrate that exhibitions devoted to women’s art practices could be largely 
dissimilar, lacking a common perspective or “feminine sensibility” and instead demonstrate the breadth 
and depth of women’s art practices. 
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A third review was published in the contemporary arts journal Aspects, written by Roberta McGrath. 
McGrath focussed on the perceived feminine differences in sculptural approach taken by the five artists 
in Sculpture by Women, noting that there was little in the exhibition that could be considered heavy, 
solid or immovable, “and on the single occasion when this does occur it has a specifically male 
reference” (McGrath 1983-4). She also highlighted the women’s shared tendency to combine materials, 
deeming this a “pluralistic approach in opposition to male homogeneity” (McGrath 1983-4). Rather than 
solid works in marble, bronze or even welded steel, the female artists presented work that crossed 
various media and utilised a range of new materials within sculpture’s expanded field. McGrath further 
commented on the common use of natural materials such as cloth, wood, paper, and wax, all of which 
she suggested implied a certain warmth (McGrath 1983-4). Unlike the review by Ayers, McGrath 
recognised the positive critical strategy used by many of the women artists, who embraced historical 
gendered stereotypes surrounding craft work, softness, and fragility, turning these round “to their 
advantage” (McGrath 1983-4). Overall, McGrath’s review is rather more sympathetic towards the kind of 
(predominantly) abstract sculpture, rooted in materiality, that was presented within this exhibition. 
Ayers, Cullin and McGrath’s reviews all made a point that Lois Williams’ work in this exhibition was 
reminiscent of Eva Hesse’s. This may have been because at this time there were so few female sculptors 
of prominence to compare their contemporaries to. Payne (2019) herself has commented that there was 
a new tradition of sculpture coming out of Hesse’s influence, citing the Whitechapel exhibition as a 
major influence on younger generations of women students at British art schools. Williams’ work was 
thus made understandable by relating it to that of an accepted female figure from art history who 
remained in popular consciousness through recent British exhibitions. Ayers (1983:15) subsequently 
used this comparison against Williams by stating that it was “not really a very good thing in sculpture, is 
it, to parade its influences so obviously?”.  At interview, Williams told me that at the time of the 
exhibition she knew of Hesse, having read Lucy Lippard’s monograph, but had never seen her work. She 
further commented: 
What I found revealing was her [Hesse’s] realisation that work did not have to last 
forever. It would and could be allowed to alter with age, yellowing, even disintegrating, 
and that was OK. It did not have to be preserved or conserved. In her latex pieces she 
was using the material in her own way, at odds with the recommendations of the 
manufacturer. She used multiple forms, she hung things, she used grids, her work was 




In Chair (fig. 5.8), Williams manipulated her materials to create the appearance of hair, 
anthropomorphising the everyday form of a household chair into a living animal or beast. The matted 
strands cover this familiar object, from which the seat has been removed, thus rendering it without 
purpose and creating a witty and uncanny final form. Cullin (1983: 65) wrote that Williams’ “large Eva 
Hesse-like hessian pieces were statuesque: statuesque rather than monumental for they seemed to 
allude to figures”. Certainly, Chair speaks of the shapes of the human body and the spaces it occupies. 
The comparison to Hesse was not without merit; Williams similarly employed witty, bodily and uncanny 
forms and experimented with materials that would age and decay. Her “statuesque” work, could  also 
be recognised as coming out of the post-Hesse “new monumentalism”, described by critics such as 
Benjamin Eastham (2013: 59). However, Williams also used her materials to purposefully create 
narratives directly referencing the home and domesticity, in a way that Hesse did not. During our 
Figure 5.8 - Lois Williams, Chair, 1975, wood, hessian, scrim, 94 x 86.4 x 86.4 cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages 
where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The 




interview, Williams cited further influences on her practice of this period, including Liz Magor and Agnes 
Martin (Williams 2020).  
An examination of the five artists’ work for this exhibition demonstrates that while there were some 
observable thematic and conceptual crossovers, there was seemingly little in the way of a homogenous 
feminine aesthetic on display. Instead, five young and emerging female artists presented a range of 
current work, much of it in a diversity of mixed media and utilising a variety of sculptural processes, 
from carving to building to sewing. When discussing this at interview, Payne agreed that the 
commonalities within the sculptural practice of these artists were subtle and not necessarily manifested 
in the sculpture’s physical appearance. She noted that there were interesting coincidences amongst the 
artist group, such as two of them (Williams and Parker) having lived on a farm and the impact of that 
experience on the visceral nature of their physical materials (Payne 2019). While having a curatorial 
interest in these crosscurrents of artistic practice, Payne recognised that the artists and their works 
were in many ways diverse, concluding that: 
The exhibition was trying to say this is one way of looking at these artists’ work, it is not 
every way of looking at it; this is one lens through which it might fruitfully be considered, 
but it is not the only lens. I suppose the aspiration was to propose a premise for 
considering the artists and their work in dialogue, at a particular moment in time and 
place – a premise that was provisional (Payne 2020). 
 
Payne’s aim within Sculpture by Women, similarly to Claire Smith’s curatorial approach with Eight Artists, 
was to highlight women who were not working in an overtly feminist or politically motivated way, but 
whose work involved certain making processes, perspectives and sensibilities that were in some way 
“different” from mainstream art practices of this era (Racz 2020: 191). There was an emphasis on 
provisionality, craft and female bodily experiences that connected the work on display. The exhibition 
also recognised the under-representation of women within gallery programming and art writing, 
seeking to address this ongoing issue of marginalisation. In that respect, it forms part of a wider 
curatorial narrative of this period, which saw a surge in women-centred exhibition practices. 
 
iii) Women artists and the gendered prefix 
Not all the artists in Sculpture by Women agreed with Payne’s assertion that femininity and womanhood 
were a primary concern of their work. Cornelia Parker was vocal about this, explaining that any 
femininity or feminine sensibility within her work was not something she wanted to consciously mine. 
She went on to say that doing so “narrows the way people look at the work and I'd rather the work be 
as open to interpretation as possible” (Perry 2004: 48). That Parker should agree to her work being 
presented in the gender specific context of Sculpture by Women, despite her reservations about this 
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curatorial strategy, demonstrated her trust in Payne and the strong relationship built between the 
show’s curator and its artists. I questioned Payne on this during our 2019 interview and she expanded 
that:  
I did share my thinking with all of the artists in a lot of detail as the show developed. I 
remember all of them as being very supportive of the project and of each other’s 
practices while also recognising their really quite diverse positions and approaches, as 
well as their relative degrees of ambivalence towards the framing contexts that the 
exhibition set up (Payne 2019). 
 
It is these degrees of ambivalence towards the idea of a distinctly women’s art or that of a woman artist 
that I shall address in this section. Parker is a particularly interesting and complex example of the 
relationship between an artist’s gender and their work. When discussing her sculptural education during 
the BA course at Wolverhampton Polytechnic in the late 1970s, Parker stated that “the sculpture 
department at the time was a male domain, dominated by works in heavy metal. Everything I made, 
however, ended up being ephemeral, as I tried to capture the nature of the abstract space around things 
rather than the thing itself" (Blazwick et al. 2014: 17). She noted that it “wasn’t the norm” for women to 
make sculpture at the time and in this art school environment that she described as being “pretty 
macho” (Perry 2004: 48). Parker’s resulting sculptural experiments from the late 1970s onwards were 
playful and focused on material properties and possibilities, including lightness and ephemerality.  
For example, her work Thirty Pieces of Silver (fig. 5.9), which was shown as an installation at Ikon in 1988, 
involved suspending flattened silver household objects from copper wire in the gallery space. Lisa 
Tickner described this work, from a distance, as looking like “just a series of silvery marks in the air” 
(Perry 2004: 53). The space around, above and below the installation is just as important as the suspended 
silverware itself, emphasising the relative lightness, ephemerality, and insignificance of these objects, 
most of which were inexpensive silver plate rather than cherished heirlooms (Perry 2004: 53). Parker 
described her suspended sculptural works as “like drawings in space” (Mey 2001: 16), the same 
terminology that was used to describe Shelagh Cluett’s similarly light and airborne metal sculptures 
(Finsen 1980). In an interview with fine art researcher Kerstin Mey, Parker expanded that “the heavy 
lumpen monumental sculpture on the pedestal I’m least interested in. I’m actually looking for its 
antithesis, looking for something that was the opposite of its weighty character and earthboundedness 
[sic]” (Mey 2001: 17). Similarly to much of the work presented in Sculpture by Women, Thirty Pieces of 
Silver could also easily be disassembled and packed away outside of its display, existing in a state of non-
permanence. Such experimental sculptural and installation works could be perceived as a reaction 
against the heaviness and male-ness Parker witnessed during her studies, evidence of a decidedly more 




When questioned about the male artists she has cited as influences such as Yves Klein, Bruce Nauman 
and James Turrell, Parker stated:  
Men like these might have a really feminine sensibility [...] I was just intuitively drawn 
to these people because they were making things that were vaporous and not earth-
bound, and that's to do with sensibility. I was trying to capture that. If I could have made 
things out of steam or gauze, I would have" (Perry 2004: 50). 
 
 It is interesting that Parker should note the “feminine sensibility” of these male sculptors, ascribing 
gendered resonance to sculptural forms that are non-permanent and non-fixed in space. At the same 
time, despite her work displaying similar signifiers, Parker adamantly resisted such feminine associations 
to her own practice as a female artist. In her 2004 interview with Tickner, Parker explicitly expressed 
her desire to be known as a “person making art”, rather than a “woman artist”, adding that she wanted 
to be part of the mainstream and had always ignored her own womanhood (Perry 2004: 48). This 
approach implies that to recognise her gender as central to her art practice, or any feminine traits it 
may contain, would be to put the artist at a disadvantage, separating her from the mainstream she 
wished to belong to. 
Figure 5.9 - Cornelia Parker, Thirty Pieces of Silver, 1988-89, silver and copper wire, 
dimensions variable.  
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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The term “woman artist” has a long and intricate history. As a descriptor, it followed in the footsteps of 
the early twentieth-century idea of the “lady painter” – a term used to describe middle-class ladies of 
leisure who undertook painting as an amateur, genteel pastime, as endorsed by nineteenth-century 
etiquette guides (Phaidon 2019: 9). In Alexandra Kokoli’s 2015 essay ‘The ‘Woman Artist’ as Curatorial 
Effect’ she identified that, historically, this separate category of women’s art has involved “the casting 
of women artists as homebound amateurs, the conflation of their artistic merit with their personal 
attractiveness and their perception as creative exceptions to the procreative inclinations of their 
gender” (Kokoli 2015: 191). We have seen these techniques for the dismissal of women’s art used 
throughout art criticism of the late 1970s and 1980s. For example, a review of the 1978 Hayward Annual 
which described Sandra Blow as a “pretty East London Lass” (Unknown Author: c.1978), conflating the 
success of her artwork with her attractiveness.  Such a separatist approach to categorising art on the 
basis of gender also affirms men’s position as the central producers of art, with women’s art as a 
marginal sub-category, considered unprofessional and unimportant by comparison and existing outside 
of the mainstream which Parker expressed her wish to belong to. 
In the introduction to art historian Anne Middleton Wagner’s 1996 book Three Artists (Three Women), 
a study of Eva Hesse, Lee Krasner and Georgia O’Keefe, Wagner discussed the usefulness of the term 
“woman artist” at some length. She commented that to identify an artist under this term has never been 
“merely a parenthetical remark” and is instead a purposeful qualification, often used with “irritating 
results” for the artists themselves (Wagner 1998: 2). As testament to this irritation, O’Keeffe had refused 
to lend a painting to the 1976 exhibition Women Artists 1550-1950 and is said to have commented that 
she didn’t want to be known as a great woman artist but as a “great artist, period” (Phaidon 2019: 12). 
Similarly, Hesse famously responded to her inclusion in Cindy Nemser’s 1970 article ‘Forum: Women 
Artists’ that "excellence has no sex" and "the way to beat discrimination is by art” (Nemser 2007: 27). 
However, Wagner (1998: 2) purposefully centred the three artists’ shared gender within her book’s title 
to highlight that “being a woman, for these artists, has been the condition of artistic identity, bracketing 
and modifying it in ways that were and continue to be inescapable”. This coupling of gendered and 
professional identity is something that persisted throughout twentieth-century art criticism and 
research. 
Indeed, in my own research and its presentation within this thesis, I have faced conflictions around the 
terminology “woman artist”. Writing in 2020, such language seems to further marginalise the artistic 
contributions of women, marking them as distinct and different from their male colleagues.82 However, 
within the period of study, I have demonstrated that such marginalisation based on gender did exist. As 
 
82 Further, it is important to recognise that gender identity is now understood as a more complex spectrum than 
merely male and female, though such issues were not as commonly recognised in the 1970s and 1980s. 
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such, when reflecting on this era it is important to recognise that it was women artists that faced 
institutional obstacles, rather than men. Reflecting on the all-female exhibitions that were curated in 
order to address and correct such marginalisation in Britain in the 1970s and 1980s, it has additionally 
been important to recognise gender as a central issue to much of the artists’ work, and the basis for 
much of its critical reception too. As such, I have used the term “woman artist” throughout this thesis, 
reflecting its central concerns and methodological framework.  
Kokoli highlighted that the term “woman artist” was, and remains, a useful category as women have 
struggled to achieve equal representation within gallery programming and mainstream critical 
discourse. She commented that this sub-category has, therefore, been a necessity, “because in social 
and cultural contexts gender matters, as in art, whether it is a claimed, avoided or imposed 
identification” (Kokoli 2015: 192). Wagner (1998: 27) agreed, stating that the idea of women’s art seems 
“best understood as an historically contingent act with different cultural weight and allure at different 
moments in time”. The formation, in the 1970s, of groups such as the Women’s Workshop of the Artist’s 
Union and the Women’s Arts Alliance, as well as the increasing number of women-only exhibitions, 
demonstrates that for some women artists of this era it was expedient to group together their practices 
in order to further their position within the British art world. Marsha Meskimmon (2003: 3) further 
highlighted the subtleties of the “woman artist” debate, commenting that: 
If we ask ‘what is a woman artist’ or ‘what is women’s art’, we fall back into the logic of 
objectification and marginality, but if we take the lead and enquire into how women’s 
art comes to articulate sexual difference in its material specificity and at its particular 
historical locus, the potential to generate new answers, ideas and concepts is endless. 
 
In the context of Sculpture by Women, the artists’ gender was centralised within the curatorial narrative 
precisely because this exhibition sought to recognise the contribution of women artists to the sculptural 
medium and open a dialogue about any commonalities within their practices. As Meskimmon 
articulated, the woman-centred nature of the show was a purposeful strategy to generate such 
dialogues and ideas.  
The danger of such an approach comes in the implication that all women artists produce work that is 
similar and thus easily categorised under these gendered terms. As Kokoli (2015: 189) noted, “the 
category of the ‘woman artist’ is always risky and open to misinterpretation and misuse, liable to 
reproduce the very gender biases that the work of women artists aims to challenge”. This was reflected 
in the critical reception of Sculpture by Women, with both Robert Ayers and Ann Cullin questioning the 
curatorial emphasis on gender, particularly on notions of the artists’ femininity.  Ayers’ review 
concluded that while gender may be a crucial issue for an artist, it is not so central for the audience. He 
wrote that “a sculptor can make it [issues of gender] interesting or tedious, can use it crudely or with 
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sophistication, but like any other subject matter it looks limp when it just sits there by itself, and if 
making sculpture turns into making a point, then it’s going to look spare and tacked on and peripheral” 
(Ayers 1983:15). 
Kokoli (2015: 191) further commented that such a categorisation of art along gender lines involves 
assumptions about the “feminine nature” and lived experiences of artists who are women, which some 
may feel uncomfortable with. As we have already seen, assumptions of femininity in women’s art has 
been a divisive area of art historical discourse since the 1970s, becoming largely dismissed as an 
approach in the twenty-first century. Writing in the late 1990s, Wagner (1998: 27) commented that such 
femininity in women’s art can be “assigned as well as claimed, avoided as well as celebrated […] or an 
individual’s relation to feminine gender may definitively escape her control”. The artists in Sculpture by 
Women represented a diversity of positions, with some more actively embracing the gendered readings 
of their work, while others largely ignored, avoided, or dismissed this as a framing device.  
During this era, there was an emergence of feminist literature regarding women’s position in the arts, 
much of which was being translated from other languages into English and disseminated in the West. 
Payne commented that “we were all to a greater or lesser extent informed by theory then. We were all 
reading the same things and were aware of the same writers”, citing French feminist theorists Luce 
Irigaray, Julia Kristeva and Hélène Cixous as particularly influential (Racz 2020: 191).  
Cixous’s pivotal essay, ‘The Laugh of the Medusa’, was originally written in French as ‘Le Rire de la 
Méduse’ in 1975 and was first translated into English by Paula and Keith Cohen in the following year.  
Within the opening lines, Cixous asserted that “woman must write her self: must write about women 
and bring women to writing […] Woman must put herself into the text – as into the world and into 
history – by her own movement (Cixous 1976: 875). The author advocated for a language and a way of 
writing which belonged exclusively to women, coining the term “écriture feminine” or “women’s 
writing”. While recognising that there is “no general woman, no one typical woman”, Cixous (1976: 876) 
also highlighted the shared personal history of women which connected them. It was her belief that 
women had different experiences to men and different perspectives to bring to their writing, or indeed 
to other art forms (Cixous 1976: 882). 
In Irigaray’s 1987 essay, ‘Writing as a Woman’, she took a similar stance in promoting a specifically 
women’s writing. She wrote, “I am a woman. I write with who I am. Why wouldn’t that be valid, unless 
out of contempt for the value of women or from a denial of a culture in which the sexual is a significant 
subjective and objective dimension?” (Robinson 2001: 44). Irigaray further commented that it is not 
necessary to separate one’s gender from their artistic output, questioning, “how could I on the one 
hand be a woman, and on the other, a writer? Only those who are still in a state of verbal automatism 
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or who mimic already existing meaning can maintain such a scission or split between she who is a 
woman and she who writes” (Robinson 2001: 44).  
While the writings and ideas coming out of French feminist theory were popular in Britain, they also 
relied on presumed essential differences between men and women that many were becoming critical 
of. Cixous’s essay in particular frequently related femininity to women’s bodies and sexualities in a way 
that risked gendered essentialism. Such theories also fed into ideas of intrinsic femininity, which was an 
uncomfortable area of theory for some women artists. Payne expanded that:  
There were some women making work who very much wanted to be part of all those 
debates [about feminine sensibilities and a distinctly women’s art] and some who 
thought of it as a trap. There was already a young generation of emerging women 
artists, with their faces resolutely turned to the future, who refused to be pigeonholed 
by issues of identity (Racz 2020: 192). 
 
The various positions of British women artists regarding the classification of their work along gendered 
lines further demonstrates the diverse practices and approaches to art in the 1970s and 1980s.  
Discussing Sculpture by Women retrospectively, Payne (2019) commented that “it was really intended 
to be quite provisional: it was just a group of by and large really very young artists and a young curator 
exploring some ideas of the moment and inviting active participation in that exploration by an 
audience”. This idea of provisionality and experimentation has been a common factor in much of the 
all-female exhibitions of this period, with women artists recognising that, due to their marginal position, 
they were free to work in more experimental ways, exploring the language of craft and new materials 
and forms outside of the mainstream of sculptural practices. In the next chapter I will consider women’s 
relationship with craft more thoroughly, exploring the historical relationship between women and 
textiles as well as how this relationship was subverted within two significant exhibitions which bookend 
this thesis’ period of focus - A Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife (1977, ICA, London) and The 
Subversive Stitch, Women and Textiles Today (1988, Cornerhouse, Manchester).  
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i) Reclaiming and Reframing Craft  
 
During the 1970s, second-wave feminism and the influence of the American Women’s Movement 
resulted in a heightened awareness of male hegemony in British Art. Women artists began to develop 
strategies to question and challenge these gendered biases and increase the visibility of women’s issues. 
This was evidenced through affirmative action such as the rise in all-female exhibitions, as discussed in 
the prior chapters, and the formation of both regional and national women’s art groups such as The 
Birmingham Women Artists’ Collective and MAKE, the organisation for women in the arts, which would 
go on to become the still active Women’s Art Library.  A central idea of second-wave feminism was that 
“the personal is political”, a slogan whose creation is often attributed to Carol Hanisch in her 1970 essay 
of the same name.83 Hanisch (2006: 5), argued that while radical feminist groups were once 
demonstrating “against having babies, for free love, against women who wore makeup, against 
housewives, for equality without recognition of biological difference”, the movement now needed to 
shift towards more flexible and inclusive feminism. In her contemporary explanation of the 1970 text, 
Hanisch (2006: 1) noted the historical belittlement of women and what were deemed their “personal 
problems”, such as wanting men to share in the housework and childcare responsibilities. These 
supposedly personal problems were deemed improper for political discussion.  
In the first chapter of Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique, a text first published in 1963 that would 
prove inspirational for the blossoming Women’s Movement of future generations, Friedan articulated 
what she called “the problem that has no name”. Friedan (1986: 17) recognised that in the 1950s and 
60s housewives lived in a state of denial about their internal dissatisfactions, ashamed to confess to 
each other that they did not find a mysterious sense of fulfilment from domestic chores such as waxing 
 
83 However, Hanisch has clarified in the twenty-first century that this title did not come from her directly, but 
rather from the editors Shulie Firestone and Anne Koedt who first published the text in Notes from the Second 
Year: Women’s Liberation in 1970 (Hanisch 2006: 1). 
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the kitchen floor. Once this un-named problem was exposed, it could be recognised as a shared 
experience. The move towards the politicisation of the personal was one that prioritised women’s lived 
experiences and took more of a pro-woman stance. By discussing these previously personal, private 
problems in a more public forum, it soon became apparent that such problems were common amongst 
women, a collective experience rather than something individual and shameful. This ideology was 
reflected in the arts, prompting many women artists to develop a more autobiographical narrative and 
intimate imagery to their work. For some, this meant a return to traditional domestic arts, such as 
weaving, knitting and embroidery, which are rife with typically feminine associations due to their 
domestic roots.  
As Rozsika Parker (2010: 4–5) explained in her influential text The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the 
Making of the Feminine: “when women embroider, it is seen not as art, but entirely as the expression 
of femininity. And, crucially, it is categorised as craft", as opposed to the “high arts” of painting or 
sculpture. Craft as an art term is somewhat difficult to define - indeed, all art objects are in some way 
“crafted” by their maker. In the context of this chapter, my understanding of craft is that it relates to 
the process of making as much as to the resultant product of making. Craft involves learned specialist 
skills, as well as an understanding and expertise related to its materials. The craftsperson will usually 
have developed their skill over time and with practice of the careful process necessary to create their 
objects. Glenn Adamson’s definition is perhaps helpful here; he noted that “craft only exists in motion. 
It is a way of doing things, not a classification of objects, institutions or people” (Adamson 2013: 4).  
Craft has typically been recognised within art history as lesser in the hierarchy of art practices, with the 
high arts of painting and sculpture enjoying a far more privileged status. This is linked to the domestic 
nature of craft objects which are commonly found in the home as both decorative and useful items, 
while more traditional high art objects are displayed in galleries, coded as special and sacred treasures. 
Rosemary Betterton (1996: 4) made a compelling comparison between women’s conversations being 
dismissed as “gossip” — due to their perceived focus on personal matters such as “children, partners, 
sex, food” — and artwork dealing with the domestic being deemed lesser within the hierarchy of artistic 
language due to its domestic nature. In their essay “Crafty women and the hierarchy of the arts”, Rozsika 
Parker and Griselda Pollock (1987: 50) noted that “arts that adorn people, homes or utensils are 
relegated to a lesser cultural sphere under such terms as ‘applied’, ‘decorative’ or ‘lesser’ arts.” These 
items’ role within the home is seen as intrinsically linked to their worth and status (or lack thereof). 
Feminism’s relationship with craft is thus a complex one; Some women rejected the tradition of craft, 
aiming to liberate women from domesticity, while others utilised craft as a medium for subversion, 
critique and political protest. 
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Traditionally, crafts have been linked to the home not only because of their function within domestic 
spaces but because of their use of materials commonly found in these spaces. Craft objects were 
commonly made using the materials to hand, with these materials determining both the processes of 
making and the form crafts took (Racz 2009: 15). Lois Williams’ work for Sculpture by Women highlighted 
the continued use of such everyday materials in works that blurred the boundaries between fine art and 
craft. When questioned about her material choices at interview, Williams (2020) commented that these 
were informed by her home environment, where she was brought up making and repairing things by 
hand. Describing her studio practice in a 1999 interview with fellow artist Iwan Bala, Williams 
commented that she worked “surrounded by things: wire which reminds me of hair, real hair and 
synthetic; horsehair, sheep’s wool, muslin, felt, rope, paper; all sorts really” (Bala 1999: 133). Such a range 
of materials, many of them soft and associated with craft, were far removed from the canon of 
sculpture. Williams’ work thus subverted traditions of sculpture as a solid, permanent art form, instead 
utilising the materials and processes of craft to create objects that were highly tactile and not easily 
categorised as either art or craft. 
Developments in higher education, as outlined in Chapter One, led to developments in craft practices 
and the smudging of boundaries between craft and fine art. As a result of the Coldstream Report and 
the introduction of the Dip.AD, craft subjects were now taught alongside ‘fine’ arts. Although this side-
lined specific workshop training for craft subjects, it also meant that students became aware of debates 
from across the artistic spectrum of arts and crafts (Racz 2009: 9), with some developing practices that 
combined techniques from contemporary arts and traditional crafts. Many women artists in the late 
1970s and early 1980s were able to create a personal visual language, rooted in the lived experiences 
of women, through a resurgence of traditional materials from craft and the domestic realm. More than 
just an aesthetic choice, these women mobilized craft as a “weapon of resistance” against traditional 
expectations of femininity (Jeffries 2016: 17), creating modernist artworks out of the same materials that 
had previously adorned their homes as conservative décor.  
 
ii) Domesticity Displayed - A Portrait of the Artist as Housewife 
 
The postal project Feministo began on a small scale in 1974 when Kate Walker and Sally Gollop, both 
artists and mothers of small children, began to exchange artworks through the post (Parker and Pollock 
1987: 2). Due to the constraints of the postal system — as well as their lives as stay at home mothers —
the works they exchanged were, by necessity, small in scale and frequently utilised available domestic 
objects and skills such as crochet, knitting and embroidery. The postal artworks expressed their personal 
experiences of — and responses to — their confinement to the home and childcare duties. For example, 
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one of the early works sent by Gollop was a miniature kitchen dresser, with shelves across the window 
like prison bars, cups obscuring the outside view and two hands and a brain hanging alongside the 
crockery, trapped inside (Parker 1977: 181).  
As well as a means of self-expression, the correspondence between these two women also provided 
relief from loneliness. In their dual position as artists and housewives, they faced both domestic isolation 
and exclusion from an art world primarily ordered around male hegemony. Feministo was thus a 
subversive strategy to push against this marginalisation of women artists as housewives. Over time more 
women became involved in the project, exchanging artworks as a larger group that spread out across 
the country. Su Richardson (1987: 39) attributed the transformation of the project, from a small-scale 
activity to more public feminist art practice, to the 1975 Women in Art History conference in London. 
Here, Walker made a frustrated exclamation to the audience: “look, aren’t there any housewives here 
who want to make some art, and who are fed up, with all this fine art business? Aren’t there any of you 
making things at home that you’d like to show each other?”. Richardson, along with many others, was 
moved to action by this. Consequently, what began as a private line of communication between friends, 
gradually grew and became more deeply politicised. Janis Jeffries noted that the use of domestic, 
personal and, often, textile-based craft processes and techniques “provided an unusually productive 
and critical space for a post-1960s generation of art school women graduates” (Jeffries 2016: 17). The 
politicisation of the personal was a means for these women to express their frustrations and 
marginalisation through domestic artwork, sharing it with each other to emphasise the collective lived 
experience of life as a housewife. 
Feministo participant Phil Goodall (1976: 37). wrote that the aims of this project were both to develop a 
visual language “that is accessible to women in that it corresponds with their own experiences” and to 
“break down our isolation”. This growing network of women used craft as a means of visual conversation 
with each other, as well as a tool to critique domesticity and the gendered division of labour.  
Conversations developed organically and in response to the artworks they received and the 
relationships they formed as a group. Richardson, for example, sent out a series of crocheted plants (fig. 
6.1), commenting that “my lack of green fingers and time to tend plants meant I’d be better off with 
artificial ones” (Richardson n.d). Her crafted botanical gifts included a blossoming African Violet as a 
Mother’s Day present to Kate Walker and a cactus, adorned with protruding metal pins, which she titled 
Crisseteus Prickum for “an often ‘stung’ friend” (Richardson n.d). Richardson’s plant works wittily 
subverted the genre of flower painting, which has historically been ascribed as an area of art practice 
most suitable to women and feminine expression.  Instead of the pretty, painstakingly detailed flower 
paintings that were popular in the nineteenth century, Richardson’s crafted plants were drooping, 
messy and, in the case of the cactus, spikey and confrontational. 
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The transference of ownership of these objects as they were sent as conversational gifts through the 
post makes them unlike traditional art media. Artist Monica Ross (1977: 24), writing for the one-off 
feminist zine MAMA! Women Artists Together, noted that “the interchange of work means that we 
encourage and support each other. We are fighting isolation, inventing our own woman art”. For 
centuries, women’s craft skills have been used in the creation of gifts – knitted bootees for a new baby 
being a classic example. Feministo drew upon this tradition of handmade gift exchange and the historical 
link between women and craft. Ross (1977: 24) commented that “skills are those traditionally ours; a 
portrait is knitted, not painted, a sculpture crocheted, not cast”. Roszika Parker (1977:  6) described the 
method of sending, receiving, and replying to these artworks as art practice becoming a “living process” 
and an ongoing dialogue between the women. Rather than entering high art spaces for a public 
audience, the small artworks were sent from one domestic environment to another, from one 
housewife to another. The project thus critiqued ideas of high and low art, as well as traditional notions 
of what art (or an artist) should be.   
Not every member of the group defined themselves as a feminist, similarly not all were artists; they did 
not even all know each other outside of the postal project. Participants also varied in age from their late 
teens to their eighties. Some were art school students; others were full-time housewives (Kokoli 
2004: 77). However, together they succeed in creating a coherent, inter-generational artistic language 
that discussed emergent feminist themes related to the domestic isolation and marginalisation of 
women that had become highlighted as a feminist issue following the publication of Betty Friedan’s text. 
Figure 6.1 - Su Richardson, Crochet Plants, c. 1975, wool, dimensions unknown.  
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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Writing for the women’s issue of Studio International in 1977, Parker commented that Feministo arose 
directly from women’s shared cultural history. She added that this project was: 
…the descendent of numerous structures which women have created since the 
Renaissance in the face of institutional discrimination. Excluded from workshops and 
academies, or allowed in only on a strict quota system, they started their own studios 
and exhibitions, developing autonomous ways of making, using and appreciating art 
(Parker 1977: 181). 
 
Her comments demonstrate that this exhibition is part of a larger curatorial history, which evolved due 
to the ongoing discrimination and marginalisation of women and their art practices which has been 
observed throughout art history. It presented an alternate context for women’s artwork to be viewed 
and discussed within, away from the cultural frameworks that were dominated by male artists. 
Parker (1977: 6) additionally noted the recurring imagery that characterised the group’s responses to 
their traditional roles as mothers and housewives, including “butterflies impaled or escaping, masks 
reflecting the shifts of identity daily demanded of women, windows simultaneously forming prison bars 
and frames for domestic dreams”.  These poignant visual metaphors were not pre-defined in the project 
brief but occurred (and re-occurred) naturally as an intuitive response to the women’s individual and 
collective experiences. Such a developing visual language may arguably demonstrate the presence of a 
common female perspective, aesthetic or strategic means of art production but is also rooted in the 
women’s collective response to their marginalised situation within society, a growing issue within 
feminist consciousness of this era. 
There was a rise of the minor genre known as “mail art” in the 1970s, resulting in curated outputs such 
as Robin Klassnik’s window displays at the ICA as part of their 1973 Summer Studio exhibition, 
showcasing the art objects he received in the post (Racz 2020: 51). Anthologies and exhibitions were 
necessary strategies to inform the public of the existence and achievements of mail art, which could 
otherwise remain invisible as a series of private artist-to-artist communications (Walker 2002: 40). 
Feministo thus led to a series of exhibitions in regional galleries in Manchester, Birmingham, Edinburgh, 
Liverpool, and Coventry throughout 1976 (Parker and Pollock 1987: 23). It was hoped that these public 
displays would encourage more women to respond to the imagery and create new works of postal art 
for the project.  
Monica Ross (1977: 26) described the first of these exhibitions, held at North West Arts in Manchester 
in May 1976, as a “difficult experience” for the group, who had never seen all of the approximately 300 
artworks in the same location before and who also felt intimidated by the white-cube style gallery space. 
She further commented that the gallery neglected to do any publicity for the show or to arrange an 
opening night for the exhibition until the night it closed and that the group, many of whom were 
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mothers, felt additionally insulted by the inclusion of a large notice declaring the exhibition 
“UNSUITABLE FOR CHILDREN” (Ross 1977: 26). Despite these obstacles, the regional exhibitions 
generated some positive interest from women and several reviews in the art press (Ross 1977: 26). Male 
visitors were generally less favourable in their response, with some in Birmingham commenting that 
they’d like to smash the exhibition content; Ross (1977: 26) reflected upon this that, “unsuspectingly 
they came looking for art and found women’s challenges to their attitudes to us, instead. After all the 
last place they expect to have to put up with “this sort of thing” is in the blessed male haven of an Art 
Gallery.” 
Phil Goodall (1976: 37) included the following series of instructions for interested female visitors to the 
exhibitions within her review of the Birmingham show for Spare Rib: 
1. Get excited at the idea of a postal visual communication event. 
2. Write to Phil Goodall, 14 Valentine Road, Kings Heath, Birmingham 14, who will send 
you a list of people already started into this. 
3. Pick a name. 
4. Make an image, knitted picture, spaghetti sculpture, embroidered poem, what you 
will. 
5. Pack it with a note, post it; please don't forget the stamp. 
6. Soon you'll get a reply in the form of another piece of work, which will be the start of 
your collection. 
 
The way that Goodall described the types of artworks the group created is interesting (“spaghetti 
sculpture” is a particularly charming visual reference). The small-scale works were commonly three-
dimensional and can be understood as tiny sculptures which challenged the canonical ideas of sculpture 
as fundamentally a permanent, solid, and heavy monument. This new form of sculpture could easily be 
sent in the post rather than remaining site-specific. It was also devoid of a plinth and made to express 
an ephemeral feeling or as a reply in a passing conversation, rather than built to last as a sacred 
memorial art object. All the art forms described here by Goodall can be easily collapsed, packaged up 
and folded away and thus do not take up much permanent space.  This links to Antonia Payne’s idea, 
presented through the Sculpture by Women exhibition in the previous chapter, that feminine sensibility 
in art is related to soft, malleable, and impermanent materials that counteract the implicit heavy 
maleness that is rooted in the sculptural canon.  
There was a lack of painting or other references to masculine “high art” within the postal project, with 
an emphasis instead on hand-crafted, stereotypically feminine, domestic processes such as crochet and 
embroidery. In an unpublished typewritten account of the Feministo project, Su Richardson, Monica 
Ross and Kate Walker (c.1978) commented that: “rather than do that perfect painting we were 
all going to do, someday, when we got time, we began to make art that came out of our lives”. Painting 
would require more of a time commitment, specialist equipment and a conventional studio space, 
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whereas the knitted pictures and spaghetti sculptures of Feministo could be crafted at home, in available 
pockets of time and using household detritus. Roszika Parker (2010: 208) wrote that: “because 
embroidery is an extremely popular hobby, and a skill taught in schools, it is considered by many to be 
a more accessible medium, reaching a wider audience, than painting”. As Feministo developed into a 
feminist strategy to oppose the established and male-centric privileged means of art production, this 
feminised and more accessible medium of embroidery made sense for the group. 
The initial exhibitions were followed by a larger show, Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife, held at 
London’s ICA, which brought the domestic art project into the high art space of a white cube gallery for 
just over a month in the summer of 1977. The title Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife is a parody of 
the 1916 James Joyce novel Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. While there was some figurative 
imagery within the exhibition, the meaning is more abstract – implying that the whole body of work 
together made up a portrait of a typical 1970s British housewife. At the ICA, the artists, who curated 
themselves, faced a challenge of how to translate the small, intimate, domestic objects made, sent and 
received by a marginal group into a display for the public, professional sphere. Walker articulated this 
problem as: “how to place effectively these expressions of domestic isolation and frustration - this anger 
against the prevailing male ‘artocracy’ within the white-walled neutral spaces intended for a very 
different kind of art” (Walker 1980: 34).  
Some participants in the original Feministo exchanges declined bringing their work to the gallery space 
- notably Sally Gollop, one of the founding members of the group, who thought of the postal project as 
strictly personal (Kokoli 2016: 107). The series of exhibitions, in particular the ICA show, brought to public 
attention works that had previously only been seen by their maker and one postal recipient. Placing 
these objects within a gallery context would fundamentally change their purpose and meaning. As 
stated previously, not all the women in the project thought of themselves as artists of their objects as 
artworks. However, in a post-Dada world, any object placed in a public, institutionalised artistic context 
can (and will) be viewed as a work of art. Parker (2010: 209) surmised that “placing the embroidered, 
knitted and crocheted work in an art gallery was intended to challenge the value-laden division between 
“home” and “work”, “art” and “craft”. […] The art gallery is maintained as a special space by what is kept 
outside of it. Feministo disrupted that structure”. 
The problem of translating the project to the white cube space was solved by constructing a house 
pastiche, dividing the space into a set of more intimate rooms (Walker 1980: 34). The artworks were then 
placed in a series of themed tableaux in direct response to these domestic environments. Walking 
through the exhibition was therefore like entering a familiar domestic space; even the entrance to the 
gallery was set up as a façade with a front door, windows, a washing line and milk bottles on the front 
step (fig. 6.3). The inclusion of an empty pram at the entrance to the exhibition may have been a witty 
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nod to the writer and critic Cyril Connolly’s infamous statement that “there is no more sombre enemy 
to good art than the pram in the hall” (Connolly 1961: 161). Such a comment implied that parenthood 
and childcare responsibilities could not align with the life of a successful artist. The pastiche layout was 
a conscious strategy by the artists-cum-curators who wanted to stay true to the domestic roots of the 
project. Richardson, Ross and Walker (c.1978) stated in their account of Feministo’s history that it was 
crucial to them that the gallery presentation “was sympathetic to the origins of the work” and also that 
“the work should not appear inaccessible or sacred, as art, once in galleries, often does”.   
Alexandra Kokoli (2012: 1) has drawn the comparison between A Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife 
and Judy Chicago and Miriam Schapiro’s pivotal 1972 Womanhouse installation in Los Angeles, stating 
that Feministo was “arguably a British equivalent to the famous large-scale collaborative installation and 
performance space”. While Womanhouse turned the domestic interior of a private Hollywood mansion 
Figure 6.2 A Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife, exhibition poster, 1977 
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into a space to house art installations, the Feministo group turned the conventional gallery space of the 
ICA into a subversive representation of a domestic environment. There was an aura of the uncanny to 
this synthetically domestic space. The familiar and homely scenes were made strange through the 
surreal imagery and dissident narrative of many of the works on display, which actively sought to 
challenge traditionally womanly domestic routines.  
Discussing the exhibition strategy at a conference almost forty years after the event, Kokoli  
(2014: 00:09:47), referring to Roszika Parker, commented that: “Feministo installations were subversive 
and transgressive on at least two counts – by unsettling the homeliness of home and disrupting the 
status of the gallery as a non-domestic special space, whose identity is maintained by what is kept 
outside it”. Parker (1977: 8) noted in her review for Spare Rib that by laying the space out this way, the 
group were trying to “create a new form of exhibition”, thus disrupting established institutionalised 
practices of the high art world. This new form of exhibition brought the private and domesticated world 
of women’s “personal problems” into the public, politicised space of the gallery.  
The artists pinned up letters that they sent to each other with the artworks, to provide contextual 
interpretation of the objects on display, the correspondence functioning like gallery labels for the 
exhibits. Each time the work from the postal project was installed as an exhibition, the artists would also 
create a collage of these letters and other correspondence minutiae on-site, which was displayed at the 
Figure 6.3 - Installation view of A Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife.  
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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opening of the exhibition like an introduction panel. Richardson, Ross and Walker (c.1978) noted that 
“this fascinated people and seemed to prepare them visually for looking at the work, which was often 
tiny”. 
Each of the constructed rooms at the ICA was filled with the small craft objects that had been sent and 
received through the postal project, amassing to a large collection of items. In Caroline Tisdall’s review 
of the exhibition for the Guardian, she described the mood this created as: “hundreds of tiny things 
make for a niggling feeling, tucked away in mock suburban dressing tables, pathetic plastic boudoirs, 
the ever-present kitchen” (Tisdall a. 1977). There was inherent claustrophobia to this exhibition 
presentation which would, for many women visitors, echo the realities of day-to-day life. Althea 
Greenan (1998: 6) commented that this exhibition broke “the taboo against flashing your dirty linen and 
exposing the raw edge of personal space as demarcated by domesticity, motherhood and patriarchal 
definitions of women’s sexuality.” The presentation of the uncanny domestic art objects produced by 
the Feministo group spilt honest and raw home truths about experiences of womanhood usually kept 
private and away from the public eye. Tisdall (a. 1977) commented that “the claustrophobia of it all is a 
shock for those who are not so trapped.” By bringing the anxiety of the confined space of the home into 
a more public arena, the group created a confrontation between these two worlds that were usually 
kept separate. The personal became political. 
The rooms created within the ICA’s domestic pastiche included traditional home settings such as a 
bedroom, living room and kitchen, but also a “memory room” furnished with nostalgic aged 
photographs, as well as a “rape room” which included works such as Kate Walker’s Rape Cup and Saucer. 
This piece, a clear homage to Meret Oppenheim’s surrealist Fur Cup and Saucer, was plastered with 
newspaper cuttings reporting upon incidents of sexual assault (Kokoli 2016: 114). Oppenheim’s original 
cup and saucer make for uncomfortable viewing due to the strangeness of its materials, with viewers 
experiencing a visceral reaction to the implication of bringing wet fur to their lips to drink from. Walker’s 
contemporary re-imagining is uncomfortable for different reasons – confronting the viewer with the 
unpleasant truth of sexual assault. The exhibition also included a wall of pornographic images from 
magazines, which Richardson, Ross and Walker (c.1978) would later describe as “a flesh collage”. Overall, 
the domesticated display was far from the cosy stereotype of an ideal home.  
The faux kitchen (fig. 6.4) was the site of a body of work which explored the relationship between 
women and food. Many of Su Richardson’s works were housed in the kitchen area, including her iconic 
Burnt Breakfast. For Richardson, her food works were an important tool for getting the message of 
domestic dissatisfaction across. She commented that: 
The whole point for me was to get across some sort of message and because I knew 
that the message wasn’t particularly nice always, I needed to make it humorous, 
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colourful, nice to look at so that people would come and look at it, before they’d see 
that it was burned, or that it had shit on it or a baby’s face in it (Kennedy 2018: 0:04:06). 
 
The cosy, familiar nature of crochet, as well as the bright colours that Richardson used, create an 
expectation that the work will be decorative and light-hearted. In fact, upon closer inspection, the 
viewer can see that Richardson used this medium to create works rooted in frustration and protest 
regarding women’s position within the home. 
Elsewhere in the kitchen, Cathy Nicholson’s Packed Meat in the Fridge (fig. 6.5) displayed women’s 
splayed bodies, devoid of heads, hands and feet, in various packaging containers within a wide-open 
fridge. These bodies are nude and bleeding, covered with cellophane as though they were juicy steaks 
awaiting later consumption by an unknown protagonist. The naked bodies are not sexual, but grotesque 
and unnerving. The comparison of a woman’s bodily form to a piece of meat does, however, have 
connotations of reducing a woman to her sexuality and sexual organs alone. To compare a woman’s 
body to a piece of food is to imply that it is something to be consumed and enjoyed. Tisdall (a. 1977) 
commented on the show as a whole that “food and sex, traditionally celebrated as poetic analogy, 
become something of a dull nightmare here”. Indeed, Nicholson’s work is a nightmarish presentation of 
women as both an edible and sexual commodity. 
Though craft was the chosen means for these women's self-expression, its revival as a material for art 
production was complicated for the women involved. Parker (1977: 6-7) surmised that while, on one 
hand, the use of craft validated these women’s traditional skills and emphasised the pleasure to be 
found in activities such as crocheting, on the other, it underlined how much time and energy women 
spent contributing to the home through these, often unacknowledged, domestic skills. Writing in 1987, 
Kate Walker noted that she remained sceptical about the revival of craft work because “for working-
class women nostalgia about it is bogus […] although we respect the skills passed on to us, they stink of 
poverty. […] In those days your work was used, trodden on, or worn right out, like you yourself” (Walker 
and Walker 1987: 27). While this association between women’s downtrodden role within the home and 
craft’s role in the world added a poignant context to the objects produced for Feministo, it also assigned 
them a status that was inherently lesser than high art objects. As Su Richardson commented 
retrospectively: “It was women’s tat or craft work, it wasn’t seen as art” (Kennedy 2018: 0:03:00).  
A small knitted panel made by Walker and displayed within the exhibition picked up on this theme of 
craft vs high art. Still hanging from its needles and displaying loose threads it declared a tongue-in-cheek 
apology for its existence: “not art, heart, homemade I’m afraid” (fig. 6.6). The central image of this 
woollen work is a curled-up foetus in the birthing position. The pastel shades of blue and pink selected 




Figure 6.5 - Cathy Nicholson, Packed Meat in the Fridge, c.1977, mixed media, dimensions unknown.  
Figure 6.4 - Installation view of A Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife.  
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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 garments made for newborns, typically made by female family members. The combination of the 
imagery, scale and message of this crafted object create a feeling of intense vulnerability. 
Upon my examination of the series of 35mm slides that make up the remaining visual evidence of the 
exhibition84, other recurring themes emerged in addition to the butterflies and windows Rozsika Parker 
previously identified. Fragmented doll heads and limbs can be found in several of the works, creating 
uncanny narratives of gore and dismemberment through objects which typically signify childhood, 
nurturing, play and the home. In Phil Goodall’s Dolly Bird (fig. 6.7) for example, the cold blank eyes of a 
decapitated doll’s head stare back at the viewer in a hostile and unnerving way. The doll’s head has 
been damaged at the chin and both eyes have been partially scratched out, implying a narrative of 
violence. The doll is typically a feminine childhood toy, here it is made strange and disturbing, subverting 
 
84 These slides are held at the Women’s Art Library at Goldsmiths University of London. 
Figure 6.6 - Kate Walker, Not Art, Heart, Homemade I’m Afraid, c.1975, knitted 
wool, dimensions unknown.  
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party 
Copyright. Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in 
the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed 
at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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its homely, domestic connotations. Althea Greenan (1998: 6) ruminated that these dolls’ faces continued 
the tradition of the collages of the German Dadaist Hannah Hoch, whose work received renewed 
attention in the late 1960s and early 1970s due to new feminist scholarship. Indeed, many of the 
Feministo participants created works with collaged, disparate elements that are comparable to Hoch’s 
iconic Dadaist photomontages. The broken-down dolls that featured throughout A Portrait of the Artist 
as a Housewife could also be read in relation to Allen Jones’ fetishist mannequins, central to feminist 
debates in art of this era.  
A picture of Goodall, taken in a photo booth, is nestled behind the disembodied doll’s head in Dolly Bird, 
partially obscured by it. Goodall is adhering to the rules of passport-style photography, staring blankly 
at the camera without expression, thus mirroring the lifeless doll head that dominates this 
confrontational artwork. Several of the Feministo artists used their own photobooth portraits within 
their artworks. This gave a more literal interpretation to the exhibition title A Portrait of the Artist as a 
Figure 6.7 - Phil Goodall, Dolly Bird, c. 1977, mixed media, dimensions unknown 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third 
Party Copyright. Pages where material has been removed are clearly 
marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis 
can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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Housewife and emphasised the autobiographical nature of much of the work. These portraits were also 
collaged together to create striking marketing materials for the exhibition (fig. 6.2). Interestingly, 
however, the works sent and received through the postal project were anonymous, and remained 
anonymous within the exhibition, without traditional interpretation labels to attribute them to their 
individual makers (Kennedy 2018: 0:02:36). Mirrors were also prominent throughout the exhibition, both 
in individual artworks and as part of an installation wall of mirrors, casting visitors’ reflections back at 
themselves and inserting them directly into the narrative of the home pastiche.  
Following the ICA show, the installation went on an international tour. Not all the works made it back 
to the UK after this, with several stolen, and others damaged in transit (Kokoli 2016: 108). Most of the 
material traces of the Feministo project now no longer exist except as personal mementoes in private 
collections; the artworks were made as a form of ephemeral communication, rather than permanent 
commodities. The exhibition was also not widely reported on in the mainstream media. As Monica Ross 
(2000: 6) surmised in her performance piece ‘History or Not’:  
for a short while we were infamous 
the London critics were mostly appalled 
and if anyone wrote about the show  
it ended up on the women’s’, not the art, pages 
the Daily Mail ridiculed us 
and one commentator thought our children should be taken into care 
 
 
This exhibition divided viewers, whose reactions ranged from very negative to very positive. Trisha 
McCabe (1979: 37) recalled a gendered difference in audience response, stating: “I was struck by the 
difference between the women who were looking at it, giggling quietly to ourselves, and the (male) 
reviewers who saw only bitterness, "humourless feminists".” 
Despite the heavy audience criticism and lack of popular media attention, A Portrait of the Artist as a 
Housewife set the scene for further subversive exhibitions of women’s feminist art-making practises and 
marked an important moment in second-wave feminism’s protest against gendered imbalances in the 
British art world. Glenn Adamson (2013: 150), in his discussion of this and other craft-rooted feminist 
activities of the 1970s, stated:  
By calling attention to the tasks of social maintenance that had long remained invisible 
to a patriarchal culture, feminists dramatized the singular difficulties of being a woman 
in the early 1970s, who was often a professional artist by choice but also something 
else (a mother, a housekeeper, a teacher) by necessity. 
 
Feministo and A Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife, like other feminist art interventions of the era, 
recognised the history of domestic craft and its link to the feminine. The group exposed the inherent 
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gender divisions along the line of art/craft and reclaimed typically low forms of art as a tool for powerful 
self-expression and socio-political critique. 
 
iii) Escaping the Knitting Circle - The Subversive Stitch, Women and Textiles Today 
 
The women’s movement of the 1970s and early 80s was the impetus behind Roszika Parker’s 1984 book 
The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine, which unpicked the long history of 
women’s relationship with textiles.85 Textiles had by this point become synonymous with second-wave 
feminism’s reclaiming of traditional feminine crafts. Within the foreword, Parker (2010: ix) commented 
that “the art of embroidery has been the means of educating women into the feminine ideal, and of 
proving that they have attained it, but it has also provided a weapon of resistance to the constraints of 
femininity”. The first chapter of her text is dedicated to defining and critiquing socially constructed 
femininity, the feminine ideal and feminine stereotypes, as well as exploring the inherent link between 
femininity, embroidery and craft in a wider sense. A significant contribution to emerging feminist art 
history, Parker’s text goes on to fully explore the relationship between embroidery and this feminine 
ideal, taking the reader on a journey through mediaeval church embroidery, the Renaissance, the Arts 
and Crafts movement, women’s suffrage, surrealism and beyond. She closely mapped the decline in the 
status of embroidery – from a high art form practiced by both men and women to a lowly, domestic, 
marginal and feminised practice.  
Parker (2010: 5) acknowledged that the nineteenth-century notion of femininity coincided historically 
with the emergence of a clearly defined separation of art and craft. Consequently, femininity has 
frequently been associated with craft, with both categories generally recognised as lesser to masculinity 
and high art. Griselda Pollock, a colleague of Parker’s as well as a vocal critic of the term “femininity”, 
gave the keynote speech at Goldsmiths University’s 2013 symposium The Subversive Stitch Revisited: A 
Politics of Cloth, in which she said: 
For Rosie [Parker], embroidery functioned as both a poetic space […] for its creators 
and a social instrument. The feminine is to be grasped therefore as both a form of self-
inscription, hence offering insights into the sexual difference of the feminine as a 
historically changing but also historically traceable level of experience [….], and as a 
socially projected ideal according to which girls and women must fashion their desires, 
ambitions and judge their worth. (Pollock 2013: 0:22:02) 
 
 
85 A second edition was published in 2010, to include the work of Louise Bourgeois and Tracy Emin as examples 
of more recent women artists working with embroidery and textiles. 
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In summary, Pollock claimed that the idea of the feminine has been socially constructed as a tool to 
separate women from men. She understood it as an opposing social category to the masculine norm - 
one which serves to belittle women’s aspirations. However, femininity can also be self-inscribed and 
weaponised as an act of resistance against patriarchal values. The recognition of embroidery and textiles 
as a signifier for women’s lived experiences and a tool for their self-expression was thus powerful 
ammunition for the Women’s Movement. The subversion of the feminine ideal – women using craft in 
purposefully provocative and revolutionary ways – therefore became an effective form of feminist 
protest.  
The Subversive Stitch had an immediate impact on those working in feminist art historical and curatorial 
practice in the 1980s. In her opening remarks at The Subversive Stitch Revisited, Jennifer Harris, Deputy 
Director at the Whitworth Art Gallery in Manchester, recalled reading The Subversive Stitch shortly after 
its publication, commenting: 
As a relatively young curator, it had a profound impact on my own practice. Most 
writing on embroidery history before Parker focused on questions of style and 
technique, or the source material for embroidery patterns. But The Subversive Stitch 
was polemical. It explored the social, cultural and economic contexts for embroidered 
objects and inquired into their meanings. It inspired me to review and reinterpret the 
way I displayed our collections and to see the exhibition as a site of contention – 
something that can engage in critical debates and explore research questions rather 
than simply reflect contemporary scholarship (Barnett and Harris 2014). 
 
Harris, along with Bev Bytheway and Pennina Barnett, subsequently curated two exhibitions titled The 
Subversive Stitch which opened concurrently in Manchester in 1988: a historical show with the subtitle 
Embroidery in Women’s Lives 1300-1900 held at the Whitworth Art Gallery, and a contemporary 
accompaniment called Women and Textiles Today, held at Cornerhouse Gallery.86 Though these 
exhibitions shared the title of Parker’s book, they were not intended to be a literal translation of her 
text. Instead, the complementary shows explored ideas and issues raised by Parker (Barnett 1995: 77). 
Barnett (2020) commented retrospectively at interview that the exhibitions took Parker’s book as a 
starting point, “so they were explicitly about unpicking the historical connections between textiles, 
women and stereotypical ideas about femininity - and, in the Cornerhouse exhibition, the repercussions 
of that legacy for contemporary women artists”. Parker herself demonstrated support for the project 
and wrote an introductory catalogue text for the two exhibitions, in which she discussed what motivated 
her to write her book. She stated that she had “wanted to know how embroidery and a stereotype of 
 
86 The artists included in The Subversive Stitch: Women and Textiles Today were: Sam Ainsley, Caroline Broadhead, 
Fran Cottell, Judith Duffey, Beryl Graham, Lesley Hanney, Rozanne Hawksley, Cas Holmes, Janis Jeffries, Vanessa 
Keegan, Sharon Kivland, Anne Lydiat, Jane Lyster, Lyn Malcom, Alison Marchant, Sarah McCarthy, Anne Michie, 
Clare Newton, Kate Russell, Jo Stockham, Kate Stockwell, Jeny Wilson, Verdi Yahooda, Spinsters and Silvia Ziranek 
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femininity have become collapsed into one another, characterised as mindless, decorative and delicate, 
like the icing on the cake, good to look at, adding taste and status, but empty of much meaning” 
(Cornerhouse Gallery and Whitworth Art Gallery 1988: 5).  
It is the contemporary show at Cornerhouse Gallery which I will be discussing here. This exhibition 
showcased the new ways that women artists were working with fabric to create powerful feminist 
statements, subverting the tools of the kind of decorative but meaningless feminine ideal that Parker 
recognised.  The press release for these shows commented that “textiles are still generally considered 
a domestic craft and not recognised as a serious art form. However, some women have begun to find 
new and analytical uses for the ‘feminine crafts’” (Unknown Author 1988)87. Selector Pennina Barnett 
sought to purposefully disrupt expectations of such feminine crafts and stated that a key aim of the 
contemporary show was to “expose and destabilise stereotypical assumptions about women and 
textiles practice” (Barnett 1995: 81).  
During our interview, Barnett (2020) expanded on what she meant by these stereotypes around 
women’s art practices, noting that these were largely based on “essentialist ideas about women and 
the kind of artwork they make which see the making of embroidery, needlework and textiles more 
generally as feminine activities, requiring skill rather than creativity”. She praised Parker’s writings on 
this subject, commenting: 
They expose with such intellectual clarity and brilliance the implicit values of the art 
world, revealing how the gendered hierarchy of the (visual) arts is based on a binary set 
of oppositions. Fine art: defined as the product of a professional (male) artist, made for 
the public sphere, and involving his intellectual prowess (i.e. brain) versus craft: 
generally assumed to be an amateur activity carried out by women in the 
private/domestic sphere, skilled (i.e. made with the hand rather than the brain!) and 
requiring little creativity or real thought. The positive of fine art set against (and defined 
by) the negative of craft/ textiles, i.e. everything textiles is supposedly not! (Barnett 
2020). 
 
Such stereotypes and standards for art were subverted within the contemporary-focused Subversive 
Stitch exhibition. Barnett selected works that challenged the idea that textiles as a medium was innately 
unimportant, pretty, domestic, and feminine, and which offered an alternative narrative regarding 
contemporary women artists’ relationship with craft and fine art. She highlighted at interview that the 
curators did initially consider including male artists but concluded that it should be an exhibition series 
“specifically for women to critically explore and engage with ideas pertinent to their experience as 
 
87 This press release was found in the archives for the Subversive Stitch exhibitions at the at the Women’s Art 




women artists” (Barnett 2020). This was an issue-based exhibition, centred around a curatorial position 
that sought to examine and reflect upon women’s ongoing engagement with craft. 
The content of the contemporary exhibition was selected from an open submission comprising of more 
than 200 proposals. Barnett commented upon the selection process that she “wanted work that was 
accessible, not didactic. I wanted work people could understand: a lot of contemporary art is beyond 
ME, and I work in the arts” (Hegerty 1988). The goal of these exhibitions was to continue the discussion 
of themes raised in Parker’s text, opening them up to wider public debate through accessible artworks 
which articulated women’s complicated relationship with textiles. The introductory panel to Women 
and Textiles Today emphasised that the exhibition was selected based on “visual impact and critical 
content” as well as the works’ ability to effectively pose questions relating to women, textiles and 
femininity (Barnett 1988).  
Unlike the diverse group of women involved in Feministo, the majority of the Subversive Stitch artists 
came from an academic fine art background, including Barnett herself, who gained a BA in Fine Art and 
an MA in Visual Culture from the University of Leeds and would join Goldsmiths University as a Senior 
Lecturer in Textiles the year after curating Women and Textiles Today. Barnett articulated a problem 
that was faced by women in the art departments of universities, commenting two years after the 
exhibition that:  
I think that what was being expressed was a kind of exhaustion, particularly within 
colleges, the battle that goes on, the continual awareness between fine art, where the 
staff are mainly men and textiles, where the staff are mainly women. You then become 
processed by a hierarchy whereby, for no reason at all, fine art believes in the right to 
higher status (Johnson 1990: 51). 
 
In an interview with Pamela Johnson, one of the Subversive Stitch artists anonymously revealed that a 
male colleague had described her Textiles department as “the knitting circle” (Johnson 1990: 50). This is 
a belittling image of women and textiles, carrying connotations of low, hobbyist art and reinforcing the 
superiority of fine art as well as aligning women themselves with gossip and pettiness. Because of the 
reputation of textile practise within academia, an exhibition dedicated to contemporary women’s work 
with textiles was always going to be disruptive to the established norms. 
In Dilys Dowsell’s letter to the Women Artists’ Slide Library Journal reviewing the exhibition, she noted 
that the artists, many of them art school graduates, were making work related to or symbolising textiles 
but often without using stitch directly, commenting “j-cloths, paper doilies and old postcards have been 
preferred to silk threads and rich materials” (Dowsell 1988: 25). Sculptural and installation works made 
up much of the contemporary exhibition, in sharp contrast to the more traditional, embroidered, two-
dimensional objects of the historic show. The highly academic contemporary exhibition explored textiles 
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and cloth in relation to memory, metaphor, and evocation, rather than their physical qualities and 
possibilities alone. In many cases, the message of the artwork held more significance than the medium 
it was produced in. 
Works such as Lynn Malcom’s Why Have We So Few Women Artists (fig. 6.8), which was shown at the 
entrance of the contemporary exhibition, examined the ways that women’s creativity has been 
historically confined to the home and fragmented into domestic chores. Each word of the title is 
emblazoned on a different element that makes up the overall installation, charting women’s historical 
engagement with textile work – WHY and HAVE both appear on wall samplers, WE on a stumpwork box, 
SO on a pair of knitted bootees, FEW is embroidered onto a silk handkerchief, GREAT appears as if iced 
on to cupcakes, WOMEN is based on an Art Noveau design by Jessie Newberry from Glasgow School of 
Art in the late 19th century (Johnson 1990: 51), while ARTISTS can be found at the floor on a rag rug. The 
objects of this piece are each a traditional and individual form of domestic arts, which together make 
up an installation artwork that functions as a form of social commentary on the role of craft in women’s 
lives. When interviewed about this work following the exhibition, Malcom said that she intended to 
“take craft and move it into a fine art area” (Johnson 1990: 51).  
It is only once all the individual elements of Malcom’s piece are placed together that her provocative 
title questioning the lack of recognised women artists is revealed. In an undated personal letter to 
Barnett, Malcom wrote of this work:  
I simply wanted to produce a piece of craft work normally attributed to the ‘female’ 
which would stand in its own right as a work of fine art in a fine art context; to throw a 
spanner in the works, as it were, of a convenient hierarchical/patriarchal assumption 
and thereby ask questions in a PLASTIC form (Malcom n.d). 
 
Katy Deepwell (1997: 59) highlighted that the resulting installation work has many of the markers of 
stereotypical middle class, bourgeois femininity – the Laura Ashley wallpaper, the framed embroidery, 
crocheted items, and baked cakes. Indeed, craft for the home has traditionally been conservative and 
formal - for example, lace doilies, tea cosies and cross-stitched tapestries, which are somewhat 
emblematic of the type of middle-class femininity that was central to the ideology of separate spheres 
for men and women. It is exactly these homemaking pursuits, so closely linked to the feminine ideal, 
that have prevented many women from becoming great artists, due to their commitments to home and 
family life. Barnett (1995: 81) commented after the exhibition that these kinds of stereotypes about 
women and their engagement with textiles were deliberately evoked in the exhibition to spark debate 
and renegotiate the link between women and textiles in contemporary society.  
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Malcom’s titular question is, of course, a reference to Linda Nochlin’s 1971 essay ‘Why Have There Been 
No Great Women Artists?’, which outlined the gendered bias within the arts and the dominance of the 
white male viewpoint, powerfully stating that to merely accept this as the established norm “may be 
intellectually fatal” (Nochlin 1989: 146). Rather than a criticism of women artists, as the title ostensibly 
implies, Nochlin’s text dissected and questioned the institutional structures that have influenced artistic 
production, accounts of art history and the working conditions for women artists. Malcom’s updated 
question, posed fourteen years after the publication of Nochlin’s essay, asked why there are “so few” 
rather than “no” great women artists. Even over a decade after Nochlin highlighted the lack of value 
given to women in the arts, this remained a prevalent issue for feminists.  
The domestic signifiers in Malcom’s installation serve to answer their own question – there had been 
so few recognised and accepted female artists by the 1980s because of the historical responsibilities of 
Figure 6.8 - Lynn Malcolm, Why Have We So Few Great Women Artists? (detail), 1985, wood, 
paper, glass, metal, textiles, 182.9 x 91.4 x 182.9 cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party 
Copyright. Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in 
the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be 
viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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home-making, confinement to the private and domestic sphere and a lack of acknowledgement of 
women’s crafts as valued art objects. This installation functioned effectively as a bridge between the 
historical exhibition of women’s work with textiles and the contemporary craft works on display by 
utilising traditional home-making skills in a modernist, subversive way. Malcom’s work displayed the 
decorative and delicate stereotyped ideals of femininity but loaded them with meaning and social 
critique in a way that confronted the viewer and raised important questions about women’s status 
within the arts. 
Anne Lydiat’s Ironing Out the Wrinkles (fig. 6.9) is another example of an artwork in the exhibition which 
engaged with the history of textiles and women’s work, without being directly crafted with needle and 
thread. This autobiographical installation work illustrated and politicised Lydiat’s personal family history. 
Shortly before turning fifteen, Lydiat had left school and fulfilled her parents’ wishes by working as a 
shorthand typist in the British Steel Corporation offices, an experience very similar to that of her 
grandmother who worked at the cotton mills in Lancashire (Johnson 1990: 51). After quickly marrying 
and having two children, Lydiat came later to studying, embarking on her fine art degree at Sheffield 
Polytechnic at age thirty-one, followed by an MA in Sculpture at Manchester Polytechnic and later a 
practice-led PhD (Lydiat n.d.).  
Lydiat completed a Henry Moore Fellowship at Birmingham Polytechnic between 1985 and 1987, 
during which time she made a body of work situated specifically in her experience of womanhood 
and domesticity. Lydiat commented that she was “the first woman ‘fellow’” and wanted to 
contextualise her fellowship practice more specifically within a women’s tradition of making (Lydiat 
n.d.). Expanding on this at interview, Lydiat (2020) highlighted that, from the beginning of her 
fellowship, the artworks she made linked the domestic craft skills of knitting, crochet and sewing 
with the formal language of more traditional sculpture and painting. The output of her fellowship 
was displayed in an exhibition at Ikon Gallery titled Waiting for the Seventh Wave (see fig 6.10). This 
body of work saw Lydiat applying the traditional homemaker skills she had gained from the first three 
decades of her life to a sculptural practice within a public and professional context. In her statement 
for the exhibition catalogue, Lydiat acknowledged the art/craft debate, commenting that the 
concern of her work is “not to ‘elevate’ the craft tradition to that of Fine Art but to demonstrate that 
the two traditions for me are inextricably bound and share equal status” (Lydiat et al. 1987: 19). This 
exhibition at the Ikon was during Antonia Payne’s time as the gallery’s Director and would have fit in 
with her curatorial strategy to amplify the voices of women and other marginalised groups 
Perhaps the most interesting essay in the exhibition catalogue for Waiting for the Seventh Wave 
came not from Lydiat’s artistic peers but her friend, fellow mother and housewife Jane Bates. Titled 
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‘A Friend’s Perspective’, Bates detailed how she observed Anne’s art education as a mature student 
take her from a housewife to a politically charged artist who highlighted and critiqued women’s 
relationship with housework. She stated, “I witnessed her change from the traditional ‘young mother’ 
to an art student with a strange mixture of love, fear and envy. As that year went by, the cosy context 
of domesticity which had surrounded her was displaced and replaced by a sense of interior isolation” 
(Lydiat et al. 1987: 16). Lydiat utilised traditional domestic skills in her dual role as a mother and an artist, 
seeing the two as intrinsically linked. Commenting on this at interview, Lydiat (2020) noted: “I never 
found my children got in the way. Quite often I made work about them or motherhood – they were 
things it was possible to explore. So, I never found it was prohibitive”. For example, the title piece for 
Waiting for the Seventh Wave included two metal gingerbread moulds hand-in-hand and sailing in a 
wooden boat over a patchwork metal sea. The references to childhood play, as well as domestic tasks 
such as baking and sewing are very clear in this sculpture. 
Ironing Out the Wrinkles came out of this time as a Henry Moore Fellow and was first shown at Ikon. 
The apron and iron, symbolic of women’s work in the home, both belonged to the artist’s grandmother 
(Johnson 1990: 51). Aprons would come to feature in much of Lydiat’s work of the late 1980s and beyond, 
functioning as a symbol of domestic femininity – the uniform of a generation of housewives whose role 
was to nurture children and keep the home clean. At interview, Lydiat (2020) commented that the apron 
was an important gendered motif in her work, influenced by her time at school where the girls had to 
Figure 6.9 - Anne Lydiat, Ironing Out the Wrinkles, 1985, corrugated iron, cotton, red satin, iron, 300cm 
x 60cm x 60cm 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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make their own cookery apron, while the boys were given a pre-made canvas apron for woodwork 
classes. In bringing her grandmother’s apron and iron into the high art space of the gallery, the artist 
gave reverence to the shared ancestral experiences of female labour. The work is both profoundly 
personal and profoundly political.  
The starched white cotton lawn apron, still with a needle and thread attached to it (Barnett 2011: 0:14:46), 
symbolised the nurturing and feminine. It is in sharp contrast with the corrugated metal sheeting that 
it is spread out on top of; soft meets hard, the world of women’s traditional labour meets the world of 
men’s – the steel carrying associations of the typically male persevere of manual labour or the heavy, 
welded metal sculptures produced by the New Generation artists under Caro’s tutelage. Lydiat (2020) 
described this series of juxtapositions as “a perfect example of the symbiosis between formal sculptural 
language, craft, art and the domestic”. Pointing out that the four corrugated steel sheets were 
themselves stitched together with a red silk ribbon, she further commented that in this work hard and 
soft materials were connected, as were the masculine and feminine elements (Lydiat 2020). Combining 
the techniques and materials of craft and fine art is a central concern of Lydiat’s practice, which has 
sought to challenge and change the status and associated stereotypes of craft and the women who 
make it. At interview, she commented that this drive to elevate that status of craft, or what was 
considered “women’s work” was not out of elitism but because she herself had gone from a domestic 
craftswoman to a trained artist (Lydiat 2020).  
Figure 6.10 - Anne Lydiat, Waiting for the Seventh Wave (title piece from 1987 exhibition at Ikon), 
c.1987, metal and wood 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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Similarly to Lyn Malcom and the artists of Feministo, Lydiat’s sculpture combined various elements, 
fabrics and processes. Such an approach relates to the concept of “femmage”, first described in the 
1978 essay ‘Waste Not Want Not’, co-authored by Miriam Schapiro and Melissa Meyer. Meyer and 
Schapiro (1978: 67) defined femmage as the techniques of collage or assemblage when “practiced by 
women using traditional women's techniques to achieve their art - sewing, piecing, hooking, cutting, 
appliquéing, cooking” etc. They understood the collecting and combining of materials, which are saved 
and stitched together, as related to women’s lived experiences of nurturing and domestic duties as well 
as their marginalisation within the art world. Thus, femmage was recognised as a “secret language” or 
a form of “covert imagery” made by and for women (Meyer and Schapiro 1978: 67). Femmage refers to 
both the legacy of women's traditional art activities and to contemporary feminist artists who were 
reclaiming this legacy and asserting the value of craft (Raaberg 1998: 158). 
The way the apron in Ironing Out the Wrinkles was laid out, its strings outstretched, implied an absent 
maternal body. Its positioning directly on the floor of the gallery was equally evocative of the leftovers 
of a crime scene, where a body has been removed. This was a dramatic presentation of women’s 
contemporary relationship with textiles. The layout of the contemporary Subversive Stitch exhibition, in 
a similar but subtler way to A Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife, was reminiscent of a domestic interior 
within an institutional context. As well as the walls, artworks occupied space directly on the floor, on 
Figure 6.11 - Installation view of Women and Textiles Today at Cornerhouse (lower gallery), 1988 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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shelves and suspended in the air. If not as dramatic as a crime scene display, Lydiat’s work was at least 
reminiscent of a well-trampled household rug. 
Furniture itself was used as a sculptural device too, for example in Sharon Kivland’s In Virtue, A Last 
Lesson (fig. 6.12). Rice, lucky charms, and ornamentally framed cloths embroidered by Kivland’s 
grandmother sat inside a large white chest of drawers, symbolising marriage, dreams and hopes for the 
future (Barnett et al. 1988: 48). A contemporary dowry chest draped in a bridal veil, the subtext of this 
work is a young, unmarried woman preparing for her future as a housewife by collecting household 
linen and other homely treasures. The piece explored the ordinary objects which make up everyday life 
and which we invest our time and sentimental feeling into – as Barnett articulated in a conference paper 
in 2011, “the linens stored in the bottom drawer, along with hopes and dreams of future bliss" (Barnett 
2011: 0:16:00). However, these objects rarely prove to be worthy of this veneration and the small gilded 
frames in Kivland’s installation were, in fact, cheap plastic replicas (Barnett et al. 1988: 48), thus echoing 
Figure 6.12 - Sharon Kivland In Virtue, a Last Lesson, 1988 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third 
Party Copyright. Pages where material has been removed are clearly 
marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis 
can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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the silver-plated fakes of Cornelia Parker’s Thirty Pieces of Silver installation made and shown in the 
same year.  
The Subversive Stitch, Women and Textiles Today also included a display of large political protest and 
campaign banners made of textiles. This era in Britain was a highly political time, with frequent public 
demonstrations and consciousness-raising activities. Within Women and Textiles Today, many causes 
were represented through the campaign banners including work by Margaret Ling in support of the 
African National Congress and Anti-Apartheid Movement, Jane Ray for the Women’s Committee of the 
Anti-Apartheid Movement, Lesley Hanney for Aylesham Women’s Support Group during the Miners’ 
Strike, Greenham Common commemorative banners made by Thalia Campbell, a banner by Jannettja 
Longyear for the Silentnight Strike, and a State Terrorism banner made by the Leamington Spa Women’s 
Banner Workshop in response to bombings of Libya. The time and labour invested in hand embroidery 
added permanence and seriousness to messages conveyed in this way, and it became a medium of 
choice for political banners such as these. These hand-crafted items were particularly pertinent due to 
the ongoing occupation of Greenham Common as a Women’s Peace Camp at the time. 
It would be anti-historical to complete this chapter on women’s subversive use of craft in the seventies 
and eighties without at least briefly examining the protest site of Greenham Common.  The Women’s 
Peace Camp started as an anti-war reaction to American Cruise missiles coming to Britain, launched with 
Figure 6.13 – 1982 “Embrace the Base” protest at Greenham Common. Figure 6.13 - Installation view of Women and Textil s Today at Corner ouse (upper gallery), 1988 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material has been 
removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed at the 
Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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a women’s march from Cardiff to RAF Greenham Common in Berkshire in 1981. The camp these women 
set up there soon became a place where, according to Barbara Harford (1985: 2) “ideas, fears, dreams, 
philosophies and skills came together to be worked through, causing disruption as well as exhilaration”. 
Rooted in a distinctly female spirit of protest, the camp became a hub of craft production, including the 
textile banners, as well as forms of clothing, shelter and decoration of the site. A 1982 “Embrace the 
Base” demonstration which involved thirty thousand women encircling the RAF base and hanging 
photographs and personal mementoes such as baby toys and clothes on the chain-link fence has been 
described as “one of the most moving protests of the era” (Turner 2013: 158). Speaking the same year 
that the Subversive Stitch exhibitions were mounted, Barnett explained that by deliberately decorating 
the fence with banners, webs of wool, ribbons and other textile items, these women had declared “a 
boundary between femininity and masculinity, life and death, nature and technology” (Barnett et al. 
1988: 50). By including the fabric banners in an exhibition themed around women’s contemporary 
relationship with textiles and craft, Barnett has imbued these objects of consciousness-raising protest 
with respect for the feminine traditions and legacies they represented. 
The Subversive Stitch exhibitions toured until July 1989, though, as Barnett (1995: 77) highlighted, all the 
curators who booked the show for their venues were women. There were several reviews in specialist 
craft, textiles and women’s journals. Christine Bloxham, reviewing the exhibition for Embroidery 
Figure 6.13 – 1982 “Embrace the Base” protest at Greenham Common. 
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magazine, wrote that it was “certainly not cosy, but very thought-provoking, suggesting that embroidery 
can, and perhaps should, be far more than decorative images” (Bloxham 1988). This comment highlights 
that the aims of the exhibition were met, recognising that craft and embroidery could be utilised to 
create contemporary art forms beyond the conservative décor made and used within the home. 
Another review for Manchester City Life commented that “there are uneasy relationships between 
textile work, art and ‘femininity’ – relationships which are brilliantly addressed in these exhibitions” 
(Unknown Author 1988)88. 
However, not all reviewers were so sympathetic. Dilys Dowsell’s letter to the WASL Journal criticised the 
show for being “inhospitable”, commenting that “not much fun is being had here” and that the artists 
in the show needed ‘to be more cheerful about [textiles]” (Dowsell 1988: 25). Val Walsh, a member of 
the WASL responded to Dowsell’s criticism that: 
Seeing textiles in terms of it not affording shelter on the one hand, or in terms of its 
ability to flatter and coax on the other, exudes the ‘femininity’ the writer seems to 
mourn throughout her review: domesticity at one end, coquetry at the other… Is the 
identification of femininity and textiles so complete here that there is no room for 
women to problematise that relationship, to expand it or explode it even. Or at the very 
least make it their own? (Walsh 1988: 21). 
 
Walsh here highlighted the persistence of stereotypes surrounding textiles, craft and femininity, which 
have been so embedded in cultural history that there was an enduring expectation that both textiles 
and women should be comforting, cosy and domestic, rather than confrontational or subversive. As 
textiles were usually seen on these terms, as beautiful and decorative items, textile exhibitions generally 
looked very different from the contemporary Subversive Stitch show, celebrating the medium rather 
than seeking to disrupt it (Barnett 1995: 81). At interview, Pennina Barnett remembered Dowsell’s letter, 
commenting “some people – a minority – just didn’t get it” (Barnett 2020). She recognised that the review 
had its basis in stereotypes that undermined the purpose of the issue-based exhibition (Barnett 2020).  
The Independent was the only national newspaper to cover the exhibition, and this came only after Bev 
Bytheway wrote to the Australian writer Germaine Greer asking her to do so (Barnett 1995: 77). Greer 
was a prominent voice of second-wave feminism due to her 1970 book The Female Eunuch. The premise 
of Greer’s internationally bestselling text is that women have submissive domestic roles forced upon 
them by men and that the traditional nuclear family structure is damaging to women. Like the curators 
and artists involved in the exhibitions discussed within this chapter, Greer (1970: 31)  critically examined 
 
88 This review was found in a folder of press cuttings relating to the exhibition, held by the Women’s Art Library at 
Goldsmiths University of London. 
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the role of the housewife, describing her as “an unpaid worker in her husband's house in return for the 
security of being a permanent employee”.  
Despite her criticisms of the alignment between domesticity and femininity, Greer was opposed to 
women’s domestic art being presented within an institutional context. It is worth quoting her review at 
length here. She wrote:  
The stitch subverts the principles upon which museums and conventional art history 
are built. The point about high art is that it insists upon its discontinuity with the 
everyday world; it is a law unto itself. The traditional artistic activities of women the 
world over are by contrast, open-ended and bio-degradable. The rooms and gardens 
women make, the food, flowers and herbs they grow, the food they prepare, the cloth 
they weave, and the patterns they superimpose upon the whole are all part of the 
process of birth and decay and insist upon their continuity with it. When women’s work 
invades the museum and triumphantly insists on rotting despite the conservationists’ 
best efforts, it underscores the deadness and remoteness of our charnel house culture 
which seems more and more a graveyard full of fantastic monuments to dead (male) 
strangers (Greer: 1988). 
 
Greer’s primary argument was that women’s artistic activity is a living, biological practice, belonging to 
the home rather than to what she deems to be the tomb-like space of the museum. Many women artists 
were, in this era, seeking alternative modes and spaces of display for women’s art and culture. However, 
Greer’s stance essentialises women’s art practices and reflects the archaic ideology of separate spheres 
for men and women, by claiming that women’s work belongs outside of the high art institution. Her 
view also assumes that art history’s canons are immutable, and therefore that strategic feminist 
curatorial practices cannot incite institutional change – that women’s work must remain marginal and 
domestic.  
While the rise of all-female exhibitions in the 1980s did, to a degree, invite essentialist readings, they 
also celebrated women’s art and inserted it into more powerful institutional spaces than it had 
previously occupied. Both exhibitions discussed in this chapter sought to elevate the status of women 
artists’ ongoing engagement with domestic craft, by bringing under-recognised ideas and materials into 
the public gallery. Speaking retrospectively in 2011, Barnett commented that through curating The 
Subversive Stitch: Women and Textiles Today she “wanted people to engage with the work and think 
about their own lives and histories […] Perhaps it was a tall expectation, but it was this idea of bringing 
themselves to the work in a kind of discursive, two-way context" (Barnett 2011: 00: 21:02). Greer’s review, 
dismissing the contemporary part of the exhibition as “overtly political” (Greer: 1988) undermined these 
aims and continued a tradition of classifying women’s engagement with craft as separate from the male-
dominated arena of high art. In fact, curatorial projects such as Feministo and The Subversive Stitch, 
highlighted that craft processes were a valid tool for institutional critique, self-expression, and the 








Through this research project, I have explored a series of exhibitions highlighting the work of women 
sculptors in Britain in the late 1970s and through the 1980s. Importantly, this research has discussed 
sculpture that was made to be exhibited within galleries, rather than public sculpture meant to inhabit 
outside space. Rather than being an alternative narrative of British sculptural history, this thesis has 
augmented existing art historical literature, recognising the often marginalised contributions of women 
artists to the expanded field of contemporary sculpture. It has complicated the neatly packaged 
sculptural histories which focus chiefly on the achievements of the New British Sculptors in the 1980s, 
arguing that such a narrow focus is not representative of the wealth of sculptural activity and curatorial 
narratives of this highly active decade. By highlighting a series of significant women-centred exhibitions, 
bringing together archival records and new research interviews, I have contributed to art historical 
knowledge and understanding of this period. Taken together, the series of exhibition case studies 
present significant empirical data related to the history of British sculpture and curatorial practices. In 
this concluding chapter, I provide a summary of my research findings, the key implications of them and 
a final response to the aims and objectives raised in the introduction. I will also consider the broader 
impacts of these conclusions for existing knowledge and future research on women’s engagement with 
contemporary sculpture. 
The overarching research question addressed throughout this study was whether women sculptors in 
the 1980s made work that was distinct and different from that made by men and what the implications 
of this were. To answer this question, it was essential to examine the situation for women artists working 
in Britain in this period. My analysis of art’s key institutions in Chapter One demonstrated that education 
and exhibition opportunities were unequally afforded to women in the period of study, who also faced 
greater institutional obstacles. This was particularly evident for women artists working in sculpture, 
whose practices were often dismissed for their apparent non-conformal to expectations of the 
medium.89 Anecdotal evidence from a series of interviews with artists highlighted major issues for 
female sculptors at an art school level, with departments dominated by male staff that were often 
unsympathetic to experimentation in material and formal concerns outside of their own understanding 
of sculpture. Female sculpture students tended to be in the minority, lacking both female peers and 
female tutors to look to as role models. The introduction of theoretical art history to practical art courses 
was a new development from the 1960s onwards; however, many of my interviewees noted that it was 
rare that women artists, outside of art’s established canon, were taught as part of this new curriculum.  
 
89 See, for example, the stories told to me by Margaret Organ and Deborah Duffin in Chapter One, concerning their 
final assessments at art school. 
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Such gendered biases continued beyond art school, evidenced by statistical data that demonstrates the 
uneven gender ratios in British group exhibitions and the lack of solo exhibitions of women artists in the 
1970s and 1980s. A drive for both corporate sponsorship and income from ticket sales, during a period 
when arts funding was dramatically cut by the new Conservative government, contributed to a culture 
of British blockbuster exhibitions focussed on established names from contemporary art and art history. 
As such, there was little representation of women’s art practices, as very few had been accepted into 
the canon of art or become part of institutionally promoted groupings. Lack of exhibition opportunities 
for women additionally resulted in a lack of reviews or presence in art journals; women’s engagement 
with sculpture was largely institutionally invisibilised. Where women were accepted and exhibited 
amongst their male peers, such as Alison Wilding, Kate Blacker and Shirazeh Houshiary’s inclusion as 
part of New British Sculpture, they often remained marginal characters, less likely to be written about, 
given prominent exhibitions spaces or nominated for the Turner Prize, a new and prestigious marker of 
success.  
In reaction to this marginalisation, several exhibitions of predominantly or exclusively women’s practice 
were curated in the period 1977-1988. This thesis is the first to provide a detailed curatorial history of 
a series of exhibitions which sought to explore women’s art practices and redress gender imbalances in 
the British art world. Crucially, I have looked beyond feminist motivations for women-centred exhibition 
programming, instead seeking out exhibitions that explored notions of feminine aesthetics and any 
shared concerns within women’s sculptural practices. By critically examining five key exhibitions, 
analysing unpublished archival records, and speaking with artists and curators90, I have exposed the 
complexity and multiplicity of women’s sculptural practices from this era. These exhibitions have not 
previously received the sustained and in-depth attention that they deserve through focused scholarly 
research on their motivations, content, and subsequent criticism. The empirical primary evidence I have 
presented in this thesis serves to illuminate and historicise these, often previously inaccurately 
represented, curatorial interventions.  
On a chance meeting with the artist and Hayward Annual 1978 selector Liliane Lijn one afternoon at the 
Henry Moore Institute library, she told me that the story of the second Hayward Annual has previously 
been told incorrectly many times.91 My concern throughout this thesis has been to accurately represent 
the activities of women sculptors working in Britain, exploring the issues of their practice and seeking 
to identify and understand any areas of shared concern. Correctly telling the stories of these exhibitions 
through thorough primary research, including seeking out and analysing visual evidence, has been a 
 
90 The interviewees for this project were: Antonia Payne, Margaret Organ, Claire Mont-Smith, Gerda Roper, Anne 
Lydiat, Catherine Lampert, Jonathan Harvey, Lois Williams, Deborah Duffin and Pennina Barnett. 
91 I later approached Lijn to arrange an interview to discuss this further, though this, unfortunately, did not come 
to fruition.  
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crucial contribution of this research project. A key example is Chapter Four’s retelling of the history of 
the “season of women’s art” held in London in 1980. This supposed season of exhibitions across the ICA 
and The Acme Gallery has commonly been written about in a way that misrepresents the aims and 
intentions of Claire Smith’s curatorial proposal for the two-part show Eight Artists at The Acme Gallery. 
For example, some have suggested that Smith’s exhibitions were in some way inspired or prompted by 
the existing programme at the ICA (Rugg and Sedgwick 2007: 104), while others have noted that Eight 
Artists was part of a strategic feminist dialogue, programmed by both galleries (Lloyd 2000: 239). Neither 
assumption is correct. Through interviewing exhibition curator Claire Smith, Acme Director Jonathan 
Harvey and spending time examining the archival materials related to these shows, I have been able to 
provide a thorough and accurate account of Eight Artists which was, in fact, neither intended to be 
linked to the shows at ICA nor to the type of feminist, issue-based art that was promoted by them. 
A further issue interrogated by this thesis is the crucial difference between feminist curatorial strategies, 
focused on presenting issue-based art by women within an institutional context, and exhibitions which 
aimed to contribute to ongoing dialogues concerning feminine aesthetics or sensibilities. While the case 
studies that make up this thesis all had some feminist intentions, such as correcting the gender 
imbalance of the British art world and exposing the lived experiences of women which were so often 
under-represented, it is significant that this study has not taken a feminist approach. Instead, I have 
sought out the differences and commonalities between these exhibitions of women’s art in order to 
test the feminine aesthetics hypothesis, finding that such a reading was often inadequate. For example, 
while much of the work in the 1983 exhibition Sculpture by Women, discussed in Chapter Five, could be 
related to general themes of embodiment and provisionality – ideas which curator Antonia Payne 
recognised as central to women’s sculptural practice – the exhibited work was also aesthetically varied, 
utilising a range of materials and both abstract and figurative perspectives.  This demonstrates the 
weakness of defining a separate feminine aesthetic category of art. The empirical approach of this study 
has been central to complicating current art historical narratives of this era – recognising an area of 
women’s sculptural production that does not easily fit into either feminist narratives or the story of New 
British Sculpture, both of which dominate current writings on 1980s British art. 
This thesis has addressed deep-rooted stereotypes about women artists and their practices. The 
research has been informed by theoretical debates around “feminine aesthetics”, that were rife during 
the 1970s and 1980s and often used as framing devices for exhibitions and criticism of women’s work. 
Complex questions of an innate feminine sensibility found in women’s art have been interrogated, with 
such dialogues recognised as a potential tool to further marginalise, dismiss and other women’s 
practices within an art world structured around male genius and privilege. Women and their art 
practices are diverse; even the exhibitions that specifically explored notions of “feminine aesthetics” 
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were aesthetically diverse and markedly different from each other. Therefore, this hypothesis has little 
validity in practice.  
While some exhibited art by women did display stereotypically gendered markers, such as an 
engagement with craft or domestic subject matter, I have argued throughout the thesis that this is not 
an essential or universal category of homogenous “women’s art”. Examining the visual evidence of the 
series of exhibitions exposed that many of women shown in them were working in ways that were 
comparable to male artists of the same era, for example by presenting their work directly on the floor 
or pinned to walls, through their use of unconventional and everyday materials and through the 
newfound impermanence of a medium that once prioritised monumentality. All of these were key 
concerns of sculptural developments in the period of study and were executed in work by men and 
women alike. While some of the women artists highlighted in this thesis identified with gendered 
readings of their sculptural works, others denied these – representing a plurality of positions regarding 
the categorisation of women’s art. Through this research I have addressed the fact that women’s work 
was often read through a lens of gender, whether this was their intention or not. Alison Wilding, for 
example, was one of the most visible female sculptors working in Britain in the 1980s; because of this, 
her work was frequently discussed in terms of its gendered undertones or representations of women’s 
experiences. Such readings were commonplace, despite Wilding’s engagement with New British 
Sculpture and the observable overlaps in her work and that of her male colleagues such as Richard 
Deacon and Tony Cragg, who also used hollow spaces and everyday materials to create their emotive 
and abstract works. 
An interesting observation has been the critical reception of women’s art practices and the way they 
have been written about with a reliance on, and reinforcement of, feminine stereotypes. As discussed 
within my literature review chapter, the identification of a separate lexicon for discussion of women’s 
art, dependent on stereotypically feminine characteristics such as lightness, fragility, elegance, and 
prettiness has demonstrated how women’s art practices have been critically segregated from men’s. 
Such binary positioning of gender and aesthetics – with work by men often described in terms of its 
contrasting heaviness, permanence, and dominant presence – is far too simplistic a reading of gender 
in art. Several of my interviewees highlighted that male artists throughout art history have also chosen 
seemingly “feminine” subject matter, soft materials and engaged with craft. Meanwhile, this thesis has 
demonstrated that women artists worked in a variety of ways, often mixing soft and hard materials, 
engaging with the monumentality of sculpture as well as its expanded possibilities.  
The utilisation of feminine descriptive language in the discussion of women’s artworks, something that 
has been observed throughout this thesis in the critical responses to the series of exhibitions, was an 
unfair marker of gendered difference that was often unfounded. Supposedly feminine qualities, often 
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related to aspects of beauty and emotion, were habitually exploited by critics despite such qualities 
being vague and unquantifiable. Such stereotypical descriptions of difference in women’s art were not 
useful as either tools for formal analysis or qualities for forming a value judgement on the work. Instead, 
the establishment of a separate vocabulary for discussions of women’s practice served to further 
segregate it from men’s. What has become increasingly evident through the primary research of this 
thesis is that, while there were observable material, formal or conceptual commonalities in some areas 
of some women’s art practices, this was far from a universal aesthetic category.  
As such, the segregation of women’s practice from the celebrated mainstream of art was based on more 
than just aesthetics. The research has underlined some of the systemic misogyny of the British art world, 
much of which was exposed through the language of art critics. As highlighted in a detailed case study 
in Chapter Two, the 1978 Hayward Annual, an exhibition that disrupted convention through its all-
female selection panel who chose predominantly women artists, generated a large number of critical 
reviews that demonstrated attitudes to women at the time. Critics commented on the attractiveness of 
the artists (Unknown Author: c.1978), labelled the predominance of women a “gimmick” (McEwan 1978: 
25) and used sensationalist headlines such as “Wayward Gallery” to express their contempt for such a 
reversal of established gender ratios in mixed exhibitions (Pollock 1979: 42). This approach was deeply 
revealing of the way women artists and their work was viewed by art critics. 
A further key finding of this research has been the identification of a relationship between 
experimentation in contemporary sculpture and women’s engagement with the medium. Women 
artists understood their often marginalised position within the British art world of the late twentieth 
century. With their practice already situated on the fringes, this created opportunities for greater 
experimentation, free from the burdens of the expectations of mainstream art practices. In my 2019 
interview with Claire Smith, she highlighted that the experimental practices observed in the work of 
many women sculptors were not to do with an innate feminine sensibility or aesthetic, but rather a 
response to the de-centralisation of women’s art (Mont-Smith 2019). Such experimentation has been 
crucial to the expansion and development of sculptural practice. Sculpture in the expanded field no 
longer relied on traditions or a sense of paternity and was now a medium more open to women, working 
in new and unexpected ways. However, the need for corporate patronage to support the art of this era 
did not marry well with experimental art practices. Patrons, who were often not from the art world 
themselves, were more likely to support familiar and established artists, rather than emerging and 
experimental ones that were seen to have less income-generating potential. Additionally, many 
exhibitions of sculpture – William Tucker’s 1975 show, The Condition of Sculpture, being a crucial 
example – took a very dogmatic approach to the kinds of sculpture deemed worthy of discussion and 
display. This exhibition, like others, consciously excluded more experimental and marginal sculptural 
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activities. Such an approach was indicative of attitudes within the British art world, which purposefully 
promoted some artists and practices above others. 
Since commencing this research project in 2017, I have observed increased public interest in issues of 
women’s engagement with sculpture since modernity. For example, the curation of the 2020/2021 
exhibition Breaking the Mould: Sculpture by Women Since 1945 and the publication of its accompanying 
catalogue presenting new research into post-war women artists working with sculpture. 2020 also saw 
the publication of 50 Women Sculptors, a book that aimed to highlight the marginalised practices of 
women working in a “male arena” (Robson 2020). That such gendered perceptions of sculpture are still 
held, and surveys on women sculptors still deemed necessary to increase their visibility within the 
medium is critical evidence of the need for research into women’s ongoing, uninterrupted engagement 
with sculpture. The two publications listed above are useful survey texts and entry points to researching 
these issues, each seeking to bring women’s contemporary sculptural work to wider public attention. 
Through my own sustained discussion of institutional exclusion, exhibitions, and criticism, I have 
expanded these dialogues beyond a survey presentation of women’s sculpture, into a thorough 
consideration of the effect of marginalisation on women’s practices within a more focused period. 
The research that has been undertaken for this thesis has highlighted several topics on which further 
scholarly engagement would be beneficial.  For example, when conducting contextual research into 
British art schools, I found a significant lack of literature exploring the rich histories of different colleges, 
particularly those outside of London. While some art-school specific texts exist, such as Lisa Tickner’s 
2008 volume Hornsey 1968: The Art School Revolution, reviewing the literature for this area of research 
exposed a lack of publications dedicated to a general history of developments within British art schools. 
As demonstrated through my own research, capturing the histories of this period of art is a time-critical 
issue due to the ageing of those who were active at the time. 
Furthermore, as addressed at the thesis introduction, this research project has not given an equal 
platform to women of colour and, due to its engagement with curatorial histories, has focussed solely 
on women’s sculpture that was made publicly visible through institutional display. These limitations are 
important issues, which could be built upon within future scholarly research. Additionally, now in the 
twenty-first century we have a greater societal understanding of more nuanced gendered expressions, 
rather than the binary view of gender that was accepted in the 1970s and 1980s. Further studies may, 
for example, build upon this work by examining additional areas of marginalisation, with a greater focus 
on race and gender identity.  
Ultimately the key novel contributions of this thesis are: firstly, outlining a history of women’s 
marginalised sculptural practices in the period 1977-1988, secondly, a sustained curatorial history of 
the emerging exhibitions of women’s art, which sought to counter-act such misogynist attitudes and, 
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finally, a critical exploration of the concept of “feminine aesthetics”, demonstrating the limitations of 
such an approach to categorising women’s art. As an art historical text, it complicates existing narratives 
of this period – which has remained largely under-researched and predominantly written about from a 
very specific viewpoint, one that has championed the work of the New British Sculptors and left the 
sculptural achievements of women unrecognised. By interrogating the diverse practices of female 
sculptors, charting a series of key exhibitions devoted to women’s art practices and exploring their 
critical reception, this research has highlighted the previously uncharted complexity, nuance and 
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Data collected from the first ten years of Art Monthly magazine, 1976-1986. 
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Appendix Two  
Correspondence relating to the Hayward Annual 1978 “case of the missing paragraphs” 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material has 
been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed 
at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University.
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Appendix Three  
Interview: Antonia Payne 
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where material 
has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version of the thesis can 




Interview between Jennifer Dudley and Antonia Payne at Coventry University 
JD: So, I wanted to interview you as you were the first woman director of Ikon, between 1981 and 1988 
I believe? 
AP: Yes. Well I finished in 1989 actually. 
JD: Oh 1989! Great. So, I’ve got a couple of questions first more generally about Ikon and then I thought 
we’d move in to the Sculpture by Women show if you’re happy with that. 
AP: Yes absolutely. 
JD: Ok so my first question is, what do you think the key differences were between working in a gallery 
situated in the regions and working in the larger national London galleries in the 1980s? 
AP: I was right at the beginning of my career, really, when I first went to Ikon. My first curatorial 
experience had been three years working at Rochdale Art Gallery and I hadn’t come from a visual arts 
background. I didn’t go to art school, I wasn’t part of a London art milieu in terms of my education so… 
what do I think the differences were?  
With hindsight, I suppose that’s easier to see… with hindsight one defining context was that there were 
relatively so few galleries showing contemporary art at all – even in London. In preparation for coming 
to meet you, one of the things I did this morning was to look at some old copies of Art Monthly.  In a 
copy from the early 1980s the entire contemporary exhibition/gallery listings for London fitted within 
less than two sides of a page. It’s unbelievable really.  
More than the defining context for Ikon’s work being differences between the regions and London 
perhaps it’s worth considering what were, then, the economies of different kinds of galleries: Ikon was 
part of a small national network of Arts Council of Great Britain-funded galleries without collections, 
dedicated to temporary exhibitions of contemporary art, some located in London and others in the 
regions. So, I think the gallery contextualised itself within that network (and that network’s emerging 
role within an international discourse), as well as within the place in which it was located and its location 
relative to London. In regard to the London/UK regions dynamic, I don’t think it was very different from 
the way it is now frankly: you know, London was the epicentre of everything and then there was the 
rest. So, I suppose that one of the projects for any gallery based outside London, if it was at all ambitious 
for what it was doing, was to see itself as part of a network that included galleries in London and to 
make London take notice of things that were happening outside London.  
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I suppose in terms of money there were differences, because it was undoubtedly easier to generate 
corporate sponsorship for instance, from a London base. Most of the international discourse was 
focused on London and most artists who were really ambitious for their practices were also in London. 
So, there was inevitably a sense of being part of the periphery, if you were elsewhere. That was actually 
a very interesting ‘place’ to occupy given some of the art discourses and developments of the 80s, of 
course. 
JD: Yes, I think you’re right though, I think it’s not that different today really.  
AP: I don’t think it is. I really, really don’t think it is. 
JD: Although am I right in thinking, these days, that Arts Council England has kind of money for London 
and then money for outside of London and there’s kind of a proportion that’s kept for outside? 
AP: Well there was some research published in 2013 on how much money was spent on the arts in 
London per head of population compared with everywhere else in England and the figures were really, 
really striking. They were absolutely shocking, really. But then I think that, again, would always have 
been the case. In a way, in the 80s, you could argue that the broad range of regional galleries and 
museums were in some ways better off than they are now, because local government had more money. 
So perhaps the most aspirational local authority galleries in the 1980s were being enabled to begin to 
work at a more sophisticated level of engagement with contemporary art than had formerly been the 
case.  
Undoubtedly, to be focussing on the presentation of contemporary art in a venue in the regions was to 
feel yourself to be part of the periphery rather than the centre. To a certain extent, you were always 
wanting to speak to and in relation to, to be in dialogue with, the centre, while knowing that you could 
never actually be part of it. 
But there was this specialist, national network of spaces with a common remit that wasn’t primarily 
defined by geographical location - there was Ikon in Birmingham, Arnolfini in Bristol, Whitechapel in 
London, MOMA in Oxford, the Serpentine Gallery in London, the ICA in London; at the beginning of the 
80s Kettle’s Yard in Cambridge was also a part of it. It was a national network to promulgate  
contemporary art and its discourses, which were international. It was certainly that network that was 
largely responsible for leading the growth of public access to contemporary art and, especially in the 
latter half of the 80s and early 90s, to contemporary art globally.  




My next question actually was going to be about Ikon’s funding structure during the period that you 
were there, I don’t know if you’re happy to talk about that a little? 
AP: Absolutely. Ikon was largely funded by the Arts Council of Great Britain as it was then, with some 
money from West Midlands Arts. This latter was part of the network of Regional Arts Associations 
overseen by the Arts Council of Great Britain and partly funded by it, but also supported by local 
government and operating with a high degree of autonomy.  A crude distinction between the Arts 
Council’s and the Regional Arts Associations’ remits rested on the Arts Council’s focus on activity of 
‘national significance’ and the Associations’ focus on activity primarily of ‘regional significance’.   
Ikon was funded by West Midlands Arts, for example, for its education/community programmes, which 
were seen to be of benefit primarily to audiences in the West Midlands region. While I was Director we 
also managed gradually to screw out a bit of money from Birmingham City Council and there was a 
county council then, too, West Midlands County Council, which, in the final couple of years before its 
demise, also gave us some grants for specific exhibitions and capital development.  
But these were all marginal players compared to the Arts Council, which was where the majority of the 
money came from. We earned some income from touring exhibitions and exhibition collaborations with 
other galleries and from selling work (but not a lot). We did achieve some bits of sponsorship for 
individual exhibitions and money from various foreign governments and so on. But we were very much 
a part of the publicly subsidised arts scene during that glorious moment in the 1980s when, looking back 
now, the subsidised arts were at their height really.  
That’s not to say that Ikon’s budgets, then, were anything like as large as they subsequently became or 
as they are now. But the comparatively ‘no strings attached’ simplicity of what we had, and what we 
were able to do with what we had, seems like almost unimaginable luxury from a perspective of today’s 
complexity and the dynamics of post-eighties public funding instrumentalisation.  
JD: I was in Ikon’s archives not so long ago and saw some lovely letters from people writing to 
Birmingham City Council in support of Ikon to encourage them to give some funding so that was nice to 
see.  
AP: Right, because the 1980s was also when the Arts Council produced its policy document ‘The Glory 
of the Garden’ which was all about using national investment as leverage to achieve greater regional 
investment in the arts. Its effect was to put all that network of Arts Council-funded galleries, including 
Ikon, in jeopardy really, and so there was terrible instability and worry in the middle years of the decade.  
JD: Right yeah, and that comes too with the politics of the era I suppose. 
AP: Yes absolutely.  
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JD:  So next I wanted to ask - Ann Compton started her curatorial career in 1981 also, at Kettle’s Yard 
and I’ve got a quote from her here, she says “as a young woman curator in a minority amongst male 
colleagues, I was conscious of the clubbiness and ‘boys together’ spirit that suffused the art world” 
(Wood 2015: 55).  I wonder if you think that this was a fair assessment of what was going on in galleries 
at that time? 
AP: Yes, yes, I read that and I thought it was very interesting! There are two things, I wish I’d brought it 
now – there was a big feature article in the women’s magazine Cosmopolitan in 1982 or 1983 and it was 
looking at the rise of women curators in galleries. It interviewed five, so me, Hilary Gresty, Director at 
Kettle’s Yard in Cambridge, Milena Kalinovska who was then Director of Exhibitions at Riverside Studios, 
which was quite influential and important at that moment, Iwona Blazwick who had just become 
director of Air Gallery and Jill Morgan who was at Rochdale Art Gallery.  Interestingly, given what we 
were discussing earlier, the article chose to interview women across London and the regions. I dug it 
out this morning and it was interesting to note the extent to which that article focused on how we, as 
emerging women curators, felt, and it quoted various of us, not me I think, citing various things that you 
would imagine young women curators would feel in a group of men and it was exactly as Ann Compton 
described.  
And then I’m sitting back thinking “did I feel like that?”. I’m not sure that I did. I don’t think I ever felt 
that it was a kind of clubby environment, but then I think that may have been my naivety as much as 
anything else. I think I just kind of got on with it really and did the things that I felt it was important and 
necessary to do and perhaps because I was the boss it was different. You know, had I been working in 
an institution where the top tier were all men then I might have felt very, very differently about it. But 
no, I didn’t feel that at all. That’s my recollection now, in any case.  
JD: Yeah ok, well I feel like if you had felt like that you probably would remember that. 
AP: Oh, I think I absolutely would remember. I mean, in lots of other professional contexts since I’ve felt 
that a lot more than I did then.  
JD: Interesting! Because again I think there are more and more women in these top positions, but I feel 
that there is still an element of that kind of boys’ club, from my own experiences anyway. 
AP: Do you think so in the arts?  
JD: Ah perhaps more so in museums than galleries, there’s often that kind of older, male board of 
trustees. 
AP: Ah yes maybe. All I can say is I didn’t feel like that. 
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JD: Well good! That’s great to hear actually because I read that quote from Ann Compton which I 
thought was very interesting, but I also felt quite sad for her at the same time. 
AP: I think I was lucky in that, relatively speaking, I was very young when I got really quite a senior job 
and so I could make things happen – which was a very privileged position to be in. So that was a different 
situation – I mean my first full three years I spent at Rochdale Art Gallery and in only one of those did I 
really have an immediate boss and that was a man. And then I got his job! And my very first job had 
been working with one man and another woman and… I didn’t, I just didn’t. 
JD: Oh brilliant, that’s great. You mentioned before that you hadn’t come from a traditional arts 
background. Do you mind talking a bit about how you came to be working in the arts? 
AP: Well I read English at Cambridge and I already knew while I was there that I wanted to work in the 
visual arts. So preoccupied was I by the contemporary visual arts that both my dissertations veered 
towards trying to talk about art. Then, after I graduated, I managed to get a nine months’ contract via 
the government’s job creation scheme programme, developing educational material for schools on 
contemporary exhibitions. So, although I knew that I wanted to work in the contemporary visual arts, I 
had had no direct, formal training. You wouldn’t be able to do it now! You absolutely would not be able 
to do it now. 
JD: Yeah unfortunately it’s very different now!  
So, before we started recording we were talking briefly about Acme’s Eight Artists: Women and I was 
wondering about the other exhibitions you may have visited that focused on women’s art and what your 
reactions were to them I suppose? It seems like kind of a fruitful time for that. 
AP: Well I’ve been thinking about that a lot – all I know is that I was visiting lots of exhibitions every 
week; I was in London every week and so I saw a lot.  And I think I was naturally interested in a lot of 
work that women were producing, but I don’t think, if I’m being honest, that I necessarily theorised that 
interest in any sort of systematic way, at least not to start with.  
There was a fantastic Eva Hesse exhibition at Whitechapel Gallery which I remember going to see. I 
remember going to see lots of exhibitions at the ICA because the ICA had a run of exhibitions, quite a 
lot to do with feminism and I remember being really interested in those – I was very interested in 
feminism. Can I name particular individuals? Well I’m not sure that I can really. I did see a lot of work 
and I saw a lot of work not just through visiting exhibitions, but I made a point of visiting artists and 
responding to unsolicited submissions to the gallery a lot. So, I got to see work partly, obviously, through 
going to exhibitions and through reading about art but, also, I did spend a lot of time in artists’ studios 
– and maybe I saw a lot of work by women because women approached me, I don’t know. I mean at 
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least one person with whom I worked at Ikon for quite a long time had, I knew, come to work at the 
gallery because she had wanted to work with me, and she had wanted to work with me because I was 
a woman running a gallery. So, you know, you’re not always conscious of these things really, I don’t 
think. 
JD: No, no. But I can understand that, women artists kind of gravitating towards women curators and 
vice versa. 
AP: Yes, I think so, I think it was that. I mean the artists – there are kind of too many artists to mention 
– somebody who will crop up in terms of this exhibition, Cornelia Parker, who I went on to do quite a 
lot of work with, I got to know her because she sent me some slides and said, “will you come and see 
my work?”. So, I went to see her in Reading where she was, I think she’d just finished her postgraduate 
work, so you know it was things like that and then I got to know her that way and just got really 
interested in her work. Susan Hiller’s work I really, really rated – who else did I really rate in terms of 
women working? People like Dorothy Cross, Avis Newman, Kathy Prendergast, I don’t know it’s such an 
open question! You’d have to really ask me, “did you see this exhibition?” “did you see that exhibition?”. 
JD: Ah right, yes of course! For context I guess, the thesis chapter I’m writing which includes Sculpture 
by Women – I’m starting with the 1978 Hayward Annual which was selected by the five women artists… 
AP: Yep and I did see that… 
JD: and looking at the ICA series of shows, looking at ACME’s Eight Artists and also Lubaina Himid’s series 
of black women artist shows. All of which I’ve looked at the work and thought “wow, amazing” and then 
looked at the critical responses and seen how divisive these kind of shows were you know between 
artists and the media…. Sorry that’s kind of a whole other can of worms to open up there! 
AP: Well yes, I mean it was this particular moment when women were being very assertive about getting 
themselves considered seriously as artists. And there is no doubt that you look back and you see how 
many women were exhibiting compared to how many men were exhibiting… it was wholly 
disproportionate!  
Within that context, building on ground prised open by pioneer feminist artists in the 70s, some women 
were making work from an avowedly political perspective; theirs was an avowedly political project. But 
a lot of women were also wary of being trapped within the constraints of identity politics/feminist 
discourse. They didn’t want to be ‘pigeon-holed’ by their sex or their gender. I think that the first half of 
the eighties, especially, was an evolving period of assertiveness by all those who weren’t part of a 
privileged ‘mainstream’… in part manifest in the flourishing of what would then have been identified as 
‘issues-based art’, in part in the growth of non-object-based approaches to art making and speaking.  
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From where I stood, it wasn’t just about feminist perspectives on things, it was about radical politics in 
all kinds of guises, including feminism, informing art discourse that effectively repositioned the foci of 
one’s attention, that reframed one’s attentiveness. I suppose I think of British artists like Margaret 
Harrison for instance or Jo Spence, who made a lot of work about her own experience of breast cancer, 
or the amazing film-maker Tina Keane. Then, a bit later, there was all the work around race as well, the 
emergence of the Black Art movement. I think, sometimes, that what you describe as the critical 
divisiveness apparent in responses to some exhibitions of the late 70s and first half of the 80s resulted 
as much from the sheer diversity of work that was suddenly demanding attention as it did from 
exhibitions’ particular theoretical or political framing.  
Exhibitions’ – and art’s – increasingly riotous assertion of difference was inherently threatening to those 
with vested interests in the status quo; it was starting to destabilise the very idea of mainstream. I think 
there were a lot of things that were driving people’s positions in terms of those critical responses that 
were as much to do with – for want of a better word – aesthetics, as they were to do with political 
positions. These things were inextricably linked.  So, it’s complicated, I think.  
JD: Yes, that is a really apt way to put it actually. Because none of these publications are really neutral, 
are they? 
AP: Well it is interesting.  
JD: I mean that’s kind of an issue with researching this period is a lot of what remains is just the criticism, 
there’s not that many documentary photographs of exhibitions and often just the very slim catalogues, 
so that’s why it’s crucial to interview people like you who were there and remember.  
AP: Yeah well there are these 35mm slides, you know, washing around in archives and things.  
Someone who right from the beginning was hugely influential on me was Susan Hiller, who has died 
very recently. Who else?  Helen Chadwick, Catherine Elwes working in video. There was all the 
Greenham Common stuff going on as well! That was another kind of thing, there was the miner’s strike, 
it was an absolute ferment really… 
 JD: Yes I think that thinking about the Hayward Annual of 78, people were very reactive just to the fact 
it was selected by five women and a lot of the reviews have these really inflammatory headlines you 
know like “Ladies Night at the Hayward” and then actually the review is quite positive but they’ve just 
kind of been quite reactionary to just seeing that panel of women. 
AP: Right yes, I also looked at the Serpentine summer shows which were then really quite influential… 
or was it a Hayward Annual, I wrote it down actually. I can’t remember if it was a Serpentine summer 
show or a Hayward Annual that John Hoyland selected [the 1980 Hayward Annual] – a painting show 
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inevitably and I couldn’t believe this actually it was a real reminder, in this huge list of artists, there must 
have been at least twenty artists or maybe twenty five artists in this list and there were two women – 
Mali Morris and Gillian Ayres and that was it.  
JD: Those statistics when you’re faced with them are quite staggering really aren’t they? 
AP: They are but then also you’ve got to look at how many women were going to, and starting to come 
out of, art school. It’s very difficult to unpick, I shall be very interested to see how you do it really because 
the kind of explosion – not that there weren’t always women going to art school – but I would say the 
explosion (and you know I’d need to do some research to back this up) was in the eighties when a lot 
more women were going and there were starting to be more art schools in the eighties. So that was 
another thing that was quite interesting. There were a lot of young women, like Cornelia Parker for 
instance, coming out of art school then. 
JD: Yes, that’s interesting, because of course there were lots of women teaching in art schools at that 
time, Helen Chadwick etc… 
AP: Yes – exactly! And she would have had a massive impact. I would query, though, whether there were 
“lots of women” teaching fine art in art schools in the late 70s and early 80s. It would be really interesting 
to plot the growth of women lecturers in art schools over the 80s. I seem to remember that Bobby Baker 
had some very telling – and sardonically funny –descriptions of what it was like for women in British art 
schools in the late 70s… 
JD: So, I guess we’ve covered some of this already, but I was wondering about your motivations behind 
putting on the Sculpture by Women exhibition in 1983? 
AP: Right. Well I think there were two things – I was absolutely committed to showing work by women 
and that was a political commitment I suppose. So, I was determined that that would happen, but it did 
also happen naturally; I didn’t have to try very hard. It was the same with Black artists, you know 
absolutely wanting to open up the gallery space to voices that weren’t being heard and women’s voices 
weren’t being heard, black people’s voices weren’t being heard and a number of other people’s voices 
weren’t being heard either so that was a conscious aspiration of mine to do something about that, and 
this exhibition was part of it really.  
It was very early on in my time at Ikon that I started working on the show:  I’d only been there two years 
at the point when it was presented, and it really came about in response to artists writing to me and 
sending me slides and saying, “will you come and see my work?”. All of the exhibiting artists were artists 
who had approached me and sent me slides; I didn’t know any of them before they approached me. So, 
I don’t know, over a year probably, they were among the artists whose studios I visited and with whose 
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work I consequently became preoccupied. I mean you know what it’s like, you start thinking about 
something and then you see one artist and that triggers off something in relation to what you’ve been 
thinking about and then you go and see somebody else and that makes you think about that, I mean it’s 
a kind of cumulative process. There seemed to be these artists working in particular ways and it seemed 
to be a moment when their work might fruitfully be shown together with the prospect of opening up 
interesting space for thinking that went beyond purely responses to individual practices. Although not 
at the expense of such responses, incidentally.  That’s a tricky balancing act to pull off! 
And I knew when I was developing the show that it was a risky thing to do! It was risky because it’s 
framing proposition carried the danger of essentialising the work. That’s why that catalogue 
introduction is so carefully couched, because, you know, it was trying to avoid that. 
And certainly, I know you say that Cornelia Parker “later disassociated herself” from identifying as a 
woman artist but actually, my memory of her is that she never did identify herself primarily in that way. 
She didn’t do that from the beginning and I actually had to persuade her to put work in the show because 
she was very ambivalent about it right from the start for reasons that she obviously expressed later. 
That reticence was there right from the beginning, which was another reason why that catalogue 
introduction was so carefully couched. It was testament to Connie’s generosity and open-mindedness 
that she was willing to give it a go. I did share my thinking with all of the artists in a lot of detail as the 
show developed. I remember all of them as being very supportive of the project and of each other’s 
practices while also recognising their really quite diverse positions and approaches, as well as their 
relative degrees of ambivalence towards the framing contexts that the exhibition set up. 
The artists’ thinking informed my thinking as well, I mean it was a dialogue with all those artists. 
Somebody like Elona Bennett I remember as being absolutely firmly within an overtly feminist camp of 
work and life and politics, who felt very comfortable with the premise of the show; Connie [Parker] 
didn’t; of all the artists, she was probably the most questioning of it. Minorities and disenfranchised 
sectors of society usually reach a point where it’s politically expedient for them to band together or to 
speak as one, but there are traps associated with that. Just as that was an issue for an increasing number 
of women artists, it would come to be so for many Black artists a bit later. Artists are very agile about 
constantly escaping assumptions and expectations about what they should be, who they are, and all the 
rest of it. Certainly, I think a lot of artists who are women felt that the notion of ‘woman artist’ was in 
danger of being used as just another strategy for keeping you down: its ‘othering’ was unhelpful.  
JD: It’s something I’m coming up against in my research – Was there a feminine aesthetic? Is it insulting 
to imply that there was? And it seems there’s still no kind of clear resolution on that. 
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AP: Well I think, now, that it’s different anyway. We are way past that point. This was a kind of rapidly 
developing discourse because women were exploding onto the scene really – every year there were 
more women around making work, showing art and everything else. It was a dynamic, constantly 
changing scenario. Theory, practice, discourse were rapidly evolving, all of those things were emergent, 
so it wasn’t a kind of monolithic position in any case I don’t feel.  
JD: It’s interesting to hear that the show came together quite organically and that all the work came to 
sit together quite nicely. 
AP: Absolutely yes, it definitely did happen in that way. It’s interesting talking about it after all this time 
because, now, it’s fixed in history but at the time, it was really intended to be quite provisional: it was 
just a group of by and large really very young artists and a young curator exploring some ideas of the 
moment and inviting active participation in that exploration by an audience. 
JD: So, we talked a little about that carefully worded exhibition introduction – the line I’ve seen quoted 
again and again from that introduction is that you said: “for me, the femininity of these artists is clearly 
apparent in their work”. I wonder if you could talk a little bit about what you perceive to be feminine 
qualities in artwork, or how you would identify these qualities. 
AP: This is ‘then’ we are talking about, not now. I feel differently now I think. But then, I think that it 
was… You don’t think about art independently of thinking about being in the world; and my culturally-
situated experience and perspectives were shaped, amongst other things, by my sex and my gender 
(which are themselves, of course culturally situated). So these worlds that were apparent in this art that 
I was seeing I also recognised as my world to a certain extent – a world informed by my sex and my 
gendered experience. What all of those artists’ work had in common, I felt, was the extent to which it 
was informed by ‘being’ as it related to female bodies. So that’s the thing that I think underpinned what 
the work shared – this sense of the female body. That’s very different from a “feminine aesthetic”, that’s 
something different. These first-hand, lived experiences of female bodies, I think probably that was one 
of the things that I felt generated certain ways of looking at the world, experiencing the world, feeling 
the world, being inside your head, all of those things. I felt that that, in very different and diverse ways, 
was apparent in all of the work in that exhibition. And so, perhaps, it was tentatively proposing a point 
of intersection between female, bodily experience and gendered, feminine articulation of it. 
JD: And that’s interesting because of course it’s sculpture as well, which is so embodied – it’s the scale 
of the body and how we move around sculptures and experience them in relation to our own bodies. 
So, it’s interesting to hear that the female body was specifically in mind with this exhibition and that’s 
what ties it all together. 
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AP: I think that is the thing really. Also, it’s not true of every artist but, with most of the artists, there 
was a certain kind of provisionality about the way that the objects were made and a certain relationship 
with craft-based activity then traditionally associated with the feminine. Maybe there was something 
about proposing that the relationship between their processes of thinking and making could be fruitfully 
considered from a gendered perspective… 
Just in terms of works’ figurative references, these references were ones that you felt perhaps women 
were more likely to be addressing. Although… the artists’ frames of reference were incredibly broad, so 
I’m not sure how useful that is:  they were just as interested in particle physics as they were in make-
up! 
Materials too, this business of a “soft aesthetic” again. I’m not sure, it’s all a bit tricky. But I do think that 
that tradition coming out of Eva Hesse, there is a lot of that there. If you think of when that big exhibition 
at the Whitechapel happened – that was very influential upon all those younger generations of women 
students who were then in British art schools and saw that exhibition. So, there was that dialogue going 
on at the time as well.  
JD: Well funnily enough, I’ve read three reviews of the show: Ann Cullin, Roberta McGrath and Roberts 
Ayers… 
AP: I didn’t even remember that there were three reviews! 
JD: Ha-ha yes, well three that I could find. And these three authors, they all make the relationship 
between Lois Williams’ work and Eva Hesse, which I think is interesting.  
AP: Well and I think it’s understandable.  
JD: Yes, definitely, and there were so few women sculptors that people knew about that Hesse was an 
obvious figure to relate things to. 
AP: Yes, yes I suppose so.  
But there were also coincidences that I thought were interesting at the time, like Lois Williams was living 
on a farm and Connie Parker was brought up on a farm, with all the viscerality that that entails. I found 
it interesting in terms of thinking about their relationships with their physical materials.   
While being interested by these coincidences and cross-currents, the work and the artists were in many 
ways incredibly diverse. The exhibition was trying to say this is one way of looking at these artists’ work, 
it is not every way of looking at it; this is one lens through which it might fruitfully be considered, but it 
is not the only lens. I suppose the aspiration was to propose a premise for considering the artists and 
their work in dialogue, at a particular moment in time and place – a premise that was provisional. More 
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or less consciously, I think, the aim was to articulate a context for thought with a degree of provisionality 
that reflected the provisionality of much of the work itself. I think it was that that enabled the artists to 
engage in the project with such openness and generosity, despite whatever misgivings they might have 
had.  
JD: And they are all quite different. I think had it been a show called Sculpture by Women and the works 
had all looked the same, that would have been quite reductive and ascribing meaning to something 
where maybe there was no meaning.  
AP: They were nearly all, also, really young artists at the very beginnings of their careers. It definitely 
was part of Ikon’s project then to broaden the range of artists being shown, so being responsive to what 
artists wanted to exhibit was really important and that’s why that show developed as it did. 
JD: Yes and of course Cornelia Parker has gone on to have amazing success. 
AP: Yes absolutely. 
JD: And I know Lois Williams has some works in the National Museum of Wales collection and has 
exhibited within the last few years in Cardiff. I don’t know what has become of Elona Bennett or Janet 
Hedges at all. 
AP: No, me neither. I seem to remember that Janet Hedges was based in Nottingham at the time, Elona 
[Bennett] was in London and Sheila [Clayton] was in Exeter so they were right across the country as well. 
They weren’t all based in London. 
JD: We’ve talked a little bit about the critics’ response. I don’t know if you’re aware of any other reviews, 
I just found those three… 
AP: I can’t remember, I’m sorry – it was so long ago! I can’t remember if the coverage was adverse or 
largely positive, I have no idea. 
JD: Not to worry, that’s understandable. Do you remember how the audience responded? 
AP: I think people were really interested by it and it had good audience figures. I seem to remember 
that it looked great in that gallery space but that’s about it I’m afraid. 
JD: That’s great. So, my final question is: have your thoughts on, we’ll call it “femininity in artwork”, 
changed over time since the early 1980s? 
AP: On the one hand I’m not sure what that means anymore and it’s a notion that’s fraught with so 
many difficulties that I don’t think it’s useful. At the same time, I would have to say that if I think, for 
example, of all the sculptors in whose practices I am interested - and who have remained interesting to 
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me over time - I can’t separate my preoccupation with their art from the wider 
intellectual/emotional/psychological preoccupations that constitute my ‘being-in-the-world’. This 
inevitably symbiotic relationship between one’s experience of art and one’s life experience in its totality, 
may in some way be gendered, or be to do with one’s biological sex, but these are such slippery 
proposals. So, I don’t know.  
Something I do think is interesting in relation to these questions was the rise of installation and the point 
at which so many sculptors turned towards installation. There was an exhibition held at Ikon in 1988 
called Grey Matter; this was another sculpture exhibition. (The gallery had a long tradition of curating 
survey sculpture exhibitions; again, it’s a terrible catalogue!). It was a response to the dematerialisation 
of the art object, the rise of installation work and the death of discreet objects, or what seemed for a 
while to be the death of discreet object-making. I don’t know how much that had to do with more 
women coming to the fore, but it would be interesting to explore that. Although a lot of those 
installation artists were men, so I don’t know. But I do wonder whether the change in the status of the 
object might not have had something to do with fact that there were a lot more women practising 
sculpture.  
I think it’s also interesting to think about the burgeoning preoccupation with film and video in this 
context and how many women were working with both material objects and film and video – somebody 
like Dorothy Cross is a classic example of that. I don’t know whether you could look and say that there 
were more women making work in that way. And also, the integration of performance, somebody like 
Mona Hatoum for example. Many feminist artists spoke about the weight of tradition attached to 
painting and sculpture and how their exclusion from those traditions and histories prompted their 
occupation or carving out of alternative territories of art making in which there was no pre-existent, 
exclusionary canon. 




Appendix Four  
Interview: Margaret Organ 




Interview between Jennifer Dudley and Margaret Organ at the artist’s home/studio. 
JD: Ok, so thank you for allowing me to interview you. My first question is…  so, you did your BA at 
Brighton Polytechnic… 
MO: That’s right. 
JD: The dates I’ve got here are 1975 to 1978 
MO: Yes. 
JD: And that was followed by an MA at Chelsea School of Art from 78 to 79, is that correct? 
MO: That’s right yes. 
JD: And I just wondered if you could talk a bit about your experiences at art school during that period of 
the late 1970s? 
MO: Well, I really enjoyed myself because I was a mature student and I’d been wanting to go to art 
college, but I had three children and I thought I wouldn’t manage to do a degree course. So, I started 
doing a part-time course and then the head of the sculpture department said “Why don’t you apply for 
the full-time course? You’re doing more work on the part-time course than the full-time students!” and 
I said “Oh! Well, I wouldn’t be able to come in at half terms and would have to leave at three o’clock in 
the afternoon to collect my children from school!” and he said, “No that’s absolutely fine Maggie.”  
What I liked about Brighton was that they let me be totally independent and I got on with what I wanted 
to do and there were no projects or anything, I was just free to experiment which suited me beautifully. 
The last year was great because I had a room to myself and I wanted to do things on the walls and it 
didn’t matter because nobody else was working in that space. So, I spent the last year really with total 
freedom. 
Interestingly… I think this might give you a picture of what it was like working at that time, although 
Brighton Art College was really great and very receptive to what I was doing, when it came to the degree 
show the external assessor came around and looked at my work and I heard later that he said it wasn’t 
“proper” sculpture because of the materials I was using. I wasn’t using welding equipment; I wasn’t 
constructing vast things in timber or stone or anything. I was making things in paper and wire, cotton, 
nails, sticks, cloth, all sorts of things. Anyway, he did agree with the art college that he would pass my 
work, but he certainly wouldn’t give me a First which is what I needed in order to be able to go on to do 
an MA. So, one of the tutors said, “Let’s see what mark Maggie gets on her dissertation”. And he said 
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“alright” and fortunately I’d worked my socks off and I got a commendation for the Art History 
dissertation and so that put me back up to a First. But if it had just been left to the external assessor I 
wouldn’t have then been able to go to Chelsea. I couldn’t have afforded it you see, we were both very, 
very poor at the time and I think that’s the great shame now that students can’t get grants and bursaries 
and things. 
Then Lewis Biggs went around art colleges looking at work where people had got a First and he saw my 
work and invited me to be part of an exhibition at the Arnolfini. And he asked me to make something in 
situ. So, it was exciting to have that and to be accepted by other people, not just on the strength of 
having done well at writing. So that led to that and as well as having time in Bristol and doing this piece 
in the gallery We were so hard up that we didn’t eat very well and as well as making the sculpture they 
gave me free food vouchers to go into the café and have whatever I wanted.  
And then I went to Chelsea Art College and had just a year there, but it was flat out, no holidays at all. I 
was commuting from Brighton on the Thameslink; there were lots of problems with the train line and I 
often wouldn’t get back until eleven o’clock. But before I did it I did say to my children “How do you feel 
about this? I’ll be like a businesswoman getting on the train early in the morning and coming back late 
at night and I’ll only see you at weekends. But it’s just for a year.” Fortunately, they were fine about it 
and Ted was very supportive, my husband, and our neighbours and friends – they all helped out.  But it 
was a bit tricky. 
But what was so marvellous was that again I just had this space and I was left to my own devices. At 
first, I didn’t settle very well there, I was sharing the studio with a painter and I found that quite tricky 
because I got spoiled in Brighton having my own space. But then I went into a sort of “I can’t make 
anything, nothing’s interesting!” but then I suddenly made Loop. And that was it, after that everything 
else just flowed… 
One of the things I made at Brighton, which I’d consider to be my root piece Strokes. It’s a very gestural 
piece and it’s just me beginning to think about what really appealed to me and forgetting everything 
else, just working purely for myself more. And it was just chicken wire, laminated with tissue paper and 
it had this lovely thing where… it was so light, and it felt like it had just arrived. Quite a lot of my work in 
my BA was working on that idea of the presence of objects, how they were made and how they came 
into being – literally. This seemed to be a really good example of it, because it was so simple and yet it 
did so much. It just leant against the wall. The bits were stuck together, so although they were individual 
marks, or “strokes”, they created a mass. They kind of looked as if you… well you could just lift them up 
with your hand and toss them over your shoulder! 
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JD: Oh, that’s funny isn’t it! I’ve seen images of your work and I know that it’s made of paper and chicken 
wire, but you don’t really think of the weight of it and how actually you could just easily move it! 
MO: Yes, exactly. It’s also related to drawing and painting – and at Chelsea I was put in an annexe with 
painting students because, though I was a sculptor, I didn’t use heavy machinery. So, I think this piece, 
and the other work I was doing in the BA, was really sort of building up towards what I made… you know 
it was continuous. This is what I was so excited about, because I’d found a way of working that opened 
up lots of ideas… so one thing related to another - I wasn’t making separate pieces, they were all 
interconnected.  
JD: So, this leads quite nicely on to some of my next questions – I was wondering when you started using 
paper and wire as your primary materials and what drew you to those as sculptural materials? 
MO: Yes, well it was in my BA course. I had worked my way through traditional materials and I sort of 
discovered that the thing that really interested me was working in a material and staying with it – I didn’t 
want to be working in something and then casting it in something else. I liked the idea of being able to 
really handle things and stay with it.  
I did some lithography and I got very cross because doing a litho you work on a slate thing and then it 
disappears and becomes something else and I hated that! I didn’t want to be out of the picture with it 
– I wanted to stay in touch with what was going on. I’ve never understood how Rothko could get 
someone else to make his paintings! Because then you’re so far away from what you’re doing, that 
you’re much more of a witness, and I wanted to be totally involved.  
And so, these early pieces were made with materials like paper, wire and cloth and it was all about just 
trying things out and the beauty of it was that they were very quick to make in comparison to chiselling 
away in granite or something. So, I could get through a lot, I was very prolific.  
Let me show you some of my BA work. 
Blue Rope was just a piece of rope that I bound in cloth, blue cloth, it was a lovely sky blue.Then I put 
four nails on the wall and I threw it on there! I really like that piece – it was just so “Here we are! Isn’t 
this interesting to look at!”. How, if you tried to do it again, you couldn’t because it would get into a 
different sort of tangle. 
Also, I’d done my dissertation on Eva Hesse and I loved some of her sprawling things and the way she 
just did things really, I found that exciting. So, she was influential. 
JD: Yes, that to me recalls her piece Right After and those latex hanging strings.  
MO: Very interesting woman. Pity she died so young.  
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 I then started using white for everything in order to focus on the shapes and what was happening – I 
couldn’t cope with colour as well, so I went in to white mainly.  
 Emerging was a cylinder with a crack in it and out of that comes a little wire and it’s about things 
emerging. That’s one of the themes that really fascinated me. 
I also did this one – Contours –which was just cardboard torn, so there’s a sense of history in a way of 
where things have come from, sort of very simple. 
And here’s an image of an overview of my degree show. 
JD: It’s nice to see the works interacting with each other. 
MO: Yes. You can’t see this one very well but that was an interesting piece. It was a piece of wood 
coming out of the wall, there was a hole in the wall, and then I’d used black cotton, drawing as if it was 
shadow and then there were pencil lines on the wall so there was a sense in which any of those pieces 
could have come out. I was just playing about with things really. 
Then with the MA work… Loop. I did write somebody an email about Loop which you might like to have. 
92 It was a friend of mine who was not an artist and this piece had got into the Making It exhibition in 
Yorkshire and she said to me when she got the photograph, “well what’s it about then?”. So, it made 
me just think “why is my work so inaccessible to people when it’s so simple?” it’s just so clear to me 
what it is. It’s made of material you don’t feel “gosh that must have been really difficult to cast that into 
bronze or whatever”.  
The materials are very, what you’d call, domestic and again very light, you could just pick that up with 
your finger! It seemed very straightforward. At the top I left a bit of wire, so you could see how it was 
made. 
We were talking earlier [pre-interview] about how artists know what they’re doing and they’re the ones 
that should speak about their work and actually I don’t think I often know what I’m doing. It’s in the 
doing that it starts becoming clearer and then after I’ve made it I see things in it that I hadn’t realised 
I’d put in it. Then other people come along and say things and I think “oh isn’t that interesting?”.  
A friend of mine who always likes what I do, or seems to, she’s followed my career and really loves this 
piece [Loop] – she says the shape is like an embryo. That to me was very interesting because I’d made 
the string blue and there’s a sense almost of an umbilical cord. But what I was thinking more about was 
the contact from one point to the other and how that changes things.  
 
92 This email from Maggie to her friend is included as a further thesis appendix. 
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There’s sort of like a social meaning and I think that became more important to me, that social meaning 
of whatever I was doing. It seemed that the process of layering the paper mirrored what was happening 
to me in terms of my ideas, that they followed the same course if you like, the same things were being 
layered into it. 
JD: For me I look at something like this and I just think of the human body making it and how the scale 
is kind of determined by the human body – I don’t know what your ideas about that are… 
MO: I mean a lot of these paper pieces, because I made them and I’m standing up and not using ladders 
or anything, it’s all about really, I suppose… yes, my scale. If somebody else made it, they would have 
probably made it completely differently even if I’d given them the idea. Again, there’s this thing about 
drawing as well, that the work is almost like drawing in space isn’t it?  
If we move on to this one – Soft Cubes (1978) - these were lovely, they were like marshmallows being 
tossed around in the studio, you could almost taste them! I’d always been struck as a child by the idea 
that solids were full of atoms. I used to look at tables and things and have to really think about this, that 
actually it wasn’t just a flat table it was made up of lots of little things and this comes in to the way I 
work, this idea of objects being somehow softened and much more human.  
In this piece [Soft Cubes] it’s the idea of the contrast between maybe the hard floor and then these soft 
objects. I also find it much more appealing to see things that are not machine made but are handmade, 
that they’re not perfectly straight. They’ve got this quirkiness about them and they’re flawed – I’m 
interested in things that are flawed rather than perfection.  
JD: Are these again the chicken wire as a net, then paper over the top? 
MO: I made them out of some sort of wire, it might have been chicken wire. So even the original shape 
wasn’t quite perfect, it was an approximation.  
MO: Then there’s this one – Cube Tower (1978) – this is one of the early pieces. It starts off, you can see 
it’s just a little bit of wire, then it gradually gets covered up and gets more interesting, the shapes. And 
yet it depends on this very fragile start, I wasn’t sure how high I could go with it – I stopped there and 
thought “no I’ve made my point now”. Just visually I’ve found there’s much more interest for me in 
these sorts of things than something that’s just been churned out by a machine.  
There’s something about the paper as well. It’s very easy to work with, it’s very easily torn, and it’s got 
so much variety in it, so you can laminate it. With one sheet you’ve got a very flimsy piece of paper but 
if you add more and more layers then it can become really hard, you couldn’t tear it then.  In this work 
- Standing in Line (1979) - you get the sense of… they’re almost like people, standing in line. The qualities 
are very human and it’s also about how none of these pieces could stand on their own – that they need 
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each other. This again mirrors my idea of how we’re all going to survive – by being creative with one 
another. 
Then this one here – Just Leaning (1979) – very delicate and I suppose I could have gone on and made 
a lot more of them but somehow that seemed to be just enough. It had the most amazing effect on the 
space around it, it was transformational really – one minute there’s the hard wall and the hard floor 
then you get these lovely things. It was almost like playing the piano really, I felt it was musical this piece. 
They were like notes.  
I think I’ve been really influenced by American artists really – painters also. It’s interesting that Eva Hesse 
had moved from painting to sculpture, because I always loved painting as well.  
Again, I kept the white because I wanted to focus on this sort of fluidity and the pure shapes. They create 
a softness as well, a soft of tonality.  
JD: Yes, again to me there’s something very gestural and almost brushstroke-like to the shapes. 
MO: Yes, going back to that BA one where they were sort of flat, gestural marks. But this works better, 
for me, it seems more… it’s nice and random. It’s not like “oh dear I’ve made that wrong, I’ll have to do 
it again”. It seems like the material has taken over a bit. And I think that’s really important – when I’m 
working I sometimes get terribly controlling and then I think: “hang on a minute, it’s all going wrong” 
because I’m getting in there too much and I want to be a bit further back and a bit more… letting the 
shapes become themselves.  
So, yes, going back to your question about why paper – I think there’s so many reasons for it that seem 
to be connected to all different aspects of the way I think and who I am.I never did get on with very 
highly technical things. whereas with paper I was in my element and could do what I wanted.  
When I started out I needed to have something to reject. So, when I started off I was working with wood 
and it seemed like the wood was giving me some resistance, whereas as I developed more, I became 
much more interested in this idea of fluidity and things being not just objects but part of space. So, I 
remember one day looking at an empty space and thinking “isn’t it lovely!” and why was the work not 
using this freedom of space somehow, and that’s where these pieces started to come in because I 
wanted to recognise or to do something about the way the space was moved by the way the material 
was moved, and vice versa. 
There was one piece I made later which was in the ICA for the Objects and Sculpture exhibition, it was 
pieces on the floor that were almost like leaves and they were kind of nestling in one another as if they’d 
just blown in to the floor of the ICA gallery. They were laminated paper and they were like almost, not 
like boats but really like large leaves and they created wonderful shadows and it was as if someone had 
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opened the gallery door and they’ve just blown in and they could just drift out again. I used that idea of 
the objects, or the sculpture, being created as much by the shape of the air, so it was almost like 
including the wind.  
JD:  This is fascinating. I think one of the things I really like about your work, which was still fairly new in 
sculpture at the time, was not having the plinth, not having a framing device but actually leaning against 
the wall, being directly on the floor and interacting with the space that way, I think that’s really 
interesting. From what you’re saying I’m understanding why the work did that, because you wanted to 
interact with the space. 
MO: Yes. I’d been working in that studio with a painter in the annexe and then I was moved up to the 
main building as it was getting nearer to the time when we had to have the MA exhibition and suddenly 
I had this huge space and so that’s why I was able to use the floor more. Oh, it was just like being let out 
of prison really – it was marvellous!  
There was a piece - Flow of Lines (1979) – that was on the floor and I think this was the first one I made 
when I got into this room. It was just these little… kind of like a river almost, exploring the floor. I just 
loved it! It just fascinated me that I could make enough of them to feel like you get the gist of it you 
know without creating a whole room full of it.  
And I think all the time I was sort of making things that just had this inner appeal. I didn’t notice what 
the others were doing I was very concentrated on what I wanted to explore and make. I mean I did talk 
to the other students but it’s not the same as the BA where you spent more time looking at each other’s 
work and everything. 
If I go to this one – this is Memories of Bull Rock (1979) – my father was Irish and I was in Ireland when 
I was a child and there was a particular place that we used to go for a walk, along the coast and there 
was a rock that you couldn’t see at all unless the tide was going out and then it emerged out of the 
water and it was only there for about half an hour because then it got covered up again with the tide 
coming in. So, it was almost like a seal appearing in the water, or a strange fish or something, and I can 
remember as a child staring at this thing and we often used to go for the walk and a lot of the time it 
wasn’t there but then suddenly it would emerge! So, this piece is really, again, about emergence but 
also it was about the feeling of seeing that shape coming out of the water. So, you have these, almost 
like stepping stones and they looked as if water had smoothed the shapes. So, they have that feel of 
having been in another element, you know, which again is what I was talking about with having the air 
around the piece – but for me I was thinking of water.  
Barry Flanagan was a visiting tutor and he came in and saw these and he loved them! I think it was the 
Irish side of him. We had a long chat about them. And the other thing that I think was so interesting for 
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me was to find something so small that fascinated me and to work with that. Working on a fairly small 
scale, they weren’t large, they weren’t intimidating, it wasn’t a piece of sculpture where you felt “ooh 
this a bit big for me!”. The work felt friendly and you could spend time with it. I felt it wasn’t difficult to 
understand it really. Again this, using three, I often used a small number of things to create a group. It 
was interesting how some of the shapes were varied and how you could walk through it around it. 
JD: I’d like to talk to you about the Acme exhibition Eight Artists: Women, which happened in 1980. I 
know we were talking a little bit [pre-interview] earlier about Claire Smith who curated the show and I 
read a press release in which she said that the exhibition aimed to “raise the issues for more general 
debate, what or whether there is a ‘feminine sensibility’” and I just wondered what your thoughts were 
on whether a feminine sensibility is an appropriate way to read work by women, whether you thought 
the work in that exhibition related to each other because of the feminine sensibility? 
MO: Well, one of the things I noticed in hindsight was how different it was being part of the Eight Women 
Artists in comparison to being part of the eight sculptors, one of whom was a woman, for the Objects & 
Sculpture show. It was just a different kettle of fish altogether.  
I mean, both were in two parts but, for example, with the Eight Women Artists we all met up and had 
lunch together and chatted and got to know each other’s work and Claire would talk to me about what 
other artists she was considering including in the exhibition and asked what I thought and when we 
went to put the work up it was a kind of collective really. We were there together, and it was really 
friendly and there was a sort of sympathy between the work. I remember people who visited the show 
saying it was like taking a walk in the park. It seemed quite relaxed and the artists were on the whole 
quite approachable and there wasn’t a problem in talking about the work. 
I don’t know whether women are better at language – is that it? I mean some women aren’t. I struggle 
with that you know, I think what is a woman anyway? Most of my friends are women maybe because 
there is that overlap – something about me overlaps with something in them. I don’t know if being a 
woman makes it easier for you to get on with another woman than with a man because you’ve got your 
womanliness in there. But then some women are not very womanly, you know.  
I do feel that looking back at the 1980s and something that I noticed at the time, because I also went to 
the ICA to the big discussion, a huge panel of women on this stage and the rest of us were in this sort of 
lecture theatre audience but what was extraordinary about it was that if someone wanted to talk, they 
just put their hand up and then they could speak in a normal quiet voice and everybody really listened. 
It was quite extraordinary. There was one girl there with a very small voice and one of the things I always 
carry in my head was what a small voice she had but how everybody actually really listened to what she 
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was saying and it seemed more powerful because she was talking so quietly, she wasn’t shouting or 
forcing her voice she was just speaking normally –there was something incredibly moving about that.  
I noticed that too in the exhibition recently The Weather Garden when there was a conversation 
between three women and they all spoke, and you had to really be quiet to hear what they were saying. 
It was just like a chat, it wasn’t like a “now I’m going to tell you how brilliant I am!” sort of thing. It was 
very approachable… 
The other interesting thing that was happening in the Eight Artists Women was that as we were putting 
the show up, particularly my part, the whole of London was full of the most enormous demonstration 
against nuclear weapons. There were absolutely massive demonstrations in the 80s, a lot of people had 
suddenly realised what was going on. They were desperate to get the politicians to listen. And 
meanwhile we were putting this exhibition up and I had made that piece – I can’t remember what else 
was in the exhibition now – but I know that I made the piece Three (1980). This piece was formed from 
three bamboo sticks, and it was made by putting paper over the bamboo so that each shape got 
gradually larger and heavier. One of the things that I too had become aware of was the problem with 
not just nuclear weapons but with nuclear pollution and nuclear waste. The waste that was going in to 
barrels but also the stuff that was going into the air and also the terrible health problems that were 
going to be caused by it.  
I found it more and more difficult to work as an artist because I felt undermined by what was happening 
in the environment and everything. And what was I doing about it? Apart from going on demonstrations 
when I could. The sculpture Three reflected some of my feelings and thoughts about it all. Because the 
three shapes are almost like alpine horns like making a sound-  it’s  a soundless horn  but you feel it’s 
going to make a sound. The first one was quite steady and then when the second one came along and 
leaned on it - it was causing more pressure and then the third one… you know, they were balanced one 
on another and getting bigger and then the edge here is chopped off. So, it was my feeling of how we 
were working towards extinction really, in all sorts of ways.  
Three came out of the other work I’d been doing but it was much more specifically about this feeling of 
civilisation being stopped. Physically making it was quite tricky because I wanted it to show instability, 
but I didn’t want it to actually fall over!  
JD: How do you feel that your work in this exhibition related to the other female sculptors, if it did? 
MO: I was very interested to see what they were doing. Because women’s work wasn’t shown, my 
reaction was more of “oh there are other women!”. I mean, a lot of people at art college were women 
but then they disappeared so to me it was more about how wonderful that we’ve got women’s work 
available to look at. And I felt more affinity I suppose with their work and I felt that I was in a good place, 
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you know being in a women’s exhibition. So, I was very pleased to be there. I felt the context was much 
more sympathetic to my work and the whole approach to it, the way the catalogue was produced, the 
fact that Fenella Crichton actually talked to me about my work and it wasn’t just written up in a 
catalogue somewhere you know, there was a sense of a real relationship growing there.  
Now, so many women artists are showing that it’s really quite different, but at the time with the small 
sample that were available there did seem to be some characteristics there that seemed to be 
reoccurring. 
JD: That’s certainly what I’m seeing from my research but it’s hard to define exactly what it was or why 
things might be the concern of women in particular. Certainly, techniques like the wrapping, which we 
talked about, were quite common, or the idea that you could fold the work up and put it away. I wonder 
if you see your own work as “feminine” or related to a female experience?  
MO: Well, I can see how people would see me as a female artist because of the materials I use and 
because I fit in to what is often labelled as “feminine”. I’m not sure if it’s terribly helpful to categorise 
the works.  
In the context of 1980 I thought it was brilliant to put on an exhibition of women’s work and I still think 
it’s a good idea to make sure that women’s work is being shown. But I find  it a difficult thing to talk 
about. For me I find that a lot of women’s work has more humanity in it and I find it easier to relate to. 
And if my work is shown alongside other work like that (like it is in The Weather Garden) then it does 
seem to look different. So when the Loop was shown in the exhibition Making It – when it was shown 
on a wall by itself – like it was at Warwick - it just looked like itself, but when it was shown in the Longside 
Gallery in Yorkshire and there was a big piece by Tony Cragg and then Veronica Ryan on the floor and I 
was on the wall and there were other pieces and it didn’t look the same. It still held its own and it had 
this lovely light coming in from the window but it didn’t feel quite happy.  
It’s like once I had a work in an exhibition, a large paper sculpture called Spine and it was in that Prophecy 
and Vision exhibition and it was next to a really rather violent painting about hell or something and I felt 
really quite cross and I thought couldn’t they have given my piece a different neighbour!? 
It wasn’t right next door, but I think there’s an atmosphere around my work and it needs space around 
it for you to somehow relate to it. So, if there’s a lot of other activity going on it somehow diminishes it. 
I suppose it’s the same with anybody’s work – if you get a whole exhibition of one person’s work it’s 
somehow more satisfactory than seeing one piece of sculpture by somebody.  
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JD: So, going back to Objects and Sculpture at the ICA and Arnolfini, I wonder – being the only female 
artist in that show, whether you felt that you and your work was different from the other artists? How 
did your experience of that show compare to Eight Artists at Acme for example? 
MO: I think with the Eight Artists I knew in advance that I was going to be in it because Claire [Smith] 
had asked me if I was willing to be in it and it was at the early ages she told me, while she was still 
thinking about who to include. With the other exhibition, Objects and Sculpture, it came out of the blue 
and I was really shocked actually! I thought “why me?” I just was dumbfounded by it, particularly when 
I heard that I was the only woman in it. It was quite amazing. I spoke to somebody who knew something 
about how the selection process had gone and he said, “when your slides came up everybody said YES!”. 
And I thought “oh isn’t that nice!”. So, I was really, really pleased but very surprised.  
Then there was none of the consultation or anything, they just selected the work and it was all done in 
a very professional way. The van turned up to collect the work, you know, there was none of this trying 
to wrap things up. And they paid you – gave you a grant. But then when I went to the opening at the 
Arnolfini I found it difficult to talk to the other artists. I did try. Bill Woodrow’s a lovely person and I had 
a conversation with him, but he talks about his work in a completely different way to me. The exhibition 
was much more of a professional outing with work on display.  
JD: Of course, it was lots of male artists represented by the Lisson Gallery, a commercial gallery and I 
was interested to see your name with them because they’d been promoted as these New British 
Sculpture artists… 
MO: Yes, and I was tagging along! I felt that. And they went on and I vanished. And I think it was good 
that I was in there and I think my work was quite different, my approach to objects was different.It 
wasn’t that I didn’t like the other work or that it wasn’t interesting it was just, I think, we were all very 
individual. But it’s quite hard to talk about as it was all such a long time ago and also… was it 1980?  
JD: 1981. 
MO: Yes, I had all sorts of family problems going on at the time and I get the impression that male artists 
have got wives who do everything or haven’t got children or whatever, so they are free from a lot of the 
problems that I was faced with – both my parents being suddenly very ill and things like that. I think that 
there’s a limit to how much one individual can follow their own career and also help out with the family, 
I think there’s a real conflict there. My children had grown up a bit then and were very independent, 
but my parents were very old and having a lot of health problems.  
That’s one of the reasons why I got my back injury because I my father, who’d been crop-sprayed by an 
aeroplane, then developed cancer and my mother couldn’t cope with it really so then she became ill. 
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So, we ended up actually moving into a big house, so they could live with us and I could look after them. 
Things just gradually got more and more difficult. My kids had grown up and were marvellous, very 
independent, but I ended up with two disabled parents. 
JD: Oh my goodness. Yes, it’s a different kind of care-giving role again then. 
MO: I don’t know how other people manage really, whether they just say they can’t do both things and 
they choose. 
JD: So, when I was doing my background research into you and your exhibition history, I just saw a line 
on the Arts Council website which said: “an injury in the early 1980s prevented Margaret Organ from 
continuing with her demanding work”. I just wonder if you’re happy to talk about what happened there. 
MO: Yes of course. We’d brought this house to look after my mum and dad. I had a studio in the house 
as it was a big house and the kids were all teenagers and I think my mum and dad lived with us for about 
five years before they died. In that time, I was also renovating the house, because I was quite good with 
a hammer. We were sorting everything out and then I don’t know why, I think it was to do with helping 
my parents, that I got this slipped disk and I got terrible treatment on the NHS and it made it worse - I 
tried going to physiotherapists and everything. I had just started making what I thought would be my 
best ever piece of sculpture but every time I tried to work on the sculpture my back got worse. So, I just 
stopped and basically the back was so bad that I couldn’t stand up for more than ten minutes at a time, 
I couldn’t raise my arms and my back felt like it would never be right. And then I sort of gave up really. 
In addition to that what had happened was I’d been selected for an exhibition in London at the Atlantis 
Gallery. At that point my back was ok, this was just beforehand, so I went up to London and installed 
everything and everything was fine. But then - and I think this is really the thing that finished me off - 
the exhibition went presumably ok in London and then I was waiting and I kept thinking “oh why hasn’t 
the work come back”, I couldn’t understand it and then I got a phone call from the janitor at Brighton 
art college saying there was a whole load of my sculpture in the foyer at the art college and could I come 
and collect it. And I said, “well I didn’t know it was there!” and he said, “it’s just piled up in the foyer”. 
So, I went down there to have a look and it was all the sculpture from the exhibition that looked like it 
had just been thrown into the art college. It was damaged.  
I got that phone call just after I had hurt my back but hadn’t realised how serious the injury was – that 
it was a slipped disc, and it was on a nerve so every time I moved it was painful. I just got so upset that 
my work had been damaged and then I had to move it all back to my house and my studio which made 
my back much worse and I couldn’t raise my arms anymore, I became like an invalid. I tried phoning the 
man who’d organised the exhibition and I tried writing to him and I never got a reply and then I was too 
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ill to actually do anything about it. The pain and everything went on for a long, long time and of course 
it made it much more difficult to cope with looking after my parents and so forth.  
I had to give up on the sculpture because every time I tried to make things it just exacerbated it so then 
I started drawing. I’d always loved drawing but then I started just drawing and not trying to make 
sculpture and then people started contacting me about my drawings and I felt a bit better about it then! 
I felt, I wouldn’t say depressed, but I felt a deep hurt about it. It was an added pain to the physical pain 
because I felt that I’d done everything I’d been asked – gone up there and installed the work, talked 
about it and all the rest of it – and then I couldn’t understand why he hadn’t at least contacted me to 
say he was going to drop it off at the art college. 
JD: That is understandably upsetting. And I wonder whether it would have been the same if it was a big 
stone work, whether they’d just chuck that in or if it was because it was this domestic kind of work that 
they just chucked it in. 
MO: I don’t know, I did hear later that the person who ran the gallery was also running something else, 
had two jobs, so maybe they were just stressed out about that.  
I was physically ill for ages and when people phoned me up and asked me about sculpture I just said no. 
The thought of even moving a sculpture, even something I’d made… I had all this stuff that was damaged 
and never repaired it.Then there was an awful storm a few years later. So, things that were stored were 
damaged with the storm and I thought “this must be meant to be”. It all got wiped out, all of the paper 
sculpture is gone.  
The only reason why Loop is in existence is because Natalie Rudd wanted it for the exhibition Making It 
and I thought about it and I thought I could probably remake it because it was so straightforward. It 
seemed like it wouldn’t take me too long to make. But even now I’m a bit nervous of my back and when 
I was making it I had to do lots of exercises to make sure that it would be alright. I got very excited when 
I made it because there it was again, you know.  
My studio in Shoreham, where I lived then, wasn’t big enough really for it – when I was in Chelsea Art 
College the ceilings were nice and high - so it was a bit difficult to see it. I didn’t really see it properly 
until it was in the Longside Gallery. Then when the technicians came to move it they said, “oh do you 
want us to cut this bit of string off”! I said: “no certainly not!”. They weren’t to know were they - it’s just 
string. But that piece of string is so important! 
JD: I’ve asked all my questions, but I just wanted to give you the opportunity if there’s anything else you 
feel we haven’t covered that you’d like to talk about, any memories or experiences that you’d like to 
add to the interview. 
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MO: I I wonder if one of the things that we haven’t talked about at all in my work,I don’t know why I’ve 
never talked about it and didn’t mention it, is that when I was at Chelsea Art College and I couldn’t get 
going (it’s always difficult when you move into a new studio) and I began to feel that I wasn’t going to 
be able to do anything and the MA was going to be a waste of effort, I actually started to pray. I had 
been brought up as a Catholic and then rejected it all and was taught a lot of heresy anyway and didn’t 
really find it helpful but  then when I was at art college, when I was doing my root piece Strokes, once I 
started to work with the paper, it was at the same time as I was getting more interested in spirituality. 
And I think that’s really important in my work because that has grown and grown and grown, that sense 
of a feeling that this life isn’t all there is and that there is this sense of something other.  
I’ve always had this part of me that is very much connected to something deeply spiritual. It’s a bit like 
when you listen to a piece of music that moves you and then you feel melting inside by it, you feel so 
moved that something is almost like crumbling in you. It’s the same with sculpture – when I make 
something which touches on this particular place which is very deeply spiritual then I have this amazing 
feeling about it. It’s an absolute excitement about what I’m seeing or experiencing and it’s something 
which, yes it goes back through my artwork, but it’s been there on and off - sometimes I have these 
dead periods where it’s not coming what I call “alive”.  
More recently it’s become more focused on a whole aspect of death, dying, resurrection. With the 
Standing Shells piece, this was about resurrection and again it’s like a family of shapes, three shapes. It’s 
thinking about the potency of the space. I was talking before about the space being part of the sculpture 
and in this it’s kind of like the shell could be the empty body, if you like, and the space is the thing that’s 
important. The sculpture is talking about this invisible space, this invisible existence, this presence. 
. And with works like Spine and Confluence too. This shape is something that reoccurs quite a lot – this 
kind of like spine shape. And this was before my back went as well! It had a sort of shimmer, you know 
like I said with the Collective Cross, where the light shines and it kind of glints. The tissue paper goes 
over different coloured paper and so you get sort of like a sea shell sheen, you get that lovely 
opalescence. I think that that spiritual side of the work has really been very important to me.  
JD: Yes absolutely. I was just thinking while you were talking – we talked about Eva Hesse earlier who 
obviously died very young and I think her work has been really tied up with this narrative of life and 
death and a lot of her materials were unstable, so the work doesn’t exist anymore. Because she died so 
young it’s so easy to see that narrative but looking at some of your works I also think about the 
vulnerability of the human body and about life cycles and I don’t know if that’s something that is 
consciously there or if that’s just my reading of the work? 
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MO: Yes, that’s there. The transience. You know you’re making something that is very finite and yet it 
touches on other things. The work talks about what you can’t see and so it’s not solid. It’s going back to 
my childhood and knowing that the atoms are there, but you can’t see them. It’s going beyond the 
appearance of something and then your experience of being in a place where you feel wrapped with 
this other presence. 
My daughter, when my back was really, really bad convinced me to go and see a healer called John 
Wimber. I’m glad I went because we got in there and it was jam packed with people – this huge centre 
with lots and lots of chairs – and it was full of charismatics. John Wimber bounced onto the stage with 
a microphone and he had a drum kit and he said, “all those people who want to be healed come up on 
the stage!”. I said to these two people I was with that I wasn’t going up on that stage and that if the Holy 
Spirit is going to heal me it’d have to heal me where I was sitting - I wasn’t moving!  
In the end I sat there and they both prayed over me, either side of me. The drum kit got louder and 
louder and everybody was singing in tongues – it sounded quite beautiful really except some people 
seemed to be going completely bonkers. I just closed my eyes, it was all getting too much for me, I put 
my head down and the next thing I knew I was in a completely different place. I had what I suppose 
you’d call an out of body experience and I was definitely somewhere else.  
I did lots of drawings about it because one of the images was a chalice and that was central. I saw what 
was obviously one of my drawings but done in a way that I could never do it. At the time I’d been doing 
lots of drawing because my back was hurting and then I saw this amazing drawing, it was so beautiful it 
just melted me. Then I must have started to cry. Then I felt these people shaking me and realised I must 
have been making a terrible noise – the charismatics were even looking around to see what I was doing! 
I was weeping and weeping, tears were pouring down my face because of the beauty of this drawing – 
absolutely extraordinary.  
When I got home, Ruth said, “how are you?” and I said, “my back’s absolutely killing me, but I’ve had 
the most amazing experience.” Then I spent the next I don’t know how long not being able to draw 
because I’d seen a drawing that was very much me, but I couldn’t draw it, I knew I could never draw it. 
So, then I was in a rage and thinking why have I seen this? I can’t sculpt now because my back hurts and 
now I’ve seen this amazing drawing which was my potential, if you like, but I could never reach because 
it was just so incredibly wonderful. So, I then got really, really cross about the whole thing and this lasted 
about a month but then I thought “ok I can’t draw it, but I can just draw in my own way” and then I 
started drawing again. I did do a few small drawings of this chalice and the feeling of it and just went on 
from there and then drawing became really central to ideas and working on things. 
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There is this part of me that does feel very open, occasionally not all the time thank goodness, and it 
does, I think, come through a bit in my sculpture. 
I think that’s all I need to say. 






Appendix Five  
Written descriptions of paper sculptures, from Margaret Organ’s personal archive 
Notes on my Paper Sculptures 1978 - 1984 
 
Notes written about “Loop” in response to someone saying -“can you explain it?….I don’t 
understand”. 
You can’t really explain art. It is an inner-outer conversation, where you put something 
outside yourself which is at the same time influenced by an inner response. Like when you 
play the sitar, you pluck the top strings and that makes the strings underneath vibrate. 
I make art to explore ideas, and express things which I can’t fully put into words, and 
because I get withdrawal symptoms if I don’t! 
Then when the work is finished, I am surprised by how I experience it. But, 
perhaps some comments might help you to find your own way of relating to 
“Loop’. 
 
Context of work 
Bear in mind that this sculpture was made approx 36 years ago. Traditionally sculpture 
had been made from wood, stone, metal, cement, bronze, fibreglass, and involved quite a 
lot of heavy work and technical expertise. Making sculpture was predominantly a 
‘masculine’ pursuit. I found myself drawn to using softer materials, which were more 
sympathetic to the ideas I was forming. As well as adding a depth of expression to the 
work, I found these softer materials stimulating to work with. 
 
 
How I made “Loop” 
I made a large circle with wire. I tied a piece of string it to the ‘top’ of the circle, and then 
tied it to the lower part of the circle after pulling the string tight, so that the circle became 
distorted, and created a wonderful flowing shape. I let the rest of the piece of string fall 
down to the floor where it made a half circle on the ground. Then I covered the wire with 
paper, building up the form with different kinds of paper so that it gradually grew larger as 
it reached the point where it met the string. I built up the surface with layers of stretched 
tissue paper. I left a small part of the wire exposed at the top of the circle, so that when 
you stand in front of the sculpture you can see how it is made. 
 
What I like about it, and some reflections. 
I love the flow of movement. For me it is a lyrical piece. The papery circle flows round, 
curving softly but strongly, sometimes touching the wall, sometimes moving away, 
creating soft shadows. I have always been interested in drawing, and the relationship 
between drawing and sculpture. 
This piece hovers between 2 and 3 dimensions. 
The string is tense, then relaxes after it joins the wire. Implicit is the idea of the circle of 
wire as a symbol of the self, which is changed and activated in a new way by contact. So 
you could draw a parallel with the way the self is changed and grows through 
relationships. The work also touches on the creative process, which I mentioned earlier. 
How the interaction of the inner self with the image work together to form an emerging 
form. 
The paper, so easily torn and vulnerable, yet strong when built up in layers, helps to create 
a sense of gentle strength coupled with fluidity. For me, the piece looks newborn and full of 
vitality. It is a piece which stretches me, inviting me to go beyond myself. 
 
The outline shape is like the shape of an embryo which together with the string, which 
could be seen as umbilical cord, and the blue colour associated with water, combine to 




Notes about other paper sculptures 1978 -1984 
As a child I remember being amazed to discover that ‘solid’ objects were made up of small 
particles called atoms. As science progressed through using larger and stronger 
microscopes etc, discoveries of smaller atomic particles were made. The wonderment I 
felt at this has stayed with me, influencing my perception of objects. 
 
Soft Cubes conveys something of this understanding. The tissue paper creates a 
cushioned surface, so the sharp edges become curved and the eye does not stop at the 
edge, but travels around the soft corners. Unlike cubes with hard straight surfaces which 
seem so solid and fixed in place, with each surface identical and easily quantifiable, the 
soft cubes have a more mysterious quality. There is a sense of the layers of their making. 
Also, the cubes are randomly placed, like children’s play blocks, as if the have just been 
thrown on the floor. 
 
Cube Tower. The tower starts as a cube made of wire which has been thinly covered 
with tissue paper. As the tower grows taller with each cube added, each form gradually 
becomes more developed, as increasing amounts of paper are wrapped around the wire. 
The completed tower is rather wonky and tentative, as if finding its way and its balance. 
 
Standing in Line (Nine). Tall irregular somewhat rectangular forms each made by 
laminating tissue paper over wire, stand in a line. Individually, they are slightly off balance, 
and also so light in weight that they easily fall over. But, put together, leaning against each 
other, they form a supportive group and are able to stand firmly upright. Implicit is the idea 
of the interdependence of relationships - how one thing is affected by another, as with 
human beings. This sculpture has for me, a feeling of people waiting at a bus stop - a sort 
of quiet shuffling along. 
 
Nest of Lines This piece takes the idea of drawing in space, with thinner, delicate 
lines at the base, and wider, stronger lines above until the lines converge almost 
forming a surface layer. 
The piece is one of several which touch on the idea of emergence, of a form coming into 
being. In its rather whacky, rickety stance, it reminded me of the way some animals make 
their nest. 
 
Corner Piece . Thin wires are individually wrapped in paper so the the shape gradually 
widens as it grows upwards. At the top, the individual shapes touch each other, forming a 
soft irregular surface. As with Nest of Lines, Corner Piece focusses on the idea of 
individual parts combining to create something new. 
 
Moving into a larger studio room in 1979, enabled me to explore the floor area more 
freely. Flowing Shapes is made of groups of 3 pieces of wire wrapped in tissue paper 
to create lines of flow, like water in a fast moving river. The lines activate the floor 
space in a gentle way. 
 
Memories of Bull Rock. I spent a lot of my childhood in southern Ireland, staying with my 
father’s family. A particular cliff walk to a beach with my cousins, took us past the Bull 
Rock - a large rock completely hidden by the sea until the tide went out and then it would 
emerge like a large animal surfacing through the water.  This sculpture was inspired by 
that experience. 3 slab-like shapes rest on one another forming a small group. There are 3 
such groups, placed equidistant from each other, forming a rough triangle on the floor. Like 
Flowing Shapes, each group of forms is mirrored by the others, repeating the sequence. 
This repetition evoked for me the way the Bull Rock would rise and fall in the water over 
and over again for a short time before disappearing until the next turn of the tide. Each 
tissue covered slab has a wonderful softness, like a stone that has been shaped by the 
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action of water. 
 
 
Just Leaning. Thirteen slim poles made of wire wrapped in paper lean against a wall. 
None of them are straight, or identical. Each pole travels through space in its own fluid 
way, some curving more than others. 
 
Life Line A sinuous line made of paper built up over wire travels across the floor space. A 
piece of string attaches the highest point of the curving shape to the ceiling. The linear form 
tapers at each end, suggesting growth and decay. There is always the question of whether 
the form will collapse without the string. 
 
Three Each of the three forms were made with fragments of paper covering lengths of 
bamboo. Starting from a fairly narrow base, each form widens and thickens, bending under 
the weight of paper, and making a shape like a mountain horn. At the time of making this 
piece, there was great concern in society about the dangers of nuclear weapons and 
nuclear power plants. The sculpture 
encapsulates something of this. Each ’horn’ shape ends abruptly, as if chopped off. Implicit 
is the acknowledgement that small fragments of paper, which individually weigh almost 
nothing, can become heavy and strong the more they combine together. 
 
Wall Piece I became more interested in how the fragments of paper formed a surface, and 
experimented with laminating paper together in different ways. 
 
Floor Piece I was fascinated by the edges of the paper shapes, when they were 
laminated together. This work concentrates on ideas of formation. The paper is simply 
placed in a rough square 0n the floor, so that the light creates deep shadows. 
 
Standing Shells This piece was made up of 3 separate forms, which together formed a 
sort of family of shapes. I began with a chicken wire base and built up the form by 
laminating strips of thick creamy paper onto it, until a shell-like shape was formed. This 
shell-like quality was enhanced by creating a skin of white tissue paper over the cream 
paper so the surface had an opalescent sheen, like certain sea shells. The void or space 
within each form had an almost tangible quality for me, and had associations with the 
idea of life after death. 
 
Spine Associations with the body are strong in this piece, linking the physical spine of 
the body with the line of flow with the spirit. (Extract written by myself from the catalogue 
“Prophecy and Vision”) 
 
Confluence focuses on the gentle and fine balance or line of physical and spiritual meeting 
point. 
 
Collective Cross I chose the image of the cross because I was interested in both the 
notion of travelling through pathways of space and the religious symbolism of the cross 
with its associative meaning of suffering love. The piece reflects my hope for the nuclear 
age we live in, expressing the idea of collective responsibility for human suffering and 
the paradox of freedom through constraint. The qualities of paper - its thinness, each 
piece so easily torn, its propensity to decay and then the strength of it when it combines 
together and the beautiful fluidity of its surface - all these qualities link in with my ideas 
about people, and so the process of making with paper becomes an integral part of the 
work in the sense that it helps me to express my ideas in a way which fuses physical 





List of Paper Sculptures with dimensions 1978 - 1984 
 
Loop 1978 Paper over Wire, with String 6ft high 
Cube Tower 1978 Tissue paper over Wire, 5ft high 
Soft Cubes 1978 Tissue paper over Wire, each unit 11 ins wide 
Nest of Lines 1978 Tissue over Wire, 2 ft high  
Corner Piece 1979 Tissue paper over Wire, 6ft high  
Standing in Line 1979 Tissue over Wire, 6ft high 
Memories of Bull Rock 1979 Tissue paper over Wire, 16ins x 24ins 
Flow of Lines 1979 Paper over Wire, each unit 3ft long  
Just Leaning 1979  Paper over Wire, tallest unit 4ft  
Life Line 1979 Paper over Wire with String, 13ft long 
 
Three 1980 Paper over Bamboo Sticks, longest unit 7ft 6ins 
Wall Piece 1980 Laminated Paper 5 units 43 x 13 ins 
Floor Piece 1980 Laminated Paper 4 units 19ins sq 
Black & White Tissue on Perspex 1980 18ins x 24 ins each unit 
Standing Shells 1981 Paper over Wire, 6ft tall, 3 units  
Spine 1982 Paper over Wire, 6’9” x 3’21/2”  
Confluence 1982 Paper over Wire, 55ins x 18 ins  






















Interview: Claire Mont-Smith 




Interview between Jennifer Dudley and Claire Smith at the artist’s studio 
JD: Thank you for making time for me today, I’m really grateful. As I mentioned I’m here primarily to 
interview you about Eight Artists : Women at Acme in 1980. You were one of the eight artists and 
also…I’ve written down here “Organiser/Curator/Selector”, I don’t know which title you prefer? 
CS: Well it’s all of those. 
JD: Ok so all of the above! I’d also like to discuss more generally women’s art practices in Britain at the 
time. My first question is: how did Eight Artists : Women fit in to Acme’s curatorial aims and exhibition 
programme during this period? 
CS: Well I think that Acme’s curatorial aims and exhibition programme was quite broad, and in a sense, 
it wasn’t that specific, but it was really about providing opportunity for exhibition, or visibility anyway, 
for what wasn’t easily seen in other places. Having said that, it was quite difficult for anyone to be seen 
anywhere – especially for young artists and emerging artists at the time and that definitely was one of 
its stated aims. The Acme Gallery was a platform for performance, film and video, which was quite new, 
and installation art, which was also quite new. There were lots of new young artists at the time, 
emerging from art colleges, really from a quite different background to the old guard (for want of a 
better phrase) and keen to overthrow those hierarchies that had been in place really since British art of 
the ‘50s.  
Because it was still there; art colleges were still run like it. There was a new breakthrough in the ‘60s, 
with the student revolution of 1968 which was mostly in art colleges – Hammersmith being the most 
important one – and that changed the whole of the structure which we were all part of. I was in my 
second year in 1968 and so we were part of that, where we had a completely different education than 
the years that had gone before us. So, the whole of the foundation year was changed, life drawing was 
got rid of, all these kinds of things. So that was all part of it. The Acme Gallery was really a continuation 
of that principal.  
I mean Acme was formed because we, as a generation that came from ordinary backgrounds, had no 
money, whereas artists from previous generations had quite a lot of money inherited and were wealthy 
and maybe had property. We had none of those means. It wasn’t revolutionary; I don’t think Acme was 
intending to be revolutionary, certainly not the gallery. But it was subversive I think.  
So, in that sense it did fit in, but the all women bit did not really fit in. There was not a lot of women’s 
art shown there. There was quite a groundswell of the Women’s Movement and women’s artist groups 
which definitely weren’t part of that Acme umbrella. I think Jonathan [Harvey], as director of the gallery, 
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was definitely very resistant to the idea. Eventually he was convinced about the show because of the 
work; he said that was the reason he would put it on, because he was interested in the work, but not 
really because of the idea behind it. But I have to say that also was true of some of the participants as 
well. There was a certain kind of ambivalence about the show and its emphasis on it being women.  
JD: That’s interesting - I’m finding that with other exhibitions too, people don’t want to be put in a 
category. 
CS: Well I think it’s still quite a prevalent thing today. It’s not something that everyone’s enthused about 
now, and they certainly weren’t then. Also, it was an awful lot to risk. There’s not so much to risk now 
but obviously then there were no equal rights for women and our position economically was incredibly 
fragile. I was teaching at the time and had been teaching for a few years which was unusual as I was still 
quite young. I’d got my first teaching job at Brighton which was a day a week which was extraordinary 
in those days and then I started teaching at St Martin’s - as it was then. That was really unusual, but it 
also was incredibly fragile and there was an incredible amount of opposition amongst the staff and the 
hierarchy to young women coming in. There was quite a lot of things at risk.  
JD: This leads quite nicely on to my next question, which is: for you personally, what was the impetus 
behind putting on this exhibition looking specifically at women’s artistic practice? 
CS: The reason behind it was that there was enormous difficulty… women’s work was even more difficult 
to see than men’s work, young men’s work and young women’s work… well actually any women’s work 
young or anything else! You’d see maybe one or two things in a year. When I was at university, I did Fine 
Art at Reading, and the majority of my year and the year above me were female but those people had 
disappeared without a trace two years later, it was just incredibly difficult. So that was one reason.  
And the other reason was at the time I was quite involved with Women’s Artist Newsletter (which 
became Feminist Art News, or FAN). I was not so involved with FAN as it went on but was with Women’s 
Artist Newsletter which was the start of those things and we had meetings in Earlham Street in Covent 
Garden, which is where The Acme Gallery was and there were lots of exhibitions. Pat Whiteread, 
Rachel’s mother, and Margaret Harrison were quite involved in that. The exhibitions that they put on 
were in back rooms in cafes or on café walls, a lot of it was postal – small scale postal art. But a lot of 
women that I knew that were serious artists, it wasn’t possible to show those things on the back wall of 
cafes – quite a lot of it was quite large scale, involved a lot of space, quite a lot of it was three 
dimensional, not necessarily what you’d call sculpture, and I thought there was room for this to be 
shown at The Acme Gallery because obviously I, as a founder member of Acme, had a degree of 
influence in the gallery and I thought it was a reasonable thing to try and make a space for this. 
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It was not just the visibility of women’s art. That was one side, was that kind of feminist art, and it was 
feminist art, I thought there was room for art made by women - who were invisible. There was also quite 
a lot of painting and sculpture that The Acme Gallery and other galleries were showing – Air Gallery was 
another one that was showing young artist’s work, though not as spacious or as good as The Acme 
Gallery. There was quite a lot of issues of identification around “what was painting?”, “what was 
sculpture?” led by men with quite strong principles, Art Monthly was one example. I thought there was 
a case that women could make art that was painting or sculpture and they didn’t have to move to making 
figurative art which was supposed to be an area for women (hence Women’s Images of Men) or video 
and performance which was the other thing that was supposed to be suitable media for women to be 
involved in. It was a bit like, you know, women not being able to be engineers because it’s not “suitable”, 
it’s not “appropriate”. I thought there as a big case to be made. That was the impetus. 
JD: How did you select the other artists to be involved in the show? 
CS: They were all people that I knew and whose work I liked. Two were people that I taught and were 
students at the time, I wanted to show the work of students. I wanted two people who were older, one 
was Shelagh Cluett and the other person I originally asked was Shelagh Wakely. Shelagh Wakely 
ultimately backed down because she basically couldn’t hack the women bit; she felt that that was going 
to threaten her position – what tenuous little position she had because all our positions were tenuous. 
She felt that she had too much to lose. Shelagh Cluett stuck with it but she was teaching at Chelsea and 
became Head of Sculpture at Chelsea, so she also had quite a lot to lose. Alison Wilding, she knew 
Shelagh [Wakely] very well and knew that ultimately she felt she couldn’t be part of it and Alison felt 
similarly but she didn’t have so much to lose. I mean there’s a self-interest in these things. For Alison, 
for all of us of course, it was quite a big platform to have, so those things were kind of weighing in the 
balance. It’s true of others too, so Women’s Images of Men (which I knew a lot about the organisation 
of because I knew the people who were organising it well) quite a lot of people were in that simply 
because of the opportunity it offered, not because they wanted anything to do with feminism or being 
identified as a woman artist but merely to get their work out, which is fine! 
JD: It’s quite a difficult position to negotiate really isn’t it? 
CS: Well Maggie [Organ] was wholeheartedly for the whole principle, Sarah Greengrass was and Mikey 
[Cuddihy], Jozefa [Rogocki]. Emma Park was slightly unsure but respected Shelagh Cluett in particular, 
so I think other people took people along with them.  
So, I either knew them or taught them. What I wanted was people who were just starting out, people 
who were not even mid-career but had left being a student – and you know, when you’re a student you 
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think the world’s your oyster and it’s all going to be there waiting for you – and then people who were 
a bit further on but still, obviously, finding immense difficulties.  
JD: So, do you think there were common characteristics in the group’s work that brought them 
together? I understand they came together primarily because you had a personal connection to each of 
them, but could you see any commonalities? 
CS: I think they all would have identified themselves within a fine art area and inside painting or 
sculpture, its fringes and its broadest sense. So, they would have identified themselves if you like as 
mainstream but trying to do something new, sort of smudging the boundaries. We’d already had quite 
a bit of this. So, we used to be working in departments that were called “Painting” and “Sculpture” and 
some places carried that on, like St Martin’s did, for a long time, but in other places, like when I started 
teaching at Brighton, it had just become “Fine Art” and it wasn’t separated out so people would be 
working in three dimensions and two dimensions all in the same studio. That was really new.  
There were also, not just the boundaries between painting and sculpture but also between art and craft, 
with people making things, casting things, sewing things. It was art, sewing, craft. I think now, I didn’t 
know at the time really, but I think now it was quite ahead of its time. The work there is quite reminiscent 
of work that appeared ten years later, even twenty years later, even now. 
JD: Yes, I think so. Interestingly when I spoke with Maggie Organ she mentioned being put in a studio 
with a painter and she thought that was because she wasn’t working in a traditionally sculptural way, so 
they didn’t put her in with other sculptors and it is that kind of blurring boundaries of art practice. 
CS: At Brighton they did have this sort of heavy sculpture department bit as well, for people working in 
archetypal sculpture. And other people went into the painting studios. 
I also wanted to say that the work that I saw and responded to and the work in that exhibition wasn’t 
demonstrative or dogmatic, as opposed to quite a lot of painting and sculpture that was going on at the 
time. And it wasn’t the same as the kind of painting and sculpture that was promulgated by – I have to 
say it – was promulgated by men and publications like Art Forum, Art Monthly. Also, it wasn’t the voice 
of radical feminist practice either. None of the practitioners would have identified their work as being 
really feminist art practice and I don’t think it was either. 
JD: And “feminine” and “feminist” get collapsed together quite often. Certainly, I don’t see this show as 
“this is feminism”, whereas maybe the shows at the ICA were a bit more like that. 
CS: I should say also about Fenella Crichton who wrote the catalogue introduction. She taught Art 
History at Wimbledon and was on the brink of breaking out - she’d written quite a few introductions to 
various catalogues and written articles in various newspapers as a critic and Art Historian. She was also 
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breaking through and she watered down quite a lot of things in her introduction because she didn’t 
want it to come under the umbrella of feminism. 
JD: Interesting! Because reading that introduction it’s very beautifully written but I see it is very carefully 
constructed and raising questions and debates rather than having a firm didactic viewpoint.  
CS: It is, yes. 
JD: So, as I mentioned I’ve been to the archives at Acme and had a look at the materials around Eight 
Artists. In the press release it states that the show aimed “to raise the issues for more general debate, 
what or whether there is a ‘feminine sensibility’ and its relevance and worth to art overall”. I was 
wondering, first of all, what was your stance on this at the time of curating the show? 
CS: Well I suppose, yeah, I did think that there was a feminine sensibility – there was something that 
was apparent in women’s art that either was subsumed in men’s art or that wasn’t evident in the men’s 
art that I was looking at. Lots of things I often saw in men’s art were kind of paired down, but in women’s 
art there was an allowance for questionable things, even kind of excess sometimes. But I know better 
now, and I know my Judith Butler!  
In terms of gender stereotyping, the activities of women were then and still are stitching, craft and so 
on, and still under-valued and denigrated. There are other ways of approaching the world other than 
via bombast and imposed orthodoxy. It’s possible for there to be lots of different areas of expression, 
not just through one line. A lot of things were open to women, I think the lack of career prospects for 
instance meant that you were able to explore quite a lot of things because you didn’t have to adhere to 
a line because those things weren’t open to you anyway. I found that quite compromising when I began 
teaching regularly at St Martin’s – three days a week – that I had to adhere quite a lot to other people’s 
rules and orthodoxies about what art was and wasn’t, in order not to always appear to be arguing 
constantly, because then there’d be no point me being there and I could lose my job!  
JD: I don’t know if you agree but the reason that I ask what your thoughts were at the time and how 
they may have changed is because now in 2019 I don’t think it’s useful to think of a feminine sensibility… 
CS: No. 
JD: …but in the ‘80s, especially things like sculpture were really changing as an art form, it was quite 
experimental, there were new materials and there was new thinking about art practice. And I think a lot 
of that did come from women. 
CS: Yes, I think it did. 
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JD: So, I think that’s why that idea of feminine sensibility was a hotly debated topic at the time and fits 
as a kind of catch-all title for what was happening. 
CS: So maybe “feminine sensibility” is not a good way of putting it and maybe it’s always to do with 
sensibilities on the fringes of things. So, when people are on the fringes of an activity, that is where 
you’re likely to find experimentation and work being done in a different area than people who are locked 
into the mainstream activity. I think it’s probably the same with all things, to an extent. Often the people 
who were then on the fringes of visibility and orthodoxy were women, so it wasn’t really to do with a 
feminine sensibility but maybe, as I said, to do with having a freedom to explore those things. 
JD: Exactly, yeah, I think so. So, we’ve already touched on this but how have your thoughts on the idea 
of the feminine sensibility changed over time?  
CS: Gender identification is obviously a really current concern and I think that those issues make it 
possible for everybody not to have to have a gender identification and for things to be more open and 
available to everyone to use. Hopefully via that kind of thing other sensibilities and other inclinations 
can be equally valued and it doesn’t have to be whether or not they’re male or female. 
JD: Yes absolutely, I think so. And yes, that’s another reason why this “feminine sensibility” thing is kind 
of out of date now as we’re moving towards wider gender expressions and away from this idea of a 
binary, which is only a good thing! 
CS: Yes absolutely, completely and utterly refreshing. It’s taken us so long to get there and we’re still in 
quite an open area with it and as always there’s backlashes all over the place.  
JD: Well yes exactly… I won’t get too into current politics as I’ll get angry!  
So, the late ‘70s, early ‘80s was quite a rich time for exhibitions that were predominately curated by 
women, showcasing women’s practice, I would argue that these were usually for women as well. What 
other exhibitions focusing on women’s practice do you remember visiting during this period and what 
were your reflections on them? 
CS: Well, actually organised by women and about women, I think I covered those really in the postal art 
exhibitions which came out of Women’s Artist Newsletter and various things that I can’t remember the 
titles of that were in cafes and so on. I can’t remember seeing any women’s art exhibitions organised in 
mainstream things at all! I can’t remember seeing any. I visited New York where there was much more 
women’s art available and many more exhibitions of women’s art, but it still didn’t figure as necessarily 
organised by women and for women. 
Certainly, later in the 80s there was more about, certainly in America and then we heard about it here. 
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JD: Yes interesting, I think perhaps this was the beginning of something that happened more so in the 
‘80s.  
Again, when I was at the archives reading about this exhibition, a lot of the press reviews really tied 
Eight Artists up with the shows at the ICA which ran concurrently. I wonder what aims do you think 
these exhibitions shared and also where did they differ? 
CS: The press coverage wanted to see it as a “season of women’s art”, which wasn’t the intention at all! 
It was a surprise when something happened at the ICA and ours was already long in organisation before 
Women’s Images of Men came up and then About Time, which was the second thing, was because 
Women’s Images of Men was being organised and women who were involved in performance, video 
and film complained bitterly that they weren’t included in that. They couldn’t be included; the scope of 
the exhibition didn’t involve them. So, the ICA gave a second part to it which was called About Time and 
certainly the idea of it being seen as a season of women’s art was ok except it didn’t really… it left our 
show to be criticised for supporting a kind of male hierarchy.  
So basically, the same thing that we’d already had which was “if you identify as a women artist you 
should be using different subject matter and/or different media”, arguments that I fully appreciate but 
that on the other hand I didn’t agree with! So, I think the kind of argument I was putting forward, which 
wasn’t really an argument, was more about showing work that had aspects to it that weren’t generally 
available. I actually felt the “About Time” title for the second part of the ICA shows – well I thought that 
our exhibition was absolutely about time! It was about time to look, taking time to look at something 
without an instant impact and the time involved in the making was evident there too so it was actually 
all about time. But the subtleties of those arguments were lost in the press. 
JD: That’s so interesting, I feel like the story has kind of been told incorrectly in the press. What I’ve been 
seeing is all about this “season of women’s art” and how they were organised together and should be 
seen as a whole but it sounds like that wasn’t actually planned. 
CS: Not at all, no. It wasn’t planned it happened quite by accident and then suddenly appeared in the 
Autumn and there were lots of conferences that I and at least one other person from my exhibition 
went around with the Women’s Images of Men organisers all around the country talking about it in the 
Autumn when the colleges had opened again. It was only a couple of months before we opened that it 
became apparent that there was this potential “season” of women’s art going on.  
Their show was an open call – Women’s Images of Men – so it was very much like the idea of the postal 
art show - everyone puts something in, they did select, and they narrowed it down. So, in a sense it 
didn’t have the worries that my show had because people put work in if they were working in that area. 
About Time was not the same, that was a more chosen thing with a group of women who objected to 
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the first part and so they really collated their own, what they thought, was a broad spectrum of the kind 
of work in the media that they were interested in. But yes, Women’s Images of Men was an open call 
thing and lots of women just put work in because it was at the ICA and was going to be a huge 
opportunity. Certainly because of the postal art exhibition I think women thought “oh I could put 
something into this!” without necessarily having any identification with the theme. It was more like a 
survey of women who were working figuratively and mine wasn’t a survey and was of women working 
in an abstract way. Mine was actually selected and chosen for more particular reasons – but all of that 
got lost really! 
JD: It’s difficult isn’t it because I never know how much you can believe these press things. 
CS: Well it doesn’t like subtleties does it! 
JD: No! Now, I don’t know if you remember this, but I’ve seen a review of the women’s art conference 
that happened and there was the third show Issue, the Lucy Lippard selection at the ICA that came after 
About Time and in this conference write up they were saying that the Issue artists really dominated the 
discussion and were overtly feminist and quite aggressive with it and it overshadowed everything else. 
I don’t know if that matches your recollection or if it is a fair assessment or not? 
CS: My recollection of the conference is difficult but yeah that sounds actually quite reasonable. I mean, 
we did go to Newcastle, we went to Sunderland, we went to Liverpool and it was very difficult to get 
your voice heard! Single issue is easy and subtle things are really hard to come over in those positions. 
JD: So, I always like to end my interview by just giving you some space to add any memories or reflections 
that you think are relevant and maybe haven’t been covered within the other questions. 
CS: Really there are lots of things! This situation just went on. I wrote a letter to the Arts Council as their 
awards - which were the only kind of support to artists – in 1980 was all men again! I wrote a letter to 
them and to Waldemar Januszczak - who was very supportive and did good things in the press about it 
- and to other press and effectively I actually suffered quite a lot from that, from doing those things. It’s 
so hard to break anything down and it’s quite depressing. I think that women think that lots of things 
have been won and I don’t think they have! Lots of things are just not there being spoken about. Women 
are still content with what they’re given and grateful for that. You could call it like whistleblowing – if 
you rock the boat you actually suffer.  
In a sense it’s even worse than it was then! As I said then we went around conferences all around the 
country and art was a lot less London centric then. Although we were generally based in London we 
taught all over the place – Emma [Park] taught regularly in Sunderland and other people taught regularly 
in Falmouth, Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool and we did visit days all over the place. There were 
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thriving public galleries, it was publicly funded art in those days and it was thriving public galleries all 
around the country where it was possible to exhibit with an exhibiting fee. It looked like it was optimistic 
then and that those old hierarchies would break down but basically everything changed when public 
funding of galleries went and art was privately funded – it’s privately funded and there’s no public 
accountability for it. Basically, private galleries can do whatever they want to do inside their own budget 
because that’s who they’re answering to, same as private companies in a political sense.  
It is much more London-centric now, we turned to being London-centric. I moved in 1987. Everything 
started to change in about ’86-’87, public funding started to get cut back with new Arts Council things 
changing the funding and basically exiting out of that area. Outside of London, specifically Devon and 
Cornwall where I was for the next 30 years, it was dire, absolutely dire. When I first moved there, there 
were still publicly funded galleries in Exeter and Plymouth and Southampton, now I think there’s still 
one in Southampton. It’s difficult and I’m amazed those battles are still there to be fought and private 
funding is its own arbiter.  
Things haven’t got easier, as you get older it gets worse! It’s extraordinary. It’s the same kind of things 
that beset women when I was 30, beset women who were reaching their 40s or 50s and it’s exactly the 
same now and I’m 70 now. It’s massively difficult to overcome this now as an old woman, before it was 
just woman! So, it is a double whammy. At least when you were young you had the young thing, the 
emergent young artist. 
JD: It’s difficult isn’t it. I still don’t think there’s parity in gender representation in any kind of art 
institution. 
CS: In lots of other kinds of institutions as well. 
JD: Well yes of course! You think now we do shouldn’t need to this research but really, it’s so important 
to document all of this. 
CS: It’s scandalous but yes it absolutely is. 
JD: I just wanted to ask quickly, actually going back to our very first question on Acme’s aims and 
ambitions at the time of your show, do you think that doing the Eight Artists show made an impact 
there? 
CS: I think it did make a difference yes. I think pushing it through was important and I did push it through 
and stuck with it and I think it made a difference there and did actually make a difference in other places, 
its small waves isn’t it. I was already teaching in quite a few places and it was incredibly well received at 
art colleges – particularly female students felt that I was supporting their stuff. Not just there but outside 
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and that’s what you need isn’t it, you need to feel that someone’s pushing it somewhere. So yeah, I 






























Interview: Anne Lydiat  




Interview between Jennifer Dudley and Anne Lydiat on the artist’s barge. 
JD: You were a mature student when you began your art education at Sheffield Polytechnic (now 
Sheffield Hallam University) and Manchester Polytechnic (now Manchester Metropolitan University). 
What were your experiences like at art school? 
 
AL: It was an interesting time to be at art school. (BA (Hons) Fine Art, Sheffield Polytechnic, 1978-1981). 
The sculpture staff and technicians were all male. However, when the wife of the then Dean came into 
the studios, she asked me to tell her about myself and my artwork, which I explained was inspired by 
women’s craft skills and the domestic. When she realized that I had children she said, ‘Why are you 
here? You should be at home looking after them, not making art’. 
That made me feel uncomfortable, as it was the first term and I was feeling insecure about being there 
anyway. But, in some senses, it made me more determined. 
The second incident, again in the first year, was after a series of workshop inductions, when we were 
required to use a machine to make a sculptural work. I decided to bring my sewing machine into college, 
intending to use it to make an artwork. I was told that I had to use a machine from the workshops. I 
asked where in the project brief it stipulated that. Reluctantly, they allowed me to ‘break the rules’ and 
continue to use my sewing machine. It was to be one of the many times I realized the prejudices, or 
hierarchies, of making in terms of processes and materials. I made a white, silk, clown suit and put it in 
a sealed glass box, and that was my presentation for this project. 
 
Titles for my autobiographical artworks were important and were described as ‘visual poetry’. They 
included Sands of Time, Typecast and From the Heights of Ecstasy I was awarded a First-Class Honours 
degree.93 
 
During my MA, (Fine Art, Manchester Polytechnic, 1981-82) again, all the staff and technicians were 
male. The workshops were excellent, and I used my year to continue to make more formal 
autobiographical sculptural artworks using traditional fabricated materials alongside found objects. 
These works included She’s Like a Fish out of Water and Transparent Motives. I was awarded an MA 
with Distinction. 
 




JD: So, were there expectations of sculptural practice at art school? Materials you were expected to 
work with, or rules you were expected to abide by? 
AL: I think the biggest problem wasn’t so much the practice but the lack of role models. The kind of 
sculptural practices you were looking at were the traditions of men making sculpture – people like Phillip 
King and the usual suspects. Later, I found artists like Rebecca Horn, who was a massive influence, and 
Judy Chicago, with the challenge of her dinner table piece (The Dinner Party, 1974-1979). I was at college 
at a time when a kind of feminist – or women-centred as I now call it – approach was beginning to 
emerge. This was mostly coming from America. There weren’t really any British women artists that were 
engaging with it, except Mary Kelly of course, who did her Post-Partum Document (1976) which was 
considered shocking at the time! 
I think it was a perfect time in a sense to be a woman artist – a woman student artist – because of those 
emerging challenges and non-traditional approaches. 
JD: Did you see Post-Partum Document on display? 
AL: I did! At the ICA. I also saw Judy Chicago’s Dinner Party. They’ve just recently shown a film of Rebecca 
Horn’s early Body Art Performances at the Tate, which includes Unicorn (1970) and White Body Fan 
(1972). They were all big influences. Suddenly, there were role models – mostly coming out of 
Performance though, rather than traditional sculpture. I think the interesting thing about that time was 
that Performance Art had no baggage in the way that sculpture and painting did. Performance Art was 
really exciting and interesting because it didn’t seem as apparently gendered and there were more 
opportunities for exploratory work. 
At Sheffield, in particular, they had a BA in Performance Art, and again, I was very influenced by that. It 
was seeing all the examples of work in RoseLee Goldberg’s book on Performance Art94. I’m fairly sure I 
would have found Rebecca Horn’s work in there. So, it was sculptural performance that was opening up 
new opportunities at that time – new ways of thinking and making. 
JD: Well sculpture is so bodily and there’s often, I think, an element of performance in putting it 
together. Do you think Performance Art directly impacted the way you made sculpture? 
AL: It definitely did. Even the white clown suit. I’d made this absolutely exquisite, beautiful suit – but I 
never wore it. By putting it inside a sealed glass box it became an object of desire. But yes, I definitely 
think performance was a liberating factor because I could explore new and different ways of working.  
 
94 RoseLee Goldberg, Performance Art: From Futurism to the Present, (London: Thames and Hudson, 1979) 
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JD: You were also the first female Henry Moore Fellow, undertaking your Fellowship between 1985 and 
1987. Did you notice a difference between the way you worked and the work you made, compared with 
other Henry Moore Fellows? 
AL: The Henry Moore Fellowship was for two years, and I had a large lockable studio, a bursary, and 
money for materials. I was also doing some studio teaching and was aware of how important my way of 
working was, particularly for the female students. It gave them a different perspective on what sculpture 
could be. I wasn’t really aware of the works that other Henry Moore Fellows had made.  
During the Fellowship, I started to make a series of patchwork quilts, again using that idea of women’s 
practice but using non-traditional materials – including copper, steel, wood and painted canvas – in 
terms of craft. The image from the Waiting for the Seventh Wave exhibition catalogue95 shows the one 
on the floor, the steel quilt. I made the quilts in relation to wedding anniversaries, one for each of the 
years I had been married e.g. paper, cotton, leather, wood etc. 
It was interesting having the title of Henry Moore Fellow and using traditional sculptural materials in a 
non-traditional craft way. That was what was really important to me. The Craft of Art/The Art of Craft 
(1986) is the title of the famous piece of work that the Arts Council bought. For this, I took the tradition 
of painting, stretched a canvas patchwork quilt onto the painting stretcher, and then included an 
embroidery hoop at my head height. So, it was trying to question and challenge traditional ideas of what 
both sculptural and painting practice was. The fact that it was bought by the Arts Council was important 
to me as it was about challenging hierarchies. If the Craft Council had bought it wouldn’t have had the 
same prestige.  
JD: Could you talk a little about your experiences of teaching? 
AL: Before the Henry Moore Fellowship I was teaching five days a week and the reason for that was 
there were so few women academics in art schools. I taught at several different colleges – in Cardiff, 
Birmingham and Newcastle. 
JD: You described your work from the Waiting for the Seventh Wave exhibition as contextualised 
specifically ‘within a women’s tradition of making’96. Could you please expand on this idea and what it 
means to you? 
AL: From the beginning of the Fellowship the artworks I made linked the domestic craft skills of knitting, 
crochet and sewing with the formal language of traditional sculpture and painting. These included the 
 
95 Anne Lydiat, Waiting for the Seventh Wave, (Birmingham: Ikon Gallery and Sheffield: Mapin Gallery, 1987). 
This was the last exhibition linked with the Henry Moore Fellowship. 
96 Quoted from https://www.annelydiat.com/exhibitionswaiting-for-the-seventh-wave 
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series of un-primed painting canvases with cut out aprons still attached by an ‘umbilical’ apron tie - Tied 
to my Apron Strings etc.  
 
JD: So, this is quite a contentious question and I ask it in a neutral way, but do you think that women’s 
artwork is in any way different to men’s? 
 
AL: In the 70s and 80s yes. 
 
Now, I don’t know. Thinking of the degree shows I’ve seen in London over the last few years I didn’t see 
any massive difference really. I think one of the problems is that art has become much more gallery 
orientated, whereas when I was a student we never really thought about the gallery. I think the 
introduction of teaching of theory, instead of art history, has influenced and changed practice quite a 
lot. When I was at college there was an emergence of women artists, but having said that, when I was 
on my first full-time teaching post, I went to a lecture by one of my male colleagues, a painter, and I said 
to him at the end of the lecture ‘You haven’t mentioned any female artists’. He then said: ‘Are there 
any?’.  
 
He said: ‘If you can find them, I will include them in my next lecture.’ He didn’t mean it offensively at all. 
He meant it quite genuinely. So, I had to do the research. I then thought – and even now writing my PhD 
this still affects me – that even though women were there, and incredibly influential, and good artists, 
they weren’t being recognised. 
 
It reminds me of that famous essay by Linda Nochlin, ‘Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?’ 
(1971) It’s like, why are there no great women anything? Now, in my research, I use the image of the 
wake of the ship as a metaphor for the transient visibility of women. They were there but, like the ship’s 
wake, they disappear without a trace.  We don’t seem to have the mechanisms to be able to insert 
women from any discipline into history. I don’t know how that can change. I don’t see women artists 
being taught in schools any more now than they ever were.  
  
JD: Yes, I think that kind of traditional survey art history course is very flawed. The canon of art history 
and the way it’s taught is so male. 
 
AL: The canon of literature is male. The canon of music is male. That’s exactly what I’m saying. In my 
research now – if I ask people to name me three women explorers, they probably wouldn’t know any. 
If I ask for three male explorers, then most people will say Shackleton and Scott at least. What about 
Louise Arner Boyd, Josephine Peary or Lady Jane Franklin. It is the canon of art history that got taught 
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that is problematic women artists have only recently been slipped in as an adjunct. Then, of course, we 
had theoretical studies, so we were looking at Deleuze and Heidegger and all these other male 
philosophers – I once asked someone if they knew any women philosophers and they said: ‘There 
weren’t any were there?’ What about Hannah Arendt, Simone De Beauvoir, Simone Weil or Mary 
Warnock? 
 
It’s like with ‘there weren’t any women on ships were there?’ There were women on pirate ships, 
whaling ships, there were brothel ships and women only prison ships and many more. 
 
‘No women painters.’ ‘No women philosophers.’ (etc. etc.) So, it’s this constant erasure of women that 
I still feel is so deeply problematic. 
 
JD: Absolutely. I do think things have improved, but I don’t actually think they’ve improved that much. 
 
AL: Well I don’t think they have. And I think feminism and the emergence of feminism – or the ‘F word’ 
as it’s called – was one of those things that people thought if you just wait it’ll disappear, it’ll go away. 
It’s like the disappearance of the wake of the ship again. I don’t perceive that young women art students 
are particularly feminist or particularly concerned with issues to do with feminism or even to do with 
women’s art practice.  
 
JD: Where did you learn traditional homemaker skills such as working with textiles? How did these skills 
inform and influence your sculptural practice? 
AL: My grandmother taught me to crochet and my mother taught me how to knit. There is an artwork 
entitled Three Hand Reel that celebrates that. I made this piece of work because my grandmother was 
in the cotton mills, and my mother, my grandmother and I were all called ‘Cotton’. My mum was born 
Elizabeth Cotton, my grandmother was Edith Cotton and I was born Anne Cotton, so there was this really 
lovely connection between Cotton and textiles. The sewing machine was an important tool – the 
machine meant that I could be independent to construct works in my studio rather than workshops. 
JD: Were there any challenges that came with the dual role of being an artist and a mother? 
AL: It wasn’t just being a wife and mother. It was being a lot older as a mature student. At that time, it 
was a good time to be a mature student. I was able to financially take on a degree course because there 
was funding available. I got a grant. Materials were free and it meant that I could still support my family. 
There was definitely a widening of ‘third stage education’. It was that that really gave me the opportunity 
to be there. I never found my children got in the way. Quite often I made work about them or 
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motherhood – they were things it was possible to explore. So, I never found it was prohibitive. Imagine 
leaving with a £50,000 debt and having to pay for all your materials. I just can’t imagine what it must be 
like to be an art student now. 
JD: What was your reaction when you first read Roszika Parker’s The Subversive Stitch?97 
AL: I didn’t read the book, and it wasn’t until I was approached to take part in the exhibition that I 
became aware of its existence. 
JD: How did you come to be involved in that exhibition? 
AL: Well, it was Pennina Barnett that got in touch with me when I was a student at Manchester doing 
my MA. She came to look at my work. Also, Bev Bytheway was working at the Cornerhouse Gallery at 
the time in Manchester. So of course, the proximity as I was a student in Manchester, but also, I was 
making work that involved using textiles and embroidery etc. 
JD: Well, yes, of course, it fits in perfectly with the theme. 
AL: Absolutely. So, I showed Ironing out the Wrinkles, and I showed a shawl that I made out of paper 
lace doilies printed with images of my mother holding me as a baby.  It’s called From the Cradle to the 
Grave. I think I’ll have a picture of it somewhere that I can send you. 
JD: Oh, I’d love to see that if you can, thank you! 
How do you think the piece Ironing out the Wrinkles related to the themes of the text and the themes 
of the exhibition? 
AL: Ironing out the Wrinkles was a perfect example of the symbiosis between formal sculptural language, 
craft, art and the domestic. The four corrugated steel sheets were stitched together with red silk ribbon. 
The apron was my grandmother’s and there was a needle and thread attached. It embraced the theme 
of women and textiles whilst also challenging feminine craft connotations. 
JD: The apron is a recurring motif in much of your sculptural work from the 1980s. What does this object 
mean to you? 
AL: The apron was an important gendered artistic motif. When I was in school the girls had to make 
their own cookery apron before they could do domestic science and the boys were given ready-made 
canvas craft aprons to work in the wood workshops. All the canvas aprons in my artworks represent the 
hierarchical gendered division of labour. For example, in Tied to Tradition the label that reads ‘Superior 
 
97 First published as Rozsika Parker, The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine, 
(London: The Women’s Press Ltd., 1984) 
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Men’s Aprons’ is deliberately exposed. The canvas apron denoted masculinity and for me linked with 
the tradition of painting on canvas. By stitching or tying these work aprons together I could also 
construct forms that transcended their gendered craft origin. 
JD:  So, The Subversive Stitch was obviously an all-female exhibition, as were lots of exhibitions around 
that time. How did you feel about having your work in an all-female exhibition and being read in that 
kind of context? 
AL: It’s interesting. I wasn’t worried or concerned about it at all because the concept of the exhibition 
was women’s art practices. Though I’m trying to think – are you sure it was entirely female? 
JD: Yes definitely, though you might not necessarily know that from looking at the work. 
AL: I didn’t really think about it, to be honest. It was really nice to get my work recognised. Ironing Out 
the Wrinkles was shown on Women’s World Online. I think it’s still there actually 
JD: Yes! I really love the corrugated iron work with your grandmother’s apron. Bringing something so 
personal to the gallery space, I think, is really important. 
AL: And again, that kind of juxtaposition of the galvanised steel which was stitched together with the 
red ribbon. So, stitching, steel and then this beautiful cotton lawn apron with the needle and the red 
thread – those connections of hard and soft materials, the masculine and feminine. All those things 
were constant concerns: challenging and changing how you see a material.  
But no, I wasn’t worried. I was thinking about some of the exhibitions that only had black artists. Some 
black artists refused to show in those exhibitions because they didn’t want to be marginalised. I think 
particularly The Thin Black Line (ICA, 1985). I know Veronica Ryan –  I worked with her in Hull. And Sonia 
Boyce – I taught Sonia when I was at Stourbridge and I still see her. She always says what a difference I 
made at Stourbridge. She was drawing with crayons on brown paper, which was just not acceptable in 
a traditional painting school. She was really struggling.  
JD: Yes. It’s interesting. I’ve found some women were quite resistant to being labelled as a woman artist 
in an all-woman show.  
AL: Well, I think now it wouldn’t be appropriate. But I think then it was because the whole thing wasn’t 
about marginalisation. It was about trying to bring attention to the undervalued, dismissed, and 
forgotten; the humble craft of stitching and how art – or women’s art practice – had taken those 
positions and brought them into a more contemporary context. Far more than anything else, it was 
about challenging the canon. 
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JD: Absolutely. And I think bringing those craft, or craft adjacent objects, was so important. One of the 
other shows I’m looking at, I don’t know if you saw it, was Portrait of the Artist as a Housewife at the 
ICA? 
AL: [laughs] No! I wouldn’t have liked to have been in that! That’s too specific! What year was that? 
JD: That was 1977, so quite a bit before The Subversive Stitch. 
AL: Oh right! No, I don’t know that show and it was the year before I went to art school. 
JD: It’s a fascinating exhibition actually. 
AL: Who was in that? 
JD: Kate Walker, Monica Ross and Sue Richardson were the big three. It started as craft objects being 
sent back and forth to each other in the post. Not everyone wanted to bring their work to the exhibition 
space. But they set it up like kitchen and living room spaces and inserted their objects. It was quite an 
exhibition! 
AL: Oh wow! No, I’ve never heard of that. Very interesting. I knew Monica Ross. She taught Critical 
Practice at St Martin’s. Interestingly a very feminist approach to practice. Now I’m just thinking of 
Womanhouse as well - the American exhibition which was a pre-cursor to that I’m sure. Lucy Lippard’s 
book From the Centre: Feminist Essays on Women’s Art (1976) was also a really, really influential book 
for me.  
Also, there were artists like Helen Chadwick. In her degree show at Chelsea, she actually wore a cooker 
outfit! Helen was a really good friend of mine and in fact, I actually used to get a lot of my teaching 
because she was so busy. She would ring me and say, ‘There’s two days at Birmingham!’ or, ‘Can you go 
to Manchester?’ She was a very interesting and problematic artist I think, because she was challenging 
ideas of feminism and going back to that idea of beauty and the feminine. I know that she did get a lot 
of stick, especially for taking her kit off, by feminist artists. 
JD: Kind of a key idea of my thesis is that there was this ‘feminist’ art but there was also this strand of 
perhaps what you could call ‘feminine’ art and ‘feminine’ aesthetics, and this is a very contested thing… 
AL: Well I don’t think it was feminine aesthetics. I think it was male aesthetics adopted by women and I 
think you need to be really careful about that. Who ascribes the work as ‘feminine’ or ‘feminist’? I don’t 
think Helen ever claimed to be a feminist, but she was someone who would use the emergence of 
women’s practices and surrounding debates, and critique them to turn the tables on them. But then, as 
I said, it became so much more within the realms of beauty and the female body. 
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I didn’t think of myself as a ‘feminist’ artist at all. I still struggle with it even now in my PhD. I think it 
politicises me in a way that I don’t choose to be politicised. There were quite a lot of women who 
wouldn’t include me in their exhibitions, their discussions, their little cliques, because I wasn’t feminist 
enough. I don’t feel the need to ascribe my practice so politically, even though it gets appropriated 
politically sometimes.  
I think the danger is when those craft skills get ascribed as ‘women’s work’. Because embroidery, flower 
painting, botanical specimens – all those things – were ascribed to the genteel female, whilst lower-
class women sewed and made quilts and things for survival. So, I think those are interesting things to 
look at historically. Who made the Bayeux Tapestry – was that just women?  
I think that’s what my work was about the whole way through – elevating what was considered 
‘women’s work’ or ‘craft’ to a ‘fine art’ status. Why that was important was not out of any elitism, but 
because I’m not a craftswoman anymore. I’m an artist. I made craft at home – I knitted and made clothes 
for me and my children. That was craft. Because I think it’s all to do with intention. Making a patchwork 
quilt at home for a bed is craft. To make a patchwork quilt to exhibit within a fine art context is art. 
Although having said that, my friend Carolyn Price, who does not consider herself an artist, makes the 
most exquisite patchwork quilts that transcend the idea of craft and are definitely works of art. I always 
think that treading that line was for me, and probably still is to some extent, about challenging 
boundaries. That always has been the dialogue I’ve had with myself and my practice. 
JD: Yes, that’s exactly it isn’t it. So I always like to finish up by asking if you have any other memories or 
any reflections from your experience in the art world during this period of the 1980s. Anything that we 
haven’t covered in the interview that you might like to add to it. 
AL: I think really it was that I never envisaged when I took my sewing machine into college and made 
that first artwork, that it would lead on to the work I did on my MA, which was still very much about 
working in a very sculptural way. The Henry Moore Fellowship – such a prestigious award – then enabled 
me to work solely and entirely in relation to women-centred practices and that led to my exhibition 
Waiting for the Seventh Wave.  
Challenging the boundaries and looking at materials, particularly at Manchester, I was much more 
dangerously involved in the ideas of soft materials being female and hard materials like steel and wood 
being male. But thankfully when I went to do my Henry Moore Fellowship the work became much more 
fluid and less problematic. It literally was about me being a woman sculptor and working with, not 
necessarily non-traditional materials but with a women-centred approach to using those materials to 
make works that challenged ideas of what a sculptor could be, what a Henry Moore Fellow could be.  
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From right at the beginning, when I felt the prejudice was very strong, through to feeling that emergence 
of understanding and embrace of women’s practice. It’s The Subversive Stitch, I think, that really brought 
about a place in which those things could be explored. 
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MUTABILITY, MATERIALITY & MEANING IN ABSTRACT SCULPTURE MADE BY WOMEN  




Email interview exchange between Jennifer Dudley and Catherine Lampert 
 
JD: You had the role of ‘Exhibition Organiser’ for the 1978 Hayward Annual exhibition. What did that 
role entail?  
CL:  As soon as the exhibition was in the HG programme, I was asked to work with the selectors and 
artists to help realise the exhibition. I was responsible for the budget, for liaison with other Arts Council 
exhibitions and Hayward Gallery staff, for the catalogue, for normal exhibition activities like indemnity, 
transport, communications. It was a much smaller operation within the offices in 105 Piccadilly and the 
gallery. For example, no one on the staff was called a curator; I reported to Joanna Drew, Director of 
Art, and Andrew Dempsey, Assistant Director of Art, there was no registrar, or marketing officer, or 
editor. I went to see the artists in their studios, normally with one of the selectors. 
JD: Could you talk me through a rough timeline (from your perspective) of how the 1978 exhibition, with 
five female selectors, came to be proposed and accepted?  
CL: The short film made by the SBC in 2018 from the archives of the exhibition (contact Thomas Sutton), 
with Lilian Lijn and Deanna Petherbridge and myself talking, gives a reasonable account of the process, 
as does the ‘Background’ section of the Lippard essay (including the three paragraphs in the errata slip). 
There were some in the art world from the beginning that thought the selectors were too close as a 
group (neighbours in Camden Square, all born between 1936-39); the outlook broadened somewhat by 
adding Rita Donagh after the first stage). 
JD: Who decided that work by male artists should also be included in the exhibition? Or was this the 
intention from the start?  
CL: I would want to double-check the file, but my recollection was that it was a joint decision of the 
selectors. They were especially interested in artists who weren’t showing in commercial galleries. 
JD: Was the exhibition a feminist statement?  
CL: No. It originated more as a protest against the under-representation of women in group and one-
person shows in the public sector. There had been a decision when the Hayward Annuals first became 
an ongoing element of the programme, that their character each year would be different. Rather than 
abide by more uniform rules, the selectors could make their own decisions (the British Art Shows that 
followed were selected by a combination of artists, critics and curators). In popular terminology there 
was the ‘woman’s annual’, the ‘young-people’s annual’, the drawing show, until the large ‘One-Two-
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Free – Sculpture Show’ with 50 participants which extended onto the walkways of the South Bank and 
the Serpentine Gallery. 
JD: All the selectors showed their own work, apart from Kim Lim. Who decided that she would not have 
her work shown and why?  
CL: She decided. She had shown the previous year in the 1977 first Annual (and was the only woman, 
only person ‘of colour’) when her husband William Turnbull was a selector (his defence as she was ‘an 
outstanding artist’ didn’t convince some). Her website says, ‘Ultimately Kim Lim’s desire not to be 
pigeonholed for her gender was in complete alignment with the final goal of the Hayward Annual, 
both as an artist and as a female curator’.  
JD: Within the initial letters of invitation to show work, Joanna Drew offered the artists varying amounts 
of space (see attached document ‘Appendix Three’). Can you remember the reasons for these proposed 
allocations of space, which varied from 80 linear feet to 1500 square feet?98   
CL: Yes. The selectors and I met at the Hayward and looked at the spaces and plans (probably other 
colleagues of mine attended the meetings); after lots of discussion, including studio visits, an installation 
plan was established. From the beginning Gillian Wise Ciobotaru wanted her choice to be displayed as 
if a single installation so she was allocated the large upper gallery ‘4’. The sculpture courts and exterior 
were used for 3-dimensional work. After that it was about balancing the look and scale of the artists’ 
contributions and generally keeping a selector’s choice in one or two areas. The figures in the chart are 
deceptive since someone like Petherbridge showed very large works on the wall, while in the same 
space Michael Sandle had a single huge sculpture. Tess Jaray’s ‘other’ choices included artists with 
relatively small scale work who wanted hermetic ‘individual rooms’. (Hiller, Farrer….). Chaimowicz had 
an installation, whereas Rita Donagh placed her work in a modest area by the lift and staircase. 
JD: The show received a lot of press attention, why do you think this was?  
CL: I would have to look at the press coverage for a large range of 1970s/early 80s shows to be sure this 
was true. Whenever there was an outcry (Newton Harrison 1972; David Mach 1984) there was more 
press including tabloids, and clearly the ‘all female’ angle increased interest beyond the normal reviews. 
JD: In Paul Overy’s Time Out review he commented on the “feminine sensibility” of the exhibition, 
stating: 
 
98 Drew, J. (1977), [A series of letters from Joanna Drew to invited artists, December 1977 – April 1978] 
Hayward Annual 1978 collection, ACGB/121/512, “correspondence with exhibitors and lenders” 
folder, Blythe House, London. 
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Feminists will probably object to that phrase ‘feminine sensibility’, but I use it 
descriptively and not evaluatively. It characterises some of the most boring 
(Tess Jaray) as well as some of the most interesting (Edwina Leapman) painting 
in the show. And, good or bad, it is a calm relief from the heavy, sweaty 
maleness of the work of many of the artists in last year’s Annual.99 
What are your thoughts on this – do you think the work at the Hayward Annual 1978 exhibition 
represented a “feminine sensibility” or a particularly female way of art making?  
CL: Sarah Kent’s texts are a good reflection of the artists’ intentions and reading these you get a sense 
of the different sensibilities and themes, only a few mention gender issues. Mary Kelly was an exception 
as she confronted prejudice, as Kent put it, ‘This is a remarkably courageous act for which, to my 
knowledge there is no precedent’. Stepping back, you see an unusually broad range of approaches from 
the theatricality of Leopoldo Maler to the quiet, abstract work of others. The backgrounds of the artists 
were also very varied. 
JD: Are there any other comments about the exhibition, or memories that you have of that time period 
in general that you’d like to share in this interview?  
CL: I remember it as an exceptionally difficult exhibition to bring together – part of this result of five 
selectors and 23 artists, some of whom competed for space and for the attention of the crew (art 
handlers, me and my assistant, budgets….). But it also had work which is and should be still regarded as 
daring, original and important by outstanding artists who continue to be re-evaluated and seen as 
influential. It reminded people that there was a difference between having a token presence of a few 
women, and going further and beyond ‘mainstream’ art, although the shift has taken forty years to 
become more normal.   
The reaction to the omission of paragraphs from Lucy Lippard’s text as though a product of censorship 
(see Art Monthly) was entirely unfair and wrong. Gillian Wise Ciobotaru was weeks late with her text – 
it arrived when the very experienced designer Richard Hollis and I were pasting onto the sheets for 
reproduction the final galleys – overnight in his studio – because of the situation. The small cut piece of 
paper was accidently overlooked, and the sheets collected very early the following day when the 
catalogue went to press without full page proofs. The Arts Council never censored text – any suggested 
changes were discussed with the authors. Only legal issues might have mandated insisting on a change. 
 
 
99 Overy, P (1978) ‘Women’s Work’. Time Out, 22-28th September. 
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Email Interview: Jonathan Harvey 





Email interview exchange between Jennifer Dudley and Jonathan Harvey 
JD: How did The Acme Gallery come into existence and what were its key aims as an exhibition space? 
JH: Throughout London in the ‘70s there was a significant amount of empty, boarded-up, municipal 
housing stock awaiting demolition to make way for large-scale housing schemes. 
The temporary use of such property could be accessed by housing associations at very low rents given 
its poor condition and short life, typically no more than two years, but often extending to as much as 
ten, given delays and lack of finance for the new schemes. 
Acme was formed in 1972 as a charitable housing association by seven recent graduates in need of 
affordable living and working space. 
With the short-life houses seeming to be a good solution to these needs, albeit often requiring a lot of 
repair work, but at very low rents, and the opportunity to create good studios by taking out interior 
walls, which was OK given that the houses were due to be demolished, this stock became a solution to 
the needs of, principally, but not wholly, recent fine art graduates. 
Led by David Panton and myself, houses in East London were transferred by the Greater London Council, 
and the seven members of the association housed within a few months of registration. 
Thus, our ambition had been achieved. What we had not anticipated was that the houses were the 
perfect solution to the needs of so many struggling artists in London. 
Unplanned, within a year, David and I were managing 80 houses for artist transferred by the GLC.  
This had not been planned! Acme, now approaching its 50th anniversary, has helped thousands of artists 
and is now a permanent organisation providing affordable studios, homes residencies and awards for 
artists in need across London. 
The Acme Gallery, opened in May 1976 in a short-life banana warehouse in Covent Garden, in response 
to our awareness of the profound lack of exhibition space available to artists at that time. 
JD: What was the gallery’s funding structure?  
JH: The gallery was not seen as being specifically for Acme tenants, but as a resource for artists more 
generally with an open application system. It was seen as an alternative to other galleries, allowing 
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artists to determine how their work should be presented, including where this might require quite 
radical temporary changes to the gallery’s fabric and structure, which its short-life nature encouraged. 
As a building due for demolition it was transferred by the Greater London Council (GLC) at a low rent, 
as part of the Covent Garden wholesale fruit and vegetable market’s move to Nine Elms in 1974. 
Funding for the gallery was provided by the Arts Council of Great Britain (who had also provided studio 
conversion grants for Acme houses), the Greater London Arts Association and the GLC Arts Board. 
Th gallery closed in October 1981 when the building was required back for demolition and the 
sale/development of the land. 
JD: How did the 1980 exhibition Eight Artists: Women: 1980. Part 1 and Part 2. Painting and Sculpture 
fit in to The Acme Gallery’s curatorial aims and exhibition programme? / What were your thoughts when 
Claire Smith first proposed this all-female show? 
JH: The Acme Gallery was a logical development of Acme Housing Association which was founded by 
artists. It existed to support artists at the level of research and production, investing in creative risk 
taking. 
The gallery was established in response to the lack of opportunities generally and as an alternative to 
the commercial and public gallery infrastructure of that time. This role as a service for artists is key - it 
was not established to promote a particular aspect of contemporary practice or curatorial agenda; its 
policy was essentially artist-centred. 
The published policy (1977) stated: ‘Accepting the limitations of the building itself, we see the space as 
being entirely flexible. We want artists to feel that the gallery is here for them to use and alter to suit 
their own requirements, not only in terms of the space, but also in the broader sense of how 
exhibitions are presented and mediated. In this way we hope artists will be directly involved in the 
dialogue of what a gallery can and should be.’ 
The gallery had a clear policy of being open to proposals, and central to selection was an assessment 
of the value of an exhibition to the development of an artist’s practice. 
My response to Claire Smith’s proposal for a two-part show of eight women artists, both sculptors and 
painters, was that this was a proposal from an artist, whose own work would be included. It was an 
opportunity for all the artists to benefit from the exposure and, interestingly, raise questions about 
the nature of women’s practice 
JD: Did the gallery have any policies on representing women’s artwork? 
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JH: The gallery had no specific policy in relation to the representation of women’s practice. It was open 
to applications from any artist. 
I was very much aware of the Hayward Annual show in 1978, which, with its inclusion of only seven men 
out of 23 exhibitors, was a clear protest to the 1975 Hayward’s ‘Condition of Sculpture’ show and the 
1977 Hayward Annual, which were totally dominated by male exhibitors. 
JD: The press release for this exhibition stated that the show aimed “to raise the issues for more general 
debate, what or whether there is a ‘feminine sensibility’ and its relevance and worth to art overall”.100 
What were (or are) your thoughts on the idea of a “feminine sensibility” or if there is a particularly 
female way of art making? 
JH: This is a difficult question since the fact that one knows that the artists are women may influence 
the way one responds to the work. 
However, there is with many women’s work a perceptible delicacy or elegance, a feminine sensibility, 
but not with all. But I don’t see this as a value judgement. 
JD: Do you have any other thoughts or reflections to add to this interview – either related to The Acme 
Gallery or more generally to the British art scene in the late 1970s-1980s? 
JH: I was thinking that TSWA 3D might be relevant since it represented a logical development of the 
powerful installation work that artists presented at Acme. 
I had been involved, as co-founder, in helping to win the ITV franchise for the South West of England, 
TSW, at the beginning of the 80s. The company had a strong commitment to supporting the arts and 
sponsored TSWA 3D, a collaboration with South West Arts. See following emails. 
Of the 14 commissioned artists 7 were women and there would appear to be a clear distinction in most 
of the responses 
  
 
100 Smith, C. (1980) [Eight Artists: Women: 1980. Part 1 and Part 2. Painting and Sculpture press release] Eight 
Artists: Women: 1980. Part 1 and Part 2. Painting and Sculpture collection, Acme archives, London. 
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Appendix Eleven  
Email Interview: Lois Williams  








Email interview exchange between Jennifer Dudley and Lois Williams 
JD: How did you come to be involved in the exhibition Sculpture by Women held at Ikon, Birmingham in 
1983? 
LW: I became involved in the exhibition Sculpture by Women through showing work at the gallery at 
Theatr Clwyd in Mold, north Wales.  Jill Morgan and Bev Bytheway from Rochdale Art Gallery were on 
their way to visit David Nash at Blaenau Ffestiniog and stopped to see my show.  They passed on my 
information to Antonia Payne who visited me shortly after the exhibition closed. She came to my studio 
and selected six works for the exhibition Sculpture by Women though only five are listed in the 
catalogue. 
JD: In Antonia Payne’s introduction to the Sculpture by Women exhibition catalogue she notes that: “for 
me, the femininity of these artists is clearly apparent in their work”101. Do you see your own work as 
feminine/related to the experience of being female? 
LW: Obviously the work comes from a female perspective because that is who I am and at that time the 
choice of materials was maybe a not particularly conventional one in making sculpture but as a student 
I was encouraged to find my own way of working and that is what I did.  I have never learnt to weave or 
make a carpet 'properly',  I've never learnt to make paper, but I discovered my own way of working with 
these materials in order to convey a sense of presence, an idea, a fear , a response to something etc. I 
never use a sewing machine or conventional tools, I find them too inhibiting, I simply use my hands.  
JD: Could you tell me about the process of making the kind of sculptural works you were producing in 
the 1980s? 
LW: I had left college in 1975 where I had been making objects which had more to do with painting than 
sculpture but in 1980, I put forward a proposal for the exhibition Art and the Sea which was accepted. 
The work was to be shown at the ICA and Oriel Mostyn, Llandudno. My proposal was to make a carpet 
of newspaper. This was a pivotal time  for me, I was used to making lots of smallish things, sometimes 
using colour in  a mishmash of materials, a hangover from my student days  but  now I was committed 
to making a large single object which in reality I had no idea what the outcome would look like. 
Entitled Sea of a Thousand Creases, I made the piece over one year.  It was a simple form, it used a 
colourless material, it was incredibly labour intensive and preparing the strips for weaving was time 
consuming. Finally, when I took the work off the frame it felt totally different. Freed from its frame one 
 
101 Ikon Gallery (1983) Sculpture by Women. Birmingham: Ikon Gallery 
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view appeared dark, the other silvery, like the sea. I had been kneeling on the work as I had been making 
it and that closeness to the material had given it a particular quality. 
 I then went on to make other pieces in newspaper experimenting with the way in which I used the 
paper and ideas I could convey through the paper. Nine Crumpled Seas used a grid of nine squares laid 
directly on the floor which could be easily stacked and was easily moveable unlike the first carpet.   
Made in long strips like tails, Gibbet suggested an animal presence. It moved if touched, one piece more 
'dead' than the others; it had a feint smell where I had applied varnish to one 'tail'. That made it brittle. 
Working much later with the exhibition Beyond Appearances at Nottingham Castle Museum with 
students who were visually impaired made me realize how very subtle changes to materials could alter 
people's perceptions of the works and how important that was to me. Some people were frightened of 
Gibbet.  
JD: What were the central concerns or key themes of these sculptures? 
LW: The sacking pieces.....Ladder, Chair and Keepsake - I have used old sacks since the 70s, they were 
all used, never new. I incorporated their stitches, their printed marks into the pieces. I enjoyed 
their warmth, their dustiness, their itchiness, their smell. I wrote in the catalogue that I had always been 
interest in making objects which are clothed in some way and I still do to this today. From the works in 
the exhibition I went on to make sacking dresses, sometimes oversized. One of these, Slip was shown in 
the touring exhibition Conceptual Clothing which toured to various venues in the UK including, Ikon, 
Cartwright Hall etc. After showing work in Sculpture By Women I began to think much more about scale, 
space and the placement of objects within spaces and their relationships to each other. That particular 
gallery space at Ikon was dark, with a grey floor and no windows. 
JD: Did you notice any similarities - or differences - between your work and that of the other artists in 
the Sculpture by Women show? (Cornelia Parker, Janet Hedges, Elona Bennett and Sheila Clayton). 
LW: I was really interested by the fact that Elona Bennett had made her carvings over a period of eight 
years, that they were domestic in scale, that there was an intense  and close relationship with the 
material and that the  work was ongoing and part of a much larger, maybe even a lifelong series. She 
also made them within a busy life of family, teaching etc. 
Well, we all had a close connection with the materials we used but in different ways. Cornelia Parker's 
work showed a deftness of touch, an interest in movement and wit. Elona Bennett echoed my interest 
in developing work slowly often over a period of years and living with it.  Sheila Clayton's work was very 




JD: Three reviews that I found of this exhibition (by Robert Ayers, Anne Cullin and Roberta McGrath) all 
made a connection between your work and that of the American artist Eva Hesse. Do you think that’s a 
fair assessment? Was she an influence on you? 
LW: At the time of the exhibition I knew of Eva Hesse, but I had never seen her work. I had been given 
as a gift the Lucy Lippard book and had read it. What I found revealing was her realisation that work did 
not have to last forever. It would and could be allowed to alter with age, yellowing, even disintegrating, 
and that was OK. It did not have to be preserved or conserved. In her latex pieces she was using the 
material in her own way, at odds with the recommendations of the manufacturer. She used multiple 
forms, she hung things, she used grids, her work was obsessive, repetitive and often labour intensive. 
These were all things I was doing. It was a considerable time later before I saw her work in the flesh, but 
I have seen many shows of hers since.  Roberta McGrath in her review did also mention Jackie Windsor, 
whose work I had not come across at that point. Windsor’s hands-on processes, the nailing, binding, 
wrapping, dipping, were all processes I used and still do use.  The geometric forms, often the 
concealment of them.  Her ideas are often sparked off by specific occurrences but the works are not 
directly connected to personal events. This is how I work, I like to maintain a distance. 
In 1984 I visited the Venice Biennale and very much enjoyed seeing the work of the Canadian artist Liz 
Magor. She was using objects in very different ways, often making casts of simple everyday used things. 
I also saw for the first time the work of Agnes Martin when it was shown at the Serpentine Galleries; I 
was affected by the silence of the works, their solitude, subtlety and self-containment. 
JD:  Your works in this exhibition – Chair (1975), Ladder (1981), Sea of Thousand Creases (1981), Nine 
Crumpled Seas (1981), Gibbet (1983) used wood, newspaper, scrim, hessian and string as their primary 
materials. Could you tell me a bit about your material choices?  
LW: In the newspaper works I was interested in using materials that gradually faded and aged, like we 
do. 
JD: How important is materiality to your work? 
LW: Of course it is very important. At the time of the exhibition in 1983, I had begun to realize that more 
and more. What I could achieve through the materials, particularly in the paper carpets, was totally 
bound up with the ideas they embodied. The material gave them their physical presence. The hand-
made process engaged the senses. They were visually tactile and had both strength and fragility.  At that 
time, I was becoming increasingly interested in restraint, through totally limiting the material and 
transforming it in order to create an object with presence. 
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Obviously material choices are important to me and to find the 'right' material in order to create that 
presence is crucial. If it is not right the content and meaning of the work fails to emerge and 
communicate. Exploring the nature of the materials is critical, as is how the work is made through 
human touch.  I might simply use one material, paper, wadding, sacking, felt, a woollen thread or, as 
David Alston wrote in the catalogue for ‘Objects and Ashes' at Djanogly Gallery, 'a coagulate of stuff'.  
From 2007 to 2010 I was appointed as an artist on the design team to work on the expansion of Oriel 
Mostyn in Llandudno, north Wales. This was a totally new experience for me as it was the first time I 
had worked with an architect. That architect was Dominic Williams of Ellis Williams Architects. 
Materiality was a key issue from the start. The use and choice of materials and the design were 
inextricably linked. Every aspect of that design was scrutinised to the highest degree : the casting 
process and choice of concrete and its visual and tactile qualities were all crucial to the building as a 
whole; the rigorous selection of timber for the flooring  and staircase; the anodised-metal cladding on 
the tower and rear of the building which would highlight its form in the town; the links between the rear 
and facade; the  tonal elements; the bringing in and controlling of light.  All these aspects and others 
contributed to the visual language which defined the nature of the building and its use. It was the 
embodiment of the making of a large object, incredibly carefully and sympathetically constructed, with 
a human touch and with warmth. It had a quiet internal - in many ways understated - presence and a 
bolder exterior one. 
In Iwan Bala's book 'Certain Welsh Artists' there is an interview with Iwan and myself which talks at some 
length about the materials I use. 
JD: Your chosen materials could be related to craft processes such as sewing and weaving. Michael 
Tooby argues that while your sculptures may imply “female work”, they are created through techniques 
“which are more overtly subversive, using ideas of tearing, unravelling, and melting, the chaotic 
aftermath of the claiming of female processes".102 How do you see the relationship between your 
sculptural work and female/craft processes? 
LW: I was brought up in a home where you used your hands a lot: making things, painting, repairing, 
darning, manipulating and exploring raw materials. I was always surrounded by lots of objects and 'stuff'. 
My grandmother had extraordinary needlework skills and a very delicate touch: everything was hand 
sewn, no machine, tiny stitches, drawn thread, no colour. She also liked unravelling things.  Looking back 
my use and choice of materials are obviously informed by those experiences and processes. I have 
however never thought of myself as sewing or using a needle as my grandmother had done, my needle 
and thread are used purely to attach things to one another, sometimes very crudely. I spend a lot of 
 
102 Tooby, M. (1995) From the Interior: Selected Sculptures 1981-1995 = o’r Canol: Cerflunia Dethol 1981-1995. O’r canol. 
Llandudno : Wrexham: Llandudno : Oriel Mostyn, p.23 
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time handling and even destroying the material: ripping, tearing, kneading, soaking, pulling, binding, 
unravelling, re constructing, dipping in wax, draping, joining. I agree with Mike's comment! 
JD: Following Sculpture by Women, you went on to participate in several other all-female exhibitions, 
including Pandora’s Box at Arnolfini, Bristol (1984), Off the Shelf at Rochdale Art Gallery (1986), the 
touring exhibition Along the Lines of Resistance (1988) and On the Brink at Leeds University Art Gallery 
(1992).  How would you describe your experiences of exhibiting as part of all-female shows like these? 
LW: Having work in these shows led to my awareness of the diverse practises and strategies that were 
going on at the time. I had been working in a relatively isolated way in my studio in north Wales and a 
tiny studio in a friend's house in Sheffield, often moving work between the two. Teaching full time, 
travelling and making work did not leave much opportunity to engage with other artists. (It was much 
later that I decided to move into an artist’s studio space). These shows, together with other projects, 
enabled me to do that. 
JD: Are there any other memories or reflections from this period, or your experiences as a female 
sculptor more generally - that we haven’t covered and that you’d like to add to this interview? 
LW: At the same time, I was involved in the small group 'Artemesia' *(formerly known as 'Women's 
Work') initiated by the painter Diane Roberts. We used to meet at the Women Artists Slide Library at 
Battersea Arts Centre and showed work at various London venues including The Showroom, Bethnal 
Green 1984; Brixton Art Gallery 1984; Lauderdale House,1985 and later other venues in Wales and the 
north of England. These exhibitions as a whole  often initiated interaction and collaboration with other 
artists through slide presentations, panel discussions, conferences, engagement with art historians ( 
Griselda Pollock wrote the essay for  the 'Artemesia'  catalogue ' Out of isolation', Wrexham Arts Centre 
and tour, 1986) and curators. 
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Email Interview: Deborah Duffin 




Email interview exchange between Jennifer Dudley and Deborah Duffin 
 
JD: You studied in Coventry in the 1970s. Could you tell me about your experiences at art school? 
 
DD: I did Foundation at Coventry in the year 1972/73. I really wanted to stay on to study Fine Art there 
too. I was interested in studying sculpture but found that my ideas were not encouraged in the sculpture 
department. I wanted to work with translucent, malleable materials and explore processes that 
overshot the usual parameters. I was put off by having my ideas rejected as unworkable, even before I 
had begun! I would have been quite happy to learn from my mistakes. One day I got talking to one of 
the painting tutors who suggested I study painting instead. He said: 'You can do anything in painting!  
 
That turned out to be true - largely. I was not happy working within a rectangle of a canvas - I wanted 
my work to be free to take up any shape it wanted to. So, I spent most of my first 18 months in the 
painting department, painting on paper on the floor and making relief collages - rather sculptural! I was 
supported by my tutors who encouraged me a great deal and helped with many practicalities. I was a 
serious artist and found some of the other students too noisy which I struggled with, and I took to 
starting work at 8am, before the others were there and then going to the library at 11.00am when it got 
busy. I went back to the studio for lunch time while others were in the canteen, and then worked again 
from 4 - 9.00pm - again mostly alone. I also went in on a Saturday too - and negotiated with the 
caretakers to stay there all day! I do remember being told by a visiting lecturer that my work was too 
unwieldy to sell because I wouldn't be able to frame it - but I ignored him. 
 
My collages really took off and one of the tutors suggested I try to make some actual paintings - we 
talked about being able to make shapes in relation to the canvas edge, which was interesting. I ended 
up making some prizewinning paintings. In my first year I had been selected as the youngest of four 
students to represent the college at the Stowell's trophy, and my painting on paper was bought by an 
American collector. In my final year my paintings on canvas won me the regional heat of the Winsor & 
Newton Student Award, and second prize in the national final of the award and showed in the Mall 
Galleries in London.  
 
My tutors bent over backwards to help me at all times, some of the visiting lecturers were not so good 
- one took a delight in making all the female students cry. I was warned by others and refused to rise to 
him. He tried to get me to sit on his lap, but I refused! There was another tutor from another department 
who was also inappropriate - he would approach me with a banana between his legs and then hand it 
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to me! But this was a rare thing - my regular tutors always treated me with the utmost respect. It was a 
fantastic time, with huge spaces, lots of materials, facilities and grants; staff student ratio was high, and 
we had lots of visiting lecturers. Discussion about contemporary issues was inspirational and enabled 
me to develop my thinking and analytical abilities. We didn't go short of anything to help develop our 
work. The only downside was the lack of information about how to function as an artist in the real world 
- we had no professional practise, except one lecture in our final term (that was fairly normal in the 
70's). I thought because I had been such a successful artist at college it would carry on in the same way, 
but it didn't. On leaving I had no idea how to develop a career, and only learnt by trial and error. That 
was why I became one of the early pioneers of professional practise - I helped Central Saint Martins to 
set up their first professional practise course in the 80's. By then I had started to develop my own career 
as well and was showing widely. 
 
The awarding of my degree was another sad sign of male bias at that time. I had a really good internal 
assessment, but when the external examiner (a well-known male artist) arrived to assess me, I could tell 
he had taken an instant dislike to me, he only gave me half my allotted time and was very hostile to 
anything I said, uninterested in my ideas and generally dismissive. I was awarded a 2:1 and knew I 
deserved a First - I was devastated, it was deeply unfair. The two students in my year who were awarded 
firsts were both male - both were friends of mine and both, independently of each other, came to me 
and said I deserved the first more than they did - which was lovely. But I was left feeling bewildered. 
One of my tutors, very kindly came to explain to me what had happened (I know my tutors felt bad 
about it). He swore me to secrecy, and in 45years I have never told anyone, except my son, the story he 
told me: that the external examiner had been so down on me and my work he had wanted to award me 
a 3rd! The teaching staff could not understand this - they had marked me with a first and apparently a 
huge argument (unprecedented) had ensued. In the end as a result of the persistence of the tutors I 
had worked closest with, they had come to a compromise. They were deeply upset for me but not 
allowed to say anything to me as it was confidential. I was fortunate that this one tutor felt so strongly 
about what he knew this would mean to me, that he broke his word. In deference to him I have never 
passed this on, in spite of the significance to me and my career for ever more. This and what happened 
when I applied for a post graduate course, wrecked my confidence for years, and probably in many ways 




JD: Your sculptural work is abstract in nature. Professor Fran Lloyd comments that abstraction “was a 
difficult area for women artists to work in due to the perceived links of abstraction and modernist (male) 
practice in the 1970s”.103 What are your thoughts on this? 
 
DD: I think that was probably true, and certainly both painting and sculpture were dominated by male 
artists. I personally ignored the fact that I was a woman - I was an artist like anyone else, male or female. 
I took the attitude that it made no difference. Coventry looked towards the American abstract 
expressionists and of course that movement was heavily male dominated (as all historical movements 
were). I was aware that I was rarely looking at the work of women artists - but I was interested in the 
ideas rather than the gender of the artists. Many women students and artists dealt with this through 
their choice of subject matter or the philosophy behind their work, but I was interested in working with 
abstract forms - it was processes and materials that concerned me as an artist, and it still is. For me, 
subject matter got in the way of what I wanted to do, so I pursued the abstract route. I certainly didn't 
want to do what the men were mainly doing, but not because they were men and I was a woman, but 
because I was interested in working in my own way. I wanted to make work with a different feel, and I 
think my work was lyrical and full of a kind of movement, and this has been a common feature of my 
whole career. It was always said though, that my work could not be characterised as either female or 
male. From the critical point of view I suppose you could say I was drawn into the male history that I 
was brought up on (we all were), but I always had a strong sense of my own inner workings which I 
made sure were allowed by me to come through my work. I went through a time of struggle with what 
I saw as the male dominated attitude that it was important to explain your reasons before embarking 
on a work, and that it was important to be able to critique your own work. I took an intuitive approach 
from the start - I loved to watch each piece develop in its own way and I had a strong sense of a greater 
power directing where the work went. I never knew what the end result would be - the work had a life 
of its own and this was what excited me about my work. The only time in my life that I had a creative 
block was when I felt impelled by the prevailing idea to explain first and then do! - this was as a first-
year fine art student. I realised that this just wasn't me, so I went back to working intuitively and it paid 
off. 
 
JD: In your experience of teaching, have you noticed any different/distinct approaches taken by female 
students in comparison to their male peers? 
 
 
103 Lloyd, F. (2000). ‘Making Spaces Visible: Alison Wilding’s Early Sculpture’, in Lloyd, F and O’Brien, C (eds.) 
Secret Spaces, Forbidden Places. New York and Oxford : Berghahn Books, pp. 231-246, p.140. 
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DD: I would say yes in many ways, but not all. I noticed that the aesthetics of work by women was often 
different - materials, imagery, processes and use of materials; sometimes just the 'feel' of the work. I 
think women were generally less confident and less ambitious than equally serious male students too. 
However, the few women students I came across who I just knew would be highly successful were just 
as confident and ambitious as their male counterparts, and often more talented too, but even some 
very talented woman students had very little confidence. I also came across some female students who 
were bullied by their male tutors - so much so that they had little confidence in their work even if it was 
really good. I found that some female students wanted to work in more unusual materials (more 
common today of course) and in some cases they were not supported as I had not been either by the 
sculpture department at Coventry.  
 
I was head hunted to teach as a regular visitor on the advanced sculpture course at Central Saint Martins 
in the 80's because I was making sculpture with wire, paper and other materials that seemed to some 
people not to be very durable. One of their male tutors, (who knew my work) was concerned about the 
huge influence Anthony Caro's work had over the department and that 'heavy metal' sculpture, as I 
called it, was the norm. This tutor thought the course needed a different voice as a counterbalance, as 
there were some students, mainly women, who were trying and struggling to work in other ways. I think 
my function was to reassure them that what they were doing was interesting and deserved to be taken 
seriously, and to share with them rather different ways of working. I was also I think, able to help them 
with their confidence levels. I was then offered a more regular post at what is now London Guildhall 
University, on their full time Foundation course. Again, I was invited to apply because of the nature of 
my sculptural works - which had been seen at an open studio event by one of their tutors. 
 
By the time I was teaching regularly, in the mid 80's, women students out-numbered men on the course 
I was teaching, and I think this was fairly common by then. I thought women students were often more 
open minded than their male counter parts, and more willing to try using unusual materials and 
techniques, though this was not always the case. The male students were still generally more confident 
than the female ones, both in how they viewed their own work and how they spoke about their ideas. 
Other than this it is difficult to say, since the ways students’ approach to their work is hugely varied - if 
the course allows for this.  
 
JD: [A contentious question I know, but] Do you think women’s artwork is in any way different to men’s? 
Please explain why/why not. 
 
DD: I think today it is hugely varied, and it is much more difficult to make that distinction now. In the 
eighties it was very different. I think as a result of the male dominated sculpture tradition, at that time 
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many female artists were seeking new ways to work. Some took the route of making their subject matter 
the important thing, many feminist artists emerged at that time for example. Female artists looked at 
different subject matter and treated the female body in different ways - less overtly sexual, less as sexual 
objects and a lot of their work was questioning the male gaze on the female body. Many were looking 
at the domestic domain both in terms of subject matter and from a political and philosophical 
perspective too. I think women who were mothers as well as serious artists, would often find ways to 
combine the two - making work maybe about their experiences of being a mother, or modifying the way 
they worked to accommodate their responsibilities - some found their children to be inspiration for their 
work (though of course for many women this was the death of their careers and often the end of their 
making too). Female artists were also experimenting with new media and a cross over between say 
sculpture and photography or painting and installation. Many female artists were moving into 
tape/slide, installation and photography, to try to move beyond the traditional male preserves. 
 
I do think there is, to some extent, a different feeling to the work of female artists, but I think that was 
much more pronounced in the eighties (interestingly I had been accepted to do a PHD in this subject in 
the 90's but became pregnant and very ill so couldn't do it - I then had to take 10 years out of my career 
and never did it). Without a great deal of study, it is difficult to put a finger on it, it would take a great 
deal of research, observation and analysis to come to conclusions about this. The new ways in which 
women approached making, and the new materials and media they tried to work with, I think now, has 
been taken on by some male artists too. These things have therefore, become part of the mainstream 
development of art, so the differences are less obvious. Though what we as women artists in the 70's 
and 80's were doing has influenced the work of both male and female artists since, I have a feeling that 
women have not been given their full recognition for these changes. When I began working with wire 
in 1984 it was very unusual, I was often told by curators that my work just didn't fit in (it was never 
explained in what way). Now I think it fits in very well - but things have changed. Women like myself and 
what we did in the 80's deserve to take up a greater part of the recorded history. 
 
JD: Do you see your own work as related to the feminine or to female experience? 
 
DD: In a way yes, but not aesthetically, although I think the approach changes the look of the work too. 
In my case, although I was interested in the ideas I was hearing about, and loved some of the work men 
were doing, I didn't want to do what I saw mainly male artists doing. I wanted something malleable, 
changeable and flexible to work with. I allow the work to dictate its final form, rather than designing a 
piece and carrying it out. I also wanted a lighter feeling to the work, but without it being somehow less 
substantial - I wanted the fragility, the sensitivity, the variability to be seen as a strength rather than a 
weakness. I wanted to question the idea that bulk, weight, heaviness, solidity is the only way to convey 
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strength. I wanted an open-ended way to work and a flexible approach to the end result. I see these 
things in a way as female strength, as opposed to male strength, but it was a feeling I wanted to pursue 
rather than an ideology. During my years as a mother, when I gave up my career, (but not making), I 
devised techniques and approaches which allowed my young son to participate in my work - not in the 
making of the decisions, or as subject matter, but in practical terms. It was so that I could carry on doing 
the small commissions I took on - for example I taught him to find the pieces of wire in the right colours 
and lengths for me - then sometimes I would use random pieces which he could choose as a deliberate 
decision. In this way I could carry on being an artist and be with my son too and all the while we were 
both learning. I suspect that male artists would not take this approach. I think most artists probably 
separate their caring responsibilities from their work, but I felt this would have left too little time for my 
work and I was also interested in how the changes I made would affect what I produced. I developed 
processes that I could easily pick up and put down as necessary, and one that allowed me to involve my 
son. 
 
JD: Have you noticed any specific expectations around sculptural production in art schools? E.g. 
materials that “should” be used, approaches that “should” be taken etc? I’m particularly interested in 
how sculpture was taught (and promoted) in British art schools in the 1970s and 1980s. 
 
DD: Sculpture in the 70's and 80's was heavily dominated by the influence of Anthony Caro and others 
of his generation. It was also a time of the intellect being seen as superior to the intuition. A lot of work 
was about a kind of macho industrial approach to making and scale was very important too - the most 
admired artists worked on a huge scale. Composition and relationships within the work were paramount 
and I struggled with this as a student and a teacher. I always took a more experimental and open-ended 
approach. But I think it was more subtle than it being said you should do this or that. Fine Art courses 
were largely headed by men and most of the tutors were men too - wherever I taught I was mostly the 
only female tutor.  
 
When taking on staff, people will naturally always take on staff that they feel they can work with and 
that often means that similar people are taken on who toe the line of the department - this is mostly 
unconscious, I think. The work produced will then reflect this too, so that the work produced by students 
will mirror the work being produced or admired by the (male) tutors. Then what happens is that students 
are often selected in the same way, so you get a department that works in a particular way and the work 
done is of a particular type. If a student wants to stand outside of the norm for that course, it is very 




My feeling was that it was a very intellectual time and if you worked intuitively or your subject matter 
was not seen as serious, or you worked on an intimate scale, you were not taken seriously as a student. 
This tended to happen more to women students than men. It was a time of intellectual enquiry in most 
of the most respected courses, and students were expected to do a lot of reading of philosophy, art 
theory and their work was critiqued through this lens. It is difficult to comment on how sculpture was 
generally taught, since I rarely shared a teaching space with any other tutor. I was always just thrown in 
at the deep end, even on my first day in a job and I was just expected to just got on with it, there was 
never any evaluation of what we taught, and although we discussed things, it wasn't on the level of how 
we taught. There was no training for the job and no advice given either, and I was never asked to teach 
in any specific way, except being asked to design projects on Foundation - but even then, I was left to 
myself as to what to do and how to do it.  
 
JD: What were the gender ratios like, in both the student and teacher populations of the institutions 
you have been associated with? How do you think this affected the dynamics of the classroom? 
 
DD: When I was a student, the staff were almost all men - the only female tutor in painting was part 
time, as far as I can remember there were no female tutors in the sculpture department. The fine art 
department as a whole was almost all male. All the top full-time staff posts were filled with men and all 
the visiting artists/lecturers I met were male too. Students too, were predominately male, though there 
were a few more women students in painting. By the time I started teaching the balance had shifted in 
terms of students. By the late eighties 60-65% of students were female, but still most lecturers were 
male.  
 
I was a visiting lecturer around the country, especially after the publication of my first book (Organise 
Your Own Exhibition) in 1987, and I was invited to dozens of colleges, polys and universities - I can only 
remember 3 times being invited by a female head of course or department. On most visits I never saw 
another female lecturer, but the number of female students was rising. It must have affected the 
dynamics in the studios. I picked up that my teaching style was rather different to my male colleagues. 
I spent less time talking and more time questioning students and I could tolerate a silence while students 
thought of answers. I took a more intuitive approach and valued an intuitive approach in my students. I 
also in some ways expected more of my students on Foundation - I incorporated mutual discussion 
times about each students' work which was challenging for them. I also found students with emotional 
problems would tend to come to me. I was sometimes shocked at the attitudes of my male colleagues 
towards students, e.g. one tutor thoroughly embarrassed a student in front of the whole group which I 




This is not to say my own way was best, just that it was different and of course I met many really good 
male lecturers. In giving lectures I took a similar approach as I did in the studios and rather than giving 
a prewritten lecture, I would wing it and try to involve students in discussing things from the start - so 
that the lecture was an organic thing. I did this even with a room of 500 students. This meant they were 
more active and had to think rather than just taking for granted what I was saying. My impression was 
that many male lecturers, when giving a lecture, would pre-write it and then deliver it sometimes 
actually just reading out from their typed papers and that many of them didn't like answering questions 
either. Many would run over time too. I wasn't interested in gathering a group of likeminded students 
around me over whom I had influence (which I sometimes suspected my male colleagues did), but more 
interested in enabling students to think and make art through listening to their own inner voice. I also 
noticed that some students seemed to have more respect for the male tutors - but again difficult to put 
a finger on it. I think some students are easily awed by a seeming intellectualism, even if it is just the 
words rather than any deep understanding, and some prefer to sit and listen rather than being put on 
the spot - so it may have suited some that the staff were mainly male.  
 
JD: What were the demographics more generally – in terms of age, class, ethnicity etc – at art schools 
in the 1970s and 1980s? 
 
DD: Fewer mature students, and almost completely white - both students and staff. By the 70's there 
was a wider class difference than formerly. But still most were middle class. In the case of students, 
many like myself (although my parents had degrees, they were both the first in their respective families, 
to get degrees) came from working class origins, which would have been unheard of prior to the 60's 
and government grants. I also suspect by this time that more staff were from working class origins than 
previously. At that time there was a fashion for being from more modest roots and it was almost a badge 
of honour. I think things have reversed rather since then and those from more privileged backgrounds 
are more likely to do well in all parts of academia and the art world today. I think the upper classes 
always had a hold and were generally in charge, but there was a short period of time in the 60s, 70s and 
80's when being working class was admired. 
 
JD: I’m interested in how art history was taught in this period – did Fine Art students have much 
exposure to art history? Do you remember there being many women artists on the curriculum? 
 
DD: As a student we had an Art History department and regular lectures on art history. I don't remember 
any female artists being mentioned in these lectures, but that wouldn't have been surprising given that 
most history books at that time didn't mention any. We were also occasionally taken to exhibitions 
locally or in London, and again mostly male artists work. I found the library useful and that was where I 
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found some female artists: Helen Frankenthaler, Eva Hesse and Yoko Ono. I noticed the lack of female 
artists, but it didn't at that stage bother me particularly. As a lecturer I wasn't really so aware of what 
was being taught in art history, my impression by this time was that students were more often referred 
to contemporary artists as sources of influence and ideas than previously, and by then more women 
artists were in the news - but I can't be sure of that. I tried to draw attention to both male and female 
artists in talking to students - often artists from my own generation working at the time. I also used to 
take groups of students to see shows and teach classes there too sometimes. I also told students about 
open studios which were by this time around 65% female artists, in order to encourage them to look at 
the work of artists they probably wouldn't see in the art magazines or books.  
 
JD: Are there any other memories or reflections from this period, or your experiences as a 
practitioner/educator more generally - that we haven’t covered here and that you’d like to add to this 
interview? 
 
DD: A few other things: male artists still dominate the upper echelons of the art world and the venues 
with most resources too. Women artists still predominate in the local galleries, venues and community 
art, and artist led projects - which have far fewer resources. I think there are multiple reasons for this.  
 
When I was a student, one of my tutors told my parents they would have to support me until my forties, 
because no serious gallery would look at an artist under 40. I was very independent and determined to 
support myself. My generation were not content with this situation. London was the place to go and I 
moved into an ACME house in East London in 1978. We started to do things for ourselves ignoring the 
commercial gallery system, that was how I came to write my book after organising exhibitions for myself 
and groups of artists. Through our efforts, galleries began to see that things were happening in the East 
End and that younger artists had something to say. Now the galleries are all looking for young/emerging 
artists and if you are over 40 and haven't 'made it' you are not of interest anymore. For women this is a 
problem because many of us take time out for our family responsibilities, so a typical woman artist will 
bloom much later than a male artist, and often miss out on those early opportunities which bring the 
artist to prominence - and allow them to develop their ideas. Until fairly recently the Turner Prize was 
only open to artists under 50, which I had thought for years was, indirectly, discriminating against 
women.  
 
After a successful career in the late 80's and early 90's, I took a break of around ten years from exhibiting 
(though I still made art) and when I came back into the system all had changed, not only was I considered 
old by art world current standards, but also all the young curators and gallerists didn't know me or my 
work - a significant disadvantage if you want a successful career. The older generation remembered me, 
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but they are not the ones who control everything now. I think things are changing again though, as some 
are beginning to realise older artists and particularly women have a lot to offer and as a result of years 
of solitary work their work is often richer too. What I have also found is that the work I was doing back 
in the 80's that was thought not to 'fit in' is now all the rage, but I personally have missed out on its rise 
to prominence (because of taking out those ten years at the crucial time)- the rise of appreciation for 
three-dimensional drawing - using more basic materials and combining them - these approaches are 
everywhere now and what I am doing doesn't seem cutting edge anymore as it was in the 80's, too 
much so and it was a disadvantage for me then.  
 
I also think women are still often less confident than male artists, they find it more difficult to promote 
themselves and they are more willing to think in terms of nurturing others, for example through 
community projects, an arena which has seen a huge growth since the 80's. These days you are far more 
likely to get noticed if you are outrageous, eccentric or shocking, and being a celebrity will get you much 
further than being a good artist. The reasons why artists are successful are nothing to do with how good 
they are; although of course some successful artists are very good. You are much more like to be really 
successful if you are white male, from an upper class or wealthy background, full of confidence, know 
how to promote yourself and know the kinds of people who can afford to buy your work and who have 
influence in the art world. It also helps if your work fits into a particular genre and you identify with a 
group of artists - that can be your jumping off point and will lead to other opportunities through these 
contacts. Most groups still seem to be dominated by male artists, so I don't know if women tend less to 
form groups or belong to them. If you have support from the right person it helps much more than 
making great art, the right person can promote and sell your work whether it is good or not! Being part 
of the boy's club - drinking, smoking and going to the pubs, clubs or are part of the dining clique this 
would get you a long way - certainly in the 80's. It may still be true and far fewer women are part of this. 
 
It is often thought that it is the best artists who get the best opportunities to show their work (and of 
course galleries and highly successful artists have a vested interest in believing this). But the truth of the 
matter is that as an artist, getting good opportunities to show your work is what makes you a good artist. 
This is because it is the challenges of showing in a substantial space, with all the support that brings, as 
well as critical success, that causes an artist to rise to that challenge, and this leads to a greater chance 
that you will fulfil your potential. It is impossible to know until you are challenged, just how good you 
could be. This is why so many people seem to think that there have been few great woman artists. I 
have found that every good opportunity to show, has enabled me to make great leaps in what I do. 
Women artists suffer from not having so many of the best opportunities - it is also one of the reasons 




The other thing that effects so many women artists is that old saying (behind every successful man there 
is a good wife). Many male artists have exactly that, but female artists are often 'the wife'. In other 
words, male artists often have someone at home supporting them, many female artists (though not all) 
have exactly the opposite. In my case my relative success caused problems in my relationships with men 
as it was hard for them to accept, and certainly in the 80's many men still had the attitude that their 
careers were more important than their partner's careers, often it was unconscious, I think. Things may 
have changed now, since there are a lot more female artists with visible careers. 
 
I noticed, too, in the educational setting, that male staff were much more focussed on their careers and 
advancement within the establishment. They took steps, I discovered, to promote themselves to their 
superiors, and to get in with them. This never occurred to me. I also discovered that male applicants for 
jobs would often apply for jobs way above their experience and abilities and thought nothing of it. They 
were often also promoted beyond their abilities. Women often pitch much lower and feel they have to 
fulfil all the requirements in the job advert. Having a top job in an educational establishment will open 
many doors for you, so men have a much greater access to these doors. This helps enormously, 
especially these days, to develop your career as an artist. 
 
One more story will illustrate some of this. I had a regular lecturer post part-time and on a termly 
contract, which was automatically rolled over each term. On the first day of the Christmas holidays I 
received a letter telling me that, after 3 and a half years, I was being sacked, and that I could, if I wanted 
to re-apply for a job on the same course, but the jobs were being cut to two. In shock, I telephoned my 
male colleagues. They had had the same letter, but through lengthy questioning it was slowly revealed 
that they had all known that this was going to happen. I was the only one who didn't know - it turned 
out they had all been discussing their careers with those in charge and had found out. I (the only woman) 
was the only one no-one thought to warn. We were expected to return to work the following term, for 
two weeks while the interviews took place, after which all or some of us, would find ourselves out of a 
job. I resigned and refused to return for two weeks, I also refused to re-apply for my job - I didn't want 
to work for an institution that would treat its staff in this way. My male colleagues went back to work 
and re-applied. In spite of an open call for applicants, two men from within the college were given the 
posts. So, it was a done deal and those 65% female students no longer had a female role model. I left 
regular teaching after that (it was 1989) and I subsequently worked as a visiting lecturer and devised my 
own workshops and seminars in collaboration with others around the country. In this way, I felt I had 
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Email interview exchange between Jennifer Dudley and Pennina Barnett 
JD: Your writing on the exhibition The Subversive Stitch: Women and Textiles Today often mentions the 
subversions of stereotypes, for example a stated aim of the exhibition was to “expose and destabilise 
stereotypical assumptions about women and textiles practice”.104 What kind of stereotypes were being 
made about women and textiles at this time? How do you think these stereotypes were subverted in 
the exhibition? 
PB: The stereotypes at the time – and still to a large extent today – were essentialist ideas about women 
and the kind of artwork they make, which see the making of embroidery, needlework and textiles more 
generally as feminine activities, requiring skill rather than creativity. The kind of ideas that Rozsika Parker 
discussed in The Subversive Stitch, Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine, and earlier, with Griselda 
Pollock, in the ‘Crafty Women’ chapter of Old Mistresses. They expose with such intellectual clarity and 
brilliance the implicit values of the artworld, revealing how the gendered hierarchy of the (visual) arts is 
based on a binary set of oppositions. Fine art: defined as the product of a professional (male) artist, 
made for the public sphere, and involving his intellectual prowess / (i.e. brain) versus craft: generally 
assumed to be an amateur activity carried out by women in the private/ domestic sphere, skilled (i.e. 
made with the hand rather than the brain!) and requiring little creativity or real thought. The positive 
of fine art set against (and defined by) the negative of craft/ textiles, i.e. everything textiles is supposedly 
not!  
Even if a woman artist’s (textile) work clearly wasn’t (and isn’t) ‘craft’, it was / is far too easily disregarded 
and ‘tinged’ by association with these ideas. Unless of course they are already well established in the 
artworld as a fine artist, before turning to textiles. Of course, this isn’t universally true, but it’s only in 
very recent years that artists like Magdalena Abakanowicz, Annie Albers, Olga de Amaral, Lenore Tawney 
and Sheila Hicks – all incredibly well known within the ‘textile world’ have found their way into Tate 
Modern. It’s interesting that none of them are British, although there are plenty of examples of the 
latter. 
So the exhibition subverted common stereotypes about textiles, with work that explored, critiqued, 
reflected upon or challenged these in some way, or offered an alternative narrative to that of the 
dominant, patriarchal artworld with its derision of work made of materials and techniques usually 
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associated with craft, regarding it as the ‘unimportant’ work of women. (This is covered in the essay I 
wrote at the time (for the exhibition catalogue) which discusses the work of individual artists.)  
The curatorial strategy on the whole worked well, and the visitors’ book had some touching comments. 
I have a postcard written at the time from a woman called Sarah Tracy who wrote that “The Subversive 
Stitch has changed one woman’s life in Plymouth” i.e. her own.  
But some people - a minority - just didn’t get it. In particular, there was a letter at the time in the Women 
Artists’ Slide Library Journal by Dilys Dowsell (in the WAL archive) that complained that the show was 
“inhospitable”, and that the artists in the show needed ‘to be more cheerful about [textiles]’. Underlying 
that comment is another stereotype, i.e. that textiles should be comforting, colourful and pleasurable 
rather than critically than engage with politics and gender or challenge the status quo of the art world. 
Germaine Greer’s review in The Independent at the time, said much the same. (Much of this is covered 
in the ‘Afterthoughts on curating “The Subversive Stitch”’ in the book, New Feminist Art criticism, edited 
by Katy Deepwell. 
JD: I’ve heard that both of The Subversive Stitch exhibitions had very detailed interpretive labels. Could 
you tell me why this curatorial decision was made and the kind of information the labels contained? (*if 
these are archived anywhere, I would love to see them - they were not in the file at the Women’s Art 
Library). 
PB: The exhibitions took Parker’s book as a starting point, so they were explicitly about unpicking the 
historical connections between textiles, women and stereotypical ideas about femininity - and, in the 
Cornerhouse exhibition, the repercussions of that legacy for contemporary women artists. (Although 
Parker’s focus was embroidery, we widened that to include textiles more generally) 
So, they were issues-based exhibitions - a term commonly used at the time – as distinct from surveys – 
and in that sense were part of the zeitgeist of the time. Looking back, perhaps it was an overly didactic 
approach, but it’s important to remember that it was a particular political moment and context. 
Margaret Thatcher had been in power throughout the 1980s, and the SS exhibitions opened in 1988, 
after 9 years of Conservative government and its repressive policies.  
It wasn’t that we thought the artwork didn’t hold by itself. But it was neither simply an exhibition of 
contemporary textiles by women artists, nor an illustration of theory. As with any exhibitions, as curators 
we started off with a core idea, but this developed as we went along, as images came in after the call 
for work, as I visited artists across the country and talked with them, and of course once the work arrived 
at the gallery (and in the venues on tour). Various narratives and dialogues emerged between works 
when juxtaposed.  
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An exhibition, any exhibition, isn’t a random group of works – any curation has a ‘logic’ and underlying 
set of assumptions based on the preferences, politics etc of the curator, though it’s not always made 
explicit. As mentioned, both exhibitions made their curatorial position explicit, through the very title of 
the exhibitions, our choice of objects, and the use of story boards and labels giving/suggesting wider 
contexts for the work. A visitor has the choice of looking at artwork without reading any accompanying 
information and that’s ok. But we intended the exhibitions as actively discursive – a series of dialogues 
between us as curators and the artists, between and across the artworks themselves and with the 
viewers.  
At Cornerhouse there were different kinds of interpretive material. You can see examples at: 
https://www.gold.ac.uk/subversivestitchrevisited/exhibitions/ including the main storyboard that 
introduced the exhibition concept.  
Wall labels for individual works: You need to check with Bev Bytheway that the info I sent you was 
actually for the wall labels. I’m not 100% sure. But I think the following is the case: 
 I visited all the artists initially selected  – from the open call – in their studios or homes to see their work 
and to meet them. I then asked those we shortlisted to include to write a short statement about their 
work (copies of their statements at MAKE), for my catalogue essay research. There was so much 
interesting material that we decided to put selected quotes on some of the individual artwork labels 
too. Not to ‘explain’ the work, but again, to add another layer of discussion or dialogue.  
Larger storyboards, which indicated key themes in the exhibition. These weren’t predetermined, but 
emerged when we looked at work selected. These themes became subheadings for sections of my 
catalogue essay and were also used as titles for the storyboards. We hung works exploring similar 
themes in clusters and placed the relevant storyboards nearby. The themes were e.g. Learning to be 
Little Women – i.e. an education into femininity; Home Sweet Home – women and domesticity; Women 
and the Textiles Industry; The Decorative Arts and the Decorative Sex; Rocking the Boat – the impact of 
feminist thought on the visual arts; Peace and Protest in Britain; and Protest and Resistance Worldwide. 
Each of these storyboards had photos as well as text. I no longer have the photos, but I have the text.  
Some of the same photos – e.g. on the storyboard about education into femininity – were also included 
on the storyboards at the ‘sister’ exhibition at The Whitworth, emphasising the links between the 
themes in both exhibitions.  
Smaller, A4 panels. These consisted of poems, prose etc relating to the ideas explored in the exhibition 
and were intended to add another dimension to the exhibition experience – giving pause for thought, 
or to trigger associations and memories in the viewer.  
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Free printed list of exhibits – with dimensions, materials, dates and copies of the text for the labels of 
the individual artworks.   
Display case of e.g. advertising material for wools and packaging for Durex that played upon the 
associations between women, textiles and stereotypes of femininity.  
There was also a lively education programme organised by Sue Clive at Cornerhouse, part of which 
resulted in a small accompanying exhibition there, in the gallery below. 
JD: Could you tell me a little about your personal experiences within art schools and examples of where 
these hierarchies were evident?  
PB: I was full time at Goldsmiths for 22 years, and my main responsibilities were on the BA Textiles, 
running the Critical Studies programme, with some teaching on the MA Textiles and PhD supervision. 
The students were lively, the degree was wonderful - it offered a great environment for students to 
critically engage with textiles in the widest sense. And yes, the hierarchies I mentioned were always 
apparent to me in the department and in departmental politics. The majority of the staff on the Textiles 
degree were women with a few gay men. The majority of the permanent staff on the Fine Art degree 
were straight men, with women part-timers. When I left in 2011 the Head of Department, Directors of 
the BA and MA Art Practice and the Critical Studies Course leader were all men. Sadly, Textiles per se, 
as single honours u/g and postgrad degrees, no longer exists there. The BA Textiles in particular was 
internationally respected in the field – with a long history of over 50 years. It had been ‘merged’ about 
7 years earlier with the fine art degree (I can’t remember exactly when, but around 2004 maybe) and 
renamed BA Art Practice, and later predictably reverted to BA Fine Art! (You can read in between the 
lines here.)  
JD: There was a proliferation of all-female exhibitions in the 1980s. Why do you think this was? 
PB: All-female exhibitions can be seen as a deliberate political strategy. As mentioned, you have to see 
this within the context of the time, specifically the dominance of the patriarchal values of the art world. 
A number of feminist women curators and artists, aware of both the historical and contemporary 
marginalisation of women artists, believed in the importance of making women artists work clearly 
visible, and showcasing it, drawing attention to it and, of course, creating much needed opportunities 
for women artists per se.  
This ‘separatism’ had its precedents – in the founding of Virago Press in 1973 and The Women’s Press 
in 1978 – both of which created separate spaces for women’s writing, also historically marginalised.  
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It’s interesting that the promotion of women’s art has now entered the mainstream – or at least some 
areas of it. I notice in the press release for the Joana Vasconcelos exhibition that Yorkshire Sculpture 
Park proudly identifies 2020 “a year of programming dominated by women artists.” And somewhat 
belatedly, the work of an older generation of women artists – now well in to their 70s and 80s, is being 
given prominence in major venues such as Tate Modern.  
With regard The Subversive Stitch exhibition at Cornerhouse, we did consider the inclusion of male 
artists. But if I remember rightly, decided that it should be a show in which, as we described it at the 
time, “contemporary women artists and craftswomen” participate “in the continuing debates around 
women, textiles and femininity”, i.e. a space specifically for women to critically explore and engage with 
ideas pertinent to their experience as women artists.  
But to put it your question in a wider context: there was also a proliferation of books about women 
artists and feminist art histories published in the 1980s. Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock’s Old 
Mistresses; Feminism and Art History, edited by Norma Broude and Mary R Garrard; Rozsika Parker’s 
The Subversive Stitch; Looking On, edited Rosemary Betterton; Women and Craft edited by Gillian Elinor 
et al, Women Art and Power and Other Essays by Linda Nochlin; Visibly Female, edited by Hilary Robinson 
– and so on. So it was a period when feminist issues were very much in the air, and there was a real 
hunger for exhibitions of women’s work – precisely because of its marginalisation and invisibility. 
But this proliferation of publications and exhibitions was built on developments a decade or so earlier, 
as the feminist art movement took off. Linda Nochlin’s ground-breaking essay "Why Have There Been 
No Great Women Artists?" came out in 1971, and there were a lot of other books on women and art 
between that and Germaine Greer’s The Obstacle Race in 1979. So, there had been a steady build up of 
feminist scholarship in the visual arts, particularly in the USA and the UK. There were also a number of 
feminist art historians teaching in UK universities and art schools at that time (1970s), for example, 
Griselda Pollock at Leeds, Jane Beckett at UEA, and I think during that period Lisa Tickner was at 
Middlesex and Deborah Cherry at Manchester – educating and influencing the next generation, many 
of whom went on to work in the visual arts in the 1980s – as artists, writers, educators and curators, 
bringing feminisms to their work. I was taught by Griselda, and Bev Bytheway (Exhibitions Organiser at 
Cornerhouse who worked on The Subversive Stitch exhibition) was taught by Jane at UEA.  
JD: Do you think that women make art in a way that is different to men?  
PB: That’s a huge and complex question and I don’t want to give an essentialist response that reduces 
all women to a single category. Women are diverse, as is the art they make. (See my essay for the New 
Feminist Art Criticism book in 1995.)  
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BUT… it’s certainly true that second wave feminism of the 1960s and 1970s with its motto “the personal 
is the political” had, and continues to have, a huge impact on the kind of artwork produced by women, 
whether or not they acknowledge it. It drew attention to the fact that women’s personal and daily 
experiences – of health/care, our bodies, sexualities, relationships, domestic labour, workplace, 
childcare, education, institutions, including of course art institutions, etc – were part of wider social and 
political structures of gender inequality. So that what might previously have been regarded as too 
private, personal, trivial or inconsequential became valid subjects of exploration in their art. That 
widening of the terrain of art practice, its possibilities and potentialities, has been deeply significant for 
women artists and was clearly visible in projects like Feministo, The Women’s Postal Art Event and The 
Dinner Party which came straight out of the politics of feminism. They used materials and objects that 
weren’t traditional to fine art practice, but often associated with domesticity or craft, breaking the 
boundaries between ‘art’ and ‘craft’. The personal/political intersection has become fundamental to 
artists who explore, for example, transgender, class, race/ ethnic/ cultural identity, disability etc.  
Though it is certainly true that the female body  –  traditionally the preserve of male artists – became 
and continues to be a key focus for many women, along with aspects of materiality: Eve Hesse, Ana 
Mendieta, Martha Rosler, Maria Maolino, Nancy Spero, Loiuse Bourgeois, Ceclila Vicuna, Jana Sterbak, 
Mary Kelly, Cathy de Monchaux, Mona Hatoum, and later Jenny Saville, Tracey Emin and many more. I 
think Catherine de Zegher’s exhibition Inside the Visible, an elliptical traverse of 20th century art, in, of 
and from the feminine offers a helpful model or approach. In the catalogue she writes (p. 20, 2nd parag) 
that “difference is far more entangled and complex than we like to admit” and of wanting to bypass “the 
artificiality of “oppositional thinking” while acknowledging the work of deconstruction, feminism, and 
poststructuralism,” for its role in revealing “the operations that tend to marginalize certain kinds of 
artistic production while centralizing others…” 
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